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LEGAL PROFESSIONALISM 
FINDING TRUE NORTH 

Southeastern Admiralty Law Institute 
June 28, 2019 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Professionalism concerns the knowledge and skill of the law faithfully employed in the 
service to the client and the public good and entails what is more broadly expected of attorneys. 
It includes courses on the duties of attorneys to the judicial system, courts, public, clients, and 
other attorneys; attorney competency; and pro bono obligations.  La. Sup. C Rules for 
Continuing Legal Education Rule 3 (c) 
 
II. Finding True North 
 

Ships sail the globe aided by a compass pointing north.  The compass is prominently 
located on the bridge.  At the installation, the compass is leveled on gimbals.  A  binnacle is a 
shelf near or on the compass that holds navigational instruments for easy reference and 
protection.  Correcting spheres are placed on either side of the compass to correct deviations 
created by the iron in the ship.  Legal Professionalism resembles a compass and the elements 
needed to professionally navigate the sea that is the legal profession.  
 

A. Level 
 

When you began your profession, was professionalism properly and effectively 
implemented?  Did you start the profession with a level foundation?  Did the law schools, state 
or local bar associations, or law practices properly implement professionalism?  Did you acquire 
a level professional foundation in a clerkship or as a young attorney?   

 
B. Readily Available Resources  

 
Where are the professional resources in your practice?  When a challenge arises where do 

go for guidance?  Does your firm have compliance counsel?  Do you have a mentor or a pier 
resource?  Is the Code of Professional Responsibility on your shelf? 
 

C. Corrective Procedures 
 
Deviations from professionalism are caused by numerous internal and external factors.  Is 

there a process to mitigate that deviation?  Review of the bar journal, discussions at firm 
meetings, professional education and other corrective practices are helpful. To better serve your 
clients and your profession care for yourself, mentally, physically and spiritually.   

 
Do you use your professionalism compass?  If so, is your professionalism compass 

pointing due North or did you start with a deviation?  Do you have a plan to be professional? 
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Robert Parrish, president of the Maritime Law Association in 2012, said the following to 
maritime law students:  “There is no substitute for hard work.  There is no substitute for intellect, 
honesty, and rigor,” he said.  “There is always going to be room for good lawyers.” Parrish told 
the more than 30 local attorneys and students in attendance that they needed to be ready to be 
tested.  “You will face a crossroads,” he said.  “There will be somebody taking a cheap 
shot.  You’re going to have to figure out what you are going to do.” 

One thing not to do, he quipped, was to hit “reply” immediately by email or send an off-
the-cuff email, because what one says today will be around for a long time.  “Email is going to 
stay forever.  Don’t reply by email.” 

III. PROFESSIONALISM AUDIT 
 
Matthew 7:3-5  
3 “Why do you look at the speck of sawdust in your brother’s eye and pay no attention to the 
plank in your own eye? 4 How can you say to your brother, ‘Let me take the speck out of your 
eye,’ when all the time there is a plank in your own eye?5 You hypocrite, first take the plank out 
of your own eye, and then you will see clearly to remove the speck from your brother’s eye.” 

A. Legal Philosophies on Professionalism 
 

1. “quid pro quo” 
 You don’t give anything unless you get something first. 
 
2. “Do unto others as they have done unto me” 
 Modified Golden Rule  
 
3. Play by their rules 
 
4. Top Dog Rule  
 

While teaching Security Rights, Professor Nathan said “Everybody wants to be the top dog ---- 
And you know what the top dog does to the bottom dog?” 
 
Nathan also said “One day you may see me in Court and you may have the advantage.  I would 
never expect you to prejudice your client, but if you could provide me that courtesy without 
disadvantaging your client it would be appreciated.  I assure you that courtesy will be returned 
100 fold.” 
 
You must have a true north. 
 
I ask myself “do I have a true north or a near north, or do I have a true north that I cannot hold?” 
 

B. Goals and Priorities 
 

In conducting a self-evaluation, you must establish your goals and your priorities. 
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As a Christian, my goal is to live a good life and go to heaven. 
 
Try to take as many souls with me as I can. 
 
What is my priority?  How do I balance the conflicting goals? 
 
In determining my professional priorities, I will review: 

 
1. Code of Professional Responsibility 
2. Oaths of an Attorney 
3. Court Practices and Policies 
4. Firm Practices and Policies 

 
C.  Conflicting Interest: 

 
1. Obligation to the client 
2. Obligation to protect the legal system and the rule of law 
3. Obligation to protect the legal institutions  
4. Obligation to protect the public interest and create a safe just society 

 Whether working as lawyers in a particular setting or on projects outside of their core 
institutions, lawyers must understand and navigate conflicting duties. Virtually all difficult 
ethical problems arise from conflicts between the lawyer's responsibilities to clients, to the legal 
system, and to the lawyer's own interest in remaining an ethical person while earning a 
satisfactory living. 

D. The Importance of the Attorneys in Society 
 

 The rule of law:  Essential to a civil society. 
 

1. Attorneys are the most important element of the 3 part legal system. 
 

Law and Rule Makers 
Judiciary  
Advocate 

 
2. The Advocate brings the individual to the systems and allows for civil 

resolution of disputes.  Civilly resolving our disputes without violence is 
the cornerstone of civilization. 

 
3. The goal of a lawyer is to maintain and participate in a system that allows 

for the orderly and peaceful resolution of disputes based on fairness.   
 

Early in my practice, a former classmate was meeting with his client.  His 
client was a mother involved in a custody issue with her former spouse.  
My former classmate is a fine man and a fine attorney. He is a smart, kind, 
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and true gentleman.  During the meeting his client was called by her X.  
The X told her to come get the children, he was parked outside.  My 
former classmate walked her out of the building and he watched her as she 
approached the X’s truck.  When she reached the truck, the X stepped out 
and shot her dead and left with the children.  There was nothing that could 
have been done to prevent that act of violence.  As a legal professional, we 
are there to provide a system to civilly resolve disputes. Unfortunately, an 
event of this nature is more common than it should be.  We all have had 
clients who decried the legal system as unfair and have threatened to 
define justice in a way that fits their desires.  Incivility, unchecked will 
eventually lead to violence and violence leads to more violence.  In the 
middle is the legal system. 

  
E. Being Professional 

 
Do I know the Professional Code? 
 
Do I abide by the Attorney’s Oath: The Foundation of the Practice of Law? 

 
The Code and the Oath are part of the gimbal.  The Professional Code and the 
sworn statements of the oath keep us professionally level and pointing north. 

 
F. Professionalism Resources 

 
 If I have a professional problem, where do I seek assistance?  Where do I store my 
professional resources?  Do I periodically read the bar journal and the code of professional 
responsibility?  Do I have a mentor or a confidant with whom to discuss professional issues?  Do 
I have a professional binnacle?  If so, is it readily available and does is protect my professional 
reputation and the reputation of the legal profession? 
 

G. Deviation from Professionalism 
 
 What causes me to act unprofessionally?  How do I mitigate those influences?  Do I have 
a method to correct action before I make a mistake?  What are my correcting spheres to adjust 
poor professional judgment? 
 

1. In Pursuing Professionalism: Beware of Deviations such as Relativism 
 

There is an old joke about bear hunting.  I was invited to go bear hunting 
with a college friend.  I dressed in appropriate hunting clothes.  When I 
met my friend, he was wearing running shorts and shoes, and he was 
vigorously stretching.  I asked, “what are you doing?”  He said, “I’m 
preparing for the hunt.”  I asked, “How will running attire and stretching 
prepare you for the hunt?”  He said, “In case I miss, I can run away from 
the bear.”  I said, “You can’t outrun a bear.”  He said, “I only have to 
outrun you!” 
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If my goal is to be more professional than the other attorney, then I am in 
a race to the bottom.  Professionalism is a practice and requires a 
continued effort to be more professional in the hopes of others doing the 
same. 

 
2. Reptilian Tactics 

 
2009 Book “Reptile, The Attorney’s Manual of the Plaintiff’s Revolution” 
Lawyers are encouraged to appeal to the jurors “reptilian” portion of their 
brains - that which impels the juror to protect himself and the community. 
 
It seems to appeal to emotion as opposed to reason, fear as compared to 
logic, revenge related to justice. 
 
Can you obtain a just judgment using emotional tactics?  Do these tactics 
put the client’s priorities above the profession?  Is this a hard blow or a 
foul blow? 
 
The importance of the legal system is that it provides a civil method to 
resolve disputes.  If clients, the public, or other attorneys feel the outcome 
was unfair or unjust does this advance the profession? 
 
Do I have a duty to explain to my clients the limits of the legal system? To 
manage the client’s expectations? To intervene when clients expect the 
impossible? 

 
Do I bring credibility to the profession?  Do I treat my profession 
commensurate with its importance?  Attorneys bear a high and difficult 
burden to maintain society and the profession.  The challenge is to balance 
the conflicting goals of the client, the judicial system, the firms, and the 
individual attorney. 
 
We call it the profession of law in that we are always learning.  
Professionalism requires practice as well.  Profession is not a verb.  Civil 
is not a verb.  What is the verb to act professionally?  The is no single verb 
to act professionally.  Professionalism is an aspiration that I strive to 
achieve with the realization that I may never totally acquire that aspiration. 

 
Navigating these challenges is difficult and the court’s assistance is vague. 

 
In Berger v. United States, 295 U. S. S.Ct. 629, 79 L.Ed. 1314 (1935) the court stated: 

“He may prosecute with earnestness and vigor—indeed, he should.  But, while he may strike 
hard blows, he is not at liberty to strike foul ones.”  In reviewing the professional conduct of 
attorneys, this case was cited 833 times! 
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IV. PROFESSIONAL ASSETS AND RESOURCES 
 
Do you have the resources available to be more professional? 
 

A. Assets and Resources Supporting Professionalism: 
 

Financial Resources 
Professional Staff (Mentor, Confidant, Counsel) 
Firm Meetings on Professionalism 
Bar Journal 
Professional Education 
Quality Assurance Officer 
Resources Offered by Professional Liability Carrier 
Resources Offered by the Office of Disciplinary Counsel 
Post Case Debriefing 
Opportunity for Constructive Criticism 

 
An attorney’s primary currency is time.  The above resources require the investment of 

time and money.  These actions will not generate income, but they will improve the quality of 
your practice.  There are many untended benefits that will result from honest communication.  
Future conflicts may be mitigated and case strategies can be reviewed and tested, which should 
improve outcomes.  An active program to advance professionally will succeed.  The success will 
not necessarily show on the balance sheet.  The success will be seen in a more civil practice. 
 

B. Correcting Unprofessional Actions 
 

My professional conduct is affected by the professionalism of opposing counsel.  Often I 
am tempted to do unto others as they have done to me.  It is easy to be courteous to the 
courteous.  It is difficult to be courteous to the discourteous. 
 

Do I have a plan to work through difficult communications?  Yes, I do!  First, I focus on 
my goal -  what do I want to achieve?  Second, I set forth a plan to achieve that goal.  Third, I 
implement the plan.  Fourth, I review whether I am achieving my goal.  Fifth, I accept or alter or 
amend the goal and/or plan. 
 

Keeping focused on the goal makes communications easy.  If you’re working on a 
discovery dispute then discuss the process of discovery, not liability, which can’t be resolved.  
Try not to interrupt but don’t allow opposing counsel to dominate the communication.  Create an 
expectation that all parties will be courteous, professionally call out unprofessional conduct, and 
concede if you are less than professional.  Disagree with civil terms (i.e. “that issue is disputed” 
as opposed to “you’re full of it”) and discuss process (i.e., “absent a resolution we will proceed 
with a motion to compel” as opposed to “we’ll see you in court and I will seek sanctions”). 
 

Do you have corrective spheres?  Do you have firm policies and procedures to prevent 
unprofessional behavior?  Do you review or debrief your work?  Are you receptive to 
constructive criticism?  Do you provide constructive criticism?  This process of review can 
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encourage professional behavior and correct bad actions before they occur.  Professionalism 
requires a plan to succeed. 
 

C. Making Bad Decisions 
 

Why do I make bad decisions?  Why do attorneys make bad decisions? 
 
The following are a list of reasons attorneys make bad decisions: 

 
Alcohol or substance abuse 
Unprepared/Bad information 
Ignorance 
Conflicts of duties/Conflicts of interest 
Incompetence 
Stress /Financial Pressure /Peer Pressure/Office Stress/Deadlines 
Depression/ Health or Family Issues 
Poor communication 
Revenge/Spite/Arrogance 
 
My bad decisions occur when I am unprepared or misinformed. 

 
My most difficult cases occurred when opposing counsel provided his client with bad 

advice or bad legal opinions.  All of us have had cases when the other side has told their client 
that the case was a sure thing when it was not. Further, I knew that opposing counsel was 
advising their client that I was out of my mind.  These cases encouraged unprofessional conduct.  
I have cursed out opposing counsel and challenged his competency, and the behavior was 
returned.  I have had cases that were tried into the ground, and counsel was willing to accept the 
result.  No one was correcting counsel - neither party was focused on the primary goal to resolve 
the matter. 
 

In evaluating a case I have a plan.  First, I make a decision when I am not under stress.  
Second, I list the factual and legal basis for my conclusion.   Third, I run my conclusion past 
someone I trust.  Fourth, I anticipate the weaknesses in my opinion.  Fifth, when I provide the 
advice I advise the client that the opinion is based on the elements being in place (facts and law) 
 

Facts are not what is or what we think - it’s what we can prove!  Have we allowed 
unrealistic expectations? 
 

D. Substance Abuse 
 

A recently released study before the American Bar Association's Midyear Meeting 
highlighted two big issues. The first is the substance abuse plaguing the industry, and the second 
is mental health problems. 

 
While many previous studies had shown alcoholism and substance abuse rates to be 

higher among lawyers, this recent study put the numbers even higher than was seen in the past. 
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In addition to the high rate of alcoholism and mental health issues for lawyers, younger lawyers 
were shown to be the most at-risk segment of the overall field.  This study was conducted by the 
ABA Commission on Lawyer Assistance Programs and the Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation. 
(“Study on Lawyer Impairment January 18, 2019”). 

According to the research, nearly 21 percent of participating lawyers and judges had 
problems with alcohol use.   However, when the questions were focused only on how often the 
participants drank, more than 36 percent were seen as problem drinkers.  Other studies have 
reported that 19% of legal professionals have substance abuse issues in contrast with 13% of the 
general population.  The conclusion is the same - substance abuse is more prevalent in the legal 
profession than in the general population. 

Along with these findings of the alcoholism rate for lawyers, the study also showed that 
28 percent of respondents said they’d experienced depression, 19 percent experienced anxiety, 
and 23 percent said they’d experienced stress. These numbers were all also higher than previous 
findings in different studies. 

Another way to look at the alarming results regarding the alcoholism rate for lawyers is 
that one in three practicing lawyers is a problem drinker. This is far worse than the general 
population, which, during a study by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse, was shown to have 
an alcoholism rate of 6.8 percent for adults over the age of 18. 

 Why? 
• Attorneys work in a culture of alcohol consumption (drinks after work and 

at social events). 
• Depression and anxiety due to a rigorous and competitive profession. 
• Attorneys strive for professionalism. 

 
Do you or your firm have a plan to respond to substance abuse?  If not, develop a plan for 

you, a family member, a colleague, and opposing counsel. 
 

E. Identifying and Building Professional Traits 

What does it mean to be a professional?  We use the word “professional” all the time, but 
what are the traits that embody professionalism? 

• Consideration. A professional person is able to look at a situation 
objectively, recognize what is going on, and understand how it affects 
everybody involved. It means being aware of the bigger picture. 

• Respect. Certainly, professional people show respect toward those with 
whom they interact. They think about the impact of their actions on others. 
Perhaps most important, they act in ways that not only deal with the 
situation at hand but also positively affect the other people involved. 

• Honesty. The professional person is truthful. Deception, even a white lie, 
is not part of his or her make-up. Honesty also means sincerity. A core 
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trait of the professional person is that he or she exhibits sincerity in their 
interactions. 

When these three characteristics are employed, they engender trust. Business is built on 
trust. It takes effort and repetition to build trust. Just one insincere act can cause trust to be lost, 
and once lost it is very difficult to regain. 

• Exhibit Competence 
• Honor commitments 
• Projects a positive image 

Add these six traits up, and you begin to have an image of a person who is a professional. 

By Peter Post Boston Globe August 17, 2017 

Professional Traits: 
 
Civility 
Polite 
Articulate 
Calm 
Charismatic 
Clever 
Courteous 
Curiosity 
Determined  
Devoted  

Enthusiastic 
Diligent 
Efficient 
Focused 
Flexible 
Friendly 
Honest 
Imaginative 
Insightful 
Intuitive 

Organized 
Perceptive 
Persuasive 
Procedural 
Punctual 
Listener 
Relaxed 
Resourceful 
Responsible 
Current Up to date 

 
F. Protecting The Brand 

 
“Adopting a Standard of Professionalism” 

 
Do I have a professional Standard?  Do I have a Brand?  Am I protecting my Brand?  As 

a member of the Bar do I contribute to a positive image of the legal profession? 
 

Clearly, the legal profession has a dubious reputation in the literature and cinema.  For 
every Harper Lee’s “To Kill a Mocking Bird” there is John Grisham’s “The Firm.”  More often 
than not the legal profession is portrayed as flawed. 
 

The following is a sample of quotes regarding law and its professionals from a diverse 
community of opinions: 
 
“The trouble with law is lawyers.”  
Clarence Darrow (Lawyer) 
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“Laws and institutions, like clocks, must occasionally be cleaned, wound up, and set to true 
time.”  
Henry Ward Beecher (Clergyman, Abolitionist and tried for adultery ending in a hung jury) 
 
“God works wonders now and then; behold a lawyer, an honest man.” 
Benjamin Franklin (American Founding Father, Author, Diplomat, and Inventor) 
 
“I think we may class the lawyer in the natural history of monsters.” 
John Keats (English Poet) 
 
“A jury consists of twelve persons chosen to decide who has the better lawyer.” 
Herbert Spencer (English Philosopher, Biologist, and Political Theorist) 
 
“The clearest way to show what the rule of law means to us in everyday life is to recall what has 
happened when there is no rule of law.” 
Dwight D. Eisenhower (War Hero, President) 
 
In Shakespeare’s “Henry VI,” Dick the butcher said, “'The first thing we do, let's kill all the 
lawyers.”  This line is quoted by many to disparage the profession.  In truth, Shakespeare is 
complimenting the profession.  Dick the butcher was a follower of rebel Jack Cade who thought 
that if he disturbed law and order, he could become king. Shakespeare meant it as a compliment 
to attorneys and judges who instill justice in society. 
 
V. Commonly Violated Rules of Professional Conduct 
 
Rule 1.1 COMPETENCE 

A lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client. Competent representation requires the 
legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness, and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation. 

Rule 1.2 SCOPE OF REPRESENTATION AUTHORITY BETWEEN ATTORNEY AND 
CLIENT 

 
(a) Subject to paragraphs (c) and (d), a lawyer shall abide by a client's decisions concerning the 
objectives of representation and, as required by Rule 1.4, shall consult with the client as to the 
means by which they are to be pursued. A lawyer may take such action on behalf of the client as 
is impliedly authorized to carry out the representation. A lawyer shall abide by a client's decision 
whether to settle a matter. In a criminal case, the lawyer shall abide by the client's decision, after 
consultation with the lawyer, as to a plea to be entered, whether to waive a jury trial and whether 
the client will testify. 
 
(d) A lawyer shall not counsel a client to engage, or assist a client, in conduct that the lawyer 
knows is criminal or fraudulent, but a lawyer may discuss the legal consequences of any 
proposed course of conduct with a client and may counsel or assist a client to make a good faith 
effort to determine the validity, scope, meaning or application of the law. 
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Rule 1.3 DILIGENCE 
 
A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and promptness in representing a client. 
 
Rule 1.4 COMMUNICATIONS 

(a) A lawyer shall: 

(1) promptly inform the client of any decision or circumstance with respect to which the client's 
informed consent, as defined in Rule 1.0(e), is required by these Rules; 

(2) reasonably consult with the client about the means by which the client's objectives are to be 
accomplished; 

(3) keep the client reasonably informed about the status of the matter; 

(4) promptly comply with reasonable requests for information; and 

(5) consult with the client about any relevant limitation on the lawyer's conduct when the lawyer 
knows that the client expects assistance not permitted by the Rules of Professional Conduct or 
other law. 

(b) A lawyer shall explain a matter to the extent reasonably necessary to permit the client to make 
informed decisions regarding the representation. 

Rule 1.5 FEES 

(a) A lawyer shall not make an agreement for, charge, or collect an unreasonable fee or an 
unreasonable amount for expenses. The factors to be considered in determining the reasonableness 
of a fee include the following: 

(1) the time and labor required, the novelty and difficulty of the questions involved, and the skill 
requisite to perform the legal service properly; 

(2) the likelihood, if apparent to the client, that the acceptance of the particular employment will 
preclude other employment by the lawyer; 

(3) the fee customarily charged in the locality for similar legal services; 

(4) the amount involved and the results obtained; 

(5) the time limitations imposed by the client or by the circumstances; 

(6) the nature and length of the professional relationship with the client; 
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(7) the experience, reputation, and ability of the lawyer or lawyers performing the services; and 

(8) whether the fee is fixed or contingent. 

(b) The scope of the representation and the basis or rate of the fee and expenses for which the client 
will be responsible shall be communicated to the client, preferably in writing, before or within a 
reasonable time after commencing the representation, except when the lawyer will charge a 
regularly represented client on the same basis or rate. Any changes in the basis or rate of the fee 
or expenses shall also be communicated to the client. 

(c) A fee may be contingent on the outcome of the matter for which the service is rendered, except 
in a matter in which a contingent fee is prohibited by paragraph (d) or other law. A contingent fee 
agreement shall be in a writing signed by the client and shall state the method by which the fee is 
to be determined, including the percentage or percentages that shall accrue to the lawyer in the 
event of settlement, trial or appeal; litigation and other expenses to be deducted from the recovery; 
and whether such expenses are to be deducted before or after the contingent fee is calculated. The 
agreement must clearly notify the client of any expenses for which the client will be liable whether 
or not the client is the prevailing party. Upon conclusion of a contingent fee matter, the lawyer 
shall provide the client with a written statement stating the outcome of the matter and, if there is a 
recovery, showing the remittance to the client and the method of its determination. 

(d) A lawyer shall not enter into an arrangement for, charge, or collect: 

(1) any fee in a domestic relations matter, the payment or amount of which is contingent upon the 
securing of a divorce or upon the amount of alimony or support, or property settlement in lieu 
thereof; or 

(2) a contingent fee for representing a defendant in a criminal case. 

(e) A division of a fee between lawyers who are not in the same firm may be made only if: 

(1) the division is in proportion to the services performed by each lawyer or each lawyer assumes 
joint responsibility for the representation; 

(2) the client agrees to the arrangement, including the share each lawyer will receive, and the 
agreement is confirmed in writing; and 

(3) the total fee is reasonable. 

Rule 1.15 SAFEKEEPING PROPERTY 

(a) A lawyer shall hold property of clients or third persons that is in a lawyer's possession in 
connection with a representation separate from the lawyer's own property. Funds shall be kept in 
a separate account maintained in the state where the lawyer's office is situated, or elsewhere with 
the consent of the client or third person. Other property shall be identified as such and appropriately 
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safeguarded. Complete records of such account funds and other property shall be kept by the 
lawyer and shall be preserved for a period of [five years] after termination of the representation. 

(b) A lawyer may deposit the lawyer's own funds in a client trust account for the sole purpose of 
paying bank service charges on that account, but only in an amount necessary for that purpose. 

(c) A lawyer shall deposit into a client trust account legal fees and expenses that have been paid in 
advance, to be withdrawn by the lawyer only as fees are earned or expenses incurred. 

(d) Upon receiving funds or other property in which a client or third person has an interest, a lawyer 
shall promptly notify the client or third person. Except as stated in this rule or otherwise permitted 
by law or by agreement with the client, a lawyer shall promptly deliver to the client or third person 
any funds or other property that the client or third person is entitled to receive and, upon request 
by the client or third person, shall promptly render a full accounting regarding such property. 

(e) When in the course of representation, a lawyer is in possession of property in which two or 
more persons (one of whom may be the lawyer) claim interests, the property shall be kept separate 
by the lawyer until the dispute is resolved. The lawyer shall promptly distribute all portions of the 
property as to which the interests are not in dispute. 

Rule 1.16 DECLINING OR TERMINATING REPRESENTATION 

a) Except as stated in paragraph (c), a lawyer shall not represent a client or, where representation 
has commenced, shall withdraw from the representation of a client if: 

(1) the representation will result in violation of the rules of professional conduct or other law; 

(2) the lawyer's physical or mental condition materially impairs the lawyer's ability to represent 
the client; or 

(3) the lawyer is discharged. 

(b) Except as stated in paragraph (c), a lawyer may withdraw from representing a client if: 

(1) withdrawal can be accomplished without material adverse effect on the interests of the client; 

(2) the client persists in a course of action involving the lawyer's services that the lawyer 
reasonably believes is criminal or fraudulent; 

(3) the client has used the lawyer's services to perpetrate a crime or fraud; 

(4) the client insists upon taking action that the lawyer considers repugnant or with which the 
lawyer has a fundamental disagreement; 
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(5) the client fails substantially to fulfill an obligation to the lawyer regarding the lawyer's 
services and has been given reasonable warning that the lawyer will withdraw unless the 
obligation is fulfilled; 

(6) the representation will result in an unreasonable financial burden on the lawyer or has been 
rendered unreasonably difficult by the client; or 

(7) other good cause for withdrawal exists. 

(c) A lawyer must comply with applicable law requiring notice to or permission of a tribunal 
when terminating a representation. When ordered to do so by a tribunal, a lawyer shall continue 
representation notwithstanding good cause for terminating the representation. 

(d) Upon termination of representation, a lawyer shall take steps to the extent reasonably 
practicable to protect a client's interests, such as giving reasonable notice to the client, allowing 
time for employment of other counsel, surrendering papers and property to which the client is 
entitled and refunding any advance payment of fee or expense that has not been earned or 
incurred. The lawyer may retain papers relating to the client to the extent permitted by other law. 

Rule 3.1 MERITORIOUS CLAIMS and CONTENTIONS 
 
A lawyer shall not bring or defend a proceeding, or assert or controvert an issue therein, unless 
there is a basis in law and fact for doing so that is not frivolous, which includes a good faith 
argument for an extension, modification or reversal of existing law. A lawyer for the defendant 
in a criminal proceeding, or the respondent in a proceeding that could result in incarceration, 
may nevertheless so defend the proceeding as to require that every element of the case be 
established. 

Rule 3.3 CANDOR TOWARD THE TRIBUNAL 

(a) A lawyer shall not knowingly: 

(1) make a false statement of fact or law to a tribunal or fail to correct a false statement of material 
fact or law previously made to the tribunal by the lawyer; 

(2) fail to disclose to the tribunal legal authority in the controlling jurisdiction known to the lawyer 
to be directly adverse to the position of the client and not disclosed by opposing counsel; or 

(3) offer evidence that the lawyer knows to be false. If a lawyer, the lawyer’s client, or a witness 
called by the lawyer, has offered material evidence and the lawyer comes to know of its falsity, 
the lawyer shall take reasonable remedial measures, including, if necessary, disclosure to the 
tribunal. A lawyer may refuse to offer evidence, other than the testimony of a defendant in a 
criminal matter, that the lawyer reasonably believes is false. 

(b) A lawyer who represents a client in an adjudicative proceeding and who knows that a person 
intends to engage, is engaging or has engaged in criminal or fraudulent conduct related to the 
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proceeding shall take reasonable remedial measures, including, if necessary, disclosure to the 
tribunal. 

(c) The duties stated in paragraphs (a) and (b) continue to the conclusion of the proceeding, and 
apply even if compliance requires disclosure of information otherwise protected by Rule 1.6. 

(d) In an ex parte proceeding, a lawyer shall inform the tribunal of all material facts known to the 
lawyer that will enable the tribunal to make an informed decision, whether or not the facts are 
adverse. 

Rule 5.5 UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE OF LAW 

(a) A lawyer shall not practice law in a jurisdiction in violation of the regulation of the legal 
profession in that jurisdiction, or assist another in doing so. 

(b) A lawyer who is not admitted to practice in this jurisdiction shall not: 

(1) except as authorized by these Rules or other law, establish an office or other systematic and 
continuous presence in this jurisdiction for the practice of law; or 

(2) hold out to the public or otherwise represent that the lawyer is admitted to practice law in this 
jurisdiction. 

(c) A lawyer admitted in another United States jurisdiction, and not disbarred or suspended from 
practice in any jurisdiction, may provide legal services on a temporary basis in this jurisdiction 
that: 

(1) are undertaken in association with a lawyer who is admitted to practice in this jurisdiction 
and who actively participates in the matter; 

(2) are in or reasonably related to a pending or potential proceeding before a tribunal in this or 
another jurisdiction, if the lawyer, or a person the lawyer is assisting, is authorized by law or 
order to appear in such proceeding or reasonably expects to be so authorized; 

(3) are in or reasonably related to a pending or potential arbitration, mediation, or other 
alternative resolution proceeding in this or another jurisdiction, if the services arise out of or are 
reasonably related to the lawyer's practice in a jurisdiction in which the lawyer is admitted to 
practice and are not services for which the forum requires pro hac vice admission; or 

(4) are not within paragraphs (c) (2) or (c)(3) and arise out of or are reasonably related to the 
lawyer's practice in a jurisdiction in which the lawyer is admitted to practice. 

(d) A lawyer admitted in another United States jurisdiction or in a foreign jurisdiction, and not 
disbarred or suspended from practice in any jurisdiction or the equivalent thereof, or a person 
otherwise lawfully practicing as an in-house counsel under the laws of a foreign jurisdiction, 
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may provide legal services through an office or other systematic and continuous presence in this 
jurisdiction that: 

(1) are provided to the lawyer's employer or its organizational affiliates, are not services for 
which the forum requires pro hac vice admission; and when performed by a foreign lawyer and 
requires advice on the law of this or another U.S. jurisdiction or of the United States, such advice 
shall be based upon the advice of a lawyer who is duly licensed and authorized by the 
jurisdiction to provide such advice; or 

(2) are services that the lawyer is authorized by federal or other law or rule to provide in this 
jurisdiction. 

(e) For purposes of paragraph (d): 

(1) the foreign lawyer must be a member in good standing of a recognized legal profession in a 
foreign jurisdiction, the members of which are admitted to practice as lawyers or counselors at 
law or the equivalent, and subject to effective regulation and discipline by a duly constituted 
professional body or a public authority; or, 

(2) the person otherwise lawfully practicing as an in-house counsel under the laws of a foreign 
jurisdiction must be authorized to practice under this Rule by, in the exercise of its discretion, 
[the highest court of this jurisdiction]. 

Rule 8.4 MISCONDUCT 

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to: 

(a) violate or attempt to violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce 
another to do so, or do so through the acts of another; 

(b) commit a criminal act that reflects adversely on the lawyer's honesty, trustworthiness or fitness 
as a lawyer in other respects; 

(c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation; 

(d) engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice; 

(e) state or imply an ability to influence improperly a government agency or official or to achieve 
results by means that violate the Rules of Professional Conduct or other law; 

(f) knowingly assist a judge or judicial officer in conduct that is a violation of applicable rules of 
judicial conduct or other law; or 

(g) engage in conduct that the lawyer knows or reasonably should know is harassment or 
discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion, national origin, ethnicity, disability, age, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, marital status or socioeconomic status in conduct related to the 
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practice of law. This paragraph does not limit the ability of a lawyer to accept, decline or withdraw 
from a representation in accordance with Rule 1.16. This paragraph does not preclude legitimate 
advice or advocacy consistent with these Rules. 

VI. Recent Discipline from ODC 

A. Conflict of Interest 

IN RE WILLIAM MAGEE (Covington), 2018-B-0383 (1/30/2019): The Court suspended the 
respondent for two years for creating three fictitious quitclaim deeds, forging the name of the 
purported seller on the deeds, listing himself as the buyer on the deeds, and filing the deeds into 
the public record. The respondent then used the fictitious deeds to gain ownership of the 
properties in a default proceeding. 

IN RE JEANNE MARIE LABORDE (Lafayette), 2018-B-1481, (10/15/18). ODC 
commenced an investigation into allegations that respondent accepted the legal representation of 
a husband and wife whose interests were directly adverse to each other, and then, after 
terminating the legal representation of the husband, filed suit on behalf of the wife against the 
husband in the same matter. Prior to the filing of formal charges, the respondent and the ODC 
submitted a joint petition for consent discipline. The Court accepted the petition for consent 
discipline and ordered that the respondent be publicly reprimanded. The respondent was also 
ordered to attend the Louisiana State Bar Association’s Ethics School. 

IN RE GREGORY J. NOTO (Chalmette), 2018-B-0179, (3/2/18):  The Court suspended the 
respondent for six months, fully deferred, for engaging in conduct that constitutes a conflict of 
interest. 

IN RE C. MIGNONNE GRIFFING (Shreveport), 2017-B-0874, (10/18/17):  The Court 
suspended the respondent for one year and one day, with all but six months deferred, for 
engaging in a conflict of interest and violating her duties as a prosecutor. 

Peter Dale Fellows,  Miami, disbarred effective 30 days from a Dec. 4 court order. (Admitted 
to Practice: 1999) In one matter, Fellows represented a homeowner in a foreclosure action and 
engaged in a conflict of interest by allowing his legal assistant, with whom he was romantically 
involved, to live in the home which was the subject of the representation. In another matter, 
Fellows claimed a nonrefundable fee without confirming in writing, and was dishonest during 
the disciplinary investigation. (Case No. SC16-1922) 
 
Byron Gregory Petersen,  Boca Raton, suspended for three years, following a July 5 court 
order. (Admitted to practice: 1976)     In handling several cases for a married couple, Petersen 
intentionally created conflicts of interest. He neglected cases, he failed to communicate, he lost 
or misplaced documents the clients were entitled to, and he made misrepresentations to them. 
(Case No. SC14-1942) 
 
Note:  Counsel with a firm and individually engaged in multi-year litigation (trademark 
violation) on behalf of clients.  The fee arrangement was modified on several occasions and 

https://louisianaattorneydisciplinaryboard.cmail19.com/t/t-l-otdljn-idntyiir-j/
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eventually was a combined fixed monthly retainer and contingency fee. The trademark value 
became more valuable than a damages award.  A conflict between attorney and client arose as to 
the fee which was not disclosed.  Counsel had acquired a financial interest in the litigation.  
Counsel should have advised clients to hire independent counsel to review the fee agreements.  
Counsel represented clients in multiple matters and the fee arrangement was different in each 
case and fees were not clear.  Counsel was alleged to intentionally create conflicts of interest in 
other contingency fee cases in an effort to have a claim on a contingency fee.  Counsel would not 
have been able to make a claim if he voluntarily withdrew from the representation. 

IN RE ERIC O. PERSON (New Orleans), 2017-B-2159, (3/2/18):  The Court suspended the 
respondent for six months, fully deferred, for mishandling his client trust account and entering 
into an improper business relationship with a client. 

B. Attorney Fees and Cost 
  
Michael Peter Guido, Orlando, suspended for one year, effective 30 days from an Aug. 23 
court order. (Admitted to practice: 2013) As trustee and attorney for an irrevocable life insurance 
trust, Guido took no significant action and completed no meaningful legal work. Over a nine-
month period, he wrote checks to himself totaling approximately $39,000 for fees and 
administrative costs. Guido did not resign as trustee, even after repeated requests by the 
beneficiaries. (Case No. SC18-271) 
 
John Andrew Braithwaite, Orlando, to be publicly reprimanded effective immediately, 
following an Aug. 23 court order. (Admitted to practice: 2009) Braithwaite had an agreement for 
legal services with a private investigation firm to file claims assigned to the investigation firm 
for surplus funds held in court registries. The investigation firm directly contacted potential 
clients to become the assignee of their claims to recover surplus funds from the courts and 
charged as much as 15 percent of the surplus funds recovered for compensation in violation of 
Florida Statutes. If a potential client requested an attorney recommendation, the firm would refer 
the client to Braithwaite. (Case No. SC18-1290) 
 
Oscar Santiago Rodriguez, Coral Gables, to be publicly reprimanded following an Aug. 23 
court order. (Admitted to practice: 1975) Rodriguez charged his client a nonrefundable fee 
without confirming it in writing and explaining the nature and amount. Eventually, the 
disbursements exceeded the balance of funds deposited by Rodriguez. (Case No. SC18-1256) 

IN RE DORIS McWHITE WESTON (Baton Rouge), 2018-B-1799 (3/26/2019): The Court 
suspended the respondent for one year and one day, fully deferred, for failing to promptly remit 
funds owed to a third-party medical provider. 

C. Manage Trust Account 
 
Richard Costin Mendoza, Orlando, to be publicly reprimanded following a Nov. 8, 2018, 
court order. (Admitted to practice: 2007) Further, Mendoza shall be placed on probation for two 
years, effective immediately. Mendoza failed to properly supervise his bookkeeper, resulting in a 
check being returned due to insufficient funds in the trust account. During the audit period, 

http://louisianaattorneydisciplinaryboard.cmail19.com/t/t-l-ujdtdud-idntyiir-n/
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Mendoza also commingled his personal funds with client trust funds and failed to maintain his 
trust account in minimal compliance with Bar rules. (SC18-1719) 
 
William Ronald Alexander, Jr., Deland, to be publicly reprimanded following a Feb. 7 court 
Order. (Admitted to practice: 1996) Further, Alexander shall attend a trust accounting workshop. 
A Florida Bar audit found that Alexander commingled personal funds with client funds in his 
trust account. The audit also determined that Alexander’s trust account was not in substantial 
compliance with Bar rules. (Case No. SC18-1378) 

IN RE MARK G. SIMMONS (Baton Rouge), 2017-B-1043, (10/16/17):  The Court suspended 
the respondent for one year and one day, with all but sixty days deferred, for mismanaging his 
client trust account, neglecting a legal matter, failing to communicate with a client, and failing to 
cooperate with the ODC in two investigations. 

IN RE DANIEL E. BECNEL III (LaPlace), 2018-B-0848 (1/30/2019): The Court suspended 
the respondent for one year and one day for failing to disburse funds to a client and for 
mishandling his trust account. 

IN RE AUBREY E. DENTON (Lafayette), 2019-B-0014 (2/11/2019): The Court suspended 
the respondent for one year and one day, fully deferred, for mishandling his trust account. 

IN RE OSCAR AUGUSTO ARAUJO (Miami, FL), 2019-B-0007 (2/25/2019): The Court 
suspended the respondent for one year and one day, with all but thirty days deferred, for 
mismanaging his trust account and making a false statement to ODC during the investigation. 

IN RE JOHN MORRIS DUNN III (Covington), 2018-B-0340, (5/11/18)  
The Court disbarred the respondent for converting third-party funds. 

IN RE ROBERT B. PURSER (Opelousas), 2017-B-1170, (10/9/17):  The Court permanently 
disbarred the respondent for neglecting legal matters, failing to communicate with clients, 
converting client funds to his own use, allowing his client trust account to become overdrawn, 
practicing law after being placed on interim suspension, and failing to refund unearned fees. 

Dale James Morgado, New York, N.Y., disbarred effective immediately, following a Feb. 7 
court order. (Admitted to practice: 2009) In several instances, Morgado settled client cases and 
misappropriated the settlement proceeds. He also failed to adequately communicate with some 
clients and subsequently abandoned them. (SC18-1084) 

IN RE ALICIA JOHNSON BUTLER (New Iberia), 2018-B-1472 (1/30/2019): The Court 
suspended the respondent for one year and one day, with all but six months deferred, for failing 
to communicate with her client, failing to promptly remit funds to her client and to third-party 
medical providers, and failing to place disputed funds into her trust account. 
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D. Attorney Violation of the Law / Misconduct 

IN RE FELIX DEJEAN IV (Baton Rouge), 2018-B-1333 (1/30/2019): The Court suspended 
the respondent for one year and one day for committing a battery on another attorney during a 
conference in a judge’s chambers. 

IN RE JENNIFER E. GAUBERT (New Orleans), 2018-B-1980 (1/19/2019): The Court 
suspended the respondent for one year and one day based upon her convictions for simple battery 
and criminal mischief. 

IN RE ELLA CORTLAND GOODYEAR (Abita Springs), 2018-B-2032 (1/28/2019): The 
Court suspended the respondent for one year and one day based upon her arrest for driving under 
the influence of alcohol. 

IN RE CHRISTOPHER G. YOUNG (Baton Rouge), 2019-B-0006 (2/11/2019): The Court 
suspended the respondent for one year and one day, retroactive to the date of his interim 
suspension (9/28/18), based upon his guilty plea to accessory after the fact to interstate 
transmission of obscene and child pornography images. 

IN RE DAVID W. ARDOIN (Thibodaux), 2018-B-1810 (1/8/2019): The Court suspended the 
respondent for one year and one day, fully deferred, based upon his arrest for driving while 
intoxicated. 

IN RE GERALD JOSEPH ASAY (Baton Rouge), 2018-B-2002(1/18/2019): The Court 
suspended the respondent for three years, retroactive to the date of his interim suspension 
(7/21/2015), based upon his Alford plea to one count of negligent injuring. 

IN RE DEBRA L. CASIBRY (Metairie), 2018-B-2045, (5/1/18)  
The Court disbarred the respondent based upon her arrest for DWI and failure to appear at trial, 
pleading no contest to driving under the influence in Mississippi and failing to pay the associated 
fines and costs, forging her criminal attorney’s signature on a motion and filing it with the court, 
pleading guilty to a loud noise charge after being arrested for failing to leave a hotel upon 
multiple requests to do so by the hotel’s staff, pleading guilty to simple assault after attempting 
to bite a corrections officer, and failing to cooperate with the ODC in its investigations. 

Mark Fisher. The court granted Fisher’s petition for a disciplinary revocation effective 
immediately, without leave to seek readmission, following a Feb. 7 court order. (Admitted to 
practice: 2000) Disciplinary revocation is tantamount to disbarment. Fisher pleaded guilty in 
federal court to one count of conspiracy to commit securities fraud, a felony. He will be 
sentenced on March 25. (Case No: SC18-2005) 

E. Employing Non-Attorney  

IN RE LAUREN G. COLEMAN (Alexandria), 2018-B-2099 (2/11/2019): The Court 
suspended the respondent for one year and one day, fully deferred, for employing a disbarred 
attorney as a paralegal in her law firm. 
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IN RE LIONEL LON BURNS (New Orleans), 2017-B-2153, (5/1/18) The Court suspended 
the respondent for one year for facilitating the unauthorized practice of law by allowing his 
paralegal to participate in a pre-trial conference. 

IN RE RICHARD E. SMITH (Lafayette), 2017-B-1537, (10/16/17):  The Court suspended the 
respondent for one year and one day, with all but sixty days deferred, for mishandling his client 
trust account and practicing law while ineligible to do so. 

IN RE JANINNE LATRELL GILBERT (Delcambre), 2017-B-0524, (9/22/17):  The Court 
permanently disbarred the respondent for neglecting a legal matter, failing to communicate with 
a client, failing to account for or refund an unearned fee, failing to properly withdraw from a 
representation, engaging in the unauthorized practice of law, engaging in dishonest conduct, and 
failing to cooperate with the ODC in its investigation. 

F. Failure to Supervise 
 
Shazia Nagamia Sparkman, Tampa, to be publicly reprimanded following a July 5 court 
order. (Admitted to practice: 2005) Shortly after being retained by a client and during the time 
period in question, Sparkman was absent from the office for several months. Sparkman’s 
absence affected her ability to adequately supervise her staff. During her absence, the staff was 
left mostly unsupervised and confused about their duties and responsibilities. (Case No. SC17-
479) 
 
Liana Martinez, North Miami, suspended for 60 days and placed on probation for three years, 
effective 30 days from an Aug. 23, court order. (Admitted to practice: 1988) Martinez was 
negligent in managing her trust account and supervising a nonlawyer employee. As a result, 
proper trust account records were not maintained. (Case No. SC18-1269) 
 

G. Failure to Communicate with Client/ Neglected Legal Matter/ Incompetence 

IN RE GRETA L. WILSON (New Orleans), 2018-B-1800 (1/19/2019): The respondent was 
previously disbarred for unrelated misconduct. The Court adjudged the respondent guilty of 
additional violations of the Rules of Professional Conduct and also extended the minimum 
period for seeking readmission by a period of two years. The respondent neglected a legal 
matter, failed to communicate with a client, failed to return an unearned fee, and failed to 
cooperate with ODC’s investigation. 

IN RE DAVID CARTAN LOKER GIBBONS, JR. (New Orleans), 2018-B-
1793 (1/8/2019): The Court suspended the respondent for one year and one day, with all but six 
months deferred, for neglecting a client’s legal matters, some of which had prescribed, failing to 
communicate with his client, failing to timely disclose the malpractice, and misleading his client 
regarding the status of the matters. 

IN RE MITCHEL M. EVANS II (Deridder), 2018-B-0976, (10/8/18). The Court suspended 
the respondent for one year and one day for failing to provide competent representation to his 
clients, taking action contradictory to his clients’ wishes, failing to communicate with his clients, 
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failing to refund an unearned fee, and engaging in conduct prejudicial to the administration of 
justice. 

IN RE RAUSHANAH SHAKIA HUNTER (Baton Rouge), 2018-B-0341, (5/18/18)  
The Court suspended the respondent for one year and one day, with all but four months deferred, 
for neglecting two legal matters, failing to communicate with two clients, and failing to 
cooperate with the ODC in two investigations. 

IN RE JOSE W. VEGA (Houston, TX), 2018-B-0262, (5/11/18)  
The Court permanently disbarred the respondent for neglecting a client’s matter and failing to 
cooperate with the ODC’s investigation. The respondent was previously disbarred. 

IN RE GREGORY SWAFFORD (New Orleans), 2017-B-2154, (3/23/18):  The Court 
suspended the respondent for six months, with three months deferred, for neglecting a legal 
matter and failing to communicate with a client. 

IN RE LAETITIA BLACK (Shreveport), 2017-B-1546, (3/13/18):  The Court suspended the 
respondent for one year, with six months deferred, for neglecting a legal matter, failing to 
communicate with a client, failing to refund unearned fees, and failing to cooperate with the 
ODC in two investigations. 

IN RE LOUISE ANNE KLAILA (New Orleans), 2018-B-0093, (3/23/18):  The Court 
suspended the respondent for one year and one day for commingling and converting client funds, 
neglecting her client’s legal matter, failing to communicate with her client, failing to return an 
unearned fee, and failing to cooperate with the ODC in the investigation of two disciplinary 
complaints against her. 

Laura Healan Coggin, Yulee, suspended from the practice of law for 30 days, to run concurrent 
with an ongoing suspension, effective immediately, following a Feb. 7 court order. (Admitted to 
practice: 2008) Further, Coggin shall pay restitution of $1,700 to one client.  Coggin was 
retained to represent a client in 2015, but in 2018, the client learned that she had never filed 
anything on his behalf. (SC18-1733) 
 
Michael Anthony Saracco, Cocoa, to be publicly reprimanded following a Nov. 1, 2018, 
court order. (Admitted to practice: 2012) Further, Saracco shall attend ethics school. Three 
separate complainants said Saracco neglected their matters during his association with a 
company that cancels timeshare contracts. They alleged that Saracco and the company did not 
perform the work promised, failed to return calls and failed to promptly refund fees when they 
were unsuccessful in terminating timeshare contracts. The Bar also received a complaint from an 
attorney about Saracco’s association with the company. (SC18-1684) 
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H. Submitting False Billing 

IN RE BRIAN P. QUIRK (New Orleans), 2018-B-1857 (1/14/2019): The Court disbarred the 
respondent for submitting phantom billing entries to his law firm for work not performed but not 
billed to clients. 

IN RE SEAN C. BRAZIL (New Orleans), 2019-B-0081 (2/25/2019): The Court disbarred the 
respondent, retroactive to the date of his interim suspension (6/15/2018), for submitting false and 
inflated billing records to his law firm. 

IN RE KENNETH TODD WALLACE (New Orleans), 2017-B-0525, (9/22/17):  The Court 
suspended the respondent for thirty months, with all but twelve months deferred, retroactive to 
January 8, 2016, for recording false and inflated billable hours. 

I. Abuse of the Legal Process/ Frivolous Claim 

IN RE JAMES CASEY FOS (Covington), 2017-B-2108, (3/2/18):  The Court suspended the 
respondent for three years for filing a frivolous claim, presenting a request for a temporary 
restraining order in an improper fashion, and misusing his client trust account, which resulted in 
the commingling and conversion of client funds. 

Peter Milan Predrag Vujin, Miami Beach, disbarred (Admitted to Practice: 2003) While 
representing himself in two separate civil actions, Vujin engaged in frivolous, bad faith, annoying 
and abusive litigation tactics. He also made misrepresentations to the court and others. Vujin 
displayed similar misconduct in the disciplinary proceedings. (Case No. SC17-1258) 

Lee Robert Rohe, Big Pine Key, (Admitted to practice: 1979) Rohe served subpoenas for 
depositions on two out-of-state witnesses without complying with applicable statutes. Although 
there was no compulsion for the witnesses to attend, the subpoenas misrepresented that failure to 
appear could result in contempt of court. (Case No. SC17-787) 
 

J.  Failure to Comply with Bar Inquiries / Legal Requirements 
 
Richard Edward Benton, Tallahassee, (Admitted to practice: 1976) Alexander failed to respond 
to official Bar inquiries and a subpoena. (Case No. SC18-2122) 
 
John Christopher Carver, St. Petersburg, suspended (Admitted to practice: 1990) Carver 
repeatedly failed to respond to notices from the appellate court, requiring him to submit a filing 
fee or paperwork for a client’s appeal in a criminal case. He was subsequently found in contempt 
for violating a prior Supreme Court order. (Case Nos. SC18-255 & SC18-481) 
 
Timothy John Chuilli, Coral Gables, disbarred (Admitted to practice: 1992) After receiving 
notice from The Florida Bar, Chuilli failed to appear at a final disciplinary hearing and did not 
participate throughout the proceedings. In addition, he failed to provide competent representation, 
failed to communicate, and failed to expedite litigation in a civil matter. (Case No. SC18-600) 
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Mark Wilfred Ciaravella, Tampa, to be publicly reprimanded (Admitted to practice: 1995) 
Further, Ciaravella is suspended for 15 days, and upon reinstatement, he shall be placed 
on probation for one year. After completing duties as standby counsel in a state court criminal 
proceeding, Ciaravella filed a notice of appeal on behalf of the pro se defendant, without the 
filing fee or certificate of indigency status. Ciaravella ignored numerous orders from the Second 
District Court of Appeal to follow protocol. He was subsequently removed as counsel by the 
Second DCA. (SC18-625) 
 
Arthur P. Cohen, Fort Myers, permanently disbarred (Admitted to practice: 1984) Cohen 
pleaded no contest to misdemeanor possession of drug paraphernalia; he also was charged with 
felony drug possession. In a criminal matter, Cohen represented a client, but failed to properly 
inform the client that his appearance was necessary for a court hearing. Finally, Cohen was 
alleged to have failed to timely file a notice of appeal in a client’s criminal matter while working 
for another attorney and failing to communicate with the client. (SC18-1616) 
 
John Ralph Borland, Ocala, suspended Admitted to practice: 2006) According to a petition for 
emergency suspension, Borland is delinquent in his Continuing Legal Education Requirements 
and his Florida Bar annual membership fee, and therefore ineligible to practice law. He also 
abandoned his law practice and client files, and he failed to respond to the Bar’s investigative 
inquiries. (Case No. SC18-1947) 
 
Judge Mark Hulsey III, Jacksonville, to be publicly reprimanded (Admitted to practice: 
1983) Further, Hulsey shall complete a professionalism workshop. While a sitting judge, Hulsey 
failed to ensure that his campaign ads were approved by the endorser in writing, in compliance 
with election laws. He also utilized his judicial assistant to perform personal tasks to the extent 
that it interfered with her ability to perform her duties, and, he used the Fourth Judicial Circuit’s 
business account for personal items. (Case No. SC18- 1243) 
 
Michael Eric Eisenberg, Tampa, suspended (Admitted to practice: 2003) Eisenberg was found 
in contempt for noncompliance. He failed to comply with the terms of a Feb. 6 suspension order. 
Specifically, Eisenberg was required to notify his clients, opposing counsel and tribunals of his 
suspension, and provide the Bar within 30 days, a sworn affidavit listing the names and 
addresses of all persons and entities that were furnished a copy of his suspension order. (Case 
No. SC18-609) 
 
John Ralph Borland, Ocala, suspended until further order of the Court, effective 30 days from 
a Nov. 28 court order. (Admitted to practice: 2006) According to a petition for emergency 
suspension, Borland is delinquent in his Continuing Legal Education Requirements and his 
Florida Bar annual membership fee, and therefore ineligible to practice law. He also abandoned 
his law practice and client files, and he failed to respond to the Bar’s investigative inquiries. 
(Case No. SC18-1947) 
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K. Unprofessional Conduct 
 
Alexander John Michaels, Coral Gables, suspended for six months, (Admitted to practice: 
1984) Further, Michaels shall provide a written letter of apology to four assistant state attorneys, 
and upon reinstatement, he shall be placed on probation for three years. (SC16-2048) 
 
Matthew Scott Toll, Fort Myers, to receive a public reprimand, (Admitted to practice: 2004) 
Toll made defamatory comments toward the opposing party, one of whom was also a lawyer, in 
a civil suit. In a letter attached as an exhibit in the civil complaint, Toll used unprofessional 
language, made unfounded allegations and threatened criminal and Bar disciplinary 
investigations. (Case No. SC18-1710) 

Excerpts from Letter of Respondent: 

i. While all human beings should understand the basic notions of civility, lawyers are expected to 
understand and "practice with professionalism" even more than members of the general public. 
We are considered "officers of the Court" and are held to a higher standard. If even a portion of 
what my client has described to me is true, Attorney James Lappan has clearly violated 4-8.4(b) 
and (c) of the Rules Regulating the Florida Bar (entitled Misconduct), specifically by 
"...committing a criminal act that reflects adversely on the lawyer's honesty, trustworthiness, or 
fitness as a lawyer in other respects..." and by "...engaging in conduct involving dishonesty, 
fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation..."  

ii. You lied. Worse, you memorialized your lie in a writing... I understand that in the despicable 
world that we currently inhabit where one is subject to summary execution for going to a concert 
in Las Vegas or to a nightclub in Orlando or for running a marathon in Boston or going to work 
in New York City, people lie all the time.... However, ... lawyers are held to a higher standard.... 
As a public defender who has been licensed since 1999, you should know better. If you don't 
know better, you don't deserve the honor of your license.  

iii. The coup de gras. You have put up a series of cameras designed to peer into my client's 
home, including the bedroom of his 17-year old daughter ... Are you a pedophile or some type of 
pervert? Are you mentally ill? Do you have ANY IDEA how illegal this conduct is? As a lawyer 
who has been defending people accused of crimes for almost 2 decades, I would hope so, but 
let's review the law here: .... (Citations to criminal statutes).  

iv. Let's be crystal clear, shall we? The statute requires my client's knowledge and consent. You 
do not have my client's consent. Furthermore, my client could not legally consent to your 
creation of child pornography even if my client wanted to, which he most certainly does not. 
(Citations to criminal statutes).  

v. My client and his wife... are unlikely to die anytime soon, and if either my client or his wife is 
murdered, you will certainly be suspects. In fact, this letter has been written, at least in part, to 
memorialize the fact that my client believes the Lappens [sic] constitute that type of threat so as 
to guarantee that you will be a 'person of interest' in any criminal investigation if my client or his 
spouse meets an early demise.  
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IN THE MATTER OF SCOTT L. PODVIN. Podvin was admitted to practice law in Florida in 
1994 and became a member of the State Bar of Georgia in 2001. Podvin’s admitted disciplinary 
violations in Florida involved failing to process and work on several loan modifications in a 
timely manner that resulted in long delays for his clients, failing to provide updates to clients in 
response to their requests, and rarely communicating with clients; attempting to avoid payment 
to creditors and circumvent a valid debt by entering into a consent judgment through a legal 
entity that he knew was already dissolved and then continuing previous legal work under a new 
legal entity; and, while being sued by a former associate for unpaid wages, scheduling a hearing 
when he knew that opposing counsel was unavailable, attending the hearing, attempting to 
submit an agreed order to the court for execution even though no agreement had been reached, 
and engaging in ex parte communication with the court by sending a letter requesting 
reconsideration of a sanctions order and threatening to file a motion to recuse.  

Nicholas Joseph Zurawskyj, Cape Coral, suspended (Admitted to practice: 2012) Without 
authorization or prompting, Zurawskyj obtained protected health information by impersonating 
the opposing party in a contested family law matter being handled by his former boss. Zurawskyj 
also attempted to extort $75,000 from his former boss in exchange for his requesting that the Bar 
dismiss the complaint he filed against the former boss and recommend that the former boss receive 
only a two-week suspension from the practice of law. Zurawskyj permanently retired prior to the 
suspension; however, he was still subject to discipline for prior conduct. (Case No. SC18-1715) 
 
Eric Brett Granitur, Vero Beach. (Admitted to practice: 1986) Disciplinary revocation is 
tantamount to disbarment. Granitur was found guilty in federal court of three felony counts 
including conspiracy to commit false statements. While acting as the attorney and escrow agent 
of a title company, Granitur made or caused to be made false statements and reports to federally 
insured financial institutions while his co-conspirators provided buyers with incentives to 
purchase condominium units and concealed the incentives from the financial institutions. He was 
sentenced to one year and one day in prison. (Case No. SC18-1677) 
 
 
Madsen Marcellus, Jr., North Miami Beach, suspended (Admitted to practice: 2003) In the 
context of his divorce case, Marcellus engaged in a pattern of deliberately disobeying and 
disregarding orders of the family court. He also failed to pay his mortgage and the bank filed to 
suit to foreclose on his home. Marcellus subsequently submitted a mortgage modification 
application with a forged signature, that he personally witnessed. (Case No. SC16-1773) 
 
Francis Wesley Blankner, Jr., Orlando, suspended for 90 days, (Admitted to Practice: 1977) 
Further, upon reinstatement, Blankner is placed on probation for nine months. In two separate 
post-conviction matters, Blankner failed to provide his clients with competent and diligent 
representation. He also failed to adequately communicate regarding their criminal matters. 
Blankner agreed to a stipulation with the U.S. Department of Justice Tax Division for failing to 
pay his personal income taxes. (Case No. SC18-1239) 
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L. Communication with a represented party 
 

Salina Jivani, Key Biscayne, to be publicly reprimanded (Admitted to Practice: 2007) Jivani 
directly communicated with individuals represented by counsel, outside of their counsel’s 
presence. (Case No. SC17-1462) 

VII. ABA Rule 8.3 – Rat Rule 

 (a) A lawyer who knows that another lawyer has committed a violation of the Rules of 
Professional Conduct that raises a substantial question as to that lawyer's honesty, trustworthiness 
or fitness as a lawyer in other respects, shall inform the appropriate professional authority. 

(b) A lawyer who knows that a judge has committed a violation of applicable rules of judicial 
conduct that raises a substantial question as to the judge's fitness for office shall inform the 
appropriate authority. 

(c) This Rule does not require disclosure of information otherwise protected by Rule 1.6 or 
information gained by a lawyer or judge while participating in an approved lawyer assistance 
program. 

Rule 8.3 Reporting Professional Misconduct – Comment 

Maintaining The Integrity of The Profession 

[1] Self-regulation of the legal profession requires that members of the profession initiate 
disciplinary investigation when they know of a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct. 
Lawyers have a similar obligation with respect to judicial misconduct. An apparently isolated 
violation may indicate a pattern of misconduct that only a disciplinary investigation can uncover. 
Reporting a violation is especially important where the victim is unlikely to discover the offense. 

[2] A report about misconduct is not required where it would involve violation of Rule 1.6. 
However, a lawyer should encourage a client to consent to disclosure where prosecution would 
not substantially prejudice the client's interests. 

[3] If a lawyer were obliged to report every violation of the Rules, the failure to report any 
violation would itself be a professional offense. Such a requirement existed in many jurisdictions 
but proved to be unenforceable. This Rule limits the reporting obligation to those offenses that a 
self-regulating profession must vigorously endeavor to prevent. A measure of judgment is, 
therefore, required in complying with the provisions of this Rule. The term "substantial" refers to 
the seriousness of the possible offense and not the quantum of evidence of which the lawyer is 
aware. A report should be made to the bar disciplinary agency unless some other agency, such as 
a peer review agency, is more appropriate in the circumstances. Similar considerations apply to 
the reporting of judicial misconduct. 
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[4] The duty to report professional misconduct does not apply to a lawyer retained to represent a 
lawyer whose professional conduct is in question. Such a situation is governed by the Rules 
applicable to the client-lawyer relationship. 

[5] Information about a lawyer's or judge's misconduct or fitness may be received by a lawyer in 
the course of that lawyer's participation in an approved lawyers or judges assistance program. In 
that circumstance, providing for an exception to the reporting requirements of paragraphs (a) and 
(b) of this Rule encourages lawyers and judges to seek treatment through such a program. 
Conversely, without such an exception, lawyers and judges may hesitate to seek assistance from 
these programs, which may then result in additional harm to their professional careers and 
additional injury to the welfare of clients and the public. These Rules do not otherwise address 
the confidentiality of information received by a lawyer or judge participating in an approved 
lawyers assistance program; such an obligation, however, may be imposed by the rules of the 
program or other law. 

VIII. A Lawyer's Creed of Professionalism of the State Bar of Arizona 

Preamble 

As a lawyer, I must strive to make our system of justice work fairly and efficiently.  To carry out 
that responsibility, I will comply with the letter and spirit of the disciplinary standards applicable 
to all lawyers and I will conduct myself in accordance with the following Creed of 
Professionalism when dealing with my client, opposing parties, their counsel, tribunals and the 
general public. 

A.  With respect to my client: 

1. I will be loyal and committed to my client's cause, but I will not permit that loyalty and 
commitment to interfere with my ability to provide my client with objective and independent 
advice; 

2. I will endeavor to achieve my client's lawful objectives in business transactions and in 
litigation as expeditiously and economically as possible; 

3. In appropriate cases, I will counsel my client with respect to alternative methods of resolving 
disputes; 

4. I will advise my client against pursuing litigation (or any other course of action) that is 
without merit and I will not engage in tactics that are intended to delay the resolution of a 
matter or to harass or drain the financial resources of the opposing party; 

5. I will advise my client that civility and courtesy are not to be equated with weakness; 
6. While I must abide by my client's decision concerning the objectives of the representation, I 

nevertheless will counsel my client that a willingness to initiate or engage in settlement 
discussions is consistent with effective and honorable representation. 

B.  With respect to opposing parties and their counsel: 

1. I will be courteous and civil, both in oral and in written communication; 
2. I will not knowingly make statements of fact or of law that are untrue; 
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3. In litigation proceedings, I will agree to reasonable requests for extensions of time or for 
waiver of procedural formalities when the substantive interests of my client will not be 
adversely affected; 

4. I will endeavor to consult with opposing counsel before scheduling depositions and meetings 
and before rescheduling hearings, and I will cooperate with opposing counsel when 
scheduling changes are requested; 

5. I will not utilize litigation or any other course of conduct to harass the opposing party; 
6. I will not engage in excessive and abusive discovery, and I will advise my client to comply 

with all reasonable discovery requests; 
7. I will not threaten to seek sanctions against any party or lawyer unless I believe that they 

have a reasonable basis in fact and law; 
8. I will not delay resolution of a matter unless delay is incidental to an action reasonably 

necessary to ensure the fair and efficient resolution of that matter; 
9. In depositions and other proceedings, and in negotiations, I will conduct myself with dignity, 

avoid making groundless objections and not be rude or disrespectful; 
10. I will not serve motions and pleadings on the other party or the party's counsel at such a time 

or in such a manner as will unfairly limit the other party's opportunity to respond; 
11. In business transactions I will not quarrel over matters of form or style but will concentrate 

on matters of substance and content; 
12. I will identify clearly, for other counsel or parties, all changes that I have made in documents 

submitted to me for review. 

C.  With respect to the courts and other tribunals: 

1. I will be an honorable advocate on behalf of my client, recognizing, as an officer of the court, 
that unprofessional conduct is detrimental to the proper functioning of our system of justice; 

2. Where consistent with my client's interests, I will communicate with opposing counsel in an 
effort to avoid litigation and to resolve litigation that has actually commenced; 

3. I will voluntarily withdraw claims or defenses when it becomes apparent that they do not 
have merit; 

4. I will not file frivolous motions; 
5. I will make every effort to agree with other counsel, as early as possible, on a voluntary 

exchange of information and on a plan for discovery; 
6. I will attempt to resolve, by agreement, my objections to matters contained in my opponent's 

pleadings and discovery requests; 
7. When scheduled hearings or depositions have to be canceled, I will notify opposing counsel 

and, if appropriate, the court (or other tribunal) as early as possible; 
8. Before dates for hearings or trials are set — or, if that is not feasible, immediately after such 

dates have been set — I will attempt to verify the availability of key participants and 
witnesses so that I can promptly notify the court (or other tribunal) and opposing counsel of 
any likely problem in that regard; 

9. In civil matters, I will stipulate to facts as to which there is no genuine dispute; 
10. I will endeavor to be punctual in attending court hearings, conferences and depositions; 
11. I will at all times be candid with, and respectful to, the tribunal. 
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D. With respect to the public and to our system of justice: 

1. I will remember that, in addition to commitment to my client's cause, my responsibilities as a 
lawyer include a devotion to the public good; 

2. I will keep current in the areas in which I practice and, when necessary, will associate with, 
or refer my client to, counsel knowledgeable in another field of practice; 

3. As a member of a self-regulating profession, I will be mindful of my obligations under the 
Rules of Professional Conduct to report violations of those Rules; 

4. I will be mindful of the need to protect the integrity of the legal profession and will be so 
guided when considering methods and contents of advertising; 

5. I will be mindful that the law is a learned profession and that among its desirable goals are 
devotion to public service, improvement or administration of justice, and the contribution of 
uncompensated time and civic influence on behalf of those persons who cannot afford 
adequate legal assistance. 

IX. Oath 

I, (state your name), do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support the constitution and laws 
of the United States and the State of Arizona; 

I will treat the courts of justice and judicial officers with due respect; 

I will not counsel or maintain any action, proceeding, or defense that lacks a reasonable basis in 
fact or law; 

I will be honest in my dealings with others and not make false or misleading statements of fact or 
law; 

I will fulfill my duty of confidentiality to my client; I will not accept compensation for 
representing my client from anyone other than my client without my client's knowledge and 
approval; 

I will avoid engaging in unprofessional conduct; I will not advance any fact prejudicial to the 
honor or reputation of a party or witness unless required by my duties to my client or the 
tribunal; 

I will support the fair administration of justice, professionalism among lawyers, and legal 
representation for those unable to afford counsel; 

I will at all times faithfully and diligently adhere to the rules of professional responsibility and A 
Lawyer's Creed of Professionalism of the State Bar of Arizona. 
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ABSOLUTION 

 To the extent that your past professional conduct is an impediment to your future 
professional conduct I hereby absolve you from all of your past conduct that was less than 
professional.   
 
 This absolution not only absolves you it absolves others who may have acted less than 
professionally to you.  Try to clean the state lets improve professionalism one attorney at a time 
staring with me and you. 
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1 I would like to acknowledge and thank my fellow HunterMaclean attorneys Patrick Barkley and Taylor Dove for 
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I. ELEVENTH CIRCUIT 
 

A. Limitation of Liability in Marine Repair Contracts 
 

1. Tri-Lady Marine, Ltd. v. Bishop Mech. Servs., LLC, 2019 WL 1386181 
(11th Cir. March 27, 2019). 

 

The Eleventh Circuit was faced with both procedural and substantive issues related to a 

limitation clause contained in a contract for marine repairs which excluded liability for 

consequential damages. The Plaintiff Tri-Lady Marine, Ltd. (“Tri-Lady”) hired Defendant Bishop 

Mechanical Services, LLC (“Bishop Mechanical”) to install a marine chiller unit on a yacht. The 

proposal signed by Tri-Lady contained a statement of workmanship, a clause that barred 

indemnification for losses and expenses connected to Bishop Mechanical’s work, and a clause 

limiting its liability for damages. The limitation clause excluding liability for consequential 

damages read as follows: 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES, WHETHER ARISING IN CONTRACT, 
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), EQUITY OR OTHERWISE, WILL 
BISHOP MECHANICAL SERVICES, LLC BE RESPONSIBLE FOR LOSS OF 
USE, LOSS OF PROFIT, INCREASED OPERATING OR MAINTENANCE 
EXPENSES, CLAIMS OF CUSTOMER’S TENANTS OR CLIENTS, OR ANY 
SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. 

 

After installation, the marine chiller unit failed causing leakage in the water piping 

throughout the yacht, which had been plumbed in reverse. Tri-Lady brought an action, which was 

subsequently transferred to the Southern District of Florida, seeking damages for repair of the 

vessel, mold and mildew damage, dockage expenses, crew wages, loss of use, and loss of charter 

income. Bishop Mechanical moved for partial summary judgment on the basis the limitation 

clause was enforceable and barred Tri-Lady from recovering its requested damages. Tri-Lady 

responded that the limitation clause was unenforceable because Bishop Mechanical waived its 

right to enforce the limitation clause by failing to raise it as an affirmative defense. Tri-Lady 

further contended a factual dispute existed as to whether the limitation clause in the installation 

proposal applied to repair work Bishop Mechanical later performed. 

The District Court entered summary judgment in favor of Bishop Mechanical, finding that 

Tri-Lady could not recover any of the damages demanded in its complaint due to the limitation 

clause contained in the proposal.   More particularly, the District Court ruled that no genuine 
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material dispute existed as to whether the proposal agreement’s limitation of damage clause 

applied, reasoning that Tri-Lady made a judicial admission to that effect by suing Bishop 

Mechanical on the proposal agreement. The District Court further ruled the limitation clause was 

not an affirmative defense required to be pled in the answer. Tri-Lady later moved for 

reconsideration of the District Order on summary judgment arguing the limitation clause was 

invalid under the three-part test set forth in Diesel Repower Inc. v. Islander Investments, Ltd., 271 

F.3d 1318 (11th Cir. 2001). However, the District Court denied the motion for reconsideration, 

holding that Tri-Lady never contested the enforceability of the limitation clause and as a result a 

motion for reconsideration could not serve as the occasion to tender a new legal theory for the first 

time. 

On appeal to the Eleventh Circuit, Tri-Lady challenged the ruling of the District Court on 

two grounds: (1) Bishop Mechanical waived its argument to apply the limitation clause by failing 

to plead it as an affirmative defense; and (2) the District Court erred in failing to examine the 

limitation clause under the three-part test set forth in Diesel Repower. The Eleventh Circuit 

disagreed on each enumeration of error. 

First, the Eleventh Circuit held that Bishop Mechanical did not waive the right to enforce 

the limitation clause by failing to raise the limitation clause as an affirmative defense. The court 

stated “[e]ven if Bishop Mechanical was required to raise the defense in its answer, under our 

precedent, no waiver occurred because Tri-Lady received notice of the defense ‘by some other 

means other than pleadings’ and had ‘a chance to rebut it.’” Grant v. Preferred Research, Inc., 885 

F.2d 795, 797 (11th Cir. 1989). Bishop Mechanical raised its defense for the first time on summary 

judgment. However, the Court determined Tri-Lady was fully aware Bishop Mechanical was 

relying on the limitation clause and was not prejudiced from the lateness of the pleading. 

Second, the Eleventh Circuit ruled Tri-Lady had forfeited its opportunity to challenge the 

enforceability of the limitation clause. “[A] party who fails to make a specific objection or 

argument in the district court forfeits that objection or argument.” Green v. Graham, 906 F.3d 

955, 963 (11th Cir. 2018). Tri-Lady’s attempt to contest the limitation clause for the first time in 

its motion for reconsideration was improper. A motion for reconsideration cannot be used “to 

raise arguments which could, and should, have been made before the judgment.” 

Lastly, even if Tri-Lady had not forfeited its argument under Diesel Repower, the Eleventh 

Circuit held it would not have reached a different result. “Substantive admiralty law governs the 
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enforceability of the limitation clause in a contract to repair a vessel in navigable water.” See 

Norfolk S. Ry. Co. v. Kirby, 543 U.S. 14, 22 (2004). The court citing Diesel Repower held parties 

to a contract for repair of a vessel may validly agree to limit a repairer’s liability so long as: (1) 

the limited liability clause clearly and unequivocally indicates the parties’ intentions; (2) the clause 

does not absolve the repairer of all liability; and (3) the parties have equal bargaining power. The 

Eleventh Circuit ultimately held the limitation clause met the three-part test of Diesel Power. 

Accordingly, the District Court’s grant of summary judgment in favor of Bishop Mechanical was 

affirmed. 

 

B. Passenger Personal Injury 
 

1. Davis v. Valsamis, Inc., 752 Fed.Appx 688, 2018 A.M.C. 2883 (11th Cir. 
2018). 

 

In this maritime tort action, a group of over 100 passengers on the cruise ship Carnival 

TRIUMPH appealed the grant of summary judgment in favor of Defendant Valsamis, Inc. The 

cruise ship passengers were allegedly harmed when a fire broke out in the engine room and 

disabled the vessel. The passengers brought negligence actions against Defendant Valsamis, who 

had been hired by Carnival to maintain the vessel’s engine and generators. The Defendant moved 

for summary judgment on the basis the passengers failed to give notice of their claims within 185 

days, as required by the terms of their ticket contracts. The Southern District of Florida granted 

Defendant’s motion and the passenger plaintiffs appealed to the Eleventh Circuit. 

In affirming the District Court’s grant of summary judgment to Defendant, the Eleventh 

Circuit noted the Carnival ticket contract contained provisions limiting the passengers’ rights with 

respect to claims for injuries sustained as a Carnival guest. One such limitation on the rights of 

guests to assert claims was the requirement to give timely notice of their personal injury claims 

within 185 days of the date of injury. The Court of Appeals noted further the Carnival tickets 

contained a valid Himalaya clause that extended Carnival’s rights, including the 185-day notice 

requirement, to certain other potential defendants such as Defendant Valsamis. 

On appeal, Plaintiffs asserted the District Court erroneously granted summary judgment 

under a legally flawed conclusion that the Carnival ticket contract and its notice requirement inure 

to the benefit of Defendant Valsamis as a downstream contractor.  The Eleventh Circuit held the 
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case warranted summary judgment only if: (1) Defendant qualifies to exercise the protections 

afforded by the Himalaya clause; (2) Plaintiffs are required to provide notice of claims to 

Defendant, rather than Carnival; and (3) 46 U.S.C. § 30508 does not excuse Plaintiffs’ failure to 

provide notice to Defendant. The Eleventh Circuit addressed each issue in turn. 

The Court found Plaintiffs’ argument that the Himalaya clause did not apply to Defendant 

to be unpersuasive. The Himalaya clause contained in the ticket contract states that “[a]ll rights, 

exemptions from liability, defenses and immunities of Carnival under this contract shall also inure 

to the benefit of Carnival’s . . . suppliers, shipbuilders and manufacturers of component parts and 

independent contractors.” The Eleventh Circuit ruled Defendant qualified to receive the rights 

conferred by the Himalaya clause as a “supplier” or as a “manufacturer of component parts.” The 

Court further held Defendant, as an independent contractor, was squarely within the reasonable 

scope of the Himalaya clause. When “strictly construed, the ticket contract unambiguously 

extends the rights afforded Carnival to Carnival’s suppliers, manufacturers, and independent 

contractors, like Defendant, and reasonably communicates that fact to passengers.” 

Having determined the Himalaya clause extended rights to Defendant, the Court turned its 

attention to discerning what right the 185-day notice provision confers, and to which party(ies). 

In particular, the Court examined whether the applicable provision required the claim notice to be 

sent to the offending party or to Carnival. Applying general principles of contract interpretation, 

the Court determined the ticket contract required Plaintiffs to provide notice of their claims to the 

alleged offending party, rather than Carnival. The Court’s rationale was that it would be 

counterintuitive for the Plaintiffs to notify Carnival of claims Plaintiffs may have against other 

parties. Therefore, Defendant was entitled to the rights of Carnival as set forth under the Himalaya 

clause, including the 185-day notice requirement set forth in the ticket contracts. 

Lastly, Plaintiffs argued that under 46 U.S.C § 30508(c), Defendant must prove it was 

prejudiced from the lack of timely notice. In addressing this issue, the Eleventh Circuit held 

Plaintiffs offered no evidence to prove that Defendant had knowledge or any notice of their 

injuries. Consequently, the failure to comply with the notice requirement set forth in the Carnival 

ticket contracts should not be excused, even without an affirmative showing of prejudice. The 

Eleventh Circuit therefore affirmed the district court order granting summary judgment to 

Defendant and upholding Defendant’s right to invoke defenses under the Carnival ticket contract 

and Himalaya clause set forth therein. 
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2. Baer v. Silversea Cruises Ltd., 752 Fed.Appx. 861 (11th Cir. 2018). 
 
 

The Eleventh Circuit was faced with an interesting issue in the context of a cruise ship 

passenger contract regarding whether an “onshore injury” claim against a cruise line for 

negligently arranging medical care is barred by the contractual limitations period set forth in a 

passenger contract. The Plaintiff and his wife boarded a cruise ship operated by Defendant 

Silversea Cruises Ltd. in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. At the time of boarding, Plaintiff turned in a 

signed passenger contract which included contractual limitation and notice of claims provisions. 

While onboard, Plaintiff fell near a bar area and was later diagnosed by vessel personnel with a 

broken femur after undergoing x-rays. Plaintiff was instructed by vessel staff to disembark the 

vessel during its port call in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico (over his objections) to receive further 

treatment. The Plaintiff underwent unsuccessful surgery while in Cabo San Lucas, and upon 

transfer to Tampa, Florida, an orthopedic surgeon determined the Mexican surgeon who treated 

Plaintiff had improperly installed a surgical screw and that the surgical site had become infected. 

As a result, Plaintiff had to undergo a second surgery to fix the installation of the screw. 

Plaintiff later sued the Defendant for negligently sending him to a medical facility that 

could not provide competent care. The Defendant moved for summary judgment on the grounds 

the claim was barred by the one-year limitations period set forth in the passenger contract. Plaintiff 

responded that the limitations period was not reasonably communicated to him and did not cover 

his claim. The district court disagreed and granted summary judgment to Defendant, finding the 

one-year limitations period in the passenger contract was enforceable because it was reasonably 

communicated and covered the claim asserted by Plaintiff. 

At the Eleventh Circuit, the parties agreed the action was governed by federal admiralty 

law. In examining whether the limitations provision was reasonably communicated, a two-prong 

“reasonable communicativeness” was applied by the Court. See Krenkel v. Kerzner Int’l Hotels, 

Ltd., 579 F.3d 1279, 1281 (11th Cir. 2009). The first prong looked to the physical characteristics 

of the limitations provision, including the font size, its conspicuousness, and typeface. The second 

prong looked at whether the passenger “had the ability to become meaningfully informed of the 

clause and to reject its terms.” After examining the passenger contract, the Court held it satisfied 

the first prong because the limitation language was in all-capital letters and bolded, and further 

alerted the passenger to read the contract terms.   Because the passenger contract was sent to 
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Plaintiff’s travel agent and personally received by Plaintiff, the Plaintiff had ample opportunity to 

avail himself of the notices contained in the contract. Therefore, the second prong was satisfied. 

Plaintiff then argued on appeal that the one-year limitations period contained in the 

passenger contract did not apply to his claim in any event. Plaintiff creatively argued his injury 

occurred offshore when Defendant selected a subpar hospital to render medical care. Regardless 

of the characterization of the injury as having occurred “onshore” or “offshore,” the Eleventh 

Circuit held the relevant terms of the passenger contract pertaining to “any incident or accident 

resulting in illness, or death to the passenger,” did not distinguish from onboard or onshore 

accidents. Therefore, the one-year limitations period was applicable to Plaintiff’s claims. Because 

Plaintiff initiated his action more than two (2) years after the incident occurred, his claims were 

barred by the limitations period of the passenger contract. As a result, the Eleventh Circuit 

affirmed the district court opinion granting summary judgment in favor of the cruise line. 

 

3. Ceithaml v. Celebrity Cruises, Inc., 739 Fed.Appx. 546 (11th Cir. 2018). 
 
 

In an action brought by Plaintiff against Celebrity Cruises, Inc. (“Celebrity”) for personal 

injuries incurred during an off-shore zip-lining excursion, the district court granted summary 

judgment to Celebrity. On appeal, Plaintiff argued Celebrity is (1) vicariously liable for the 

negligence of the zip-line operator, (2) negligent in hiring and retaining the zip line operator, and 

(3) negligent in failing to warn Plaintiff about the dangers of the zip line. After careful review the 

Eleventh Circuit affirmed the grant of summary judgment despite these novel arguments. 

The Plaintiff participated in the excursion while a passenger on a Celebrity cruise. The 

excursion was operated by a separate entity. During the zip-line portion of the excursion, Plaintiff 

failed to brake when approaching the zip-line platform and struck a tree, fracturing her ankle. The 

zip-line operator was selected by Celebrity as an independent contractor and was required to 

maintain insurance and provide a safety history report to Celebrity. Prior to boarding, Plaintiff 

received multiple notices that the zip-line operator was an independent contractor of Celebrity and 

that Celebrity had no control over the zip-line operations or upon any other off-shore excursion. 

The Court noted a least four occasions when the “independent contractor” relationship between 

Celebrity and the zip-line operator had been disclosed to Plaintiff. Despite the repeated 

disclosures, Plaintiff sued Celebrity alleging it was vicariously liable under theories of agency, 

negligent hiring, and negligent failure to warn. 
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In examining Plaintiff’s argument that Celebrity was vicariously liable for the zip-line 

operator’s alleged negligence, the Eleventh Circuit held there was no evidence in the record that 

Celebrity had a right to control or even participate in the operation of the zip-line. Therefore, no 

actual agency relationship between the zip-line operator and Celebrity could be established. 

Likewise, the Court ruled the multiple disclosures concerning the independent contractor 

relationship between Celebrity and the zip-line operator precluded Plaintiff’s argument that she 

reasonably believed the zip-line operator was Celebrity’s agent. Accordingly, there was no 

apparent agency relationship. 

Next, the Court determined Plaintiff’s “negligent hiring” and “negligent retention” claims 

should also fail. To prevail on a negligent hiring claim, a plaintiff must prove facts establishing 

three elements: (1) the contractor was incompetent or unfit to perform the work; (2) the employer 

knew or reasonably should have known of the particular incompetence or unfitness; and (3) the 

incompetence or unfitness was a proximate cause of the plaintiff’s injury. Davies v. Comm. Metals 

Co., 46 So.3d 71, 73 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2010). The Court held the negligent hiring and retention 

claim failed because Plaintiff could not show a genuine dispute of material fact regarding whether 

Celebrity knew or reasonably should have known about any incompetence or unfitness on the zip- 

line operator’s part. No evidence was produced demonstrating Celebrity knew or reasonably 

should have known the zip-line operator was unfit to operate the zip-line course. 

The Eleventh Circuit further rejected Plaintiff’s negligent failure to warn claim for similar 

reasons. To establish negligence, the Plaintiff had to prove (1) the defendant had a duty to protect 

the plaintiff from a particular injury; (2) the defendant breached that duty; (3) the breach actually 

and proximately caused the plaintiff’s injury; and (4) the plaintiff suffered actual harm. Chaparro 

v. Carnival Corp., 693 F.3d 1333, 1336 (11th Cir. 2012). A ship owner generally owes to its 

passengers a duty to exercise reasonable care under the circumstances which includes “a duty to 

warn of known dangers beyond the point of debarkation in places where passengers are invited or 

reasonably expected to visit,” Chaparro at 1336. Because Plaintiff failed to create a genuine 

dispute of material fact about whether Celebrity knew or reasonably should have known about any 

alleged dangerous conditions regarding the zip-line, the Eleventh Circuit held the negligent failure 

to warn claim could not be supported. As a result, the District Court’s grant of summary judgment 

in favor of Celebrity was affirmed. 
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4. Caron v. NCL (Bahamas), Ltd., 910 F.3d 1359 (11th Cir. 2018). 
 
 

Mr. Caron, a Canadian citizen, was a passenger aboard NCL’s cruise ship STAR when he 

became intoxicated to the point that he felt “completely disorientated.” On the way back to his 

room, Caron opened a clearly marked crew-only door and proceeded into a restricted area of the 

ship. He was seen by two crewmembers who tried to talk to him, but Caron did not respond. While 

the crewmembers called security, Caron walked through another door with obvious crew-only 

markings. As he walked into the room, Caron fell into a hole created by an escape hatch from the 

bow-thruster room below. 

Caron filed suit against NCL in the Southern District of Florida asserting diversity of 

citizenship and admiralty jurisdiction. In his Complaint, Caron alleged that NCL was negligent 

because it failed to (1) maintain its walkways and manholes in a safe condition, (2) remedy a 

known dangerous condition, and (3) warn Caron of a danger that was not open and obvious. Caron 

later amended his Complaint to add an allegation that NCL was negligent in over-serving alcohol 

to him. 

NCL moved to dismiss this claim and strike the allegation of over-service on the basis of 

a limitations provision in Caron’s ticket contract, which required any personal injury suit against 

NCL to be brought within one year of the incident giving rise to the injury. The district court 

granted the motion, finding that the over-service claim was contractually barred and did not relate 

back to the initial complaint. The district court later granted NCL summary judgment on the 

remaining negligence theories. It found that Caron had failed to produce evidence of the 

dangerousness of the escape hatch, of NCL’s knowledge of such dangerousness, or of the 

unreasonableness of the crew’s behavior in letting Caron escape further into the restricted area. 

As an initial matter, the Court of Appeals reviewed whether alienage-diversity jurisdiction 

existed pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332(a)(2) since Caron was a Canadian citizen and NCL was a 

Bermuda corporation with its principal place of business in Florida. Based upon the express 

language of § 1332(a)(2), the Court of Appeals held that alienage-diversity jurisdiction does not 

exist between a corporation incorporated solely in a foreign state and another alien, regardless of 

the corporation’s principal place of business. Notably, the Court refused to decide whether a 

corporation incorporated in the United States but with its worldwide principal place of business 

abroad could invoke alienage-diversity jurisdiction in a suit against an alien. 
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With respect to dismissal of Caron’s negligent over-service claim, the Court of Appeals 

recognized that under general maritime law a valid waiver of a passenger’s right to sue requires a 

waiver term that has been reasonably communicated to the passenger. Caron argued that the word 

“suit” within the one-year limitation provision was ambiguous and thus was not reasonably 

communicated to him by the text of the contract. The Court of Appeals found that the one-year 

limitations period contained in Caron’s ticket contract unambiguously barred Caron from raising 

new claims in an amended complaint more than a year after an incident. Accordingly, the over- 

service claim was time barred because it did not properly relate back to the original complaint 

under F.R.C.P. 15(c)(1). 

The Court of Appeals also affirmed the District Court’s decision to grant NCL summary 

judgment as to all of Caron’s negligence claims. First, the Court held that the emergency hatch 

was not unreasonably dangerous because there were two clearly marked doors indicating that the 

area was restricted, only crewmembers were allowed in, and persons passing through the door 

were warned to use caution. Further, even if the hatch were dangerous, the Court held there was 

no evidence demonstrating that NCL was on notice of the dangerous condition. Lastly, the Court 

held that the ship’s crewmembers did not act unreasonably when they left Caron alone in the 

restricted area for a short time while attempting to call security. 

 

5. Aponte v. Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines Ltd., 739 Fed.Appx. 531 (11th 
Cir. 2018). 

 

Aponte and his wife were passengers on a Royal Caribbean cruise ship when Aponte 

slipped and fell on a puddle of soap in one of the ship’s restrooms. Shortly before his fall, Aponte 

observed a crewmember cleaning one of the restroom’s sinks. Aponte filed suit against Royal 

Caribbean alleging a single count of negligence. The district court determined that Royal 

Caribbean was not negligent because there was no evidence that it had notice of the puddle and 

the puddle was an open and obvious condition. 

The Court of Appeals first considered whether the District Court properly excluded 

certain evidence cited by Aponte in his response to Royal Caribbean’s motion for summary 

judgment under the Northern District of Georgia’s Local Rule 56.1, which requires the non-movant 

to provide adequate responses to the movant’s enumerated statement of material facts. The district 

court noted in some instances that Aponte cited to entire depositions as opposed to providing 
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specific citations when denying a material fact. In other instances, Aponte included argumentative 

statements that did not directly respond to the material fact at issue. The Court found that the 

district court did not err in disregarding Aponte’s cited evidence, including a Rule 26 expert report 

from Aponte’s causation expert, when his response to one of Royal Caribbean’s facts was 

inadequate. 

The Court of Appeals vacated the district court’s decision to grant summary judgment to 

Royal Caribbean because there were genuine issues of material fact with respect to Royal 

Caribbean’s notice of the puddle and whether the puddle was “open and obvious.” With regard to 

notice, the Court held that a factfinder could conclude from the evidence that the puddle of soap 

was present while the crewmember was in the restroom and he knew or should have known about 

the puddle of soap. The Court of Appeals also found that a factfinder could conclude that the 

puddle was not open and obvious because it was a “clearish” puddle. 

 

6. Krug v. Celebrity Cruises, Inc., 745 Fed.Appx. 863 (11th Cir. 2018) 
 
 

In this maritime tort case, Krug sued for damages following serious injuries she sustained 

while playing a music trivia game aboard one of Celebrity Cruises’ vessels. At the time of the 

cruise, Krug was 61 years old and had suffered from chronic back pain for nearly twenty (20) 

years. She took hydrocodone daily for the pain and had undergone four previous back surgeries, 

including implantation of a spinal cord simulator. Krug was injured during a “tiebreaker” 

challenge that required participants to race across a raised stage, grab a microphone, and shout the 

name of the song played by the gameshow host. While running across the stage, Krug fell and hit 

her head on the stage. Krug did not know what caused her to fall, nor did she recall slipping, 

tripping or colliding with any other contestants. 

The Plaintiff asserted a claim of negligence for creating an unreasonably dangerous 

condition (i.e. the “tiebreaker” game) and failing to warn passengers about the hazard it represents. 

The parties filed cross motions for summary judgment. The district court denied Krug’s motion 

and granted Celebrity Cruises’ motion. In granting the motion, the district court concluded that 

Celebrity Cruise had no duty to warn Krug of any alleged danger of participating in the game 

because any such danger was open and obvious. Further, there was no evidence that Celebrity 

Cruises had actual or constructive notice of the allegedly dangerous condition. The Court of 

Appeals affirmed the district court’s ruling. 
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The Court of Appeals held that any alleged danger posed by running on the stage with other 

contestants was open and obvious because a reasonable person would have recognized the danger 

through the exercise of common sense and the ordinary use of eyesight. The Court of Appeals 

confirmed that there was no evidence Celebrity Cruises had notice of the allegedly dangerous 

condition. Krug argued that Celebrity Cruises had notice because it had used the same tiebreaker 

in the past. The Court found this argument insufficient because there was no evidence that anyone 

else had ever fallen or suffered injuries from participating in the tiebreaker. Further, the general 

safety instructions given by the gameshow host prior to the tiebreaker was not evidence of notice 

of the dangerous condition alleged by Krug. 

 

7. Petersen v. NCL (Bahamas) Ltd., 748 Fed.Appx. 246 (11th Cir. 2018). 
 
 

In yet another slip-and-fall case on a cruise ship, the Court of Appeals reviewed the district 

court’s grant of summary judgment in favor of the defendant as to the plaintiffs’ negligence and 

loss of consortium claims. While docked, Petersen and his wife stayed on the ship in order to soak 

in one of the ship’s hot tubs. As he walked to the hot tub, Petersen alleges that he slipped and fell 

on water blown onto the deck from a decorative waterfall. Petersen testified that he had observed 

water on the deck prior to his fall. Peterson also offered evidence that NCL used too strong of a 

detergent to clean its decks and that there had been over sixty (60) prior slip and falls in the past 

three (3) years. 

The Petersens claimed that NCL was negligent in several ways, including failing to 

properly maintain its vessel and failing to warn passengers of the dangerous conditions on the 

deck. NCL filed a motion for summary judgment arguing that the water on the deck was open and 

obvious, that it had no notice of the dangerous condition, and that maritime law does not recognize 

a cause of action for loss of consortium. The district court adopted the magistrate judge’s report 

and recommendation that summary judgment was appropriate on all of the Petersens’ claims. 

The Court of Appeals affirmed the district court’s ruling that maritime law does not 

recognize loss of consortium claims but reversed the district court’s grant of summary judgment 

on the Petersens’ negligence claims. The Court found that although the wetness of the deck was 

open and obvious, there was sufficient evidence that the unreasonably slippery state of the deck 

may not have been open and obvious. With regard to the Petersens’ negligent maintenance claim, 
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the Court found that summary judgment was inappropriate because NCL did not move for 

summary judgment on that claim and the district court failed to address it. 

 

8. Leroux v. NCL (Bahamas) Ltd., 743 Fed.Appx. 407 (11th Cir. 2018) 
 
 

In this maritime tort action, Leroux sued NCL following an injury she sustained after a fall 

aboard an NCL cruise ship. While docked, Leroux tripped over a raised threshold on the door 

leading out to her balcony. Leroux testified at her deposition that she saw the raised threshold and 

knew she had to lift her foot up and over the threshold to get into the cabin without tripping. She 

further admitted that she had previously stepped over the raised threshold without incident. Despite 

her awareness of the threshold, Leroux maintained that she would have been more careful had 

NCL warned her of the danger. 

In a rather short opinion, the Court of Appeals affirmed the district court’s order granting 

summary judgment for NCL. The Court found that NCL did not have a duty to warn because the 

dangerous condition, the raised threshold, was open and obvious to Leroux by her own account. 

Leroux simply failed to negotiate a known and obvious hazard, thereby precluding recovery. 

 

9. Guevara v. NCL (Bahamas) Ltd., 920 F.3d 710 (11th Cir. 2019). 
 

In another personal injury case against NCL, the Court of Appeals issued a lengthy opinion 

affirming the district court’s orders to strike the supplemental reports of Plaintiff Guevara’s expert 

and reversing, in part, and affirming, in part, the district court’s granting of summary judgment in 

favor of NCL. The case involved injuries suffered by Guevara when he slipped and fell as he 

stepped down from a landing located on the outer deck of a cruise ship operated by NCL. Guevara 

claimed that he did not perceive the step down because there was no warning of the change in 

elevation and that a lightbulb was out in the area where he fell. Guevara asserted negligence claims 

against NCL for failing to warn passengers of the step down and failing to maintain and inspect 

the lighting in the area. 

During discovery, a dispute arose regarding the timeliness of the disclosure of Guevara’s 

expert and the expert’s initial report and two supplemental reports. NCL moved to strike the 

expert’s testimony and reports because (1) the expert was not disclosed until after the expert 

disclosure deadline; (2) the expert provided a supplemental report, with previously undisclosed 
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opinions, just days before the expert’s deposition; and (3) the expert provided a second 

supplemental report a month after the close of discovery and three days after the deadline for all 

dispositive and Daubert motions. In ruling on NCL’s motion, the district court did not strike the 

expert’s initial report as untimely. It also allowed a portion of the expert’s first supplemental report 

to the extent it contained new information obtained during NCL’s 30(b)(6) deposition, which NCL 

was dilatory in setting up. The second supplemental report was stricken in its entirety because of 

its late disclosure. 

Guevara challenged the district court’s decision to exclude his expert’s supplemental 

reports, arguing that those reports would have created a genuine issue of material fact. Guevara 

acknowledged that the reports were not timely but argued that the late disclosure of these reports 

was harmless. The Court of Appeals disagreed and found that the district did not abuse its 

discretion in striking a portion of the expert’s first supplemental report and the entirety of his 

second supplemental report. 

With respect to summary judgment, the Court of Appeals reversed the district court’s ruling 

on Guevara’s failure to warn claim and affirmed the granting of summary judgment on Guevara’s 

negligent maintenance claim. The Court of Appeals held that a warning sign near the step down 

alerting passengers to “hold the handrail” and “watch your step” created a genuine issue of material 

fact as to NCL’s knowledge of the dangerous condition. In doing so, the Court of Appeals held 

that a cruise ship operator has notice of a condition – and thus a duty to warn – if a sign is posted 

on a ship warning about the condition regardless of whether the sign was placed there by the cruise 

line or by the ship’s manufacturer. It does not mean, however, that the operator is automatically 

liable when a sign is present because the operator may still show that the sign provided a sufficient 

warning about the dangerous condition. 

The Court of Appeals held that summary judgment was appropriate as to Guevara’s 

negligent maintenance claim because Guevara failed to adduce evidence showing that NCL had 

notice that the subject lightbulb was out. Guevara did not point to any prior passenger complaints 

or reported issues about the ship’s lighting and could not identify when the light allegedly went 

out. The Court also found that NCL’s routine inspections of the ship’s lighting weighed against a 

finding of constructive notice. 
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10. Miorelli v. Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines, Ltd., 757 Fed. Appx. 871 
(11th Cir.  2018) 

 

This case involved a negligence suit filed by a cruise passenger nearly twenty (20) months 

after sustaining injuries during an altercation with fellow passengers on Royal Caribbean cruise. 

The passenger ticket contained a properly-identified claims notice and time limit provision 

requiring an injured passenger to provide notice within six (6) months and file suit within one (1) 

year. 

Attorneys representing Mr. Miorelli sent notice of the claim of injury approximately six 

(6) months after the altercation, and in the text of the notice made reference to the notice 

provision and their intent to file within one year of the incident. Suit was not filed within that 

one-year period, and the district court accordingly dismissed the case on Royal Caribbean’s 

motion. 

After acknowledging that its standard of review the trial court order was de novo, the Court 

of Appeals pointed out that the one-year contractual time limit was presumptively valid, provided 

adequate notice thereof was given to the passenger. The Plaintiff argued that notice was 

inadequate because the typeface used for the provision was not bold, highlighted, or printed in 

contrasting color. The Court of Appeals cited to other instances of such limitation provisions being 

upheld where, as here, the provision was clearly labeled and its presence referenced at a separate 

area of the ticket booklet. 

The Court of Appeals refused to entertain an “equitable tolling” argument advanced by the 

Plaintiff, since he could offer no proof that Royal Caribbean had misled them into believing they 

could wait past the one-year deadline to file suit. Cutting against the Plaintiff’s argument for 

equitable tolling was, of course, the fact his own lawyer acknowledged the one-year time period 

for filing suit in the initial claim notice letter. The trial court’s dismissal was therefore upheld. 

 

C. Maritime Procedure 
 

1. Minott v. M/Y BRUNELLO, 891 F.3d 1277 (11th Cir. 2018) 
 
 

The appellate review of the trial court’s decision in Minott gave the Eleventh Circuit the 

opportunity to clarify and correct a number of misapplications of maritime substantive and 

procedural law. The Plaintiff, John Minott, worked for a marine engineering firm hired to perform 
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maintenance and repair work on the M/Y BRUNELLO while docked in the navigable waters of 

Dania, Florida. While Mr. Minott was walking up the gangway to the vessel, the crew 

unexpectedly put the engine in gear, causing the gangway to detach from the vessel. Mr. Minott 

fell as a result, and suffered severe injuries to his head, neck, and spine. 

Mr. Minott sued the vessel in rem and the corporate defendant in personam. As part of his 

initial Complaint, Mr. Minott sought a warrant in rem for the arrest of the vessel. The district court 

denied the petition for issuance of a warrant on several grounds, including: (1) the Plaintiff had 

failed to establish good cause for the issuance of a warrant; (2) a maritime tort cannot form the 

basis for a maritime lien; (3) the district court cited to the maritime lien statute concerning the 

providing of necessaries as support for the notion that a maritime tort leading to a claim for 

personal injury cannot give rise to a maritime lien; and (4) the district court questioned whether it 

even had jurisdiction, because Plaintiff’s activities were seen as not significantly tied to a maritime 

activity, and the accident had minimal potential to disrupt maritime commerce. 

The matter made its way to the Eleventh Circuit on an interlocutory appeal, so the Court 

first wrestled with the question of whether it had appellate interlocutory jurisdiction. The Court 

noted that 28 U.S.C. §1292(a)(3) grants appellate jurisdiction over a district court’s order that 

resolves one or more of the claims on the merits. A refusal by the district court to issue a warrant 

of arrest has the effect of such a final order because it both reaches the merits of the claim and 

prejudices the rights of the plaintiff, given the mobile and often transient nature of vessels traveling 

in and out of a particular district. 

Moving to the substantive law questions, the Court of Appeals ruled emphatically that Mr. 

Minott was entitled to pursue a maritime lien by way of a warrant of arrest. As part of its analysis, 

the Court first determined that maritime jurisdiction applied, since the incident occurred on the 

gangway, which has traditionally been considered a part of the vessel, and thus within the purview 

of Admiralty jurisdiction. Furthermore, this type of accident has a potentially disruptive impact 

on maritime commerce. When considering the maritime jurisdiction question, the district court 

had focused on the rescue activity, which would likely have originated from land, but the Court of 

Appeals focused on the impact the injuries to maritime workers might have on maritime 

commerce. Lastly, the Court of Appeals concluded that the determination of Admiralty 

jurisdiction should focus more on the conduct of the tortfeasor (i.e., the crewmember who put the 

vessel in gear) as opposed to the victim. 
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In concluding Mr. Minott was entitled to pursue a maritime lien, the Court of Appeals 

focused its attention on the district court’s incorrect interpretation that the federal statute applicable 

to materialman’s liens serves as the exclusive grant of maritime lien rights. In doing so, the Court 

of Appeals exhibited grace and deference to the district court for what most maritime practitioners 

would recognize as a significant misread of the law. The Court of Appeals credited the Plaintiff’s 

citation of cases dating back to the 1800’s in support of his claim for a maritime lien right. The 

Court of Appeals corrected this fundamental mistake by the district court and reversed and 

remanded with instructions to enter an order directing the clerk to issue a warrant of arrest of the 

BRUNELLO. 

 

2. Eitzen Chem. Singapore PTE, Ltd. v. Carib Petroleum, 749 Fed. Appx. 
765 (11th Cir. 2018) 

 

This appeal involved two related and ostensibly intertwined shipping company entities, 

and whether a judgment plaintiff could “pierce the corporate veil” to reach the assets of the related 

entity or the common owner. Carib Petroleum chartered two Eitzen vessels in 2009 and 2010 to 

carry petrochemical cargo from Venezuela to the Dominican Republic in two separate 

shipments. The shipments of Tecsol, a diesel distillate without aromatics, accrued significant 

detention by local authorities in the Dominican Republic, leading to $900,000 in demurrage 

damages. The detention was largely the result of Carib Petroleum’s principal owner – and 

individual co-defendant in the eventual lawsuit – instructing the Master to change the description 

of the cargo on the bill of lading from Tecsol to diesel. When Dominican authorities sampled the 

cargo and realized it was characterized as a commodity other than that which the export license of 

the supplier permitted, a smuggling investigation ensued, and the vessel was detained for over two 

(2) months. 

Vessel owners Eitzen sued the two Carib Petroleum entities, along with common, sole 

owner Carlos Gamboa individually. The charter fixtures made no mention of which Carib entity 

– the Bahamian entity or the Florida entity with the same corporate designation – was acting as 

charterer. Mr. Gamboa was sued individually in hopes of piercing the corporate veil in order to 

visit individual liability upon him for the fraudulent mischaracterization of the cargo on the bill of 

lading, which led to the detention of the vessel.  A bench trial resulted in a judgment of 

$1,110,276.19 in favor of Eitzen, but solely against Carib-Bahamas. 
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On appeal, the Court noted that courts may disregard the corporate form and pierce the 

corporate veil in order to hold alter egos liable but should do so only in “exceptional 

circumstances.” The resolution of these alter ego disputes is heavily fact-specific, and since no 

uniform standard test exists under federal common law, the alter ego relationship test depends 

upon the totality of the circumstances. Eitzen pointed to several salient facts in support of its alter 

ego theory, including (1) Mr. Gamboa’s common ownership, operation, and principal position in 

both Carib entities; (2) the fact that both Carib entities operated out of the same office in Miami; 

(3) the undercapitalization of Carib-Bahamas; (4) Mr. Gamboa’s testimony that the function of 

Carib-Florida was simply to receive funds on behalf of the other entity Carib-Bahamas, and to 

disburse funds to Mr. Gamboa for personal use; (5) Mr. Gamboa’s common operation and control 

of both entities, neither of which has any other employees; (6) Mr. Gamboa’s failure to carry out 

corporate formalities such as shareholder meetings; and (7) Mr. Gamboa’s use of one of those 

entities to commit fraud by attempting to smuggle diesel out of Venezuela. 

The Court of Appeals acknowledged these factors but disagreed with Eitzen’s position 

that it had presented evidence of fraud and disregard of the corporate form. Ample evidence was 

presented showing Mr. Gambo’s personal fraudulent misconduct, but in order pierce the corporate 

veil, the fraud complained of must be the result of the inequitable use of the corporate form 

itself. Because Carib-Bahamas was a functioning company that engaged in legitimate business 

transactions, the Court determined that Eitzen had failed to present sufficient evidence that the 

entity was organized for a fraudulent or illegal purpose, or that the  corporate  form  was 

misused. The Court of Appeals therefore concluded the trial court had not erred in denying 

Eitzen’s veil piercing efforts, and affirmed the trial court judgment. 

 

D. Maritime Arbitration 
 

1. Internaves   de   Mexico   s.a.   de   C.V.   v.   Andromeda   Steamship 
Corporation, 898 F.3d 1087 (11th Cir. 2018). 

 
 

Andromeda and Internaves entered into a charter party agreement wherein Andromeda 

agreed to furnish Internaves with a vessel to transport an electric transformer from Brazil to 

Mexico. The contract contained two parts: (1) terms specific to the parties’ particular transaction; 

and (2) general boilerplate terms that are typically incorporated into shipping contracts of this kind. 
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With regard to arbitration, Part 1 indicated that the parties wrote into the contract that arbitration 

was to take place in London under English law, while Part 2 included boilerplate script that 

arbitration should take place in New York under U.S. law. In the event of a conflict of conditions, 

the contract provided that the provisions of Part 1 should prevail over Part 2 (the “Conflict 

Clause”). 

After an alleged breach of the agreement, Internaves sued Andromeda in the Southern 

District of Florida. Andromeda moved to compel arbitration of the dispute in London pursuant to 

the terms of Part 1 of the contract. The district court granted Andromeda’s motion, in part, 

compelling arbitration, but concluded that it could not ascertain from the terms of the contract 

where the parties agreed to arbitrate. Accordingly, it held that the parties had failed to provide for 

a specific arbitral forum and compelled arbitration in the Southern District of Florida pursuant to 

9 U.S.C. § 4. 

In reviewing the district court’s decision de novo, the Court of Appeals ruled that 

interpretation of maritime contracts should rely on federal common law and thus applied its general 

principles of contract interpretation to determine the intent of the parties. First, the Court found 

that the rule of construction subordinating general terms to specific ones supported selection of the 

London forum because this location was written into the contract by the parties as opposed to being 

among boilerplate script. Second, the Court found that it was bound by the conflict mechanism 

chosen by the parties (i.e. the Conflict Clause), which clearly resolved the conflict in favor of Part 

1’s designation of London as the place of arbitration. Lastly, the Court found that the parties’ 

failure to strike out the boilerplate arbitration choice of New York in Part 2 essentially amounted 

to a small error that should not undermine their manifest intent, as they wrote it, to arbitrate in 

London. 

Ultimately, the Court of Appeals concluded that the parties’ agreement unambiguously 

established the superiority of Part 1’s enumeration of an arbitration in London under English law, 

over Part 2’s indication of a preference for a New York forum. 
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E. Marine Insurance 
 

1. Kol B’Seder, Inc. v. Certain Underwriters at Lloyds of London 
Subscribing to Certificate No. 154766 Under Contract No. 
B0621MASRSWV154BND, 2019 WL 1130357 (11th Cir. March 12, 
2019). 

 
 

This dispute involved both a marine insurance coverage dispute and a claim for breach of 

a marine repair contract. Yacht owner Plaintiff Kol B’Seder (“Plaintiff”) sued its marine insurer 

Underwriters at Lloyd’s of London (“Underwriters”) for breach of contract, and sued boatyard 

owner Glass-Tech, Inc. (“Glass-Tech”) for breach of warranty and negligence after Plaintiff’s 

yacht became partially submerged while awaiting haul-out for maintenance at Glass-Tech’s 

boatyard. Glass-Tech filed a counterclaim against Plaintiff, and each Defendant moved for 

summary judgment. Both Defendants’ motions were granted by the Southern District of Florida, 

and Plaintiff appealed. In a fact-intensive decision, the Eleventh Circuit affirmed the lower court’s 

ruling. 

By way of background, Plaintiff owned a yacht called the SABABA which had a history 

of engine trouble. In the two years leading up to the submersion, the SABABA continued to 

experience problems even on shorter trips. However, Plaintiff planned to take the yacht on a long 

trip to Glass-Tech’s boatyard to be hauled out of the water for repairs and bottom maintenance. 

The record indicates the yacht had a possible grounding incident one to two months before the 

submersion at issue.  It was understood by Plaintiff at the time it contracted with Glass-Tech that 

the yacht would likely not be hauled out of the water until several days after the boat arrived. Upon 

arrival to the boatyard, Plaintiff failed to inform Glass-Tech the yacht bottom had not been repaired 

or serviced in at least three (3) years, and the yacht was not plugged into boatyard power by 

Plaintiff. Two days after the boat arrived, a Glass-Tech employee discovered the vessel was 

partially submerged. 

After learning of the submersion, Plaintiff filed an insurance claim with Underwriters 

which was later denied due to several applicable exclusions, including lack of repair, maintenance, 

and reasonable care. After coverage was denied, Plaintiff’s position pivoted, as it then claimed the 

accident should be covered due to the earlier grounding incident months before the submersion. 

Underwriters hired a surveyor who opined that while a grounding incident may have occurred, the 
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SABABA suffered from design and installation defects which, along with Plaintiff’s failure to 

conduct preventative maintenance, actually caused the submersion incident. 

Each of the causes noted by the surveyor fell within Underwriters’ policy exclusions. 

Plaintiff eventually sued Underwriters for breach of its insurance obligations and sued Glass-Tech 

for breach of contract, negligence, and breach of warranty to perform in a workmanlike manner. 

Glass-Tech counterclaimed for breach of contract, contending Plaintiff failed to pay for the agreed- 

upon service of hauling the yacht out of water following the submersion incident. The District 

Court granted both Defendants’ motions for summary judgment and Plaintiff appealed. 

On appeal, the Eleventh Circuit first examined whether the district court erred in granting 

summary judgment to Underwriters. The terms of the insurance policy required Underwriters to 

cover only “direct accidental physical loss or damage.” Plaintiff insisted the prior grounding 

incident was a covered loss under the policy. Despite such claim, the Eleventh Circuit stated 

“[e]ven assuming the grounding incident occurred, however, [it] would still conclude no genuine 

dispute existed as to the cause of the SABABA’s submersion.” The Court noted Plaintiff offered 

no evidence to counter the surveyor’s assessment regarding the cause of the submersion. Plaintiff 

presented no deposition testimony, affidavits, expert testimony, or any other evidence that the 

problems catalogued by the surveyor were attributable to the prior grounding and not to design or 

installation defects, or to Plaintiff’s failure to maintain the vessel. Because Plaintiff offered no 

evidence the grounding caused the later submersion, the only record evidence regarding the 

submersion came from the surveyor’s report. Given the complete lack of evidence disputing these 

issues, the Eleventh Circuit held Underwriters did not breach the contract. Therefore, the district 

court ruling of summary judgment in Underwriters favor was affirmed. 

Turning to the district court’s grant of summary judgment to Glass-Tech, the Eleventh 

Circuit noted each of Plaintiff’s claims depended upon whether Glass-Tech promised or otherwise 

assumed a duty to haul the SABABA upon its arrival and plug the vessel into shore power. The 

Court again found the record evidence proffered by Plaintiff to be lacking. Plaintiff failed to offer 

any evidence that Glass-Tech promised or assumed a duty to perform. 

The Court’s interpretation of maritime contracts sounds in federal common law, so it 

looked to the general common law of contracts in examining whether Glass-Tech assumed any 

duty. In reviewing the evidence, the Court found the record evidence supported a conclusion that 

Glass-Tech never agreed to haul the SABABA out upon arrival or connect it to shore power.  In 
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fact, the evidence revealed Plaintiff agreed Glass-Tech would not be able to perform either task 

until two days after the yacht’s arrival (the following Monday, after the yacht arrived on a Friday). 

The lack of a contract between Plaintiff and Glass-Tech to perform haul-out services upon arrival 

means the breach of contract and breach of warranty claims fail as a matter of law. Therefore, the 

Eleventh Circuit determined Glass-Tech had no duty to haul the boat out of the water upon arrival. 

As to Glass-Tech’s counterclaim against Plaintiff, the Court stated that yet again Plaintiff 

failed to marshal any record evidence creating a genuine issue of fact related to Glass-Tech’s 

breach of contract claim. Plaintiff admitted to entering into a contract with Glass-Tech for hauling, 

use of pier space, and repairs. Plaintiff nonetheless argued it did not enter into a contract for Glass- 

Tech to perform emergency repairs following the submersion. The Court found that Plaintiff 

presented no evidence that it objected to Glass-Tech taking necessary steps to preserve the vessel 

and mitigate further damages. Because Glass-Tech carried its burden of demonstrating no genuine 

dispute of material fact existed as to the elements of its counterclaim for breach of contract, the 

Eleventh Circuit affirmed the District Court’s grant of summary judgment in favor of Glass-Tech. 

 

F. Treasure Salvage 
 

1. Jupiter Wreck, Inc. v. Unidentified Wrecked and Abandoned Sailing 
Vessel, 762 Fed. Appx. 852 (11th Cir. 2019) 

 
 

This appeal revisited a decades-old case involving a salvage operation off the coast of 

Florida to recover artifacts from a sunken galleon which has been sitting at the bottom of the Jupiter 

Inlet approximately 100 yards offshore since the late seventeenth century. The case originated in 

1987 when the claimant filed an in rem action and sought a declaratory judgment regarding title 

to the wreckage, and injunctive relief against third-party interference with its salvage 

activities. The preliminary injunction was granted in part in 1988, insofar as it related to persons 

or entities other than the State of Florida but denied the motion to the extent it sought injunctive 

relief against the State. The rationale employed by the district court was that the State of Florida’s 

Eleventh Amendment immunity from suit prevented the claimant from gaining full possession of 

the wreckage without the consent of the State of Florida. 

The United States District Court for the Southern District of Florida had retained 

jurisdiction in the intervening years in order to administer periodic distributions of salvaged 
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artifacts. This came to a head in 2014 when the Plaintiff Jupiter Wreck sought distribution of five 

(5) salvaged coins. A status conference was scheduled, and the State of Florida made a limited 

appearance to challenge the scheduling of the status conference itself. Jupiter Wreck appealed that 

challenge, arguing that Florida should not be able to challenge a status conference without 

consenting to the suit. 

This complicated trial court procedural posture arose after the parties entered into a 1990 

agreement (modified slightly and renewed in each subsequent year) governing the administration 

of artifacts recovered from the vessel. The otherwise peaceful administration of finds from the 

vessel came to an abrupt end when Jupiter Wreck moved to reopen the case in 2011 to have the 

district court consider the United States Supreme Court’s 1998 case of California v. Deep Sea 

Research, 523 U.S. 491 (1998), which Jupiter Wreck contended was a change in controlling 

law. The district court denied that motion, so  in 2017 Jupiter Wreck requested the status 

conference to address allegations the State of Florida was interfering in the salvage of the 

wreckage. The district court ordered the State of Florida to respond to these contentions, which 

they did as part of their limited appearance. The State of Florida abided by the district court’s 

Order by filing its response, attaching copies of the 1991 and 2015 agreements the State of Florida 

had reached with Jupiter Wreck. Jupiter Wreck replied that attaching those agreements amounted 

to an impermissible attempt to claim title to the wreckage while simultaneously invoking sovereign 

immunity. The district court denied that motion, and Jupiter Wreck appealed. 

Calling the relief sought and the grounds for appeal “unclear,” the Eleventh Circuit first 

determined it had appellate jurisdiction by virtue of the finality of the district court’s 2018 order 

declining to strike the State of Florida’s response or to reopen the case. The Court of Appeals then 

turned to the question of how to characterize the relief sought by Jupiter Wreck, and decided it 

was best characterized as a Motion for Reconsideration of the 1988 Order. The intervening U.S. 

Supreme Court case of Deep Sea Research was not in fact “new law,” which might otherwise be 

grounds reconsideration, since it had previously been presented for consideration by the district 

court in a motion filed in 2012. Accordingly, there was no need for the court to reconsider its 

ruling on the grounds of “new law” having been presented. The Court of Appeals therefore applied 

the “law of the case” rule to deny reconsideration of those previously-asserted arguments and 

affirmed the district court’s order. 
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G. Limitation Act Proceedings 
 

1. Orion Marine Constr., Inc. v. Carroll, 918 F.3d 1323 (11th Cir.  2019) 
 

The Eleventh Circuit was presented with an opportunity to clarify law in the circuit 

regarding proper notice and other procedural issues arising out of petitions under the Shipowner’s 

Limitation of Liability Act, 26 U.S.C. §§ 30501 et seq. (the “Limitation Act.”). Orion Marine 

Construction (“Orion”) had contracted with the Florida Department of Transportation to rebuild 

the Bayway Bridge in Pinellas County, Florida, which entailed driving concrete piles into the bay 

floor. Nine nearby residents lodged complaints between March 2012 and June 2014 about cracks 

developing in their homes, patios, pools, driveways, etc., some of which were eventually found to 

have been “old,” “minor,” and “cosmetic.” 

Orion filed suit under the Limitation Act on May 11, 2015. Arguing that such filing was 

subject to the Limitation Act’s six-month time period, the claimant property owners moved to 

dismiss on the grounds that Orion’s action was untimely, and that the untimeliness of the filing 

divested the district court of subject matter jurisdiction. The district court agreed, and this appeal 

ensued. 

There were four primary issues on appeal – (1) whether the six-month period for filing an 

action after receipt of qualifying notices was jurisdictional in nature, or simply a claims-processing 

rule; (2) what constitutes proper “written notice” of a claim; (3) whether a shipowner incurs a duty 

to investigate potential claims immediately upon receipt of that claimant’s notice; and (4) whether 

Orion had received written notice revealing a “reasonable possibility” that the claims would exceed 

the value of its barges more than six months before it filed its limitation action. 

The Court of Appeals determined at the outset of its opinion that the six-month filing period 

should not be considered jurisdictional in nature, but instead should be viewed as a claims- 

processing rule. In support of that ruling, the Court pointed out that a time bar provision should 

be treated as jurisdictional only if Congress has clearly stated that is its purpose. Furthermore, 

when a statute speaks only to a claim’s timeliness, and not to the court’s power, it should be treated 

as non-jurisdictional. The time bar provision of §30511(a) is found contextually among the 

standards and procedures governing the cause of action, and separate from those provisions that 

allocate jurisdiction, and thus it is best considered a claims-processing rule. 
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Moving on to the merits of the underlying dispute, the Court of Appeals next decided what 

tests to apply to the various notices provided by claimants to Orion. The Court noted a split of 

opinion amongst various courts, with the Second (Doxsee Sea Clam Co. v. Brown, 13 F.3d 550 

(2nd Cir. 1994)) and Seventh Circuits (In re Complaint of McCarthy Bros. Co. / Clark Bridge, 83 

F.3d 821 (7th Cir. 1996)) requiring that a notice reveal a “reasonable possibility” that the claim is 

one subject to limitation, while various district courts throughout the country had adopted a laxer 

standard requiring only that the notice demand a supposed right, blame the vessel owner for the 

damage, and call on the vessel owner to compensate the claim. The Eleventh Circuit opted for the 

Doxsee / McCarthy test, since it would (1) avoid the filing of premature and perhaps unnecessary 

limitation actions; (2) discourage claimants from understating the amount of the damage claim in 

hopes of misleading the shipowner into not filing a timely petition for limitation; and (3) avoid 

clogging the courts with unneeded petitions at great expense to shipowners, without necessarily 

benefitting claimants. 

As for a shipowner’s duty to initiate an immediate investigation of any claim asserted, the 

Eleventh Circuit acknowledged that certain claims trigger such a duty when it is facially apparent 

that the seriousness of the claim would indicate that the potential damages could exceed the value 

of the vessel(s) in question. The four barges at issue in this case were determined to have an 

aggregate value of $1,258,217.00, and the nature and severity of the property damage alleged by 

the property owners could not approach that aggregate value. Because no “reasonable possibility” 

of eclipsing the vessel’s value existed, no duty to initiate a prompt investigation was triggered. 

Those early notices – some of which were oral, some of which were conveyed to Orion’s partner 

and not its agent, were therefore not qualifying notices that began the six-month filing period, and 

the district court’s dismissal was therefore reversed. 

 

II. SIXTH CIRCUIT 
 

A. Carriage of Goods by Sea Act (COGSA) 
 

1. Dimond Rigging Co., LLC v. BDP Int’l, Inc., et al., 914 F.3d 435 (6th Cir. 
2019). 

 

The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals was faced with the question of whether a shipper’s 

claims against a shipping company were barred by the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act’s (COGSA) 
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one-year statute of limitations for cargo claims. The Plaintiff shipper brought this action against 

Defendants BDP International, Inc. (“BDP’) and Logitrans International, LLC (“Logitrans”) 

asserting claims for damages arising out of shipping delays and expenses allegedly resulting from 

Defendants’ performance of this international shipment without the proper licenses and 

qualifications to qualify as “carriers.” The Plaintiff appealed from the district court’s dismissal of 

its suit for failure to timely file within the one-year statute of limitations set forth in COGSA. 

At the outset, the Court of Appeals noted COGSA applies “to all contracts for carriage of 

goods by sea to or from ports of the United States in foreign trade,” and to the contract to transport 

the goods at issue. 46 U.S.C. § 30701. The question remaining was whether Defendants 

were “carriers” within the meaning of COGSA, and, therefore, able to invoke the one-year 

statute of limitations period. 

The Bill of Lading at issue listed Logitrans as the carrier, which Plaintiff acknowledged, 

but nonetheless argued that COGSA could not apply because Plaintiff was a non-party to the 

contract (that it signed) and Defendants “[were] not agents of the vessel or the carrier.” Plaintiff 

asserted the action was not a suit “between [Plaintiff] and the actual carrier,” but “between 

[Plaintiff] and two companies that represented themselves as licensed carriers.” Plaintiff argued 

that because Defendants were not in compliance with various maritime licensing statutes and 

regulations, they cannot be considered “carriers” for the purpose of COGSA. 

The Court of Appeals first examined whether Defendants were “carriers” within the 

meaning of COGSA. A “carrier” under COGSA means “the owner, manager, charterer, agent, or 

master of a vessel.” 46 U.S.C. § 30701. COGSA provides that “carriers” are subject to certain 

statutory responsibilities and liabilities, and in turn they are provided certain rights and immunities, 

such as a one-year statute of limitations. The Court concluded BDP entered into a contract of 

carriage with Plaintiff and was therefore a carrier. See Bunge Edible Oil Corp. v. M/Vs Torm 

Rask & Fort Steele, 949 F.2d 786, 788–89 (5th Cir. 1992) (explaining that charterer of vessel who 

enters into contract of carriage with a shipper is a carrier). Further, Logistrans entered into a 

contract of carriage with Plaintiff as well and signed as carrier on the Bill of Lading at issue. 

Accordingly, the Sixth Circuit concluded Logistrans was also a carrier within the meaning of 

COGSA. Because each Defendant was a carrier within the meaning of COGSA, the one-year 

limitation period applied. 
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In a last-ditch effort to sway the Court, Plaintiff argued that equitable estoppel should bar 

Defendants from benefiting from the COGSA one-year statute of limitations because they were 

not in compliance with COGSA (i.e., the Defendants were not in compliance with maritime 

licensing requirements). For Plaintiff to estop BDP and Logitrans from using COGSA as a defense, 

it would have to show that it detrimentally relied on such representations. Defendants countered 

that licensure is irrelevant to the application of COGSA and the lack of a license does not void a 

contract. The Sixth Circuit agreed, noting that the District Court correctly determined that COGSA 

does not contain licensing requirements, as such. Therefore, the Court rejected Plaintiff’s 

arguments that Defendants should be estopped from using the one-year statute of limitations period 

as a defense, and that Defendant could not issue a legally enforceable bill of lading. As a result, 

the Sixth Circuit concluded Defendants were not estopped from the application of the one-year 

statute of limitations period under COGSA, and the dismissal was affirmed. 

 

B. Seaman Personal Injury 
 

1. Musleh v. American S.S. Co., 2019 WL 1125333 (6th Cir. 2019) 
 
 

The Plaintiff in Musleh injured his shoulder and thumb while working as a seaman aboard 

a vessel owned by the Defendant American Steamship Company. His treating physician returned 

him to duty on June 16, 2015, but he was unable to sign back on with the Defendant since he had 

failed to obtain a Vessel Personnel and Designated Security Duty Certificate. He filed an initial 

lawsuit seeking only unearned wages and maintenance and cure, but the Defendant successfully 

moved the court for summary judgment in that initial action. Curiously, the Plaintiff did not appeal 

the grant of summary judgment to American Steamship in that first action, but instead filed a 

second lawsuit three months later raising claims for Jones Act negligence, unseaworthiness under 

the general maritime law, and maintenance and cure benefits. 

The Defendant moved to dismiss the second lawsuit, arguing that all of these claims arose 

out of the same injury that had served as the basis of his first lawsuit. Defendant’s motion relied 

upon the doctrine of res judicata, the elements of which are (1) a final decision on the merits; (2) 

a subsequent action between the same parties or their privies; (3) an issue in a subsequent action 

which should have been litigated in the prior action; and (4) an identity of the causes of 
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action.  That motion to dismiss was granted by the United States District Court for the Eastern 

District of Michigan. 

On appeal, the Plaintiff’s primary argument was that the fourth element of res judicata – 

identity of the causes of action – was not satisfied in his case, since he pled new claims for Jones 

Act negligence and general maritime law unseaworthiness, above and beyond the previously-pled 

maintenance and cure claim. The Plaintiff argued his original suit was only seeking redress for 

Defendant’s refusal to allow him back to work after recovering from his original injury, and not 

for damages arising out of the injury itself. 

The Sixth Circuit was unpersuaded, reasoning that an injured seaman like Mr. Musleh is 

only entitled to recover unearned wages and maintenance and cure when he is injured or rendered 

ill on the job. Mr. Musleh’s newly-cast Complaint in the second action sought damages arising 

out of the injuries he sustained in the same 2014 incident. The Court therefore concluded the 

fourth element of res judicata was indeed satisfied, and the grant of Defendant’s motion to dismiss 

was upheld. 

 

III. SEVENTH CIRCUIT 
 

A. Time Bars in Contracts of Carriage 
 

1. Vesuvius USA Corp. v. American Comm. Lines, LLC, 910 F.3d 331 (7th 
Cir. 2018). 

 

This admiralty breach of contract action arose out of a dispute over a contaminated 

shipment of olivine sand transported by river barge. A lawsuit was brought by Plaintiff Vesuvius 

USA two (2) years after the incident but was dismissed by the district court because the parties’ 

contract of carriage contained a clear limitations provision requiring the parties to file suit within 

four (4) months of the incident. This appeal to the Seventh Circuit ensued. 

The parties entered into a shipping contract to transport the sand from New Orleans to 

Kentucky via river barge. On arrival it was discovered the shipment had been contaminated with 

water. Therefore, Plaintiff filed suit to recover damages for loss due to the alleged contaminated 

shipment, alleging Defendant had breached the parties’ contract by providing an unseaworthy 

vessel. Defendant moved to dismiss the complaint, pointing to the limitations provision contained 

in the contract: 
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22. MISCELLANEOUS: ... This Contract will be interpreted and enforced under 
the general maritime laws of the United States and, to the extent applicable, the 
laws of the State of Indiana. The Parties agree that any action or proceeding arising 
out of or in connection with this Contract will be brought exclusively in a state or 
federal court in Clark or Floyd County, State of Indiana[,] and [Vesuvius] consents 
to personal jurisdiction in such court. ... Unless otherwise provided hereunder, all 
disputes under this Contract ... must be brought within four (4) months of the act or 
occurrence giving rise to the claim. 

 

The Seventh Circuit determined that the case turned on the interpretation of the limitations 

provision of the contract, and in particular on the meaning of the word “disputes.” Plaintiff argues 

the phrase is no more than a notification requirement (i.e., Plaintiff was required to notify 

Defendant of the problem within four months of its occurrence). Defendant argued the provision 

required the Plaintiff to file suit within four (4) months. 

In examining the contractual language of the provision, the Court applied general rules of 

contract interpretation and held the plain and ordinary meaning of “dispute” was not ambiguous 

merely because the parties disagreed as to the proper interpretation of the term. Standing on its 

own, the Seventh Circuit conceded the limitations provision of the contract might be ambiguous, 

but when read in context with the rest of the contract, “there is no question that [plaintiff] was 

required to file suit no later than four months after it discovered the damage.” Because Plaintiff 

waited two years to bring its claim, the district court properly dismissed it as untimely. 

Accordingly, the Seventh Circuit affirmed the judgment of the district court. 

 

IV. EIGHTH CIRCUIT 
 

A. Proportional Fault in Vessel Allisions 
 

1. Dakota, Minnesota & Eastern Railroad Corp. v. Ingram Barge Co., 
918 F.3d 967 (8th Cir.  2019) 

 

The 2015 allision of an Ingram Barge Company (“Ingram”) barge with the Sabula Railroad 

Bridge served as the backdrop for an interesting appeal concerning the interplay between 

“proportional fault” and the burden-shifting scheme under the The OREGON, 158 U.S. 186 (1895) 

and the The PENNSYLVANIA, 86 U.S. 125 (1873). The Sabula Railroad Bridge was constructed 

in 1880 by authorization of the Secretary of War. A portion of the bridge rotates 90 degrees on a 

central pivot, leading to two 150-foot wide channels on either side. A typical barge arrangement 
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on this portion of the Mississippi River is approximately 100 feet wide, leaving less than 25 feet 

of clearance on either side. 

In 1996, the United States Coast Guard issued an Order to Alter, declaring the Sabula 

Railroad Bridge to be an “unreasonable obstruction to the free navigation of the Upper Mississippi 

River.” The USCG therefore directed the owner at the time to reconstruct the bridge in such a way 

that the channel for passage would be widened to 300 feet and thereby significantly increase the 

clearance for passing barge traffic. Despite this Order to Alter, neither the prior owner nor its new 

owner, Dakota, Minnesota & Eastern Railroad Corp. (DM&E), undertook such reconstruction of 

the span or reconfiguration of its supports and protection piers. 

The barges were being steered on April 24, 2015, by Ingram steersman Hershey Dampier 

on his first voyage in that position. A combination of wind conditions and narrowness of the 

channel combined to cause the allision, which resulted in damage to the bridge in the amount of 

$276,876.85. During the bench trial that followed, the United States District Court for the 

Northern District of Iowa apportioned all fault to Ingram. The district court reasoned that the 

Order to Alter was issued pursuant to the Truman-Hobbs Act, the purpose of which is not to 

address marine safety, but instead to make federal funding available for bridge 

reconstruction. Any reduction in the likelihood of an allision would therefore only be a “collateral 

consequence and not a direct purpose of the Truman-Hobbs Act.” The district court therefore 

concluded that there was no legal duty on the part of Plaintiff DM&E to widen the dimensions of 

the channel clearance under the bridge, and thus no fault could be attributed to DM&E in the 

absence of any such legal duty. 

On appeal, the Eighth Circuit took a much more nuanced analysis of the OREGON and 

PENNSYLVANIA burden-shifting scheme, and its crossover with the proportional fault 

doctrine. The OREGON presumption creates a rebuttable presumption that a moving vessel 

breaches its duty of care when it allides with a stationary object, such as a railroad bridge protection 

pier. The burden of proof on issues of duty and breach is then shifted to the defendant owner of 

the vessel.  The PENNSYLVANIA rule allows the owner of the vessel to rebut that 

presumption by showing that the allision was a result of the stationary object owner’s violation 

of a statute or regulation designed to prevent collisions or allisions. For a 

PENNSYLVANIA rebuttal to be effective, however, the owner of the vessel must show by a 

preponderance of the evidence that the statute or regulation in question imposes a “mandatory 
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duty” and involves marine safety or navigation. 

The Court of Appeals began by conceding that the Coast Guard’s issuance of the Order to 

Alter was not a rebuttal of the OREGON presumption. The Court went on to note, however, that 

the existence of the Order to Alter is still relevant to the proportional fault analysis, since the 

issuance of that Order to Alter may be introduced as “another piece of evidence which the trier of 

fact may consider in determining fault in a negligence action.” The district court’s blanket refusal 

to consider the Order to Alter in its apportionment of fault was therefore deemed to have been in 

error, and the case was remanded for further proceedings consistent with that analysis of the 

interplay between an Order to Alter and the proportional allocation of fault. 



 
 

 
 





Stories and Tips: Putting the Fun 
Back in Recreational Boat 
Litigation
A Panel Discussion With:

• Brent Allison - Gilman & Allison, LLP
• Michael P. Freije – BoatU.S. / GEICO Marine Insurance Company
• Michael E. Streich – Phelps Dunbar, LLP



o 4,291 Accidents
o 658 Deaths
o 2,629 Injuries 
o $46 Million Property Damage

Recreational Boating Can Be Dangerous

Accident Top 5’s

Contributing Factors Types
1 Operator Inattention Recreational Vessel Collision
2 Improper Lookout Allision
3 Operator Inexperience Flooding/Swamping
4 Machinery Failure Grounding
5 Alcohol Use Falls Overboard



Recreational Boat Incidents = Different Considerations



Difficult Issues – What to Consider?

1. What is your perspective? 
2. Does the claim involve “navigable waters?”

a. State v. Admiralty law.
3. Is the Limitation of Liability Act available?

a. Often relatively low value of vessels involved.
4. What navigation rules apply?

a. Inland Navigation Rules v. State Law.
b. Admiralty presumptions.
c. Everyone violates the rules.

5. What if the owner was not the driver? 
6. State agency investigations and reconstructions.
7. Is there insurance? Are there any unique insurance issues?



Understanding Perspective
Plaintiff v. Defense v. Insurer



Plaintiff’s Perspective – Maximizing Recovery

1. Venue and Court– Where to File
a. In Rem proceedings – why start there?

2. Choice of Law – Maritime v. State 
a. What about a jury?

3. Maximizing Recovery
a. Limitation of Liability available?
b. Where is the insurance?

4. Pleading your Case
a. Negligence only?

5. Agency Investigations
a. USCG v. State Agency



Defense Counsel
1. Choice of Law

a. State v. Maritime Limitations
b. Pecuniary v. Non-Pecuniary 

2. Limitation of Liability
a. Available?
b. Privity or Knowledge

3. Liability Regime
a. Inland Rules v. State Law
b. Who Was Driving?

4. Representing a Counter-Defendant / 
Plaintiff

Insurer
1. Share many with Defense Counsel
2. Coverage Issues?
3. Subrogation or Counterclaim?
4. Defense Costs v. Policy Limits

Defense and Insurer – Typically Similar Perspective



Recreational Boat 
Considerations
What to think about when you get a call on 
a recreational boat case.



State v. Maritime Law – Is the Water Navigable?

o Navigable Waters – “[F]orm a continued highway over 
which commerce is or may be carried out with other 
States or foreign countries” The Daniel Ball, 77 U.S. 557 
(1870).

• Capability – “The capability of use by the public for purposes of 
transportation and commerce affords the true criterion of the 
navigability of a river, rather than the extent and manner of the 
use.” The Montello, 87 U.S. 430 (1874)

• Commercial Use – Small scale or recreational use, such as 
rafts, canoes, kayaks, or for-profit white water rafting not
sufficient commercial use. In re Riley, (N.D. Okla. Feb. 6, 2019) 
(collecting cases); Goodwin v. Rios Topicales, S.A. (S.D. Fla. 
Feb. 28, 2006) (mere profit from river does not equal 
navigability.)



State v. Maritime Law – Shoreside Boat Lift?

o Hupp v. Danielson (S.D. Tex. June 24, 2013)
• Owner kept boat on a lift in a canal behind his 

house. Plaintiff injured while cleaning boat and 
beam on the lift failed.

• Injury occur on lift (extension of land) or on 
navigable waters?

• Piers, wharves, and docks generally = not maritime.
• “[B]oat lift is functionally closer to a dry dock or 

liftboat. … That the boat is raised above the water 
does not affect whether it is in ‘navigable waters’ for 
the purposes of maritime jurisdiction.”

• Parker v. Darby (M.D. Fla. May 18, 2015) – Same 
result for boat suspended in a boat lift over St. 
Joseph’s Sound.



Limitation of Liability – The Defense Holy Grail

o Significant Financial Impact
• Often relatively low value of vessels.
• Often damaged if collision.
• No “pending freight”.

o Is it available for recreational boat claims?
• YES
• Limitation Act “applies to seagoing vessels and vessels used on 

lakes or rivers or in inland navigation, including canal boats, 
barges, and lighters.” 46 U.S.C. 30502.

• All reported circuit court decisions, and a vast majority of the 
district court cases, apply the Limitation Act to pleasure boats. 
Keys Jet Ski, Inc. v. Kays, 893 F.2d 1225 (11th Cir. 1990).



Limitation of Liability – Do Navigable Waters Matter?

o Navigable Water – Typically available.
• 28 U.S.C. 1333 & Rule 9(h)

o Not Navigable Water – Typically not available.
• BUT -

 State Court as a Defense - Vatican Shrimp Co. v. Solis, 820 F.2d 674 (5th Cir. 
1987)
 Owner can "set up [limitation] as a defense" by pleading it in an answer filed in any 

court, including a state court. But, once right to limit is contested, only a federal 
court may exercise jurisdiction of the matter.

 Limitation Act May Provide Federal Jurisdiction – Richardson v. Harmon, 222 
U.S. 96 (1911)



Limitation of Liability Act – Jurisdiction in Federal Court?

o Richardson v. Harmon, 222 U.S. 96 (1911)
• Vessel collided with abutment of railroad draw bridge (pre-Admiralty Extension Act), and owner 

sought limitation.
• Limitation Act applies to “all claims arising out of the conduct of the master and crew, whether 

the liability be strictly maritime or from a tort non-maritime….”

o SCOTUS indicates question is open.
o Sisson v. Ruby 497 U.S. 358 (1990) - Whether Limitation Act provides independent jurisdiction 

in federal court is open, but SCOTUS need not decide.
o But, every Circuit Court of Appeals to consider the issue (2nd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 8th, 9th, and 11th) says 

NO. 

o In re Bernstein, 81 F. Supp. 2d 176 (D. Mass 1999)
• Must follow Richardson; Limitation Action provides jurisdiction for incident occurring on 

landlocked lake. 



Limitation of Liability Act – Privity & Knowledge

o Owner often on boat – Can you still limit due to privity and knowledge?
• YES, under the correct circumstances.

o Two Part Test to Determine Application
1. Determines acts of negligence or conditions of unseaworthiness.
2. Whether the owner had knowledge or privity of those same acts.

o Must look to owner’s actual actions and negligent/seaworthiness alleged.
• “[P]rivity or knowledge is measured against the specific negligent acts or unseaworthy 

conditions that actually caused or contributed to the accident.” Suzuki of Orange Park, Inc. v. 
Shubert, 86 F.3d 1060 (11th Cir. 1996)

• Owner’s presence not necessarily fatal to right to limit if his conduct was prudent. The M/V 
Sunshine, II v. Beavin, 808 F.2d 762, 765 (11th Cir. 1987)

• No Rule 11 sanctions if lack of privity and knowledge allegations have some support. Johnson 
v. Anderson, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20461 (D. Conn. March 2, 2007)



Inland Rules (33 CFR 83) on 
Federal Waters State Laws on State Waters

Navigation Rules – Inland Rules v. State Law



Navigation Rules – Inland Rules v. State Law

o Many States Have Rules Regarding Negligent Operation
• LA – Owner liable for negligent operation of watercraft. (La. R.S. 34:851.18)
• MS – No vessel shall be operated in a negligent manner. (Miss. Code. 59-21-83)

o Many States Adopt Inland Rules
• FL – Vessel operators must comply with Inland Rules. (Fla. Stat. 327.33)
• GA – Vessels on inland waters must conform to Inland Rules. (O.C.G.A 52-7-18)
• SC – Inland Rules are law of South Carolina. (S.C. Code 50-21-170)
• TX – Inland Rules apply to all Texas public waters. (Tex. Parks. Wildlife Code 31.093)

• Others Set Own Navigation Standards
• AL – Sets water traffic “Rules of the Road” (AL Administrative Code 220-6-.07)
• LA - Identifies careless operation as violation of certain operating standards. (La. R.S. 

34:851.4)



Navigation Rules – Competing Presumptions

o Maritime Law Presumptions:
• Oregon Rule – Rebuttable presumption of fault against a moving vessel that, under its own 

power, allides with a stationary object. 
• Pennsylvania Rule – When vessel violates statutory duty or rule of the road, to exculpate itself 

from liability, it must prove that the violation could not have contributed to the collision. 

o Multi-vessel collisions often have competing presumptions. For example, stationary vessel 
violates a rule and a moving vessel allides with it:

1. General rule that presumption of fault lies against moving vessel [Oregon Rule];
2. Burden of proof shifts to stationary vessel when stationary vessel is in violation of statutory rule 

intended to prevent accidents [Pennsylvania Rule];
3. Stationary vessel bears burden of proof to show its violation could not have been a 

contributory cause of the allision.
Sunderland Marine Mutual Ins. Co. v. Weeks Marine Construction Co., 338 F.3d 1276 (11th Cir. 
2003)



Navigation Rules – Competing Violations

o May have scenario where both parties violate 
statutes intended to prevent collisions.

o If so, must evaluate each party’s fault:
1. If each vessel successfully invokes the Pennsylvania 

Rule against its opponent, then each vessel must 
overcome a presumption of fault by showing its violation 
could not have been a cause of the collision.

2. If neither vessel can satisfy its burden under the 
Pennsylvania Rule, then the district court must 
determine the comparative fault of each vessel and 
allocate damages accordingly. 

In re Superior Constr. Company, 445 F.3d 1334 (11th Cir. 2006)



Considerations When Sharing a Boat

o State Law Statutory Considerations
• LA - Owner liable for negligent operation of his watercraft. Watercraft presumed to be operated 

under owner’s knowledge and consent if operated by his or her husband, wife, father, mother, 
brother, sister, son, daughter, or other immediate member of family. (La. R.S. 34:851.18)

o Maritime Law Common Law Considerations
• Boat owner who is a passenger on his boat has no duty to keep a lookout unless the owner-

passenger was jointly operating the boat or the owner-passenger knows from past experience 
or from conduct that day that the person operating the boat is likely to be careless or inattentive. 
Holzauer v. Golden Gate Bridge Hwy & Transp. Dist., 899 F.3d 844 (9th Cir. 2018).
 Joint operation viewed at the time immediately preceding the incident. 

• Where sole allegation against owner is negligently entrusting the boat to its operator, the owner 
is necessarily ineligible for limited liability because privity or knowledge is an element of the tort 
of negligent entrustment. Joyce v. Joyce, 975 F.2d 379 (7th Cir.1992)



State Agency Investigations

o Some states have agencies that conduct investigations into boating 
incidents and produced reports. 

o Texas = Texas Parks and Wildlife Department STORM Team



Unique Insurance Issues

o Definitions and Operation and Use of Vessels

o Concerns About Filing the LOLA
• Policy Limits Less than Limitation Value of Vessel
• Rule 11 Concerns
• Owner At the Helm
• Navigable Water
• Single Claimant  

o Bad Faith for Failure to File LOLA?

o Vessel Used for Other Purposes Besides 
Recreation

o Ownership Issues – Owner-in-Fact



The Future of Recreational 
Boating
The recreational boating industry is 
growing.



0.84% Registration Increase Boat Registry by State

Registration Strong In South East and Increasing Overall



War Stories & Parting Tips



Thank you and boat safe!

• Brent Allison - ballison@gilmanallison.com
• Michael P. Freije – mfreije@boatus.com
• Michael E. Streich – Michael.Streich@phelps.com

mailto:ballison@gilmanallison.com
mailto:mfreije@boatus.com
mailto:Michael.Streich@phelps.com




 
 

 
 





CREW CLAIM ARBITRATION: 
THE DEFENSE PERSPECTIVE

Presentation by: 

Richard J. McAlpin
Board Certified Admiralty &

Maritime and Civil Trial Lawyer
by the Florida Bar



THE NEW YORK CONVENTION: WHAT IS IT?
• The Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign
Arbitral Awards, also known as the New York Convention is
an international convention that provides for reciprocal
enforcement of arbitration contracts and awards amongst
signatory countries.

• The NY Convention was adopted by a United
Nations diplomatic conference in 1958 and entered into force
in 1959.

• Congress ratified the NY Convention in 1970. See 9 U.S.C. §
201 et. seq.

• Congress’ purpose for ratifying the NY Convention was to
provide U.S. citizens with predictable enforcement of their
arbitration contracts and awards in the U.S. and other signatory
nations.



SIGNATORIES TO THE NY CONVENTION

“The Convention requires courts in signatory nations to give
effect to private international arbitration agreements and to
recognize and enforce arbitral awards entered in other
contracting states.”
 Lindo v. NCL (Bahamas), Ltd. 652 F.3d 1257 (11th Cir. 2011).



JURISDICTIONAL PREREQUISITES
• Federal courts in the U.S. have established four “jurisdictional
prerequisites” to enforcement of an arbitral agreement under the
NY Convention:

1. There is a written agreement to arbitrate the dispute;

2. The agreement provides for arbitration in the territory
of a signatory nation to the NY Convention;

3. The agreement arises out of a commercial legal
relationship; and

4. A party to the agreement is not an American citizen, or
the commercial relationship has some reasonable
relation with one or more foreign states.

9 U.S.C. § 202; Bautista v. Star Cruises, 396 F.3d 1289 (11th Cir. 2005).



PREREQUISITE #1: 
WRITTEN AGREEMENT TO ARBITRATE 

• To be enforceable, arbitration agreements must be in
writing and signed by the parties to the dispute.

• Prerequisite #1 satisfied where signed employment
agreement incorporated CBA by reference + arbitration
provision contained in the CBA.

• Sierra v. Cruise Ships Catering & Services Int’l, N.V., 631 Fed.Appx. 714 (11th Cir. 2015)

• Prerequisite #1 NOT satisfied in dispute between seaman
and vessel owner where vessel owner was not a signatory to
the seaman’s employment agreement.

• Cappello v. Carnival Corp., 2012 WL 3291844 (S.D. Fla. 2012)



PREREQUISITE #2: 
ARBITRATION IN A SIGNATORY NATION
• To trigger application of the NY Convention, the
arbitration must be held in a territory of a signatory to
the NY Convention.

• Prerequisite #2 satisfied where the seafarer’s arbitration
agreement called for arbitration to be held “either in the
country of the seafarer’s citizenship [Portugal] or Miami,
Florida.”
• Because both Portugal and the U.S. were signatories to the NY
Convention, this prerequisite was easily satisfied.
• Lobo v. Celebrity Cruises, Inc., 426 F.Supp.2d 1296 (S.D. Fla. 2006).



PREREQUISITE #3: 
A COMMERCIAL LEGAL RELATIONSHIP

• To satisfy this element, the arbitration agreement must
arise out of a “commercial legal relationship.”

• An arbitration agreement arises from a “commercial legal
relationship” when it is included within a seafarer’s
employment agreement.
• Bautista v. Star Cruises, 396 F.3d 1289 (11th Cir. 2005).

• The “commercial legal relationship” prerequisite is liberally construed;
a “commercial legal relationship” can be formed whether or not there
is a commercial contract between the parties. Id.



PREREQUISITE #4: 
INTERNATIONAL CONNECTION

• The NY Convention applies only where at least one of the
parties to the arbitration agreement is not a U.S. citizen OR
where the commercial relationship at issue has a
“reasonable relation to one or more foreign states.”

• There is a split of authority whether a:
• U.S. citizen
• Working aboard U.S. flagged vessels and/or for companies with HQs
in the U.S.

• That operate vessels in foreign waters

• is “international” enough.



PREREQUISITE #4: 
INTERNATIONAL CONNECTION

•4th prerequisite not satisfied under these facts:
• Smith-Varga v. Royal Caribbean Cruises, Ltd., 2013 WL 3119471 (S.D. Fla. 2013)

• U.S. seafarer serving aboard a vessel that traveled to foreign ports was not
“international” enough.

•Armstrong. NCL (Bahamas) Ltd., 998 F.Supp.2d 1335 (S.D. Fla. 2013)
• U.S. seafarer serving aboard a vessel that traveled to foreign ports was not

“international” enough because seafarer did not work on “foreign soil.”

•4th prerequisite satisfied under these facts:
•Odom v. Celebrity Cruises, Inc., 2011 WL 10636151 (S.D. Fla. 2011)

• U.S. seafarer serving aboard a vessel that traveled to foreign ports was “international”
enough.

• Rutledge v. NCL (Bahmas) Ltd., 2015 WL 458133 (S.D. Fla. 2015)
• U.S. seafarer serving aboard a vessel that travels to 6 different foreign ports was

“international” enough.



DEFENSES TO THE NY CONVENTION
• If the four jurisdictional prerequisites are satisfied, then the
only way to avoid arbitration is to establish a proper
defense.

• The NY Convention provides for two types of defenses:
• Art. II “front end” defenses – 3 in total; i.e. the arbitration agreement is “null and
void.”

• Art. V “back end” defenses – 7 in total; i.e. application of arbitration agreement
is “contrary to public policy.”

• We will discuss these defenses in greater detail later on.

• Most early crew claim litigation focused on whether a
seaman could avoid arbitration by relying on Art. V’s public
policy defense before the arbitration took place.



EVOLUTION: THE 11TH CIR. TRILOGY 
OF CREW CLAIM ARBITRATION CASES
• The contours of crew claim arbitration in the Southern
District of Florida developed through three main cases:

1. Bautista v. Star Cruises, 396 F.3d 1289 (11th Cir. 2005)

2. Thomas v. Carnival Corp., 573 F.3d 1113 (11th 2009)

3. Lindo v. NCL (Bahamas) Ltd., 652 F.3d 1257 (11th Cir.
2011)



B AU T IST A  V . ST A R  C R U ISE S , 
396 F.3D 1289 (11TH CIR. 2005)

• Importance: Leading case on arbitration-enforcement stage.  

• Issues: When is a seafarer required to arbitrate their claims against their
employer?

• Analysis: 
• If the seafarer entered into an arbitration agreement with their
employer, they are required to submit their dispute to arbitration
unless:
i. One of the four jurisdictional prerequisites are not satisfied; OR
ii. One of the Art. II defenses applies.

• “In deciding a motion to compel arbitration under the [NY] Convention,
a court conducts ‘a very limited inquiry’” into the above defenses



T H OM A S  V . C A R N IV A L C OR P., 
573 F.3D 1113 (11TH 2009)

• Importance: Erroneously held that Art. V “public policy” defense
could apply to avoid arbitration before the arbitration took place.

• Issues: Is a seafarer required to arbitrate their claims against their
employer if doing so deprives the seafarer of their U.S.-based statutory
claim?

• Analysis:
• Court applies “void against public policy” defense (Art. V of the NY
Convention) at the arbitration-enforcement stage

• Court finds that because the arbitration agreement called for
application of Panamanian law – which would deprive seaman
his right to bring a U.S.-based statutory claim – the arbitration
agreement was ‘void against U.S. public policy.’

• Court refuses to compel arbitration.



LIN D O V . N C L (B A H A M A S )  LT D., 
652 F.3D 1257 (11TH CIR. 2011)

• Importance: Reversed Thomas; Art. V defenses do not apply at
arbitration-enforcement stage; clarified the two-step procedural
framework under the NY Convention.

• Issues: Which NY Convention defenses apply at the arbitration-
enforcement stage (i.e. before arbitration) and at the award-
enforcement stage (i.e. after arbitration)?

• Analysis: Only Art. II defenses apply before arbitration to avoid
arbitration; Art. V defenses do not apply until after the parties
arbitrate their dispute.

• This is so even though the foreign law to be applied may deprive a party of their
statutory claims (i.e. Jones Act) available under U.S. law.



TRILOGY TAKEAWAY
• The Trilogy outlines the two-step procedural framework for
arbitrating crew claims and what defenses can be raised in
court at each stage:
1. Arbitration-enforcement stage:
 Court conducts a “very limited inquiry” as to jurisdictional defenses (i.e. the

4 jurisdictional elements discussed above).
 To avoid arbitration, a party can only raise NY Convention Art. II defenses.

2. Award-enforcement stage:
 To avoid arbitration, a party can only raise NY Convention Art. V defenses.



STEP 1: ARBITRATION-ENFORCEMENT DEFENSES
• Art. II - Arbitration-enforcement stage defenses:

1. The arbitration agreement is null and void.

2. The arbitration agreement is inoperative.

3. The arbitration agreement is incapable of being performed.

• Remember: Violation of U.S. public policy IS NOT a
front end defense!



ART. II DEFENSE: EXAMPLE
• The “null and void” defense:
• “The null-and-void clause encompasses ‘only those situations –
such as fraud, mistake, duress, and waiver – that can be applied
neutrally on an international scale.’” Bautista v. Star Cruises, 396
F.3d 1289 (11th Cir. 2005).

• The null-and-void clause “must be read narrowly, for the
signatory nations have jointly declared a general policy of
enforceability of agreements to arbitrate.” Id.



STEP 2: AWARD-ENFORCEMENT DEFENSES 
• Art. V - Award-enforcement stage defenses:
1. A party was under an incapacity at the time the arbitration

agreement was agreed to.

2. The arbitration agreement is not valid under the laws of the
country to which the parties have submitted the dispute.

3. The losing party was not given a fair opportunity to present their
case.

4. The arbitral award deals with an issue(s) beyond the scope of
the arbitration agreement.

5. The arbitral body/procedure did not conform to the parties’
arbitration agreement.

6. The award was set aside by a competent legal authority in the
country where the award was rendered.

7. The recognition or enforcement of the award would be contrary
to the public policy of the country where enforcement is sought.



ART. V DEFENSE: EXAMPLE
• The “public policy” defense:
• Public policy grounds for not enforcing an arbitration agreement
cannot be raised until after the foreign arbitration has been
completed!

• So, a claim that a choice of law clause in the arbitration agreement
eliminates the seafarer’s U.S.-based general maritime law remedies
cannot be raised until after the arbitration is complete.

• Until there is a ruling a record of what law was applied, the public
policy defense is “premature” at this initial arbitration-enforcement
stage.

• Lindo v. NCL (Bahamas) Ltd., 652 F.3d 1257 (11th Cir. 2011).



YOU’VE WON AT ARBITRATION – NOW WHAT?
• An arbitral award is not self-executing the winning party must obtain
an order from a court with jurisdiction to “confirm” the award.

• What countries have jurisdiction?

1. Primary jurisdiction: The country where the arbitration took place
OR the country whose law was applied has primary jurisdiction.

 A country with primary jurisdiction can modify or set aside an award i) in
accordance with its domestic arbitral laws AND ii) in accordance with NY
Convention Art. V defenses.

 Primary jurisdiction carries the greatest authority to vacate or enforce an
international arbitration award.

2. Secondary jurisdiction: All other NY Convention signatory nations.

 A country with secondary jurisdiction can only modify or set aside an award
pursuant to NY Convention Art. V defenses.



RECENT DEVELOPMENT: C V OR O V . C A R N IV A L C OR P.
• Cvoro v. Carnival Corp., 2018 WL 1660669 (S.D. Fla.
2018) is currently on appeal in the Eleventh Circuit.

• The main issue on appeal is whether NY Convention Art.
V’s public policy defense should have applied at the
award-enforcement stage to void the award.



RECENT DEVELOPMENT: C V OR O V . C A R N IV A L C OR P.
• Facts:
•Cvoro’s arbitration agreement called for application of Panamanian law
and for the arbitration to take place in Monaco.

•Cvoro (a crewmember) asserted claims against Carnival under the Jones
Act for the vicarious liability of a doctor Carnival chose to treat her.

•Unlike U.S. general maritime law, Panamanian law does not recognize a
claim for vicarious liability of a shore-side physician; instead, the plaintiff
must show the vessel owner was negligent in selecting the shore-side doctor.

•Cvoro did not pursue the Panamanian-version of her vicarious liability
claim.

• The arbitrator applied Panamanian law, found that Cvoro’s U.S./Jones Act-
vicarious liability claim failed, and entered an award in Carnival’s favor.

•After losing in arbitration, Cvoro initiated a federal court action to set
aside the award based on Art. V’s public policy defense.



RECENT DEVELOPMENT: C V OR O V .  C A R N IV A L C OR P.
• District Court’s holding (J. Moreno):
• The distinctions between causes of action available under Panamanian
vs. U.S. law do not violate public policy.

• District Court’s analysis:
• Courts should “not invalidate choice [of law] clauses, however, simply
because the remedies available in the contractually chosen forum are
less favorable than those available in the courts of the United States.”
Lipcon v. Underwriters at Lloyd’s London, 148 F.3d 1285 (11th Cir. 1998);
Lindo v. NCL (Bahamas) Ltd., 652 F.3d 1257 (11th Cir. 2011).

• “[W]e will declare unenforceable choice [of law] clauses only when the
remedies available in the chosen forum are so inadequate that
enforcement would be fundamentally unfair.” Id.

• Here, Cvoro had potential avenues for recovery under Panamanian law
that were similar to those under general maritime law; Corvo simply
failed to pursue those causes of action.



STATUS OF C V OR O V . C A R N IV A L C OR P. 
• This case is currently on appeal before the Eleventh Circuit.
• September 2018 – The appeal has been fully briefed.
• April 2019 – The Eleventh Circuit granted Carnival’s motion to
supplement the record with the final judgment of the Court of
Monaco.
• Final judgment from Monaco: Arbitral award in Carnival’s favor confirmed.

• Remember: Monaco has primary jurisdiction to consider
enforceability of Cvoro’s arbitral award.
•U.S. courts give great deference to the primary court’s decision to
confirm or set-aside an arbitral award.
• Corporacion Mexicana de Mantenimiento Integral, S. de R.L. de C.V. v. Pemex-Exploracion y

Produccion, 832 F.3d 92 (3d Cir. 2016).



MISCELLANEOUS TOPICS

• Choice of law clauses – Lessons in drafting.

• Concessionaire cases – Can a 3rd party who is not a
signatory to the arbitration agreement compel the
seafarer’s claims to arbitration?

• Unfair arbitrations – What happens when an Arbitrator
refuses to properly consider all of the evidence?

• Sexual assault cases – Can an employer compel
arbitration in sexual assault cases?



CHOICE OF LAW CLAUSES: LESSONS IN DRAFTING
• Many arbitration agreements include “choice of law” clauses.
• Typically, the choice of law clauses in seafarer’s employment agreements call for application

of a foreign law that do not recognize classic U.S. general maritime claims, such as claims for
maintenance and cure, unseaworthiness and/or claims brought under the Jones Act.

• However, Arbitrators generally will not apply ambiguous
choice of law clauses!
• Example: If you were the arbitrator, how would you analyze this
choice of law clause?

[A]ll claims, grievances, and disputes of any kind whatsoever
relating to or in any way connected with the Seafarer’s shipboard
employment with [Cruise line] including, but not limited to, claims
such as personal injuries, Jones Act claims, actions for
maintenance and cure, unseaworthiness, or otherwise, no matter
how described, … shall be … resolved exclusively by binding
arbitration … The parties to this Agreement recognize that
Bahamian law will apply to all disputes…



CHOICE OF LAW CLAUSES: LESSONS IN DRAFTING

• Multiple Arbitrators have found choice of law clauses similar to this
one ambiguous because, on one hand, it expressly identifies U.S.
general maritime law claims (i.e. Jones Act, maintenance and cure,
unseaworthiness) but on the other hand, it calls for application of a
foreign law that does not recognize those expressly identified claims.
• Effect: If a choice of law clause is ambiguous, Arbitrators sitting in the U.S. tend to apply

U.S. law at the arbitration.

[A]ll claims, grievances, and disputes of any kind whatsoever
relating to or in any way connected with the Seafarer’s shipboard
employment with [Cruise line] including, but not limited to, claims
such as personal injuries, Jones Act claims, actions for
maintenance and cure, unseaworthiness, or otherwise, no matter
how described, … shall be … resolved exclusively by binding
arbitration … The parties to this Agreement recognize that
Bahamian law will apply to all disputes…



CONCESSIONAIRE CASES: CAN 3RD-PARTY 
BENEFICIARIES TO THE ARBITRATION 
AGREEMENT COMPEL ARBITRATION? 

• Short answer: Yes, under certain facts. 

• The doctrine of equitable estoppel prevents a plaintiff from refusing to arbitrate
their claims against a non-signatory where it is clear that the plaintiff’s claims
against a signatory (Defendant #1) and non-signatory (Defendant #2) are
“based on the same facts and are inherently inseparable.”
• MS Dealer Serv. Corp. v. Franklin, 177 F.3d 942, 947-48 (11th Cir. 1999); Escobal v. Celebration Cruise Operator,

Inc., 482 Fed.Appx. 475, 476 (11th Cir. 2012).

• Ideal factual set-up:
• Plaintiff has a written arbitration agreement with their immediate employer (i.e.
a concessionaire aboard the cruise ship).

• Plaintiff’s arbitration agreement requires arbitration with “affiliated companies.”
• Plaintiff’s arbitration agreement requires arbitration of all “employment-
related” claims.

• Plaintiff initiates arbitration against their employer, but files suit against the non-
signatory/”affiliated company”.



UNFAIR ARBITRATIONS: WHAT HAPPENS WHEN AN 
ARBITRATOR REFUSES TO PROPERLY CONSIDER 

ALL OF THE EVIDENCE? 
• Carlson v. Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings, Ltd., Case No. 13-115
[D.E. 76].

• Arbitrator refused to consider Respondent’s untimely submissions
(declarations supporting their position) and entered an award in
the Claimant’s favor.

• The Claimant than sought to confirm the award in the U.S. Virgin
Islands.

• The federal court in the U.S. Virgin Islands refused to confirm the
award because the Arbitrator inappropriately refused to consider
the Respondent’s untimely submissions.
• “[T]he arbitrator had committed ‘misconduct … in refusing to hear evidence pertinent

and material to the controversy.’” Id. (citing 9 U.S.C. § 10(a)(3)).

• The Arbitrator remanded the case back to Arbitration so that the
Arbitrator could consider all of the evidence presented.



SEXUAL ASSAULT CASES: CAN SEXUAL ASSAULT 
CLAIMS BE ARBITRATED?

• Short answer: Yes and no; the plaintiff may be compelled to
arbitrate their sexual assault claims if there are pled as
“employment-related claims” (i.e. brought under the Jones Act).

• Doe v. Princess Cruise Lines, Ltd., 657 F.3d 1204 (11th Cir. 2011) is
the leading case on this issue.

• Facts:
• Doe, a cruise ship employee, alleged that she was drugged and
raped by a fellow crew member.

• Doe brought suit in federal court and asserted claims against the
cruise line for sexual assault, as well as other claims arising under
the general maritime law, such as Jones Act negligence,
unseaworthiness, and failure to pay maintenance and cure (which
claims were also based on the alleged sexual assault).

• After suit was filed, the cruise line moved to compel arbitration of
all of Doe’s claims.



SEXUAL ASSAULT CASES: CAN SEXUAL ASSAULT 
CLAIMS BE ARBITRATED?

• Law:

• The court held that Doe’s claims for sexual assault
WERE NOT arbitrable because the arbitration
agreement stated that, to be arbitrable, the dispute had
to relate to Doe’s “employment services.”

•Doe’s claims for sexual assault WAS NOT connected to
her employment-related services.

• However, Doe’s claims for Jones Act negligence,
maintenance and cure, and unseaworthiness WERE
arbitrable because they related to her “employment
services.”



KEY ICDR RULES
• ICDR Art. 13 – Arbitrators “shall be impartial and independent.”

• ICDR Art. 20 – “[T]he arbitral tribunal may conduct the arbitration in
whatever manner it considers appropriate, provided that the parties are
treated with equality and that each party has the right to be heard and is
given a fair opportunity to present its case.”

• ICDR Art. 20 – “The tribunal shall determine the admissibility, relevance,
materiality, and weight of evidence.”

• ICDR Art. 21 – “Depositions, interrogatories, and requests to admit as
developed for use in U.S. court procedures generally are not appropriate
procedures for obtaining information in an arbitration under these Rules.”

• ICDR Art. 31 – “The arbitral tribunal shall apply the substantive law(s) or
rules of law agreed by the parties as applicable to the dispute. Failing
such an agreement by the parties, the tribunal shall apply such law(s) or
rules as it determines to be appropriate.”



PRACTICAL TIPS



PRACTICAL TIPS
• Watch out for waiver.
• “Waiver occurs when a party seeking arbitration substantially participates in
litigation to a point inconsistent with an intent to arbitrate and this participation
results in prejudice to the opposing party… Prejudice has been found in situations
where the party seeking arbitration allows the opposing party to undergo the
types of litigation expenses that arbitration was designed to alleviate.”
• Morewitz v. West of England Ship Owners Mut. Protection and Indem. Ass'n (Luxembourg), 

62 F.3d 1356, 1366 (11th Cir. 1995). 

• The arbitrator will usually give evidence ‘the weight it deserves’
• Hearsay is usually not a problem.
• Evidence rarely excluded (if it is, can lead to vacatur).
• Less stringent requirements for expert qualifications.
• “Midnight internet research” is helpful  most arbitrators will consider medical 
journal articles found online as evidence. 

• Expert testimony goes a long way in arbitration.
• Get a good expert.
• Prepare proper expert disclosures as you would per Fed.R.Civ.P. 26.
• Many arbitrators will question experts themselves. 



GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
• Flexible scheduling for final hearing date.

• Generally speaking, there is a firm final hearing date.

• Flexibility with presenting testimony by remote/video means if necessary or more 
cost-effective.
• But at the same time, remote/video testimony has its challenges.

• Ability to present evidence by way of sworn statements.

• Written submissions in lieu of a final hearing. 
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This paper outlines basic, practical considerations with respect to contractual indemnity and 
insurance obligations. Section I highlights basic issues related to drafting and enforcing contractual 
indemnity provisions and contractual insurance requirements. Section II addresses considerations 
in insuring contractual indemnity obligations and complying with contractual insurance 
requirements.  As a word of warning, due to the limited scope and length of the article, we 
obviously could not cover every nuance of indemnity and insurance law.  But, give us a call if you 
have any questions and we will be happy to help. 
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I. CONTRACTUAL INDEMNITY 

Contractual indemnity clauses allow parties to allocate risk at the beginning of a business 
relationship or operation.  Done properly, risk allocations through contractual indemnity can 
provide clarity for operating under the contract, efficiently apportion risk to the party best able to 
mitigate and/or insure the particular risk and reduce transaction cost by minimizing litigation after 
an incident.  To accomplish these goals, parties are often required to indemnify one another from 
the opposing party’s own negligence or the unseaworthiness of their respective vessels.  Because 
indemnity for own negligence implicates public policy considerations, the standard for 
enforceability of such clauses may change based on which law applies to the contract.  Therefore, 
it is important for contract drafters to know what law and requirements might apply to the contract, 
either by contractual choice of law or force of law. 

A. Indemnity for Own Negligence 

Under maritime law, an agreement to indemnify a person (i.e., the indemnitee) against that 
person’s own negligence is enforceable when the intent to do so is expressed in “clear and 
unequivocal” terms.  Seal Offshore, Inc. v. American Standard, Inc., 736 F.2d 1078, 1081 (5th Cir. 
1984).  In Theriot v. Bay Drilling Corp., 783 F.2d 527, 539-40 (5th Cir. 1986), the Fifth Circuit 
found that language indemnifying one party “without limit and without regard to the cause or 
causes thereof or the negligence of any party” clearly and unequivocally provided the indemnitee 
with indemnification for its own negligence.  By contrast, in Randall v. Chevron U.S.A., Inc., 13 
F.3d 888, 905-06 (5th Cir. 1994), cert. dismissed sub nom. Savage v. Chevron, U.S.A., 512 U.S. 
1265, 115 S. Ct. 5, cert. denied sub nom. Chevron U.S.A., Inc., v. Sea Savage, Inc., 513 U.S. 994, 
115 S. Ct. 498 (1994), overruled on other grounds by Bienvenu v. Texaco, Inc., 164 F.3d 901 (5th 
Cir. 1999), the court held that the words “howsoever arising” did not adequately express the 
parties’ intent to provide indemnity for damages caused by the indemnitee’s negligence.  In an 
unpublished per curiam opinion, the Fifth Circuit in East v. Premier, Inc., 98 Fed. Appx. 317 (5th 
Cir. 2004), held that the phrase “without regard to cause” satisfied the “clear and unequivocal” 
test.  In a case applying maritime law and citing East, the Eastern District of Louisiana determined 
that a contract which made no reference to negligence or fault of any kind satisfied the clear and 
unequivocal test because it contemplated litigation and referenced specific causes of action.  See 
Wilson v. M/V B911, No. 10-3320, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 19348 (E.D. La. Feb. 16, 2012).  Finally, 
in order to be enforceable, a clause indemnifying a party for its own negligence must also be 
“specific and conspicuous.” Orduna S.A. v. Zen-Noh Grain Corp., 913 F.2d 1149, 1153 (5th Cir. 
1990).   

Like maritime law, Louisiana law requires the intent to indemnify to be expressed in 
“unequivocal terms.”  Perkins v. Rubicon, Inc., 563 So. 2d 258, 259 (La. 1990); Polozola v. 
Garlock, Inc., 343 So. 2d 1000, 1003 (La. 1977); see also Reggio v. E.T.I., 2007-1433 (La. 
12/12/08), 15 So. 3d 951, 953; Suire v. Lafayette City-Parish Consol. Gov’t, 2004-1459 (La. 
4/12/05), 907 So. 2d 37, 53; Berry v. Orleans Parish Sch. Bd., 2001-3283 (La. 6/21/02), 830 So. 
2d 283, 285.  Under Louisiana law, a clause excluding “sole negligence” has been held sufficient 
to encompass the negligence of the indemnitee.  DeWoody v. Citgo Petroleum Corp., 595 So. 2d 
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395, 397 (La. App. 3d Cir. 1992); see also Smith v. Shell Oil, 746 F.2d 1087 (5th Cir. 1984) 
(interpreting an indemnity provision referring to “sole negligence” of the indemnitee and holding 
that the indemnitor owed indemnity for concurrent negligence of indemnitee).  But see Charles v. 
Gervais, 14-0447 (La. App. 4 Cir. 12/10/14), 156 So. 3d 793. 

Unlike maritime law, Louisiana law does not require the agreement to be conspicuous.  
However, a Louisiana court may refuse to enforce an indemnity agreement contained in a “contract 
of adhesion” prepared by a party with superior bargaining power.  See Greenhill Petroleum Corp. 
v. Mike Hicks Tools & Serv. Inc., Nos. 92-3938, 93-1007, & 93-3198, 1994 WL 421390 (E.D. La. 
Jul. 28, 1994); Welch v. A.G. Edwards & Sons, Inc., 95-2085, 95-2086 (La. App. 4th Cir. 5/15/96); 
677 So. 2d 520, 524.  Often, font size will be a factor in such a determination because the use of 
small print “raises a question as to whether or not the weaker party actually consented to the terms.”  
Golz v. Children’s Bureau of New Orleans, Inc., 326 So. 2d 865, 869 (La. 1976); see also 
McGoldrick v. Lou Ana Foods, Inc., 94-400 (La. App. 3d Cir. 11/2/94); 649 So. 2d 455, 460.  Thus, 
while Louisiana does not expressly require the indemnity clause to be conspicuous, making the 
clause conspicuous will increase the likelihood that the clause will pass a “contract of adhesion” 
analysis. 

Originally, Texas courts followed the “clear and unequivocal” test.  Joe Adams & Son v. 
McCann Constr. Co., 475 S.W.2d 721, 723 (Tex. 1971).  However, in 1987, the Supreme Court 
of Texas rejected the clear and unequivocal test on the grounds that it permitted ambiguity and 
allowed the indemnitee to conceal from the indemnitor the true intent of the indemnity provision.  
Ethyl Corp. v. Daniel Constr. Co., 725 S.W.2d 705, 708 (Tex. 1987).  Instead, the Court adopted 
the “express negligence doctrine,” stating that the intent to indemnify the indemnitee for his own 
negligence must be stated in “specific terms” within the four corners of the contract.  This 
effectively requires the use of the words “negligence” or “fault” in the agreement.  See Hamblin v. 
Lamont, 433 S.W.3d 51, 55 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 2013) (Texas courts have placed great 
restriction on a party’s ability to exculpate itself from claims for its own negligence.). 

Texas state courts have held that it is insufficient to provide indemnity for “causes of action 
of any nature whatsoever (except if caused by [indemnitee’s] sole negligence).”  Linden-Alimak, 
Inc. v. McDonald, 745 S.W.2d 82 (Tex. App.—Fort Worth 1988), relying on Singleton v. Crown 
Cent. Petroleum Corp., 729 S.W.2d 690 (Tex. 1987) (per curiam) (agreement which provided 
indemnity for “any and all claims, demands, . . . of every kind and character whatsoever, . . . 
excepting only claims arising out of accidents resulting from the sole negligence of Owner” did 
not satisfy the “express negligence doctrine”).  One federal court interpreting Texas law, however, 
has held that an indemnity provision covering claims as long as they are not caused by the sole 
negligence of the indemnitee satisfied the “express negligence doctrine.”  XL Specialty Ins. Co. v. 
Kiewit Offshore Serv., Ltd., 336 F. Supp. 2d 673 (S.D. Tex. 2004).  However, the court in XL 
Specialty based its decision upon a Texas Supreme Court case in which the indemnity provision 
provided coverage for claims regardless of whether they were based in whole or in part upon the 
negligence of the indemnitee. 

In addition to the “express negligence doctrine,” indemnity provisions and releases must 
be “conspicuous.”  Dresser Indus., Inc. v. Page Petroleum, Inc., 853 S.W.2d 505 (Tex. 1993) 
(adopting the standard for conspicuousness as provided by Tex. Bus. & Com. Code Ann. 
§ 1.201(10)).  Indemnity provisions or releases located on the back of work orders in a series of 
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uniformly numbered paragraphs with no heading and without contrasting type are not sufficiently 
conspicuous to provide fair notice to the indemnitor.  Dresser, 853 S.W. 2d at 511.  In contrast, an 
indemnity or release which appears in an unhidden paragraph on the front side of a one page 
contract under a clearly identified and separate heading and not surrounded by unrelated terms 
satisfies the conspicuousness requirement.  See Enserch Corp. v. Parker, 794 S.W.2d 2, 9 (Tex. 
1990);  see also Ranger Ins. Co. v. Am. Int’l Specialty Lines Ins. Co., 78 S.W.3d 659 (Tex. App.—
Houston [1st Dist.] 2002) (holding conspicuous a provision on front of drilling contract with title 
relating to indemnity in large, bold font and all capital letters).  The conspicuousness requirement 
is inapplicable when the indemnitor possesses actual knowledge of the indemnity agreement.  
Dresser, 853 S.W.2d at 508 n. 2. 

B. Indemnity for Pre-Existing Conditions, Strict Liability, and 
Unseaworthiness 

Various cases under maritime, Louisiana, and Texas law suggest pre-existing conditions, 
strict liability, and unseaworthiness should be expressly included in an indemnity clause if the 
parties intend to include such risks in their risk allocation.  Sovereign Ins. Co. v. Texas Pipe Line 
Co., 488 So. 2d 982, 984-85 (La. 1986); Hyde v. Chevron U.S.A., Inc., 697 F.2d 614, 632-35 (5th 
Cir. 1983); Owens v. U.S. Home, Inc., 552 So. 2d 998, 1005 (La. App. 1st Cir. 1989; Mott v. 
Odeco, 577 F.2d 273 (5th Cir. 1978), cert. denied sub nom. Ocean Drilling & Exploration Co. v. 
Quality Equip., Inc., 440 U.S. 912 (1979); Houston Lighting & Power Co. v. Atchison, Topeka & 
Santa Fe Ry. Co., 890 S.W.2d 455 (Tex. 1994); AVCO Corp. v. Interstate Sw., Ltd., 251 S.W.3d 
632, 667 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2007).   

C. Indemnity for Gross Negligence or Punitive Damages 

Even where the parties’ intent is clearly expressed, the law is not entirely settled as to 
whether public policy permits indemnification or insurance coverage for gross negligence of the 
indemnitee or for punitive damages assessed against the indemnitee.  The answer, as is common 
in this area, may depend upon which law applies to the agreement. 

1. Maritime Law  

Whether maritime law allows indemnity for gross negligence is unsettled.  In a 1987 
decision, the Eastern District of Louisiana held that maritime law would not allow indemnification 
for punitive damages because indemnity would defeat the purpose behind those damages.  
Daughdrill v. Ocean Drilling & Exploration Co., 665 F. Supp. 477, 481 (E.D. La. 1987).  At the 
same time, the court hinted that insurance coverage for such damages might be permissible.  
Similarly, the Fifth Circuit allowed recovery of costs and attorney’s fees expended in defending a 
claim for punitive damages under a P&I insurance policy, basing its decision on Louisiana law 
due to lack of federal precedent.  Randall v. Chevron U.S.A., Inc., 13 F.3d 888 (5th Cir. 1994);  see 
also Taylor v. Lloyd’s Underwriters of London, No. 90-1403, 1994 WL 118303, 1994 U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 3946 (E.D. La. Mar. 25, 1994) (holding punitive damages included in P&I coverage where 
not excluded), aff’d in part, 47 F.3d 427 (5th Cir. 1995). 

In connection with the Deepwater Horizon matter, the Eastern District of Louisiana was 
asked to decide whether public policy would allow Transocean to require BP to defend and 
indemnify Transocean for its own gross negligence, and separately, whether public policy would 
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allow Transocean to be indemnified for punitive damages and Clean Water Act (“CWA”) 
penalties.  See In re Oil Spill by the Oil Rig “Deepwater Horizon” in the Gulf of Mexico on April 
20, 2010, 841 F. Supp. 2d 988 (E.D. La. 2012).  The court held that:  (1) “indemnities,” as opposed 
to “releases,” are not void as against public policy under maritime law simply because they cover 
claims of gross negligence; (2) the drilling contract could not require BP to indemnify Transocean 
for punitive damages, as such, an indemnity would defeat the purpose of punitive damages; and 
(3) the drilling contract could not require BP to indemnify Transocean for CWA penalties, because 
such penalties were punitive in nature and therefore outside the scope of an indemnity. 

Writing for the Eastern District, Judge Barbier found that public policy would not 
invalidate a true indemnity agreement covering gross negligence for two reasons.  First, the BP-
Transocean contract sufficiently discouraged Transocean from engaging in grossly negligent 
behavior, even with the indemnity provision, because reciprocal provisions in the contract assigned 
Transocean responsibility for certain situations such as most personal injuries and pollution 
originating above the water’s surface.  Second, Judge Barbier expounded upon the different 
equities between a release and an indemnity agreement when viewed from the position of the 
injured party.  With a release, the party suffering damage has no recourse because he cannot pursue 
the wrongdoer.  With an indemnity agreement, however, the injured party will recover his damages 
from one contracting party or the other.  Thus, Judge Barbier concluded that a true indemnity 
agreement for gross negligence was enforceable under maritime law.  The court found, however, 
that indemnity could not extend to punitive damages because allowing indemnity for such damages 
would subvert the purpose of punitive damages—deterring misconduct.  Likewise, the court found 
that the primary purpose of CWA penalties is to punish and deter future misconduct such that 
indemnity for these penalties is also void as against public policy.  See also Marquette Transp. Co. 
Gulf-Inland, LLC v. Unknown Potential Claimants, 106 F. Supp.3d 844, 848 (S.D. Tex. 2015).  

2. Louisiana Law 

In Griffin v. Tenneco Oil Co., 625 So. 2d 1090, 1097 (La. App. 4th Cir. 1993), the Louisiana 
Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals held that an indemnity agreement that extended coverage for “sole 
negligence or gross negligence,” but that excluded injuries “intentionally caused by willful 
misconduct of employers” covered a claim for exemplary damages under former Louisiana Civil 
Code article 2315.3.  Based on this decision alone, one could conclude that Louisiana law would 
allow indemnification for exemplary damages.  The more modern trend of thought seems to be 
that punitive damages or fines intended to punish or deter the wrongdoer are “personal” in nature 
and cannot be passed off in contract. 

As to gross negligence, Louisiana law is not completely settled.  Paragraph one of 
Louisiana Civil Code Article 2004 expressly provides “[a]ny clause is null that, in advance, 
excludes or limits the liability of one party for intentional or gross fault that causes damage to the 
other party.”  See, e.g., Massey v. Decca Drilling Co., Inc., 25,973 (La. App. 2d Cir. 12/7/94); 647 
So. 2d 1196, writ denied, 95-0069 (La. 4/21/95); 653 So. 2d 563 (where contractor was vicariously 
liable for the intentional acts of its employees in damaging a well, indemnity provision in standard 
IADC drilling contract by which oil company operator assumed responsibility for damage to the 
hole without regard to cause was held to violate article 2004); Occidental Chem. Corp. v. Elliott 
Turbomachinery Co., Inc., 84 F.3d 172, 177-78 (5th Cir. 1996) (contract provision which limited 
duration of warranty was void pursuant to article 2004 to the extent it applied to claims of gross 
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negligence).  Comment (e) to this article states that Art. 2004 “does not govern ‘indemnity’ clauses, 
‘hold harmless’ agreements, or other agreements where parties allocate between themselves, the 
risk of potential liability towards third persons.”  The vast majority of cases that cite this comment, 
however, do so in regard to paragraph two of Art. 2004 and not paragraph one.  Moreover, as some 
civilians are quick to point out, the comments to code articles are not the law in Louisiana and do 
not justify departure from the plain text chosen by the legislature.  See Arabie v. CITGO Petroleum 
Corp., 2011-2605 (La. 03/13/12); 89 So.3d 307, 312; La. Civ. Code Art. 9. 

With regard to insurance, a liability insurance policy that is silent as to punitive damages 
will be found to provide coverage in favor of the insured.  Sharp v. Daigre, 555 So. 2d 1361 (La. 
1990), superseded in part by statute on other grounds, La. R.S. 22:1295(1)(a)(i) (formally 
1406(D)(1)(a)(i)); Louviere v. Byers, 526 So. 2d 1253, 1255-56 (La. App. 3d Cir.), writ denied, 
528 So. 2d 153 (1988); Creech v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 516 So. 2d 1168, 1174 (La. App. 2d Cir. 
1987), writ denied, 519 So. 2d 128 (1988). 

3. Texas Law 

Texas has long recognized that public policy might prohibit indemnity for gross negligence 
or punitive damages.  There is a split in authority as to whether a party can contractually shift 
liability for its own gross negligence.  Compare Webb v. Lawson-Avila Const., Inc., 911 S.W.2d 
457, 461-62 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 1995); Newman v. Tropical Visions, Inc., 891 S.W.2d 713, 
722 (Tex. App. 1994); and Valero Energy Corp. v. M.W. Kellogg Constr. Co., 866 S.W.2d 252, 
257 (Tex. App. 1993), with Rosen v. Nat’l Hot Rod Ass’n., No. 14-94-00775-CV, 1995 Tex. App. 
LEXIS 3225, at *20 n.1, 1995 WL 75512, at *7 n.1 (Tex. App. Dec. 21, 1995).  In Oxy U.S.A., 
Inc. v. Sw. Energy Prod. Co., 161 S.W.3d 277 (Tex. App.—Corpus Christi 2005), the court held 
that Texas public policy did not prevent the indemnification of intentional tort actions where the 
indemnity agreement was limited to actions that had already occurred. 

In Atl. Richfield Co. v. Petroleum Pers., Inc., 68 S.W. 2d 724, 726 n.2 (Tex. 1989), the 
Texas Supreme Court noted but did not resolve the controversy:  “We do not decide whether 
indemnity for one’s own gross negligence or intentional injury may be contracted for or awarded 
by Texas courts.  This issue is not presented in this appeal . . . [and] . . . [p]ublic policy concerns 
are presented by such an issue that have not been argued or briefed by the parties.”  Subsequently, 
the Texas Supreme Court allowed a post-injury release for gross negligence claims stating “there 
is no logic in prohibiting people from settling existing claims.”  Mem’l Med. Ctr. of E. Tex. v. 
Keszler, 943 S.W.2d 433, 435 (Tex. 1997).  The Court has also noted that at least one appellate 
court permitted indemnity for gross negligence, but again expressed no opinion.  Fairfield v. 
Stephens Martin Paving, LP., 246 S.W.3d 653, 687-88 (Tex. 2008) (citing Webb v. Lawson-Avila 
Constr., Inc., 911 S.W.2d 457 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 1995, writ dism’d w.o.j.)). 

The Texas Supreme Court has provided more guidance on the insurability of punitive 
damages.  In Fairfield, the Fifth Circuit presented a certified question to the Texas Supreme Court 
asking whether Texas public policy would prohibit a liability insurance provider from 
indemnifying an award for punitive damages imposed on its insured because of gross negligence.  
Previously, the Texas Supreme Court had expressly refused to address whether exemplary 
damages are recoverable from an insurance company.  Gov’t Emps. Ins. Co. (GEICO) v. Lichte, 
792 S.W.2d 546 (Tex. App.—El Paso 1990), writ denied per curiam, 825 S.W.2d 431 (Tex. 1991).  
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Four years after the Fifth Circuit certified the question in Fairfield, the Texas Supreme Court 
responded with a narrow answer; the Court stated that within the worker’s compensation context, 
an insurance agreement providing coverage for punitive damages was valid.  The Court declined 
to answer the broader question, stating that that the members of the Court were “hesitant to opine 
on policy language and facts not before us.”  The Court in Fairfield did, however, lay down a list 
of considerations and factors that it might consider if the issue appeared in another context. 

Following Fairfield, Texas courts have allowed insurance coverage for punitive damages 
in certain instances,  see, e.g., Westchester Fire Ins. Co. v. Admiral Ins. Co., 152 S.W.3d 172 (Tex. 
App.—Fort Worth 2004) (en banc); Home Indem. Co. v. Tyler, 522 S.W.2d 594 (Tex. App.—
Houston 1975); Dairyland Cnty. Mut. Ins. Co. v. Wallgren, 477 S.W.2d 341 (Tex. App.—Fort 
Worth 1972); but not in others, see, e.g., Laine v. Farmers Ins. Exch., 325 S.W.3d 661 (Tex. 
App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 2010) (noting policy behind uninsured-underinsured motorist insurance 
does not support inclusion of exemplary damages); State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Shaffer, 888 
S.W.2d 146, 150 (Tex. App.—Houston 1994); Tesco Corp. v. Steadfast Ins. Co., No. 01-13-00091-
CV, 2014 Tex. App. Lexis 9682, at *20-22 (Tex. App.̶ Houston [1st Dist.] 2014). 

D. Drafting the indemnity clause to include the anticipated risks 

Parties need to draft their indemnity clauses to clearly encompass the risks intended to be 
allocated.  Loose language can lead to unanticipated results.  Cases involving indemnity clauses 
in vessel charters are instructive on this point.  For instance, in Lanasse v. Travelers Ins. Co., 450 
F.2d 580 (5th Cir. 1971), cert. denied sub nom. Chevron Oil Co. v. Royal Ins. Co., 406 U.S. 921 
(1972), a time charter contained language limiting the indemnity to “claims for damages . . . 
directly or indirectly connected with the possession, navigation, management and operation of the 
vessel.”  The court held the indemnity language “too loose” to cover the claim because the cause 
of the accident, negligent operation of the ship’s crane, was not even remotely related to the 
operation, navigation or management of the vessel.   

This same problem arose again in Smith v. Tenneco Oil Co., Inc., 803 F.2d 1386, 1388 (5th 
Cir. 1986), where the Lanasse holding was extended to include an indemnity agreement covering 
any claim that “arises out of or is incident to the performance [of the charter].”  The Fifth Circuit 
held that the arguably broader language made no difference; no indemnity was owed because the 
accident, which was caused solely by the crane operator’s negligence, was not directly or indirectly 
connected with the operation of the vessel. The court in Smith acknowledged that the sole fault of 
the oil company would not relieve the vessel owner of its indemnity obligation had the coverage 
of the indemnity provision been triggered.  See also International Marine, LLC v. Integrity 
Fisheries, Inc., No. 15-1446, 2016 WL 1408573 (E.D. La. April 11, 2016). 

Some courts have distinguished the facts of cases like Lanasse and Smith to bring the claim 
into the scope of the indemnity clause.  For example, in Daughdrill v. Ocean Drilling & 
Exploration Co., 702 F. Supp. 1267 (E.D. La. 1988), an accident was found to have been caused 
70% by the negligence of the vessel owner and 30% by the negligence of the platform crane 
operator.  Based on the finding that the vessel was 70% at fault in causing the accident, the court 
distinguished Lanasse and Smith, which involved sole fault on the part of the platform owner, and 
concluded that the oil company was entitled to indemnity for its negligence in operating the crane.   
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However, the better approach is to use more specific language to avoid an unintended 
result.  In Gaspard v. Offshore Crane & Equip., Inc., 106 F.3d 1232 (5th Cir. 1997), cert. denied 
sub nom. Seacor Marine, Inc. v. Chevron U.S.A., Inc., 522 U.S. 1047, 118 S. Ct. 691 (1998), the 
Fifth Circuit explained that the parties to a charter can, by using more specific language than that 
used in Lanasse, broaden the scope of an indemnity arrangement to include damages caused by a 
platform crane.  For example, in Clement v. Marathon Oil Co., 724 F. Supp. 431 (E.D. La. 1989), 
the indemnity provision included indemnity for “the related activities of [the oil company] in the 
vicinity [of the vessel], including but not limited to the loading or unloading.”  Based on this 
broadened provision, the court in Clement allowed indemnity for the claim of a crew member 
struck by a personnel basket being lowered from the platform.  See also Lavergne v. Chevron 
U.S.A., Inc., 782 F. Supp. 1163, 1171 (W.D. La. 1991), aff’d mem., 980 F.2d 1444 (5th Cir. 1992). 

E. Exceptions to the Right to Seek Indemnity  

Despite careful drafting and skillful negotiating, some indemnity provisions will simply be 
unenforceable due to some significant statutory exceptions to the right to seek indemnity.  These 
exceptions include the Longshoremen and Harbor Workers’ Compensation Act (“LHWCA”) and 
the Texas and Louisiana oilfield anti-indemnity acts. 

1. The Longshoremen and Harbor Workers’ Compensation Act. 

Section 905(b) of the LHWCA prohibits an indemnity claim by a “vessel” against the 
employer of an injured longshoreman. 33 U.S.C. § 905(b).  “Vessel” under section 905(b) is very 
defined.  Section 905(b) defines “vessel” very broadly so as to include not only a vessel and its 
owner, but also a charterer of the vessel, and therefore subject to the provision’s prohibition of 
indemnity.  33 U.S.C. § 902(21); Trico Marine Operators, Inc. v. Falcon Drilling Co., 116 .3d 
159, 162 (5th Cir. 1997); Lewis v. Keyes 303, Inc., 834 F. Supp. 191, 195 (S.D. Tex. 1993); see 
also Helaire v. Mobil Oil Co., 709 F.2d 1031 (5th Cir. 1983); but see Campbell v. Offshore 
Pipeline, Inc., No. 92-1189, 1993 WL 476529 (E.D. La. Aug. 2, 1993) (Oil company that did not 
own or control the operation of a pipelaying vessel was not a “vessel” for purposes of Section 
905(b)’s indemnity bar.).When an operator acts in more than one capacity, such as charterer of a 
crewboat and operator of a fixed platform, Section 905(b) may only preclude indemnity for 
“vessel” negligence (i.e., negligence in the capacity of vessel owner or charterer).  Meredith v. 
A&P Boat Rentals, Inc., 414 F. Supp. 788, 791 (E.D. La. 1976); see Crutchfield v. Atlas Offshore 
Boat Serv., Inc., 403 F. Supp. 920 (E.D. La. 1975) (permitting oil company to seek indemnity from 
employer for non-vessel negligence). 

A written indemnity provision in a contract between a “vessel” and the employer of an 
employee covered by the LHWCA is enforceable if the indemnity contains reciprocal obligations 
and relates to operations on the Outer Continental Shelf (“OCS”).  33 U.S.C. § 905(c) provides in 
part: 

Nothing contained in subsection (b) of this section shall 
preclude the enforcement according to its terms of any 
reciprocal indemnity provision whereby the employer of a 
person entitled to receive benefits under this chapter by 
virtue of section 4 of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act 
(43 U.S.C. 1333) and the vessel agree to defend and 
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indemnify the other for cost of defense and loss or liability 
for damages arising out of or resulting from death or bodily 
injury to their employees. 

In other words, a “knock-for-knock” indemnity provision for work on the OCS is enforceable 
under Section 905(c). 

A requirement that the employer name the “vessel” as an additional insured will be 
enforced even absent reciprocal indemnity obligations.  “Neither the statute nor its legislative 
history suggest that additional insured clauses . . . are a proscribed form of indirect liability.”  
Voisin v. O.D.E.C.O. Drilling Co., 744 F.2d 1174, 1176 (5th Cir. 1984); see also Sumrall v. Ensco 
Offshore Co., 291 F.3d 316, 325 n.12 (5th Cir. 2002) (“We have determined that differing 
insurance obligations do not create additional indirect liability sufficient to implicate the 
prohibitions of subsection 905(b).”); Price v. Zim Israel Navigation Co., Ltd., 616 F.2d 422 (9th 
Cir. 1980) (breach of contract if not named as additional insured as required by contract). 

2. The Louisiana Oilfield Indemnity Act 

La. R.S. 9:2780, commonly known as the Louisiana Oilfield Indemnity Act (“LOIA”), was 
adopted in 1981.  Subsection A of the LOIA contains a legislative finding that there was a 
fundamental inequity forced on certain contractors “in some agreements pertaining to a well for 
oil, gas, or water” with respect to defense or indemnity provisions.  The legislature declared that a 
provision requiring indemnification would thereafter be void as against public policy to the extent 
that it provided indemnity for negligence on the part of the indemnitee or its agents, employees or 
independent contractors directly responsible to the indemnitee. The LOIA only applies, however, 
when the agreement is: (1) pertaining to death or bodily injury (the LOIA does not prevent 
indemnity for property damage or pollution); (2) the type of oil and gas contract governed by the 
act; and (3) the agreement purports to indemnify for the indemnitee’s negligence or fault. 

Notably, the LOIA addresses only indemnification provisions for death or bodily injury to 
persons; indemnity for property damage is not precluded. The LOIA also only applies to indemnity 
provisions “contained in, collateral to, or affecting an agreement pertaining to a well for oil, gas, 
or water, or drilling for minerals which occur in a solid, liquid, gaseous, or other state....” La. R.S. 
§ 9:2780(A). Both Louisiana and federal courts use a two-step analysis.  Transcontinental Gas 
Pipeline Corp. v. Transportation Ins. Co., 953 F.2d 985 (5th Cir. 1992). 

In Clarkco Contractors, Inc. v. Tex. E. Gas Pipeline Co., 615 F. Supp. 775 (M.D. La. 1985), 
a federal district court found the LOIA inapplicable to a contract to perform services on an inland 
natural gas transmission line.  The court acknowledged that Subsection C of the LOIA referred to 
the transportation of oil or gas; however, the court noted that Subsection C had to be read in 
conjunction with Subsection A, which references “agreements pertaining to wells for oil, gas, or 
water, or drilling for minerals.”  The court explained that, in enacting the LOIA, “the Legislature 
intended to include only transportation contracts pertaining to wells or drilling for minerals.” 

The approach taken in Clarkco was followed and refined by the Fifth Circuit in Transcon. 
Gas Pipeline Corp. v. Transp. Ins. Co., 953 F.2d 985 (5th Cir. 1992).  Tracing the language in 
subsections B and C of the LOIA, the court in Transcontinental Gas outlined a two-step process 
for determining the applicability of the LOIA.  First, there must be an agreement pertaining to “a 
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well.”  If the contract does not pertain to one and only one well, the inquiry ends.  The court noted 
that in each situation there should be a “reasonably determinable point” at which the product can 
no longer be identified with a particular well or has become so fundamentally changed by 
processing, commingling, or preparing it for distribution to its ultimate end user that it can no 
longer properly be attributed to a particular well.  If the contract has the required nexus to a 
particular well, the second step of the analysis is implicated.  The second step involves an 
examination of the contract’s involvement with operations related to the exploration, development, 
production, or transportation of oil, gas, or water. 

The Fifth Circuit in Transcontinental Gas recognized that certain offshore gas production 
platforms service many wells that radiate from one platform.  With respect to the first step of its 
test, the court stated that separate offshore wells, serviced by one offshore platform, constitute one 
well.  Relying on the footnote in Transcontinental Gas, the court in Nerco Oil & Gas, Inc. v. M.R. 
Friday, Inc., 816 F. Supp. 429 (W.D. La. 1993), analogized numerous wells in an inland field to 
those that radiate from offshore production platforms in finding that a contract to perform 
maintenance at a compressor station connected to a number of inland wells pertained to one well.  
While not expressly overruling Nerco, the Fifth Circuit in Johnson v. Amoco Prod. Co., 5 F.3d 949 
(5th Cir. 1993), limited the situation contemplated by Transcontinental Gas to offshore operations 
and held that a number of wells surrounding an inland facility are to be characterized as individual 
wells for purposes of the LOIA.  The court went on to hold that contract work performed on a 
compressor station at an inland gas and oil processing facility did not “pertain to a well” so as to 
render applicable the LOIA. 

The two-step analysis set forth by the Fifth Circuit in Transcontinental Gas has been 
repeatedly followed by federal courts.  See, e.g., Curtis Callais Welding, Inc. v. Stolt Comex 
Seaway Holdings, Inc., 129 Fed. Appx. 45, 53 (5th Cir. 2005) (LOIA did not apply to an agreement 
for the provision of services and equipment to a company’s offshore drilling and production 
business); Broussard v. Conoco Inc., 959 F.2d 42 (5th Cir. 1992) (LOIA was applicable to contract 
to provide catering and maintenance services to offshore platforms); Hanks v. Transcon. Gas Pipe 
Line Corp., 953 F.2d 996 (5th Cir. 1992) (LOIA inapplicable to a contract for the construction of 
intermediate segment of interstate gas pipeline); Thomas v. Amoco Oil Co., 815 F. Supp. 184 (W.D. 
La. 1993) (LOIA not triggered based on lack of sufficient nexus between “a particular well” and 
the inland natural gas pipeline which was the subject of the agreement); Brumfield v. Conoco Inc., 
No. 93-1712, 1994 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 8945 (E.D. La. Jun. 28, 1994) (LOIA applied to void 
indemnity provision in blanket contract pursuant to which workover operations were performed at 
various wells on an offshore platform). 

In 1994, the Fifth Circuit once again addressed the scope of the LOIA in Lloyds of London 
v. Transcon. Gas Pipe Line, 38 F.3d 193 (5th Cir. 1994).  There, the court considered a contract to 
provide sandblasting and painting services in an offshore oilfield.  Although the contract pertained 
to numerous facilities, the court found the district court’s focus on the one platform adjacent to 
which the accident occurred was not erroneous.  The court further agreed with the district court’s 
determination that a meter on the platform was the last “reasonably determinable point” before the 
gas could no longer be identified with a particular well.  However, because the oil company 
produced summary judgment evidence that the contractor did not work on the meter and would 
not ordinarily do so, the court vacated the district court’s finding that the LOIA was applicable and 
remanded the case for further proceedings.  This case returned to the Fifth Circuit on appeal 
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following the remand.  Lloyds of London v. Transcon. Gas Pipe Line Corp., 101 F.3d 425 (5th Cir. 
1996).  In the second proceeding, the Fifth Circuit explained that evidence of work on the meter 
was unnecessary, as the contract itself clearly encompassed such work.  Extrinsic evidence is only 
considered when the contract is otherwise ambiguous.  Whether work was actually performed on 
the meter, or points upstream of the meter, was therefore irrelevant.  Because the contract 
encompassed work on the meter, or points upstream of the meter, the LOIA applied and voided 
the indemnity provision. 

Under this analysis, the scope of the LOIA can be quite broad.  In Verdine v. Ensco 
Offshore Co., 255 F.3d 246 (5th Cir. 2001), the court considered the application of the LOIA to an 
agreement between a drilling contractor and company hired to repair and refurbish a dismantled 
fixed platform rig which was to be used on approximately six wells off the coast of Louisiana.  All 
of the repair and refurbishment work took place at a fabrication yard in Louisiana.  The court held 
that although it was difficult to find a sufficient geographical and functional nexus between the 
platform rig and a well or wells, the LOIA applied because it encompasses agreements for 
“services in connection with . . . any structure intended for use in the exploration for or production 
of any mineral. . . .”  La. R.S. 9:2780(C); see also Tetra Technologies, Inc. v. Continental Ins. Co., 
814 F.3d 733 (5th Cir. 2016) (holding that a contract for salvaging a platform from a 
decommissioned oil well has sufficient nexus); but see Labove v. Candy Fleet, L.L.C., No. 11-
1405, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 103332 (E.D. La. July 20, 2012) (finding junction platform did not 
provide nexus). 

The Louisiana Supreme Court has adopted the Transcontinental Gas two-part analysis for 
application of the LOIA.  Fontenot v. Chevron U.S.A. Inc., 95-1425 (La. 7/2/96); 676 So. 2d 557, 
564.  In Palmour v. Gray Ins. Co., 98-1256 (La. App. 5th Cir. 3/30/99); 731 So. 2d 911, writ 
denied, 1999-1238 (La. 6/18/99); 745 So. 2d 28, the court held that an agreement to rent a crane 
which was used by a drilling contractor to assist in the fabrication of an offshore drilling rig at its 
premises in Harvey, Louisiana did not pertain to a well.  While this decision may, at first blush, 
seem somewhat inconsistent with the later holding of the Fifth Circuit in Verdine, unlike the 
contract to repair and refurbish the platform rig, the agreement at issue in Palmour was simply for 
the lease of a piece of equipment which was neither used nor intended to be used in exploration, 
development, production or transportation of oil. 

In general, however, courts have stated that the LOIA should be limited to agreements that 
pertain to wells and drilling, not transportation or refining of oil or other such services.  Louisiana 
courts have cited Clarkco with approval and refused to extend the LOIA based on their finding 
that the legislature intended for the LOIA to apply to wells and drilling, not transportation or 
refining of oil.  See, e.g., Hutchins v. Hill Petroleum Co., 609 So. 2d 312 (La. App. 3d Cir. 1992); 
Griffin v. Tenneco Oil Co., 519 So. 2d 1194, 1196 (La. App. 4th Cir.), writ denied, 521 So. 2d 
1154 (1988); Labove v. Candy Fleet, LLC, No. 11-1405, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 103332 (E.D. La. 
July 20, 2012). 

Subsection G of La. R.S. 9:2780 invalidates any contractual requirement that a party be 
named as an additional insured or be granted a waiver of subrogation if there is negligence on the 
part of the indemnitee.  Rogers v. Samedan Oil Corp., 308 F.3d 477, 481 (5th Cir. 2002); 
Babineaux v. McBroom Rig Building Serv., Inc., 806 F.2d 1282, 1284 (5th Cir. 1987).  The defense 
is available to both the indemnitor and his insurer when a demand is made for additional insured 
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protection by the indemnitee.  To the extent there is alleged privity of contract between the 
indemnitee/additional insured and the insurer under the additional insured provision, that 
agreement is considered “collateral to” a covered agreement as set forth in Subsection I of LOIA.  
There is a narrow exception to the rule prohibiting insurance protection if the 
indemnitee/additional insured is able to prove that it has actually paid for the required insurance.  
Marcel v. Placid Oil Co., 11 F.3d 563, 569 (5th Cir. 1994); Int’l Offshore Servs., LLC v. Linear 
Controls Operating, Inc., 122 F. Supp. 3d 528, 536 (E.D. La. Aug. 12, 2015); Patterson v. Conoco, 
Inc., 670 F. Supp. 182, 184 (W.D. La. 1987); see also Rogers v. Samedan Oil Corp., 308 F.3d 477 
(5th Cir. 2002).  However, language that a contractor “may” be required to invoice insurance 
premiums allocable to work performed does not satisfy the exception.  Brumfield v. Conoco Inc., 
No. 93-1712, 1994 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 8945 (E.D. La. June 28, 1994).  Similarly, an unwritten 
“working policy” whereby contractors could factor in the cost of procuring insurance when 
submitting bids to work likewise does not satisfy the exception.  Hodgen v. Forest Oil Corp., 87 
F.3d 1512, 1529 (5th Cir. 1996), rev’d in part on other grounds by, Grand Isle Shipyard, Inc. v. 
Seacor Marine, LLC, 589 F.3d 778 (5th Cir. 2009) (en banc), cert. denied sub nom. Seacor Marine 
LLC v. Grand Isle Shipyard, Inc., 130 S. Ct. 3386 (2010). 

In Fontenot v. Chevron U.S.A. Inc., 95-1425 (La. 7/2/96), 676 So. 2d 557, the Louisiana 
Supreme Court enforced a waiver of subrogation clause contained, pursuant to the oil company’s 
requirement, in a contractor’s workmen’s compensation insurance policy.  The Court explained 
that such waivers are invalid only if they “frustrate or circumvent the prohibitions” of the LOIA.  
See La. R.S. 9:2780(G).  Absent an indemnity claim, the waiver of subrogation clause itself does 
not frustrate or circumvent the prohibitions of the LOIA.  In such cases, the oil company is not 
shifting its liability to the contractor or its insurer.  Moreover, voiding the waiver of subrogation 
clause would actually punish the injured employee, as the insurer would be reimbursed out of his 
recovery.  Accordingly, voiding the waiver would hinder, rather than promote, the purposes of the 
LOIA.  Although Fontenot involved a settlement, the same reasoning was applied in Hudson v. 
Forest Oil Corp., 372 F.3d 742 (5th Cir. 2004), a case involving tort immunity based upon 
borrowed employer status.  See also Bickham v. ATP Oil & Gas Corp., No. 10-2761, 2011 U.S. 
Dist. LEXIS 135311 (E.D. La. Nov. 23, 2011) (declining to void waiver). 

3. The Texas Anti-Indemnity Act 

Sections 127.001 through 127.008 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code 
constitute the most recent version of the Texas Oilfield Anti-Indemnity Act (“TOAIA”).  Under 
the TOAIA, oilfield agreements pertaining to a well which indemnify a person for his own 
negligence are void as against public policy.  

Under the TOAIA, an agreement pertains to a well if it requires the contractor to render 
“well or mine services” or “to perform a part of those services or an act collateral to those services. 
. . .”  Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code § 127.001(1)(A)(i)-(ii).  In John E. Graham & Sons v. Brewer, 
210 F.3d 333, 341 (5th Cir. 2000), the Fifth Circuit held that multiple wells supported by a single 
platform constitute a single “well” for purposes of the TOAIA.  The court went on to hold that the 
Transcontinental Gas factors looked to in determining the applicability of the LOIA were not on 
point in determining the applicability of the TOAIA.  In addition to the specific types of contract 
activities outlined in the TOAIA, the court held that the TOAIA applies if the services called for 
by the contract (1) bear a close nexus to the well and (2) are directed toward the goal of obtaining 
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or maintaining production from a well.  Applying this standard, the court held that an agreement 
to tie-in wells from a satellite platform in order to obtain production from a well bore a close 
enough nexus to a well that the TOAIA invalidated the indemnity provision in the agreement. 

The TOAIA does not apply to an agreement if the parties agree in writing that the indemnity 
obligation will be supported by liability insurance coverage subject to the following limitations.  
With respect to a unilateral indemnity obligation, the amount of insurance required may not exceed 
$500,000.  With respect to a mutual indemnity obligation, the indemnity obligation is limited to 
the extent of the coverage and dollar limits each party has agreed to obtain for the benefit of the 
other party.  There is no longer a requirement that the parties agree to provide insurance in equal 
amounts.  Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code Ann. § 127.005(b); see also Ken Petroleum Corp. v. 
Questor Drilling Corp., 24 S.W.3d 344, 346 (Tex. 2000); see also Sonat Expl. Co. v. Cudd 
Pressure Control, Inc., 271 S.W.3d 228, 231 (Tex. 2008) (“Under Texas law, oilfield indemnity 
clauses are valid if they are mutual and supported by liability insurance.”). 

“Mutual indemnities” are defined as indemnity obligations whereby the parties to the 
contract agree to indemnify one another “and each other’s contractors and their employees” for 
claims brought by their respective employees and their respective contractors and their employees 
and invitees for bodily injury, death, and damage to property.  There is no case specifically stating 
that all elements of the definition of “mutual indemnity” must be met for the indemnity to qualify 
as mutual.  In fact, in Mid-Continent Cas. Co. v. Swift Energy Co., 206 F.3d 487, 495-97 (5th Cir. 
2000), the Fifth Circuit stated, albeit it in dicta, that the fact that only the contractor was forced to 
indemnify the operator’s “co-lessees, partners, or joint venturers” and not vice versa did not mean 
the indemnities were not mutual.   

In Ironshore Specialty Ins. Co. v. Aspen Underwriting, Ltd, 788 F.3d 456 (5th Cir. 2015), 
the court was faced with an indemnity provision wherein Basic Energy Services (the contractor) 
and Endeavor Energy Resources (the operator) had agreed to support their indemnity obligations 
with CGL coverage “in the amount of $1,000,000” and Excess coverage “in the amount of 
$4,000,000.  The families of two Basic employees sued Endeavor following a blowout that resulted 
in the deaths of the employees, and Endeavor tendered to Basic.  Basic’s insurers, however, argued 
that while Basic had a total of $51 million in coverage, Endeavor was only entitled to coverage of 
$5 million.  Basic’s policy provided that an “insured” was anyone to whom Basic “is obliged by a 
written contract…to provide insurance” and the Court, drawing on the Texas Supreme Court’s 
decision in In Re Deepwater Horizon, 470 S.W.3d 452 (Tex. 2015), held that language required 
the application of limitations on the coverages contained in the MSA.  Since the MSA required 
insurance with “amounts of” instead of some other, more accommodating language, the Court held 
that Basic’s insurers were only obligated to provide $5 million in coverage. 

Following Ironshore, the Fifth Circuit seemed to walk back the ability of an indemnity to 
limit additional insured coverage.  In ExxonMobil Corp. v. Electrical Reliability Services, Inc. 868 
F.3d 408 (5th Cir. 2017), Exxon sought insurance coverage from ERS and its insurers for its 
settlement of a bodily injury claim by an ERS employee.  Pursuant to the contract between Exxon 
and ERS, ERS purchased an insurance policy with a $3,000,000 deductible and named Exxon as 
additional insured.  Exxon argued that the additional insurance coverage was separate and 
independent from the fault-based indemnity obligations and that ERS had agreed to pay the 
deductible.  ERS argued that the additional insured provision needed to be read in light of the 
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indemnity provision and limited to just the claims that ERS assumed – claims arising out of ERS 
negligence.  The court agreed with Exxon, that absent language tying the additional insured 
coverage to the indemnities, the court could not graft one on.  ERS and its insurers were held 
jointly and severally liable for the sums paid by Exxon to settle the claim, as well as Exxon’s 
defense costs and the costs of pursuing its insurance coverage from ERS and its insurers.  Note 
however that the underlying indemnity was fault-based, not regardless-of-fault.  So while the 
parties agreed that ERS would pay the deductible on the insurance policy, there is some question 
as to whether or not payment of the deductible would constitute an indemnity for Exxon’s 
negligence. 

In Getty Oil Co. v. Ins. Co. of N. Am., 845 S.W.2d 794 (Tex. 1992), cert. denied sub nom. 
Youell & Cos. v. Getty Oil Co., 510 U.S. 820, 114 S. Ct. 76 (1993), a buyer of chemicals filed a 
cross-claim against the seller for indemnity.  The purchaser was found 100% at fault and the 
indemnity provision, which excluded indemnity in cases of sole negligence, was held inapplicable.  
The purchaser then filed suit against the seller and the seller’s insurance carriers.  The applicable 
insurance provision was held not subject to the TOAIA because it did not directly support the 
indemnity provision.  The applicable provision was a four-paragraph provision entitled 
“4. INSURANCE AND INDEMNITY.”  The first paragraph outlined certain required insurance 
policies and coverages, and the second paragraph required that all “insurance coverages carried by 
Seller, whether or not required hereby,” extend to and protect the purchaser.  The third paragraph 
contained an indemnity provision, and the last sentence stated: “Insurance covering this indemnity 
agreement shall be provided by Seller.”  The court articulated two reasons for its conclusion that 
the purported additional insured provisions did not “directly support” the indemnity provision.  
First, the court noted that the last sentence of the third paragraph expressly required the seller to 
obtain insurance covering the indemnity agreement and held that such insurance requirement was 
the one directly supporting the indemnity, not the sentence in the insurance paragraph.  Second, 
the court pointed out that the first paragraph required additional insured coverage whether or not 
required by the other provision of the contracts.  It is not clear from the opinion whether both 
prongs of the court’s analysis have to be met in order for Getty to apply.  Subsequent case law 
distilled Getty to a two-factor application.  See Emery Air Freight Corp. v. Gen. Transp. Sys., Inc., 
933 S.W.2d 312 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 1996, no pet.).  More recent case law has 
departed from this mechanical approach.  See Lubrizol Corp. v. Gray Ins. Co., No. H-07-3301, 
2009 WL 348820 (5th Cir. Feb. 12, 2009) (mechanical two-factor test is no longer viable); 
Evanston Ins. Co. v. ATOFINA Petrochem., Inc., 256 S.W.3d 660 (Tex. 2008) (looking to text of 
contract rather than application of two-factor test), op. sub. at  2008 Tex. LEXIS 575 (Tex. June 
13, 2008) (revising original ruling on attorney’s fees and costs). 

In Certain Underwriters at Lloyd’s London v. Oryx Energy Co., 142 F.3d 255 (5th Cir. 
1988), the agreement contained separate indemnity and insurance paragraphs.  The indemnity 
paragraph did not contain an insurance requirement.  However, the insurance paragraph stated that 
additional insured coverage was required “to the extent of the indemnity provided by Mallard 
under this contact.”  The Fifth Circuit cited Getty  in support of its conclusion that the additional 
insurance obligation was separate from the indemnity obligation and was not prohibited by the 
TOAIA.  In Mid-Continent Cas. Co. v. Swift Energy Co., 206 F.3d 487 (5th Cir. 2000), the Fifth 
Circuit, in dicta, again upheld an additional insured provision even though the provision in the 
contract called for the naming of the company as an additional insured “for liability and 
indemnities assumed by the Contractor.” 
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The TOAIA does not directly address releases.  The court of appeals in Dresser Indus., 
Inc. v. Page Petroleum, Inc., 821 S.W.2d 359 (Tex. App.—Waco 1991), aff’d in part, rev’d in 
part, 853 S.W.2d 505 (Tex. 1993), distinguished a release from an indemnity and held that the 
former was not prohibited by the TOAIA.  In so doing, the appellate court interpreted the Dresser 
contract provision as constituting an indemnity rather than a release even though both words were 
used and the language contemplated both.  This interpretation was rejected by the Texas Supreme 
Court.  As to the application of the TOAIA, the Texas Supreme Court seemed to imply that a 
release would be included in the Act’s prohibition but stated that it was unnecessary to reach the 
merits of the issue.  In Tesoro Petroleum Corp. v. Nabors Drilling USA, Inc., 106 S.W.3d 118 
(Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 2002), the court held the TOAIA applied to releases such as those 
found in the contract at issue. 

F. Applicable Law   

 Whether an indemnity agreement is enforceable often turns on whether the contract is 
determined to be a maritime contract.  The applicability of maritime law to the contract is therefore 
often a central issue.   

1. OCSLA 

In the context of contractual disputes arising from operations conducted on the OCS, the 
OCSLA, 43 U.S.C. § 1333, adopts the law of the adjacent state as surrogate federal law under 
certain circumstances.  The Fifth Circuit has held that state law applies as surrogate federal law if 
the following three conditions are satisfied: (1) the controversy arises on a situs covered by the 
OCSLA; (2) federal maritime law does not apply of its own force; and (3) state law is not 
inconsistent with federal law.  Union Tex. Petroleum v. PLT Eng’g, 895 F.2d 1043, 1047 (5th Cir. 
1990), cert. denied sub nom. Union Tex. Petroleum Corp. v. State Serv. Co., Inc., 498 U.S. 848 
(1990).  The Fifth Circuit reaffirmed the three-part PLT analysis in Grand Isle Shipyard, Inc. v. 
Seacor Marine, LLC, 589 F.3d 778, 783-84 (5th Cir. 2009) (en banc), cert. denied sub nom. Seacor 
Marine LLC v. Grand Isle Shipyard, Inc., 130 S. Ct. 3386 (2010). 

In Demette v. Falcon Drilling Co., Inc., 280 F.3d 492 (5th Cir. 2002), rev’d in part on other 
grounds by, Grand Isle Shipyard, Inc. v. Seacor Marine, LLC, 589 F.3d 778 (5th Cir. 2009) (en 
banc), cert. denied sub nom. Seacor Marine LLC v. Grand Isle Shipyard, Inc., 130 S. Ct. 3386 
(2010), the Fifth Circuit explained that the following three locations satisfy the “situs” requirement 
of the OCSLA: 

(1) the subsoil and seabed of the OCS; 
(2) any artificial island, installation, or other device, if:  

(a) it is permanently or temporarily attached to the seabed of the OCS;  
(b) it has been erected on the seabed of the OCS; and  
(c) its presence on the OCS is to explore for, develop, or produce 

resources from the OCS; or  
(3) any artificial island, installation, or other device, if:  

(a) it is permanently or temporarily attached to the seabed of the OCS;  
(b) it is not ship or vessel; and 
(c) its presence on the OCS is to transport resources from the OCS. 
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The Fifth Circuit provided a definitive rule for determining when the first element of the 
PLT Test for the application of the OCSLA to an indemnity agreement is satisfied.  In Grand Isle 
Shipyard, Inc. v. Seacor Marine, LLC, 589 F.3d 778 (5th Cir. 2009) (en banc), cert. denied sub 
nom. Seacor Marine LLC v. Grand Isle Shipyard, Inc., 130 S. Ct. 3386 (U.S. 2010), the Fifth 
Circuit was asked to determine what law governed a contractual indemnity dispute when the tort 
that triggered the indemnity claim occurred on a vessel, but the contract that created the indemnity 
obligation called for the majority of the work to be performed on stationary platforms on the OCS.  
The court held that the “focus-of-the-contract” test (not the situs of the underlying tort) should be 
used to determine the situs of the controversy under the OCSLA and that even if the underlying 
tort arose on a vessel, a contractual controversy nevertheless arises on an OCSLA situs if a majority 
of the work called for by the contract takes place on stationary platforms or other enumerated 
OCSLA situses.  To the extent that the Fifth Circuit in prior cases used the tort analysis to 
determine situs for both a tort claim and a related indemnity claim without distinguishing between 
the two, the en banc Fifth Circuit in Grand Isle expressly disagreed and overruled that portion of 
those prior opinions.   The Fifth Circuit reasserted this position in Ace American Ins. Co. v. M-I, 
LLC, 699 F.3d 826 (5th Cir. 2012).  In Ace American, the parties entered into a blanket master 
service agreement, which did not itself call for the performance of specific work.  The court looked 
to the location of the majority of the work performed according to specific work orders to 
determine the first element of the PLT Test. 

In W&T Offshore, Inc. v. Apache Corp., No. 11-2931, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6060 (S.D. 
Tex. January 15, 2013), W&T and Apache both owned fixed platforms off the coast of Louisiana. 
The two entities entered into a production handling agreement (“PHA”) under which Apache 
agreed to process oil from W&T’s platform and dispose of excess water for a fee. The oil from 
W&T’s platform was commingled with the oil from Apache’s platform, and the agreement 
required Apache to allocate the production between the two entities after processing. W&T 
alleged, inter alia, that Apache consistently under-allocated W&T’s share of production and over-
allocated the amount of water that needed to be disposed on W&T’s behalf. In addition, W&T 
alleged that Apache committed fraud due to misrepresentations made about its allocation process 
from its Houston office. Apache filed a motion to dismiss arguing that, under Louisiana law, 
W&T’s claims were either not recognized or were barred by Louisiana’s one year liberative 
prescriptive period. W&T argued that Texas law should apply because all of the alleged 
misallocations and misrepresentations relevant to the case took place at Apache’s Houston office 
and were not directly related to development of minerals on the OCS. 

The court found that Louisiana law applied to the dispute and invalidated most of W&T’s 
claims. In making this determination, the court rejected the argument that OCSLA’s choice of law 
provision should be applied as extensively as its jurisdictional provision. The court found, 
however, that although most of the events underlying the alleged torts took place on land, the 
“controversy” arose on the OCS. Id. at *32 (citing PLT Engineering, 895 F.2d at 1047).  The court 
concluded that “[d]isputes over the performance of offshore production contracts arise on the 
OCS,” and “disputes over the allegedly fraudulent performance of such contracts also arise on the 
OCS.”  Id. at *32. 

2. Maritime Law  
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Interestingly, we are entering a new era in maritime contract law jurisprudence.  For 
decades the Fifth Circuit relied on its test in Davis & Sons, Inc. v. Gulf Oil Corp., 919 F.2d 313, 
(5th Cir. 1990) to determine if a contract was maritime or not.  Under Davis & Sons, first, the court 
considered the “historical treatment in the jurisprudence” of the particular type of contract at issue.  
Second, the court outlined the following six-pronged fact specific inquiry:  (1) what does the 
specific work order in effect at the time of injury provide?  (2) what work did the crew assigned 
under the work order actually do?  (3) was the crew assigned to work aboard a vessel in navigable 
waters?  (4) to what extent did the work being done relate to the mission of that vessel?  (5) what 
was the principal work of the injured worker? and (6) what work was the injured worker actually 
doing at the time of the injury? 

The test proved unwieldy and yielded inconsistent results, and in 2018 the Fifth Circuit 
took up In Re Larry Doiron, Inc., 919 F.3d 568 (5th Cir. 2018), and scrapped the entirety of Davis 
& Sons in favor of a new, more streamlined test for a maritime contract.  Under Doiron, the court 
simply asks (i) is the contract to provide services to facilitate drilling or production of oil and gas 
on navigable waters? and (ii) does the contract provide, or the parties expect, that a vessel will play 
a substantial role in the completion of the contract? 

In Doiron, Apache, the operator, contracted for work on an offshore platform with 
Specialty Rental Tools & Supply.  As work progressed it was determined that the original work 
plan would no longer succeed, and a crane barge (from Larry Doiron, Inc.) would be needed to 
complete the work.  Later, the crane operator accidentally injured an SRTS employee.  The 
question at issue was whether or not the Apache/SRTS MSA was maritime.  The court determined 
that while the contract did contemplate work furthering oil and gas production on navigable waters, 
the parties did not contemplate that a vessel would play a substantial role in the work at the time 
the contract was executed.  As such, the Apache/SRTS MSA was not maritime. 

Later in 2018, the Fifth Circuit used Doiron to find that an agreement to plug and abandon 
certain wells was a maritime contract.  In Crescent Energy Services, L.L.C. v. Carrizo Oil & Gas, 
Inc., 896 F.3d 350 (5th Cir. 2018), Carrizo hired Crescent to perform plug and abandonment 
services on several wells.  The contract contemplated the use of three vessels, including a special 
purpose vessel built to perform plug and abandonment work.  When a Crescent employee suffered 
an injury while working on a platform, Carrizo sought indemnity and Crescent refused arguing 
that the contract was a state law contract and that the Louisiana Oilfield Anti-Indemnity Act 
precluded the indemnity.  While Crescent attempted several arguments that were in line with Davis 
& Sons, the Fifth Circuit was clear: Doiron now controls the determination of whether or not a 
contract is maritime, and under Doiron, the Crescent/Carrizo contract was clearly maritime.  The 
purpose of the contract was the plug and abandonment of offshore wells which furthered oil and 
gas production on navigable waters, and the parties clearly intended that a vessel would play a 
substantial role in the performance of the work. 

Of further importance in Crescent Energy Services is the court’s discussion of Thurmond 
v. Delta Well Surveyors, 836 F.2d 952 (5th Cir. 1988).  Much of the P&A work contemplated 
under the Crescent/Carrizo contract involved wireline work, and under Thurmond, wireline work 
had been understood to be non-maritime for the last thirty years.  The court expressly criticized 
Thurmond and its descendants for their improper focus on whether the services were “inherently 
maritime” instead of whether a vessel was substantially involved in the work. 
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It is telling that previous versions of this paper contained a discussion of Davis & Sons and 
its progeny that stretched some eight pages. Based on Doiron and Crescent Energy Services, and 
Crescent Energy Services’ treatment of Thurmond, it appears that the Fifth Circuit is intent on 
abandoning all of it in favor of this new, more focused test. 

3. Relationship between Maritime Law and State Law 

In In Re Oil Spill by the Oil Rig “Deepwater Horizon” in the Gulf of Mex., 808 F. Supp. 
2d 943, 951 (E.D. La. 2011), Plaintiffs argued that state law could “supplement” maritime law 
where there was a gap or in the absence of a conflict between the two.  Plaintiffs also asserted that 
OPA contained a state law “savings” clause, which prevented such preemption. 

The court first noted that state law could not function as surrogate federal law under 
OSCLA because general maritime law applied to the claims of its own force. In discussing the 
relationship between maritime law and state law, Judge Barbier emphasized that the framework 
embodied by the Constitution envisioned that maritime commerce was governed by a consistent, 
uniform body of law. While admiralty jurisdiction does not preclude states from regulating conduct 
in territorial waters, Judge Barbier noted that the incident occurred on the OCS, an area of 
exclusive federal jurisdiction. The court also rejected plaintiffs’ argument that state law could 
“supplement” general maritime law because there was no substantive gap to fill, as both OPA and 
general maritime law provide adequate remedies for the claimants. Next, the court rejected 
plaintiffs’ argument that the OPA savings clause was intended to preserve the States’ police 
powers to govern pollution discharges within their territorial waters stating that the saving clause 
was not intended to bestow the power upon individual states to regulate out-of-state discharges 
that affect multiple jurisdictions. 

4. Mixed Contracts 

Not all contracts can readily be characterized as maritime or non-maritime.  A mixed 
contract results when the contract contemplates both maritime and non-maritime services.  See 
Norfolk S. Ry. Co. v. Kirby, 543 U.S. 14 (2004) (contract contemplating carriage of goods over sea 
and land was maritime contract).  Mixed contracts often arise when, as is commonly the case in 
the oil and gas industry, the contract at issue consists of a blanket master service contract followed 
by separate work orders governing specific projects.  While this is not always the scenario, it is 
the most typical.  Where “an injury occurs in the performance of a separable maritime obligation 
even though it is provided for by an initial blanket contract that is principally non-maritime, the 
complete contract is nevertheless subject to maritime law.”  Davis & Sons, Inc. v. Gulf Oil Corp., 
919 F.2d 313, 315-16 (5th Cir. 1990); see also Hale v. Co-Mar Offshore Corp., 588 F. Supp. 1212, 
1214 (W.D. La. 1984). 

 

5. Obligation to Obtain Insurance May be Construed as Separable Non-Maritime 
Obligation 

Be aware of maritime contracts that include an obligation on the part of the contractor to 
name the company as an additional insured.  In Angelina Cas. Co. v. Exxon Corp., U.S.A., Inc., 
876 F.2d 40 (5th Cir. 1989), an insurance company attempted to rely on the LOIA to avoid 
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coverage.  The underlying contract was a charter, and the contractor, pursuant to the charter 
provision, named the company as an additional insured.  The Fifth Circuit acknowledged that the 
charter was a maritime contract but stated, in dicta, that the obligation to procure insurance was a 
non-maritime obligation.  (While correct as a general premise, such a requirement in a charter 
should be governed by maritime law.)  Nevertheless, the insurance was enforced because the 
company had actually been named as an additional insured, and the claim was therefore a suit on 
the policy governed by maritime law.  In other words, the outcome in Angelina was correct but its 
questionable analysis may present problems in the future. 

6. “Adjacent” State Law 

If the contract at issue involves a fixed platform on the OCS, and the OCSLA is implicated, 
which state’s law will apply?  The OCSLA does not have a definition of “adjacent,” and the 
directive requiring the President to extend the boundaries of the states by determining the 
“projected lines” has never been implemented.  Although at least one federal district court case 
seemed to support the conclusion that the test would be a factual one based solely on geographical 
proximity, the Fifth Circuit has now held in Snyder Oil Corp. v. Samedan Oil Corp., 208 F.3d 521, 
524 (5th Cir. 2000), that the test will be one that looks at various factors, including federal and 
state government agency determinations.  See Bourg v. BT Operating Co., No. 08-0596, 2009 U.S. 
Dist. LEXIS 29754 (S.D. Tex. Apr. 8, 2009) (reviewing Dept. of Interior map); Pittencrieff Res., 
Inc. v. Firstland Offshore Exploration Co., 942 F. Supp. 271 (E.D. La. 1996) (holding that a joint 
operating agreement covering Main Pass Blocks 253 and 254 was governed by Alabama law 
because the blocks were closer to Alabama than to Louisiana or Florida). 

The result in Snyder is consistent with another case that contained a factual discussion as 
to what law applies under the OCSLA, as the law of the “adjacent” state.  In Reeves v. B & S 
Welding, Inc., 897 F.2d 178 (5th Cir. 1990), the issue was whether a High Island Block was 
“adjacent” to Louisiana or Texas for purposes of the OCSLA.  The Appellant asserted the platform 
was adjacent to Louisiana, proposing north/south boundary lines which were only supported by its 
expert endorsement.  Whereas, the Appellee’s lines, which placed the platform adjacent to Texas, 
were consistent with the existing Texas/Louisiana boundary established by the Supreme Court.  
Moreover, the platform was closer to the Texas coast, the relevant federal agencies considered the 
platform to be off the Texas coast, and other courts had considered other High Island platforms to 
be adjacent to Texas. 

Based on the approach taken in Snyder, there may be no definitive answer as to what law 
will apply as the law of the “adjacent” state in areas where some of the factors may point to 
different jurisdictions and there has been no definitive court decision.  Snyder provides guidance, 
but it also appears to leave some questions open.  For example, several cases have held platforms 
in the Main Pass Blocks to be adjacent to Louisiana with no discussion of possible application of 
Mississippi law, see, e.g., Freeport McMoRan Res. Partners, L.P. v. Kremco, Inc., 827 F. Supp. 
1248 (E.D. La. 1992) (Main Pass 299); Haynie v. Dynamic Offshore Contractors, Inc., No. CIV.A. 
89-4552, 1991 WL 33615 (E.D. La., March 17, 1991) (Main Pass 116B); compare Lewis v. 
Helmerich & Payne Intern. Drilling Co., No. 13-5994, 2015 WL 1040458, at *3 (E.D. La. Mar. 
10, 2015) (Viosca Knoll Block 956, Alabama as adjacent state). 

7. LHWCA  
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In Lewis v. Diamond Serv. Corp., 93-1150 (La. App. 1st Cir. 5/20/94), 637 So. 2d 825, writ 
denied, 94-1638 (La. 10/14/94), 643 So. 2d 159, the plaintiff, a welder, was assigned to a Diamond 
Services barge that was performing certain work on an offshore platform located on the Outer 
Continental Shelf.  The plaintiff was injured when he fell into the water while traversing a scaffold 
board on his return to the barge from the platform.  When the plaintiff sued Diamond Services, the 
vessel owner, Diamond Services, asserted an indemnity claim against Crown Oilfield Services, the 
plaintiff's employer.  At issue was the validity of a reciprocal indemnity agreement calling for 
Crown to indemnify Diamond Services.  Unlike in all of the above decisions, the court did not 
decide whether the service contract in question was maritime or not.  Rather, the court held the 
LOIA was inapplicable to the reciprocal indemnity provision because of its inconsistency with 
section 905(c) of the LHWCA. 

The approach taken by the Louisiana appellate court in Lewis is unusual and it is not clear 
whether Lewis is inconsistent with the decisions of the Fifth Circuit.  See Wagner v. McDermott, 
Inc., 899 F. Supp. 1551 (W.D. La. 1994) (noting that as the LOIA relates to vessel-related 
indemnity agreements the LOIA is inconsistent with federal law).  Potential inconsistency with 
section 905(c) has previously been rejected by the Fifth Circuit as a basis for preventing 
application of the LOIA on the OCS as surrogate federal law.  See Knapp v. Chevron U.S.A., Inc., 
781 F.2d 1123, 1131 (5th Cir. 1986).  In Knapp, however, the court’s analysis focused on vessel-
related indemnity agreements.  In addition, the court in Lewis cited various earlier federal cases 
which had found section 905(c) not inconsistent with the LOIA, but they involved arguably 
different factual scenarios.  See, e.g., Alexander v. Chevron U.S.A., Inc., 623 F. Supp. 1462, 1464 
n.4 (W.D. La. 1985), aff’d, 806 F.2d 526 (5th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 483 U.S. 1005 (1987) 
(specifically not addressing the effect of section 905(c) as potentially inconsistent with the LOIA 
since alleged injury occurred on a fixed platform); Heath v. Superior Oil Co., 617 F. Supp. 33, 35 
(W.D. La. 1985) (noting possible inconsistency between LOIA and section 905(c) but finding 
section 905(c) inapplicable because injury occurred before effective date of section 905(c) and 
because indemnity was not reciprocal); Rigby v. Tenneco Oil Co., 607 F. Supp. 1247, 1249 (E.D. 
La. 1985) (noting that the OCSLA would prevent application of the LOIA to void certain reciprocal 
contractual indemnity agreements with respect  to vessels, but under the facts of the case holding 
section 905(c) inapplicable).  Whether the Lewis approach will be followed, and the scope of its 
application, is unclear. 

G. Choice of Law Provisions  
 

1. Maritime Choice of Law Clause  

a) OCSLA Situations 

If state law is only applicable as surrogate federal law under the OCSLA, and maritime law 
is not applicable of its own accord, a maritime choice of law clause will not be enforced to avoid 
application of a state anti-indemnity statute.  Matte v. Zapata Offshore Co., 784 F.2d 628, 631 (5th 
Cir.), cert. denied sub nom. Zapata Offshore Co. v. Timco, Inc., 479 U.S. 872 (1986).  For instance, 
where Louisiana law is applicable to activities taking place on a fixed structure offshore Louisiana, 
a maritime choice of law provision in the contract is unenforceable to avoid the Louisiana Oilfield 
Indemnity Act.  The court in Matte explained that the LOIA is a statement of Louisiana public 
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policy, and an attempt to adopt maritime law to avoid the Louisiana proscription against 
indemnities will be struck. 

b) Non-OCSLA Situations 

In Verdine v. Ensco Offshore Co., 255 F.3d 246 (5th Cir. 2001), the court found that the 
LOIA invalidated a maritime choice of law provision in a contract to provide rig refurbishment 
services.  It is important to note that in addition to the LOIA, La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 9:2779 prohibits 
selection of a non-Louisiana forum in connection with a construction contract to be performed in 
Louisiana. 

2. State Choice of Law Clauses 

Significantly, maritime law permits the enforcement of a state choice of law provision, 
even though the contract would otherwise be considered maritime and the indemnity permitted.  
Stoot v. Fluor Drilling Serv., Inc., 851 F.2d 1514, 1518 (5th Cir. 1988); see also Rodrigue v. 
LeGros, 563 So. 2d at 255.  Although a joint choice of law clause (i.e., Louisiana law and maritime 
law) has been held not to preclude maritime law, Angelina Cas. Co. v. Exxon Corp., U.S.A., Inc., 
876 F.2d 40, 42 (5th Cir. 1989), any potential ambiguity in a contract should be minimized. 

Because the OCSLA is considered a congressionally mandated choice of law provision that 
cannot be changed by a contractual choice of law provision, see  Union Tex. Petroleum v. PLT 
Eng’g, 895 F.2d 1043, 1050 (5th Cir. 1990), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 848 (1990), the Fifth Circuit 
in Hollier v. Union Tex. Petroleum Corp., 972 F.2d 662, 666 (5th Cir. 1992), rev’d in part on other 
grounds by Grand Isle Shipyard, Inc. v. Seacor Marine, LLC, 589 F.3d 778 (5th Cir. 2009) (en 
banc), cert. denied sub nom. Seacor Marine LLC v. Grand Isle Shipyard, Inc., 130 S. Ct. 3386 
(2010), found a Texas choice of law provision did not apply to an action arising from a fatality on 
a platform which was adjacent to Louisiana because it violated the OCSLA.  See also Grand Isle 
Shipyard, Inc. v. Seacor Marine, LLC, 589 F.3d 778, 789 n.9 (5th Cir. 2009) (en banc), cert. denied 
sub nom. Seacor Marine LLC v. Grand Isle Shipyard, Inc., 130 S. Ct. 3386 (2010); Texaco Expl. 
& Prod., Inc. v. AmClyde Engineered Prod. Co., Inc., 448 F.3d 760, 772 n.8 (5th Cir. 2006). 

In Chesapeake Operating, Inc. v. Nabors Drilling USA, Inc.,  94 S.W.3d 163 (Tex. App.—
Houston [14th Dist.] 2002), the court was asked to consider whether Texas law or Louisiana law 
applied to a contract in which the parties had chosen Texas law.  Under Texas law the indemnity 
was valid whereas under Louisiana law, the indemnity was not.  The court applied Texas conflicts 
of laws rules and concluded that Texas had a more significant relationship as one party was 
domiciled in Texas, the contract had been negotiated in Texas, and Texas was the place of 
performance of the indemnity obligation since the underlying suit had been filed in Texas. 

In Roberts v. Energy Dev. Corp., 235 F.3d 935 (5th Cir. 2000), the court held that a Texas 
choice of law provision was invalid as applied to a Louisiana contractor under Louisiana’s 
conflicts rules because its application would offend the public policy of Louisiana as expressed in 
the LOIA.  The court reached the same holding in Smith v. Enervest Operating, L.L.C., No. 03-
1922, 2005 WL 1630023, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 48015 (W.D. La. Jul. 1, 2005), aff’d, 169 Fed. 
Appx. 920 (5th Cir. 2006). 
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In King v. I.E. Miller of Eunice, Inc., 07-167 (La. App. 3 Cir.11/21/2007), 970 So.2d 703, 
a Grey Wolf employee sustained injuries while working in Louisiana as a result of the negligence 
of employees of I.E. Miller of Eunice, a Grey Wolf subcontractor.  When I.E. Miller tendered the 
claim to Grey Wolf pursuant to the MSA between the parties, Grey Wolf declined, citing the LOIA.  
The appellate court ruled that although Louisiana had a stronger relationship to the parties, the 
LOIA was intended to protect contractors from their principals, and as such, Grey Wolf, a 
contractor that had hired I.E. Miller as a subcontractor, was not in a position to use the LOIA.  As 
a result, the parties selection of Texas law in the MSA was upheld, and the indemnity was 
sustained. 

The Texas Supreme Court held in Sonat Exploration Co. v. Cudd Pressure Control, Inc., 
271 S.W.3d 228 (Tex. 2008), that where the parties expressly chose Texas law to apply to Texas 
based work and maritime law to apply to maritime work, but made no express provision for 
Louisiana work, it was appropriate to apply Louisiana law to a claim arising out of the performance 
of work in Louisiana because the parties had included Louisiana-specific provisions in the contract 
and thus application of Louisiana law was something that the parties contemplated. 

Going further, in 2016, a Texas court of appeals found in Exco Resources, Inc. v. Cudd 
Pressure Control, Inc., 2016 WL 2726539 (Tex. App. – Dallas, May 9, 2016, no pet. h.), that 
despite the contract containing an express choice of Texas law for all work, Louisiana law should 
apply to work performed in Louisiana because the contract contained Louisiana-specific 
provisions that would be rendered superfluous if Texas law were applied.  Compare that outcome 
to North American Tubular Services, LLC v. BOPCO, L.P., 2018 WL 4140635 (Tex. App. – Ft. 
Worth (August 30, 2018), where the court found that the fact that the parties were domiciled in 
Texas, negotiated the contract in Texas, and that while the instant work was performed in New 
Mexico, the contract was a freestanding MSA that was not limited solely to work in New Mexico; 
therefore Texas had the most significant relationship to the transaction despite New Mexico having 
a more substantial relationship with respect to place-of-performance.  The parties’ affirmative 
selection of Texas law was enforced. 

II. INSURING CONTRACTUAL INDEMNITY AND INSURANCE OBLIGATIONS 

A number of types of insurance policies and coverages may be implicated in insuring 
contractual indemnity obligations and/or complying with contractual insurance requirements. This 
paper focuses primarily on Marine General Liability Policies and Commercial General Liability 
Policies (collectively “CGL policies”), which cover a named insured’s general liabilities for 
“bodily injury” and “property damage”, because these coverages frequently come into play in 
insuring contractual indemnity obligations.1  CGL policies may afford coverage for a named 

                                                 

1 Other marine coverages that may insure contractual indemnity obligations include Hull 
Insurance (insurance for a physical loss or damage to a vessel from named perils which also may 
include “all risks” coverage and specified liability for collision damage to other vessels and 
property on other vessels), Protection and Indemnity (“P&I”) (third party liability coverage to 
vessel owners and charterers for liability risks not covered by Hull policies, including personal 
injury-typically to seaman but excluding LHWCA or state compensation claims), and Pollution 
Liability Insurance. 
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insured’s2 contractual indemnity and defense obligations through a proviso to an exclusion of 
liability assumed by contract that excepts defined “insured contracts”.  A named insured also may 
obtain coverage for its indemnitee by naming the indemnitee as an additional insured in the named 
insured’s policy. 

A. Applicable Law 

 In analyzing insurance coverage for contractual indemnity obligations or coverage for an 
additional insured, the existence and extent of insurance coverage and the insurer’s duties 
generally will be determined by the provisions of the insurance policy, as opposed to the 
underlying contract between the named insured and a third-party/additional insured. Moreover, the 
law applicable to the insurance policy and the insurer’s duties may not be the same as the law 
governing the underlying contract. Absent controlling federal maritime law, or a determination 
that the interests of federal uniformity require that a rule of federal maritime law be fashioned, 
substantive state law may be applied to policies of marine insurance, Wilburn Boat Co. v. 
Fireman’s Fund Ins. Co., 348 U.S. 310, 1955 A.M.C. 467 (1955), and controlling state choice of 
law principles may determine the applicable state law. For example, Alabama follows the principle 
of “lex loci contractus” (i.e. a contract is governed by the laws of the state where the contract is 
made) and, by statute, an insurance policy is deemed to have been made in Alabama if the 
application is taken in Alabama.  Ala. Code 1975, § 27-14-22; See, Cincinnati Ins. Co. v. Girod, 
570 So.2d 595, 597 (Ala. 1990).  

B. “Insured Contract” Exception to Contractual Liability Exclusion 

If a contract includes an obligation that a named insured indemnify, hold harmless and/or 
defend a third party, a typical marine or commercial general liability policy may afford coverage 
for the named insured’s indemnity and/or defense obligation to the third-party separate and apart 
from the third-party being named as an additional insured. CGL policies, which afford coverage 
for “bodily injury” or “property damage” as defined therein, often afford coverage for a named 
insured’s contractual indemnity obligations pursuant to an exception to the CGL policy’s exclusion 
for contractual liability. The Commercial General Liability Coverage Form issued in 2004 by 
Insurance Services Office, Inc. (“ISO”)3, for example, includes the following exclusion to 
“Coverage A-Bodily Injury or Property Damage”: 

b. Contractual Liability  

                                                 

2 “Named insured” as used herein refers to the insured to whom an insurance policy is 
issued. CGL policies often provide at the outset that, as used therein, “you” refers to the named 
insured shown in the Declarations, while “insured” or “the insured” refers to anyone who qualifies 
as insured pursuant to the policy.  

3 ISO, a Versick business, was formed in 1971 as Insurance Services Office, Inc. to provide 
advisory services and information to insurance companies, including developing and publishing 
policy language. While policies still contain notices stating that Insurance Services Office, Inc. is 
the copyright holder, in recent years the company most frequently refers to itself as “ISO”. See, 
www.versick.com. 
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“Bodily Injury” or “property damage” for which the insured is obligated to 
pay damages by reason of the assumption of liability in a contract or 
agreement.  This exclusion does not apply to liability for damages: 

(1) That the insured would have in the absence of the contract or 
agreement; or 

(2) Assumed in a contract or agreement that is an “insured contract”, 
provided the “bodily injury” or “property damage” occurs 
subsequent to the execution of the contract or agreement.  When 
a claim for such “bodily injury” or “property damage” is made, we 
will defend that claim provided the insured has assumed the 
obligation to defend such claim in the “insured contract”.  Such 
defense payments will not reduce the limits of insurance. 

(ISO Form GA 101 12 04, page 2 of 23).  

The Contractual Liability Exclusion excludes coverage for “bodily injury” or “property 
damage” for which the insured “is obligated to pay damages by reason of assumption of liability 
in a contract or agreement”. The exclusion, however, carves out an exception for liability for 
damages “. . . assumed in a contract or agreement that is an ‘insured contract’”, provided that the 
“bodily injury” or “property damage” occurs after the execution of the “insured contract.”   

1. Insured Contract 

ISO Form GA 101 12 04 defines an “insured contract” to include a lease of premises, 
sidetrack agreement, easement or license agreement, obligation required by ordinance to 
indemnify a municipality, elevator maintenance agreement and 

* * * 

f. That part of any other contract or agreement pertaining to your business 
(including an indemnification of a municipality in connection with work 
performed for a municipality) under which you assume the tort liability of 
another party to pay for “bodily injury”, “property damage” or “personal and 
advertising injury” to a third person or organization.  Tort liability means a 
liability that would be imposed by law in the absence of any contract or 
agreement. 

* * * 

(Id., pages 17-18 of 23). (Note: Paragraph f. above excludes certain types of indemnity provisions 
set forth therein.) Thus, if the named insured agrees to indemnify a third-party for the tort liability 
of a third-party for “bodily injury” or “property damage”, that agreement constitutes an “insured 
contract” and the policy will cover the named insured’s obligation to indemnify and defend the 
third-party in accordance with the terms of the policy. 

a. Assumption of Tort Liability 

Coverage under the “insured contract” exception set forth above exists only where the 
named insured has contracted to “assume the tort liability of another party...”. As noted above, the 
definition of “insured contract” in Form GA 101 12 04 specifies that tort liability means “a liability 
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that would be imposed by law in the absence of any contract or agreement”. An agreement is not 
an “insured contract” if the named insured is either independently liable or vicariously liable for 
the third party in the absence of an express assumption of indemnity or if the liability is not a tort 
liability.  See, Richmond and Black, Expanding Liability Coverage:  Insurance Contracts and 
Additional Insureds, 44 Drake L. Rev. 781, 790 (1996); Christiansen v. Holiday Rent-A-Car, 845 
P.2d 1316 (Utah Ct. App. 1992) cert denied, 853 P.2d 897 (Utah 1993) (named insured’s 
contractual agreement to name a third party as additional insured was not an “insured contract” 
because there was no assumption of tort liability). 

b. Assumption of Liability of Another Party 

A number of cases address whether particular indemnity provisions constitute an 
assumption by the named insured of “the tort liability of another party”. Generally, a named 
insured must agree to indemnify a third party for liability based upon the negligence of the third 
party, as opposed to agreeing the indemnifying the third party only for liability based on the named 
insured’s own negligence.  While as noted above, the language of the insurance policy will 
determine coverage, the language of the underlying indemnity provision is determinative of 
whether or not an agreement constitutes an “insured contract” as defined in the policy.  (See, 
Windt, Insurance Claims & Disputes, Section 11:39 (6th Ed. 2013). 

In Scottsdale Ins. Co. v. Glick, 397 S.E.2d. 105 (Vir. 1990), pursuant to the terms of the 
subject lease, a restaurant operator arranged to have the owners of the building named as additional 
insureds on the restaurant operator’s policy. The lease included an indemnity provision in which 
the restaurant operator agreed to indemnify the owners for liability “. . . arising from injuries to 
person[s] or property on the demised premises or upon the adjoining sidewalks or parking lots, 
which arise out of any alleged act, failure to act or negligence of [the restaurant operator], its agents 
or employees”. The Virginia Supreme Court held that, because the restaurant operator had agreed 
to indemnify the owners only for the restaurant operator’s own negligence and had not agreed to 
indemnify the owners for the owners’ negligence, the restaurant operator had not assumed the tort 
liability of another and accordingly there was no contractual liability coverage. The insurer, 
however, was still obligated to defend the owners as additional insureds under the policy.  

An agreement that did not expressly obligate the insured to indemnify the other party 
against the other party=s own negligence was held not to be within the Ainsured contract@ 
exception to the policy=s contractual liability exclusion in Hankins v. Pekin Ins. Co., 713 N.E.2d 
1244 (Ill. App. 1999).  The indemnity provision before the court in the Hankins case provided that 
the named insured agreed to indemnify and hold harmless the other party 

 
. . . from and against all claims . . .  caused in whole or in part by 
[the insured=s] negligent act or omission [or] non [] compliance 
with any part of this contract or that of anyone employed by [the 
insured] or for whose acts [the insured] may be liable.  
 

713 N.E.2d at 1246.  The complaint in Hankins alleged that the negligent conduct of the named 
insured contributed in whole or in part to the plaintiff’s claimed injuries.  The court found that, 
because the agreement before it provided only that the named insured would indemnify the other 
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party for damages for “bodily injury” caused in whole or in part by the named insured’s negligent 
act or omission, the named insured had not assumed the tort liability of another. 

 The cases illustrate that if the existence of an “insured contract” is the sole basis for 
coverage, vague or unenforceable indemnity language in the underlying contract may result in the 
insurer not having any obligation to afford coverage for a named insured’s indemnity and defense 
obligations. 

  2. Application of Other Exclusions 

Assuming an agreement is within the “insured contract” exception to the contractual 
liability exclusion, coverage may nonetheless be excluded if the underlying claims are precluded 
by any other applicable exclusion.  See, e.g., Alliance Ins. Co., Inc. v. Cartwright, 512 S.E. 2d 666 
(Ga. App. 1999)( under Alabama law, although indemnity agreement between insured carrier and 
trailer owner was an “insured contract,” insured’s liability to indemnify trailer owner was not 
covered because the claims were excluded by an automobile exclusion). In other words, regardless 
of whether an agreement to indemnify a third party constitutes an “insured contract”, the CGL 
policy will only afford coverage for “bodily injury” or “property damage” as set forth within the 
policy. 

 

C. Coverage for Third Party as an Additional Insured 
 

Obtaining coverage as an additional insured provides an indemnitee with support for the 
indemnity obligation, the ability to obtain a defense without resolution of any issues regarding the 
underlying indemnity obligation and potentially broader protection than the indemnity obligation 
to the extent that the policy provides coverage for the indemnitee’s own negligence.  

 1. Obtaining Additional Insured Coverage 

CGL policies generally include a section defining “Who Is An Insured.” See ISO Form GA 
101 12 04, Section II – Who Is An Insured, page 11 of 23. Some CGL policies may include an 
“omnibus clause” defining an additional insured, e.g., as “(a)ny person, organization, trustee or 
estate to whom or to which the named insured is obligated by virtue of a written contract or permit 
to provide insurance such as is afforded by the terms of this policy...” Florida Power & Light Co. 
v. Penn Am. Ins. Co., 654 So.2d 276, 277 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1995) (quoting Penn Am.’s policy).   

A named insured may obtain an endorsement to its CGL policy which expressly names the 
indemnitee as an additional insured. ISO Form GA 4078 10 01 “Additional Insured – Owners, 
Lessees or Contractors – Scheduled Person or Organization,” for example, amends Section II – 
“Who Is An Insured” of the Commercial General Liability Coverage Part 

...to include as an insured the person or organization shown in this Schedule, but 
only with respect to liability arising out of your ongoing operations performed for 
that additional insured by you or on your behalf. 

 Additional insureds may also be added through the use of “blanket endorsements.” One 
form of “blanket endorsement” amends “Who Is An Insured” to include “any person or 
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organization for whom you are performing operations when you and such person or organization 
have agreed in writing in a contract or agreement that such person or organization be added as an 
additional insured on your policy.” See ISO Form CG 20 33 10 01. 

 A marine general liability form illustrates another type of blanket additional insured 
endorsement amending Section II – Who Is An Insured as follows: 

1. … to include any person or organization that you are obligated by an “insured contract” 
to include as Additional Insureds, but only with respect to liability arising out of “Your 
Work”.  
 

2. It is further agreed that we waive any right of recovery we may have against any such 
Additional Insured because of payments we make for “bodily injury” or “property 
damage” arising out of “your work” for that Additional Insured, but only to the extent of 
your obligation under the “insured contract”.  

(MGL 09 05 106). 

In order to determine whether a third-party is an additional insured pursuant to an 
endorsement such as the one above, it must be determined whether the agreement is an “insured 
contract” as defined by the policy as well as whether the liability arises out of the named insured’s 
work. 
 
 ISO Form GA 101 12 04 defines “your work” as  
 

Your work means  
 
a. work or operations performed by you or on your behalf; and  
b. materials, parts or equipment furnished in connection with such work or operations.  

Your work includes: 

a. warranties and representations made at the time with respect to the fitness, quality, 
durability, performance or use of “your work” and  

b. the providing of or failure to provide warnings or instructions.  

ISO Form GA 101 12 04, page 21 of 23. 
 
  2. Liability Arising Out of Your Operations or Your Work 

 
A frequently litigated issue is whether a third party’s own negligence is covered under 

endorsements providing that a third party is an additional insured only for “bodily injury” or 
“property damage” “arising out of” the named insured’s ongoing operations or the named insured’s 
work. In Roy Anderson Corp. v. Transcontinental Ins. Co., 358 F.Supp.2d 553 (S.D. Miss. 2005), 
applying Mississippi law, the court held that the language “liability arising out of ‘your work’” did 
not require any allegation or evidence of fault on the part of the named insured. Id.  The Contractors 
Blanket Additional Insured Endorsement in the subcontractor’s policy stated that the insurance 
provided to the additional insured general contractor was limited to “liability arising out of ‘your 
work’ for that additional insured,” and the policy defined “your work” as work or operations 
performed by you or on your behalf.  Id. at 557.   
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Roy Anderson involved an injured employee of the named insured subcontractor who filed 
a complaint against the general contractor alleging that the general contractor was negligent in 
failing to properly construct a metal platform which collapsed. The complaint did not allege any 
negligence on the part of the named insured subcontractor.  The general contractor sought a 
determination that it was covered as an additional insured under the subcontractor’s policy because 
the employee was injured while performing concrete finishing work for the subcontractor in 
accordance with its subcontract.   

 
The subcontractor contended that, although the employee was performing work for the 

subcontractor when he was injured, his alleged injuries were caused by the negligence (i.e., the 
work) of the general contractor in constructing the faulty metal platform and thus did not arise 
from the subcontractor’s work for purposes of the additional insured endorsement.  Id. at 561.  
Reviewing case law from other jurisdictions, the United States District Court for the Southern 
District of Mississippi held that the general contractor was an additional insured for the claims of 
the subcontractor’s employee: 

 
[T]he undersigned is of the opinion that the Mississippi Supreme Court would agree 
with the Fifth Circuit’s interpretation of Texas law and the majority view of other 
jurisdictions that have considered this issue.   Therefore, the policy language, 
“liability arising out of your work,” does not mean “liability proximately caused by 
your work.”  Only a causal connection to “your work” is required.  It is undisputed 
that at the time of the accident, [the employee] was in the process of pouring 
concrete as part of his job for [the subcontractor].  Based upon [the employee’s] 
allegations that he was injured while performing these duties, [the employee’s] 
complaint includes allegations which are covered by the language of the policy. 
 

Id. at 562 (emphasis added).  

See also, EMJ Corp. vs. Hudson Specialty Ins. Co., 833 F.3d 544 (5th Cir. 2016) (additional 
insured provision of subcontractor’s umbrella policy, which limited coverage to operations 
performed by subcontractor or on its behalf, required only a causal connection between additional 
insured and subcontractor’s operations, not a direct causal connection, for coverage to be 
triggered); Carl E. Woodward, LLC v. Acceptance Indem. Ins. Co., 743 F.3d 91, 98 (5th Cir. 2014) 
(under Mississippi law where additional insured is insured “with respect to liability arising out of 
your ongoing operations performed for [the] insured” requires only a causal connection between 
the additional insured and the named insured’s operations); Evanston Ins. Co. v. ATOFINA 
Petrochems, Inc., 256 S.W.3d 660, 665-66 (Tex. 2008) (“with respect to” language requires only 
some form of “causal connection or relation” between the injuries and the named insured’s 
operations). 

 
As referenced in the opinion, the court’s interpretation of “your work” in the Roy Anderson 

case is consistent with the majority view which interprets such provisions in favor of coverage of 
additional insureds.  Id. at 562.  See Mid-Continent Cas. Co. v. Swift Energy Co., 206 F.3d 487, 
498 (5th Cir. 2000)(“The majority view of these cases is that for liability to ‘arise of out operations’ 
of a named insured it is not necessary for the named insured’s acts to have ‘caused’ the accident; 
rather, it is sufficient that the named insured’s employee was injured while present at the scene in 
connection with performing the named insured’s business, even if the cause of the injury was the 
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negligence of the additional insured.”); Postel, Joseph P., How Will Courts Construe ISO’s New 
Additional Insured Endorsements? (2004)(“Additionally, courts have been clear in distinguishing 
between ‘your work’ and ‘your negligence,’ holding that because the endorsement uses ‘your 
work’ there need not be any showing that the named insured was negligent in any way.”).   

An apparent minority of courts have held that “your work” provisions do not include 
liability arising out of the independent negligence of an additional insured, and that there must be 
allegations that the injury was caused at least in part by the Named Insured in order to constitute 
“your work” for the purposes of coverage under additional insured endorsements.  See, e.g., Liberty 
Mut. Ins. Group v. Travelers Property Cas., 2002 WL 1933244 at *2-3 (Ohio App. 2002) 
(construction subcontractor’s additional insured endorsement, which named construction manager, 
did not provide coverage for construction manager’s negligence because “liability arising out of 
[the subcontractor’s] work” did not include liability for construction manager’s independent 
negligence). 

 3. Extent of Coverage to Additional Insured 

 Coverage afforded to an additional insured under a policy may not be co-extensive with 
the coverage afforded to the named insured. While blanket additional insured endorsements amend 
“Who Is An Insured” to include the additional insured and much of the language in the policy 
accordingly applies to the additional insured, some additional insured endorsements contain 
additional language and exclusions that modifies the additional insured’s coverage. 

 Seabulk Offshore Ltd. v. American Home Assur. Co., 377 F.3d 408 (4th Cir. 2004) 
illustrates an instance in which a limitation that applied to the named insured was not applied to 
the additional insured so that the additional insured’s coverage was broader.  In Seabulk, the Fourth 
Circuit concluded that an additional insured’s coverage was not subject to an “Exposures 
Footnote” limiting the named insured’s coverage to “US Office Exposure Only”.  The “Exposure 
Footnote” was contained in a “Broad Named Insured Endorsement” which listed a company and 
its subsidiaries as named insureds.  

 Applying Virginia law, the Fourth Circuit found that the Additional Insured 
Endorsement, which amended the policy to add as additional insureds any organization that the 
named insured was contractually obligated to name as an additional insured, extended to Seabulk 
the CGL insurance afforded by the policy based on the requirement in Seabulk’s agreement with 
the named insured that the named insured provide CGL insurance to Seabulk covering the 
operation of specified vessels.  The court pointed out that the Additional Insured Endorsement 
states that the CGL insurance provided will not exceed the lesser of (1) the coverage and/or limits 
of the Policy or (2) the coverage and/or limits required by the agreement between Seabulk and the 
named insured. The court reasoned that Seabulk’s coverage pursuant to the Additional Insured 
endorsement was broader coverage than the named insured’s because, by the specific terms of the 
Additional Insured endorsement, Seabulk was entitled to the coverage generally provided by the 
policy limited only by a cap on damages and the Broad Named Insured Endorsement, from which 
the named insured derived it’s coverage, was not applicable to Seabulk. The court also pointed out 
that the additional insured endorsement did not limit the extent of coverage provided to Seabulk 
to that of coverage provided to the named insured. The court rejected the insurer’s argument that, 
since named insured’s coverage under the policy was limited by the Exposures Footnote and 
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Seabulk’s coverage was “through” the named insured, Seabulk’s coverage could be no greater than 
the named insured’s coverage. 

4. Severability of Insured’s Interest 

When an insurer is defending both a named insured and an additional insured and there are 
conflicts between the named insured and the additional insured, the insurer’s duty to each is 
severable. Policies typically contain a “Separation of Insureds” clause, for example, ISO Form GA 
101 12 04 provides:  

 
Except with respect to the limits of insurance and any rights or duties specifically assigned 
in this Coverage Part to the first Named Insured, this insurance applies:  
 
a. As if each Named Insured were the only Named Insured; and  
b. Separately to each insured against whom claim is made or suit is brought.  

 
 

(ISO Form GA 101 12 04, page 16 of 23). 
 
 When determining whether an exclusion bars coverage for an additional insured, the 
presence of a severability of interest clause in the policy is construed to mean that the policy should 
be read as if each insured were the only insured. See, e.g., United States Fire Ins. Co. v. 
McCormick, 243 So.2d 367, 375 (Ala. 1970) (superseded by statute on separate grounds) (applying 
“severability of interests” provision to analyze employers’ liability exclusion separately as to each 
insured); Richmond and Black, 44 Drake L. Rev., at 808-810 and cases cited therein including, 
Erdo vs. Torcan Const. Co., Inc., 645 A.2d 806, 810 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 1994), and Hartford 
Accident & Indem. Co. v. U.S. Natural Resources, Inc., 897 F. Supp. 466 (D. Or. 1995). 
 
  5. Cross Liability Endorsement 

 A Policy may also include a Cross Liability Endorsement. Form MGL 219 02 09, for 
example, provides that:  
 

The inclusion of more than one corporation, person, organization, firm or 
entity as an insured under this policy shall not in any way effect the rights 
of any such corporation, person, organization, firm or entity as respects 
any claim, demand, suit or judgment made, brought or recovered, by or in 
favor of any other insured, or by or in favor of any employee of such other 
insured.  

This policy shall protect each corporation, person, organization, firm or 
entity in the same manner as though a separate policy had been issued to 
each, but nothing herein shall operate to increase our liability as set forth 
elsewhere in this policy beyond the amount for which we would have been 
liable if only one person or interest had been named as the insured.  

6. Other Insurance Clauses 
 

Blanket additional insured endorsements frequently include language providing that the 
Named Insured’s policy is excess over any other policy in which the named insured has been added 
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as an additional insured. “Other Insurance” generally refers to two or more policies insuring the 
same risk and the same interests during the same period. See e.g., Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co. v. Hall, 
643 So.2d 551, 561 (Ala. 1994); Blackburn v. Fidelity & Deposit Co. of MD, 667 So.2d 661, 670-
71 (Ala. 1995) (excess “other insurance” clauses were not enforced where concurrent policies did 
not cover the same risk). Other insurance provisions apply only to insurers’ rights among 
themselves and an insurer cannot ignore its contractual obligations to its insured because another 
insurer may have coverage for the same risk. 

 
 7. Deductibles 
 

 A frequent issue with additional insured coverage is whether the named insured or the 
additional insured must pay the deductible if there is a loss. There is often confusion about who is 
responsible for paying the deductible, particularly when the named insured has agreed to a high 
deductible. Ideally, the contract between the named insured and the additional insured will specify 
under what circumstances the additional insured may be responsible for the deductible. For 
example, a contract may provide that any deductibles under the named insured’s policies are the 
responsibility of the named insured. The language of the insurance policy itself otherwise may 
determine who owes the deductible. 
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NAVIGATING BANKRUPT SEAS -  FOR THE BENEFIT OF MARITIME OPERATORS 
 

 Like so many industries today, the marine sector is going through difficult 

economic times as oil prices and shipping rates decline while tonnage overcapacity 

remains an issue.  These adverse conditions are particularly evident in the litany of 

maritime companies filing for bankruptcy protection in recent years, including OW 

Bunker; Offshore Specialty Fabricators, LLC; Overseas Shipping Group; Hanjin 

Shipping; Signal International; Cal Dive; GulfMark Offshore, Inc.; Tidewater Inc.; and 

Harvey Gulf International Marine. With each bankruptcy filing, it becomes clearer that 

companies engaged in the maritime sector should become familiar with the basics of 

the bankruptcy procedures under federal law, as well as the variety of alternatives that 

exist in lieu of a bankruptcy filing to protect themselves in hard times.   

This paper is intended to provide a brief overview of the types of bankruptcy 

filings, the basics of protecting one’s interests in a bankruptcy, a brief survey of recent 

maritime bankruptcies, the intersection of bankruptcy and maritime law, particularly with 

respect to lien ranking, and potential alternatives to the bankruptcy process.   

I. Types of Bankruptcy 

 The United States Bankruptcy Code, which can be found in Title 11 of the United 

States Code, sets forth six (6) distinct chapters under which a potential debtor can seek 

bankruptcy protection.  Of these, the most commonly used are Chapters 5, 7, 11 and 

13, with Chapters 7 and 11 being the most important for purposes of this paper.  While 

each of the six chapters will be briefly discussed at the beginning of this section, the 

bulk of discussion will focus upon Chapters 7 and 11, as they are the most commonly 

utilized in the context of commercial bankruptcies.  
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A. Chapter 9 

Chapter 9 of the Bankruptcy Code is entitled “Adjustment of Debts of a 

Municipality” and establishes the process by which “municipalities” such as cities, 

towns, villages, counties and school districts may file for bankruptcy.  This Chapter is 

unlikely to have any effect on the offshore maritime sector.   

B. Chapter 12 

Chapter 12 of the Bankruptcy Code is entitled “Adjustment of Debtors of a Family 

Farmer or Fisherman with Regular Annual Income.”  Although this Chapter may have 

interest to coastal fishermen, it has little or no application to the broader maritime 

sector. 

C. Chapter 13 

Chapter 13 of the Bankruptcy Code is entitled “Adjustment of Debts of an 

Individual with Regular Income.”  Debtors seeking bankruptcy protection under Chapter 

13 are those individuals that wish to retain certain or all their assets in exchange for 

crafting a plan whereby they will repay their debts over a period of time (usually ranging 

between three and five years).  Following the amendments to the Bankruptcy Code in 

2005, certain individuals seeking bankruptcy protection are required to utilize Chapter 

13 where they do not qualify for a Chapter 7 filing as a result of a “means test” created 

by Congress.  For purposes of this paper, the issues relating to the individual “means 

test” and interplay between Chapters 7 and 13 are beyond the scope of our discussion 

and will be saved for a later day.  
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D. Chapter 15 

Chapter 15 of the Bankruptcy Code, entitled “Ancillary and Other Cross-Border 

Cases,” was added to the Bankruptcy Code in 2005 as part of the BAPCPA 

Amendments.  (Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act 

Amendments to the Bankruptcy Code).  Chapter 15 filings are intended to provide a 

mechanism for dealing with cases involving debtors suffering from cross-border 

insolvency, such as debtors that have assets located in the United States and one or 

more foreign countries.  A Chapter 15 bankruptcy case is often brought as an ancillary 

proceeding to a bankruptcy case pending in the country in which the debtor primarily 

resides.  This Chapter may be implicated in the maritime sector in light of the worldwide 

reach of international trade and involvement in this industry by numerous international 

companies.     

E. Chapter 7 

1. Generally 

Chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code is entitled “Liquidation,” and is utilized by 

those debtors that do not seek to reorganize and continue their business operations.  

Chapter 7 is the most commonly utilized Chapter of the Bankruptcy Code, and typically 

contemplates the orderly court-supervised liquidation of a debtor’s assets and the 

distribution to the debtor’s various creditors of any funds received through such 

liquidation.  Chapter 7 can and may be used by both individuals and commercial 

entities; however, individuals seeking protection under Chapter 7 must qualify under the 

“means test” adopted as part of the 2005 BAPCPA. 
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2. Discharge 

Typically, once the time has expired for parties to object to the Debtor’s 

discharge from its debts and the time has expired for parties to file a motion to dismiss 

the Chapter 7 case for bad faith filing, a bankruptcy court will enter an order discharging 

the debtor from personal liability with respect to its pre-bankruptcy (hereinafter, “pre-

petition”) debts.  There are certain statutory exceptions to discharge, which can be 

found in Section 523(a) of the Bankruptcy Code.  Debts that are exempted from 

discharge include, but are not limited to, the following: (a) certain types of tax claims, (b) 

debts not set forth by the debtor in its court-filed schedules of assets and liabilities, (c) 

debts for spousal or child support or alimony, (d) debts for willful and malicious injuries 

to person or property, (e) debts to governmental units for fines and penalties, (f) debts 

for most government-funded or -guaranteed education loans or benefit overpayments, 

(g) debts for personal injury caused by the debtor’s operation of a motor vehicle while 

intoxicated, (h) debts owed to certain tax-advantaged retirement plans, and (i) debts for 

certain condominium or cooperative housing fees. 

A Chapter 7 debtor does not have an absolute right to a discharge, and a creditor 

or other party-in-interest may object to such discharge by initiating an adversary 

proceeding, which is essentially a lawsuit that is filed in and related to the debtor’s 

bankruptcy case.  A court may deny a Chapter 7 debtor’s discharge for a number of 

reasons, including, but not limited to, the following: (a) failure to provide requested tax 

documents, (b) failure to complete credit counseling, (c) transfer or concealment of 

property with intent to hinder, delay or defraud creditors, (d) destruction or concealment 
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of books or records, (e) perjury or other fraudulent acts, and (f) failure to account for the 

loss of assets. 

Once a debt has been discharged in bankruptcy, a creditor is barred from 

attempting to collect the discharged indebtedness from the debtor.  Should a creditor 

attempt to collect a discharged debt, the debtor is entitled to seek relief from the 

bankruptcy court in the form of sanctions against the creditor for violation of the 

discharge order. 

3. Basic Procedure 

 Upon the commencement of a Chapter 7 case, a Chapter 7 trustee is appointed 

for purposes of liquidating the debtor’s assets and distributing to the debtor’s creditors 

any monies recovered.  In some Chapter 7 cases, a debtor will have little or no non-

exempt property.  In these “no-asset” cases, creditors are unlikely to receive any money 

in satisfaction of their claims.  If, and when, a Chapter 7 trustee is able to reduce the 

debtor’s unencumbered assets to cash, the trustee will distribute any funds to the  

creditors in accordance with the priority set forth in Section 507 of the Bankruptcy Code.   

F. Chapter 11 

Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code is entitled “Reorganization” and is typically 

utilized by commercial enterprises and high-net-worth individuals to continue operating 

their business, retain certain or all of their assets, and to reorganize the debts in such a 

way as to allow the debtor to emerge from bankruptcy.  In certain instances, debtors 

utilize Chapter 11 to adopt a liquidation plan, which provides for the orderly liquidation of 

the debtor’s assets, a winding down of the business, and a structured distribution to 

claimants. 
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1. Operation of the Debtor 

Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code contemplates that, in lieu of an independent 

trustee, the Chapter 11 debtor will continue to operate its business post-bankruptcy 

(hereinafter, “post-petition”) as a debtor-in-possession.  The debtor will likely retain 

certain professionals, including counsel, accounting personnel or financial advisers to 

assist with the preparation for the bankruptcy case, and following the filing of the 

bankruptcy petition, the debtor will likely seek court authority to employ some or all of 

these professionals on behalf of the debtor’s estate.  In addition to the debtor and its 

professionals, the United States Trustee and any committees of creditors (unsecured, 

equity, etc.), play a large role in Chapter 11 cases.   

2. Use of Cash Collateral 

Another significant issue facing a Chapter 11 debtor is the use of cash to 

continue operating its business during the pendency of the case.  In many instances, a 

debtor has granted security interests to certain creditors that encumber the debtor’s 

cash resources, including any bank accounts or proceeds derived from the sale or use 

of other encumbered property.  If the debtor’s cash is subject to a security interest, the 

debtor may not use this “cash collateral” without the consent of the secured creditor or 

an order of the bankruptcy court authorizing its use.   

Should a debtor fail to garner the consent of its secured creditor to utilize its 

cash, the debtor will be required to file a motion with the bankruptcy court requesting 

use of its cash.  To successfully obtain use of its encumbered cash over the objection of 

a secured creditor, the debtor must prove that the secured creditor is adequately 

protected, i.e., the creditor’s claim is less than the value of the creditor’s total collateral 
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pool.  Additionally, as a debtor depletes its cash collateral, it may be required, either by 

the bankruptcy court or through an agreement with its secured creditor, to provide 

additional forms of adequate protection to the secured creditor in the form of periodic or 

lump-sum cash payments or replacement liens.   

3. Debtor-in-Possession Financing 

If a debtor lacks sufficient cash resources to operate its business during the 

pendency of its Chapter 11 case, it may secure post-petition financing from third parties.  

In most instances, post-petition lenders will require the debtor to petition the bankruptcy 

court for approval to grant them a “super-priority” claim over all existing pre-petition 

claimants.  These “super-priority” claims often contemplate the granting of a lien on 

certain of the debtor’s assets, some of which may already be encumbered by pre-

petition security interests.  Should a debtor wish to seek approval of a post-petition 

debtor-in-possession loan, and it is necessary to grant a lien on previously encumbered 

assets, the debtor will once again be required to make a showing to the bankruptcy 

court that the pre-existing lienholder is either adequately protected or will be receiving 

additional protection from the debtor in the form of money payments or additional liens. 

4. Plan of Reorganization or Liquidation 

Chapter 11 debtors have an exclusive period of 120 days from the date of filing 

to file a plan of reorganization and 180 days from the date of filing to obtain acceptance 

of their proposed plan of reorganization.  This right of “exclusivity” is important, as it 

allows the debtor to control the reorganization or liquidation process and to dictate the 

terms to be afforded to each class of claimants.  Once these exclusive periods have 

expired and the debtor has not successfully petitioned the Court to extend the 
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exclusivity period, any party-in-interest, including creditors or any committees appointed 

by the United States Trustee, may file one or more plans.  Therefore, should the debtor 

fail to file and gain acceptance of its own plan of reorganization within the prescribed 

periods, there is a possibility of competing plans, all of which must be vetted by the 

Court and the parties and voted upon by the debtor’s creditors. 

a) The Disclosure Statement 

 Before the party proposing a plan of reorganization or liquidation can seek 

confirmation of its plan, it must first file and gain approval of a disclosure statement.  

This document is intended to provide the parties-in-interest with a complete picture of 

the debtor’s operations, the reasons for its bankruptcy case, the steps taken during the 

bankruptcy case, and the proposed course of action under the proposed plan.  

Bankruptcy Courts will look to whether the disclosure statement contains “adequate 

information” regarding these topics and will decide whether the information provided is 

sufficient to allow the parties to make an informed decision as to the proposed 

reorganization or liquidation.  Plan proponents are not permitted to solicit acceptances 

of their plan until the bankruptcy court has approved their corresponding disclosure 

statement. 

b) Gaining Acceptance of a Plan 

 Upon approval of the disclosure statement, the Debtor or other plan proponent 

will then be permitted to circulate what are known as solicitation packages to the various 

creditors and parties-in-interest, which often include copies of the approved disclosure 

statement, proposed plan, ballots for voting on the plan and additional documentation 

relating to the plan.  Thereafter, the plan proponent will be permitted to actively solicit 
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acceptances of its plan in advance of the confirmation hearing to be conducted by the 

bankruptcy court.  Generally a plan will group the creditors’ claims into classes and will 

attempt to obtain acceptances from each class.   

Pursuant to Section 1126(c) of the Bankruptcy Code, a class is deemed to have 

accepted the plan if the plan is accepted by creditors holding at least two thirds in 

amount and more than one half in number of the allowed claims in the class.  

Furthermore, if the plan proposes to impair one or more class, a bankruptcy court 

cannot confirm the plan unless it is accepted by at least one impaired class of non-

insiders (directors, officers, interest holders).  All classes that are unimpaired (receiving 

payment in full, together with applicable interest), are automatically deemed to have 

accepted the plan and thus are not entitled to vote. 

After allowing parties sufficient time to lodge objections to the plan, and 

conducting a confirmation hearing, the bankruptcy court may only confirm the plan if it 

finds, among other things, that (a) the plan is financially feasible (i.e., confirmation of the 

plan is not likely to be followed by another bankruptcy or liquidation, unless the plan is a 

liquidating plan); (b) the plan was proposed in good faith; and (c) both the plan and its 

proponent have otherwise complied with the provisions and spirit of the Bankruptcy 

Code. 

II. Navigating a Bankruptcy:  More Basic Bankruptcy Concepts 

 As you dive (or are dragged) head first into the realm of bankruptcy, you need to 

be armed with a basic understanding of the principal concepts and procedures of the 

federal bankruptcy process.  This paper is not intended to provide a comprehensive 

review on bankruptcy cases.  Instead, we are simply attempting to provide you with the 
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basic tools for navigating bankruptcy cases with the assistance of counsel where 

necessary. 

A. What to do Upon Learning of a Bankruptcy Filing  

 Assuming you are a creditor that has just received notice that a party with whom 

you are doing business has filed a bankruptcy petition, it is essential to investigate the 

where, when, and why of the bankruptcy filing and to become aware of the specific 

motions already filed, pending, and granted and to keep abreast of future motions.  You 

may also wish to consider retaining counsel that is experienced with bankruptcies.  But 

if you wish to go it alone, you should review the docket sheets and specific pleadings 

that are made available to the public through PACER (pacer.psc.uscourts.gov) or 

request copies of those pleadings from the Clerk of Court.  Next, you or your counsel 

should enter an appearance in the case and request service of documents filed in that 

case.  As a creditor, you must also pay specific attention to any deadlines that have 

been imposed in the case, including a deadline for filing a proof of claim or the setting of 

a creditors meeting.  Finally, parties should be keenly aware of the automatic stay or 

“force field” effect imposed by Section 362 of the Bankruptcy Code and the resulting 

limitations on the actions of creditors and parties in interest. 

B. Automatic Stay 

1. Generally 

 One of the most important concepts underlying the Bankruptcy Code is the 

imposition of the automatic stay as of the date on which the bankruptcy case is initiated.  

The automatic stay shields the debtor during the bankruptcy case and provides the 

debtor the breathing room necessary to successfully reorganize.  The automatic stay 
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generally prohibits the commencement, enforcement or appeal of actions or judgments, 

whether judicial or administrative, against a debtor to the extent that such claims arise 

out of pre-petition actions or inactions by the debtor.  The automatic stay also extends 

to all of the debtor’s assets, such that any pre-petition claim bearing not against the 

debtor itself, but against the debtor’s property, is also stayed during the pendency of the 

bankruptcy.  

2. Motions to Lift the Automatic Stay 

 The obvious purpose of a motion to lift or modify the automatic stay is to obtain 

possession or to make use of a creditor’s collateral.  A lifting of the stay is necessary to 

proceed with a foreclosure on or seizure of any property of the debtor and is likewise 

necessary to liquidate a pending claim against the debtor.  Relief from the stay is 

granted for cause including any number of equitable and factual grounds, including lack 

of adequate protection or if the property is not necessary for the debtor’s effective 

reorganization.   

 The Bankruptcy Code does not offer a strict definition of “adequate protection,” 

but instead provides a non-exclusive list of examples in Section 361 , including periodic 

cash payments, replacement liens, and designation of claims as administrative 

expenses.  The protection afforded under Section 361 is intended only to ensure that a 

secured creditor does not suffer a decline in the value of its interest in the debtor’s 

property — it is not meant to compensate the creditor for the delay in enforcing its rights 

in the property caused by the bankruptcy filing.   

 Although it is not specifically mentioned in the Bankruptcy Code, a classic form of 

adequate protection is an “equity cushion” in the collateral itself: 
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[T]he existence of an equity cushion as a method of 
adequate protection . . . is the classic form of protection for a 
secured debt justifying the restraint of lien enforcement by 
the bankruptcy court....  In fact, it has been held that the 
existence of an equity cushion, standing alone, can provide 
adequate protection. . . . .  A sufficient equity cushion has 
been found to exist although not a single mortgage payment 
had been made.   

 
In re Mellor, 734 F.2d 1396, 1400 (9th Cir. 1984).  See also McCombs Properties VI, 

Ltd. v. First Texas Sav. Ass’n (In re McCombs Properties VI, Ltd.), 88 B.R. 261, 266 

(Bankr. C.D. Cal. 1988).  Although there is no hard and fast rule regarding how to 

calculate or exactly what percentage of equity is large enough to constitute a sufficient 

equity cushion for adequate protection, generally, an equity cushion of less than eleven 

percent (11%) will usually be found insufficient, while an equity cushion of twenty 

percent or more will usually be found sufficient.  See Kost v. First Interstate Bank of 

Greybill (In re Kost), 102 B.R. 829, 831-32 (D. Wyo. 1989). 

 The determination of whether the property is “not necessary to an effective 

reorganization” is often equally debated.  11 U.S.C. §362(d)(2)(B).  The question is not 

merely whether the property would be necessary to any potential plan of reorganization, 

but whether it is necessary to a plan of reorganization that can be consummated within 

a reasonable time and has a reasonable possibility of being successful.  See United 

Sav. Ass’n v. Timbers of Inwood Forest Assocs. Ltd., 484 U.S. 365, 375076, 108 S.Ct. 

626, 632, 98 L.Ed.2d 740, 750-51 (1988).  If the court finds that there is no reasonable 

prospect of a feasible plan of reorganization, then the stay should be lifted.  See id.  

This determination also touches upon an assessment of the feasibility of the plan, which 

is discussed below.  A motion to lift the stay with an emphasis on whether a plan could 
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ever be confirmed or could ever be feasible is another device to get confirmation issues 

before the court early in a case and bring additional pressure to bear on the debtor. 

C. Preference Actions 

1. Generally 

 Section 547 of the Bankruptcy Code is designed to allow a debtor or a trustee to 

recover funds to the estate for equitable distribution among creditors.  While outside of 

bankruptcy the motto, “first to the courthouse” is an honored tradition and part of the 

debtor-creditor relationship, pro rata distributions and equal treatment of every creditor 

is the goal and purpose of the Bankruptcy Code.  To advance this goal of equality, a 

debtor or trustee is empowered under the Bankruptcy Code to recover certain monies 

that were transferred to creditors in the period shortly before the bankruptcy case so 

that the debtor’s funds may be equally distributed amongst its creditors. 

2. Elements to Recover Avoidable Transfer  

Under Section 547(b) of the Bankruptcy Code, the debtor or trustee must prove 

(1) that the debtor transferred an interest of the debtor in property, (2) to or for the 

benefit of a creditor, (3) for or on account of an antecedent debt owed by the debtor 

before such transfer was made, (4) while the debtor was insolvent (use asset-liabilities 

comparison), (5) on or within 90 days before the date of the filing of the petition, or 90 

days and one year before the date of the filing of the petition if such creditor at the time 

of such transfer was an insider, and (6) that the transfer enabled the creditor to receive 

more than it would be entitled to receive if the assets were liquidated pursuant to 

Chapter 7. 
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 Again, it is an obvious goal of the Bankruptcy Code generally, and avoidance 

actions in particular, to make right the “inequities” that result outside of the bankruptcy 

system and to prevent creditors from benefitting from grabbing up a debtor’s assets 

before the bankruptcy filing while creditors with basically the same standing go 

uncompensated.  However, many companies that rightfully provided goods and services 

to the debtor prior to the bankruptcy, and which were paid for such services, will often 

look to a number of defenses to avoidance actions to prevent the need to repay the 

monies to the debtor’s estate. 

3. Defenses in Avoidance Actions 

 Section 547(c) of the Bankruptcy Code details specific kinds of transactions 

which, although they may otherwise meet the above criteria, are excepted from the 

trustee’s avoidance powers.  The provisions of this section, therefore, also constitute 

some of the defenses that transferees may assert if an avoidance action is brought 

nonetheless. 

 As discussed above, each element of Section 547(b) must be proven or 

stipulated to exist to sustain a finding that a transfer constitutes an avoidable 

preference.  Thus, the absence of one of those elements discussed above, or weak, 

questionable, or debatable proof of those elements, may constitute a viable defense to 

an avoidance action.  Additionally, transferees may also invoke one or more of the 

following defenses, a detailed explanation of which has been omitted due to their 

complexity:  (a) the transfer was made contemporaneously with the exchange of new 

value to the debtor, (b) the transfer was made in the ordinary course of the debtor’s 

business, (c) the transfer creates a specific security interest in property acquired by the 
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debtor and secures new value that was given at or after signing a security agreement 

that describes the property as collateral, was given to enable the debtor to acquire the 

property, or was in fact used by the debtor to acquire that property, (d) the transfer was 

made to or for the benefit of a creditor, to the extent that such creditor gave new value 

to or for the benefit of the debtor, (e) the transfer created a perfected security interest in 

inventory or receivables in favor of the debtor, (f) transfers that amount to the fixing of a 

statutory lien that is not avoidable under Section 545 of the Bankruptcy Code, or (g) 

transfers that represent a bona fide payment for alimony or maintenance as support of a 

spouse or child. 

4. Strategies to “Avoid” Avoidance Actions 

 Obtaining payment of outstanding balances on open account or otherwise and 

enabling a creditor to keep and use those funds is the obvious goal of any creditor.  

Creditors should be ever watchful for signs of possible bankruptcy filing by companies 

and persons with whom they conduct business and should take steps in advance to 

ensure that payments of debts are not avoidable in the event of a bankruptcy filing. 

 Perhaps the best way to avoid being caught up in a debtor’s bankruptcy 

proceeding in general and an avoidance action in particular is to structure transactions 

with a debtor so that payment is or will be made by third parties.  Obtaining guarantees 

and requiring co-signers are ways to obtain payment from third parties in the event of a 

default and/or bankruptcy filing by the principal debtor.  The filing of maritime, oil well, 

and other types of liens against the property of third parties is another way to obtain 

payment from those third parties in the event of a bankruptcy filing. 
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 Creditors pursuing collection actions against debtors need to be particularly 

aware of the possibility of a debtor filing bankruptcy and the consequences of a filing of 

subsequent avoidance actions.  If a creditor sees warning signs of financial distress, he 

should be particularly careful with regard to settlements of the collection action.  It is 

particularly important that prior to any settlement, or as part thereof, there be full 

disclosure of the debtor’s financial condition, including a thorough review of financial 

statements, mortgage records, court records, and any other financial information 

available to ascertain the debtor’s total debt and financial situation.  By doing so, a 

creditor can more easily determine the likelihood that a particular debtor will file for 

bankruptcy protection within the 90 day claw-back period of Section 547.   

 If a creditor is unable to take these steps, he may also come up with procedures 

to ensure that the creditor’s business is not adversely impacted by having to return 

funds received by preferential transfer from an eventual debtor.  Although a vast 

majority of creditors will be unable to simply hold payments from a slow-paying debtor 

for 91 days to see whether the debtor files bankruptcy, a creditor may be wise to 

implement such a measure if able to do so.  It is also vitally important that creditors 

maintain clear and detailed accounting of receipts of payments from debtors, the 

application of those payments against outstanding invoices, and the extensions of credit 

given to such debtors.  Although such measures will not necessarily prevent the filing of 

an avoidance action, clear and precise record-keeping is essential to enable a creditor 

to successfully defend itself in a preference action. 
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D. Executory Contracts and Unexpired Leases 

1. Generally 

 “Executory contract” is not defined in the Bankruptcy Code, and what is and is 

not an executory contract is often debated.  The definition most often used by 

bankruptcy courts is the “Countryman Definition,” which defines the term as a contract 

pursuant to which “the obligation of both the bankrupt and the other party to the contract 

are so far unperformed that the failure of either to complete performance would 

constitute a material breach excusing performance of the other.”  See Phoenix 

Exploration v. Yaquinto (In re Murexco Petroleum), 15 F.3d 60, 62-63 (5th Cir. 1994) 

(citing Countryman, Executory Contracts in Bankruptcy: Part I, 57 Minn.L.Rev. 439, 

458-62 (1973), and Executory Contracts in Bankruptcy: Part II, 57 Minn.L.Rev. 479 

(1974)).  Alternatively, an executory contract is a contract regarding which performance 

remains due to some extent on both sides.  Id. and House Report No. 95-595, 95th 

Cong. 1st Sess. 347 (1977); Senate Report No. 95-989, 95th Cong. 2d Sess. 58 (1978). 

Notably, in the maritime context, many contracts, including charter agreements and 

vessel repair contracts, are considered executory in bankruptcy proceedings.  Stewart 

F. Peck, Navigating the Murky Waters of Admiralty and Bankruptcy Law, 87 Tul. L. Rev. 

955, 987 (2013). 

 Executory contracts usually present a debtor with a "mixed blessing"– potential 

contractual benefits that can only be obtained at the cost of the debtor's performance 

under the contract.  Executory contracts in bankruptcy are essentially a combination of 

assets and liabilities to the bankruptcy estate; the performance the non-debtor party 
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owes the debtor constitutes an asset, and the performance the debtor owes the non-

debtor is a liability.   

 Pursuant to Section 365 of the Bankruptcy Code, the trustee or debtor-in-

possession has the option to assume or reject an executory contract.  However, 

assumption of an executory contract requires the trustee or debtor-in-possession to 

cure any pre-petition or post-petition default and to make all future payments pursuant 

to the terms of the contract.  When a debtor assumes an executory contract, it assumes 

all benefits and burdens associated with that contract.  In the Matter of National 

Gypsum Co. (Century Indemnity Co. v. NGC Settlement Trust), 208 F.3d 498, 506 (5th 

Cir. 2000).  An assumed executory contract can also be assigned notwithstanding any 

provision in the contract prohibiting or conditioning assignment.   

Rejection of an executory results in and has the effect of pre-petition breach of 

the contract by the debtor-in-possession and gives rise to a general unsecured claim, 

subject to certain limitations as to certain contracts.  See 11 U.S.C. §365(g) and In the 

Matter of National Gypsum Co. (Century Indemnity Co. v. NGC Settlement Trust), 208 

F.3d 498, 404-05 (5th Cir. 2000).  

2. Motion to Assume or Reject and/or Compel Assumption or 
 Rejection of an Executory Contract or Lease 

 
a) Generally 

The trustee or debtor-in-possession has the option to assume or reject executory 

contracts under Section 365 of the Bankruptcy Code.  Section 365(d)(2) provides that 

executory contracts may be assumed or rejected “at any time before confirmation of a 

plan,” and the plan may provide for the assumption or rejection of any executory 

contract not previously rejected.  An unexpired lease of non-residential real property is 
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treated somewhat differently:  if the trustee does not assume or reject the lease within  

120 days of the bankruptcy filing, the lease is deemed rejected and the property must 

be surrendered to the lessor. 

 Generally, since Section 365 provides for such a lengthy time for the debtor to 

assume or reject executory contracts, debtors are rarely in a hurry to assume or reject 

those contracts unless they are of a particular benefit or detriment to the bankruptcy 

estate.  However, debtors will frequently retain executory contracts in the hope that they 

can achieve some equity from the assignment of those contracts.  The non-debtor party 

does have some defenses to motions to reject, assume, or assume and assign 

executory contracts filed by the debtor.  Specifically, the non-debtor party is entitled to 

the cure of any default and adequate assurance of future performance.  Moreover, if the 

debtor’s default under the executory contract is incurable, such a default will bar any 

assumption or assignment of that executory contract.  Similarly, if the executory contract 

is terminated by its own terms either pre-petition or post-petition, that termination will 

bar any assumption or assignment of that executory contract. 

 As indicated above, the non-debtor party to an executory contract can seek to 

compel the assumption or rejection by the debtor and to shorten the time for that 

assumption or rejection.  These motions are generally brought by non-debtors who wish 

to end the debtor’s “free ride” and to compel the debtor to assume the contract and cure 

the default and continue making payments post-petition so that the non-debtor receives 

the benefits bargained for in the contract.  Similarly, a non-debtor party may seek to 

compel the debtor to reject the contract so that the non-debtor can file and pursue its 
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unsecured claim and enter into a similar contract on more favorable terms with another 

non-debtor. 

b) Strategies and Practice Hints 

 A party to a contract with an entity in financial distress or with financial difficulties 

should be aware of impending signs of bankruptcy.  An executory contract that is 

assumed by a debtor-in-possession is not modified to take into account changes in the 

market or value received under that contract.  A party to such a contract (especially a 

lease) can easily find itself held hostage to the terms of a contract that cannot be 

modified or terminated after the commencement of a bankruptcy case. 

 When signs of an impending bankruptcy appear, there are steps that can and 

perhaps should be taken.  First, a party should consider terminating the contract 

pursuant to its terms and offering to re-enter a new, shorter-term contract with more 

favorable terms.  A contract terminated before bankruptcy filing generally cannot be 

resurrected.  Second, a party should consider amending an existing contract to include 

an improved termination clause or including such a term in a new contract.  Third, a 

party to a contract should be careful to limit the terms of any waivers of defaults under 

the contract.  Fourth, the existing contract should be amended, or a new contract should 

include terms that closely restrict the approved “use” of leased property so as to thereby 

limit the assignability of the contract.  Finally, once the case has been filed, creditors 

may seek to force the debtor to elect assumption or rejection by filing a motion to 

shorten or accelerate the period for election and/or to compel election. 
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III. Important Definitions 

 In addition to the concepts described above, there are a number of terms of art 

that will continue to pop up, and it will be helpful to recognize and understand these 

terms and concepts.  The following list of definitions is by no means exhaustive but is 

intended to highlight some of the most commonly used terms. 

A. Adversary Proceeding:  A civil lawsuit that arises in or is related to a 

bankruptcy proceeding, and which is commenced by filing an adversary complaint with 

the bankruptcy court in which the case is pending. 

B. Assume:  Under Section 365 of the Bankruptcy Code, a debtor may 

agree to continue performing its duties and obligations under a pre-petition contract and 

continue to enjoy the benefits of that contract in exchange for curing any default by the 

debtor. 

C. Bankruptcy Estate:  Upon the commencement of the bankruptcy case, 

all property in which the debtor holds any legal or equitable interest, whether in the 

possession of the debtor or some third party, becomes part of the debtor’s bankruptcy 

estate.  

D. Bankruptcy Petition:  A bankruptcy case is commenced by filing a 

bankruptcy petition.  A debtor may file a voluntary petition under any of the Chapters of 

the Bankruptcy Code.  Alternatively, under certain conditions, creditors may initiate a 

bankruptcy case by filing an involuntary bankruptcy petition. 

E. Claims:  A creditor’s assertion of a right to payment arising out of an 

obligation of the debtor. 
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1. Pre-petition Claims:  There a variety of types of pre-petition 

claims, including secured claims (claims for payment that are secured by property of the 

debtor), unsecured claims, priority claims (including tax claims), and claims by equity 

holders.  In the context of Chapter 7 cases, pre-petition claims are paid by the Trustee 

in order of priority following liquidation of the debtor’s assets.  In the context of a 

Chapter 11 case, pre-petition claims are paid in accordance with the specific treatment 

afforded to classes of claims under a plan of reorganization confirmed by the Court. 

2. Post-petition Claims:  Additionally, there are several types of 

post-petition claims. The most significant of these is the administrative claim, which 

gives a creditor the right to seek immediate payment of the post-petition claim from the 

debtor or the court-appointed trustee. 

F. Confirmation:  The formal approval by the bankruptcy court a plan of 

reorganization or liquidation for a debtor. 

G. Creditors’ Meeting:  Upon the commencement of a bankruptcy case, the 

United States Trustee or Bankruptcy Administrator will hold a meeting for the debtor’s 

creditors to ask questions regarding the debtor’s assets, liabilities and proposed course 

of action in the bankruptcy case. 

H. Disclosure Statement:  A document prepared by the proponent of a 

Chapter 11 plan (typically the debtor), which provides information to those parties who  

will be asked to vote on the plan so they can make an educated decision on whether to 

accept or reject the proposed plan. 

I. Fraudulent Transfer:  A transfer of the debtor’s property made during a 

statutorily provided period of time and which was done either (a) with the intent to 
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defraud the debtor’s creditors, or (b) when the debtor was insolvent and the transfer 

was not made in exchange for something of reasonably equivalent value. 

J. Plan:  A detailed written statement describing how a debtor will reorganize 

or liquidate its assets and liabilities under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. 

K. Proof of Claim:  A written statement by a creditor asserting a pre-petition 

claim against the debtor’s estate.  A creditor will indicate the total amount of its pre-

petition claim against the debtor, together with a characterization of the claim as a 

secured, priority, or unsecured claim.  Although a creditor’s claim may be recognized if 

listed in the debtor’s schedules, it is always prudent for a creditor to file a proof of claim 

to insure adequate preservation of its rights. 

L. Schedules:  Shortly after a bankruptcy case is filed, either the debtor or 

the appointed trustee must file a schedule of the debtor’s pre-petition assets and 

liabilities.  The schedule of assets is broken into real (Schedule A) and personal 

property (Schedule B), and the liabilities include secured claims (Schedule D), priority 

claims (Schedule E) and unsecured claims (Schedule F).  Additionally, a debtor is 

required to list in its schedules all executory contracts or leases to which it is a party 

(Schedule G), as well as all co-debtors on any of its liabilities (Schedule H). 

M. Statement of Financial Affairs:  A series of questions and answers that 

relate to the sources of the debtor’s income, transfers of its property, lawsuits, officers 

and directors, and related companies. 

IV. Recent Bankruptcies in the Maritime Sector 

Numerous entities in the marine sector have been forced to file for bankruptcy in 

recent years due to the downturn experienced by the industry. Specifically, recent years 
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have been characterized by decreased shipping rates, an oversupply of tonnage, lower 

oil prices and, in the oil patch, less energy exploration and development.  

A.  OW Bunker Collapse 

1. Perhaps one of the most well-known bankruptcies in the maritime 

sector was filed by OW Bunker, a fuel supply company, in Denmark on November 7, 

2014.  OW Bunker typically operated as the first link in a chain of bunker suppliers that 

provided fuel to vessels.  Under this arrangement, a vessel owner or charterer would 

contract with OW Bunker for fuel, OW Bunker would then enter into a subcontract with 

another OW Bunker subsidiary to provide the fuel, that subcontractor would in turn 

subcontract with another entity, and so on until the final link in the chain physically 

provided the fuel to the vessel.  Each party paid its direct contractual partner in the 

chain for the services to be performed.  Following the parent company’s collapse due to 

risk management failures and fraud, many of the company’s subsidiaries filed for 

bankruptcy in their respective countries as well, including three U.S. subsidiaries that 

filed for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy on November 13, 2014.  As such, the physical suppliers 

of the bunkers who were supposed to receive payment from an OW subsidiary were 

now left with no payment and seemingly no recourse against the bankrupt entities, 

whereas the vessel owner or charterer that received the fuel was to pay the parent OW 

bunker entity as its direct contractual partner in the transaction.  

In an effort to receive payment, the physical bunker suppliers have looked to 

enforce maritime liens against the vessels for necessaries1.  This is in addition to 

                                                 
1 Under federal maritime Law, a maritime lien arises where a person provides good or services, known as 
necessaries, to a vessel on order of the owner or person authorized by the owner of the vessel. See, 
NuStar Energy Services, Inc. v. M/V COSCO Auckland, No. 17-20246, 2019 WL 192408, at *2 (5th Cir. 
2019).  
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potential lien claims for the very same bunkers from OW entities as well as ING, OW’s 

secured creditor and assignee, thus leaving ship owners and charterers potentially 

liable to pay multiple times for the same bunkers.  Amongst the confusion and 

uncertainty, litigation was spawned all around the world as the maritime sector 

attempted to sort out the mess left in the wake of OW Bunker’s collapse.  This included 

numerous interpleader actions filed by vessel owners in an effort to preemptively 

determine who they should pay 

The various test cases that have considered the issue thus far have held that 

although the courts may be sympathetic to the physical suppliers’ position, the suppliers 

simply do not have a maritime lien against the vessel for necessaries, which are 

disfavored under federal maritime law.  NuStar Energy Services, Inc. v. M/V COSCO 

Auckland, No. 17-20246, 2019 WL 192408 (5th Cir. 2019); Clearlake Shipping v. OW 

Bunker (Switzerland), No. 14-cv-9287 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 9, 2017) (slip op.).  Further, courts 

have held that OW, which did hold valid maritime liens for the bunker supplies, have 

properly assigned those liens to ING.2 NuStar Energy Services, 2019 WL 192408.  

Accordingly, while the physical suppliers are now relegated to the position of unsecured 

creditors in OW’s bankruptcy proceedings, ING, as an assignee, is able to enforce its 

liens against the vessels to obtain payment for the bunkers. 

B. Overseas Shipping Group (OSG)  

OSG, the largest U.S. tanker operator, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection 

on November 12, 2012 amidst low global shipping rates, increased vessel capacity, low 

oil demand, and approximately $500 million in previously unreported tax liabilities, which 

                                                 
2 Maritime liens are freely assignable.  See, Barcliff, LLC v. MV Deep Blue, 876 F.3d 1063, 1074 (11th 
Cir. 2017); Cotemar S.A. de C.V. v. Beaufort, 190 F.Supp.3d 577, 583 (E.D. La. 2016). 
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were the subject of SEC investigations and fines.  The Court confirmed OSG’s 

Amended Plan of Reorganization on July 18, 2014.  Under the Amended Plan, the 

company’s senior lenders, allowed administrative claims, and some allowed secured 

and unsecured claims were to be paid in full.  The company emerged from bankruptcy 

on August 5, 2014 after finalizing its Exit Financing agreement consisting of two term 

loan facilities and two revolving loan facilities, totaling approximately $1.35 billion.  

OSG’s Chairman of the Board characterized the restructuring as “creating a competitive 

structure to allow [the company] considerable flexibility to grow the business while 

continuing to provide [its] customers with the high-quality service that they expect.”3 

C. Hanjin Shipping 

Hanjin Shipping, one of the world’s largest container ship owners, filed for 

Bankruptcy in South Korea on August 31, 2016, amid low container rates and a surplus 

of tonnage.  The bankruptcy reverberated throughout the entirety of the maritime sector 

worldwide, particularly given that many of the vessels at issue were carrying cargo for 

the imminent holiday season.  Vessels were stranded as service providers feared 

nonpayment for necessaries such as port fees, dockage fees, pilotage fees, stevedoring 

costs, and bunker costs.  Others were arrested for maritime lien claims.  Although the 

bankruptcy court initially began proceedings to rehabilitate the carrier, Hanjin was 

ultimately liquidated, with creditors receiving pennies on the dollar. 

D. Shipyards 

Signal International, LLC, a shipyard that repairs oil and gas facilities such as oil 

rigs, filed for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy on July 12, 2015 following decreased oil prices and 
                                                 
3 “OSG Completes Financial Restructuring, Emerges from Chapter 11,” Business Wire, Aug. 5. 2014, 
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20140805005968/en/OSG-Completes-Financial-Restructuring-
Emerges-Chapter-11.   

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20140805005968/en/OSG-Completes-Financial-Restructuring-Emerges-Chapter-11
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20140805005968/en/OSG-Completes-Financial-Restructuring-Emerges-Chapter-11
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an adverse $14 million judgment in a case regarding labor conditions and trafficking, 

which was to be followed by multiple similar suits.  The company filed for Chapter 11 

protection in an effort to resolve the litigation through settlement and save the company.  

On November 24, 2015, the bankruptcy court confirmed the Plan, which included sale of 

the company to its senior lenders and a $20 million settlement of the other labor 

trafficking litigation. 

E. Offshore Service Suppliers 

1. Offshore Specialty Fabricators, LLC 

Offshore Specialty Fabricators, LLC (OSF), an offshore energy construction and 

services company based in Houma, Louisiana, filed a Voluntary Petition under Chapter 

11 on October 1, 2017.  The case began as a vessel-seizure action in March 2017.  At 

the request of various maritime lien creditors, the district court ordered the interlocutory 

sale of the two OSF vessels at issue.  However, the evening before the auction 

occurred, OSF filed for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy relief.  

When OSF was unable to secure financing for its purported reorganization by mid-

November 2017, the court ordered the sale of both vessels via a marketing and auction 

process.  After the court issued that order, two maritime tort lien claimants appeared and 

filed proofs of claim in OSF’s bankruptcy proceedings, both proceeding in rem against 

one of the vessels.  One of those maritime tort lien claimants filed a claim for $25 million 

and the other for $3.5 million.  Both creditors had been proceeding in Louisiana and 

Texas state courts for two to three years prior to OSF’s bankruptcy, and each would 

prime the maritime lien claimants if their respective claims were allowed, swallowing all 

of the proceeds from the sale of the vessel. 
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One of the maritime lien claimants objected to both of the proofs of claim filed by 

the maritime tort claimants, arguing that (i) the $25 million tort lien claimant did not 

allege facts that supported an unseaworthiness claim required for proceeding in rem 

against the vessel, and (ii) the $3.5 million tort lien claimant had not supported and had 

grossly inflated his claim against the vessel.  Additionally, it was argued that the $25 

million tort lien claimant’s own expert report, which concluded that the claimant’s injuries 

were caused entirely by the negligence of a third-party tug boat captain—not the 

unseaworthiness of the vessel—barred the $25 million tort lien claimant’s in rem claim 

against the vessel.  The Bankruptcy Court agreed and rejected the $25 million in rem 

claim. 

The bankruptcy court found that the $3.5 million claimant had properly alleged 

unseaworthiness, but set a separate evidentiary hearing to estimate the value of his 

claim.  Based on the evidence presented by the $3.5 million tort lien claimant, the 

maritime lien claimant was able to establish that an intervening/superseding cause 

absolved the vessel of liability, thus reducing the proof of claim significantly to 

approximately $1.2 million. 

After auction of the vessels in early February 2018, the maritime lien claimants 

were able to recover nearly the full amount of their claims.  Additionally, counsel for the 

maritime lien claimant who successfully argued against the maritime tort claimants was 

awarded a bonus in the form of a significant administrative expense claim for legal fees 

for substantially contributing to the estate.  See, In re: Offshore Specialty Fabricators, 

LLC; fka Offshore Specialty Fabricators, Inc., Case No. 17-35623 (Bankr. S.D. Tex.). 
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2. Cal Dive 

Various entities of Cal Dive, an offshore oil services company, filed for Chapter 

11 protection on March 3, 2015 due to delays and suspension in its incentive-based 

contracts and low oil prices, which hampered the company’s ability to secure financing.  

Under its bankruptcy plan, the company aimed to sell off non-essential assets and 

retain its core business.  The company believed that the Chapter 11 restructuring would 

allow it to operate under a “more favorable capital structure.”4  However, two years after 

starting the bankruptcy process, Cal Dive requested that the Chapter 11 proceeding be 

converted into a Chapter 7 liquidation proceeding.  On March 10, 2017, the Court 

converted the case , which is still pending in the Delaware bankruptcy courts. 

3. GulfMark Offshore, Inc. 

On May 17, 2017, GulfMark Offshore, Inc., an offshore support company, filed a 

voluntary petition for relief pursuant to Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code in an effort to 

restructure the company amidst the industry downturn.  Based on an agreement 

reached with its creditors, GulfMark was able to convert approximately $435 million in 

debt to 35.65% of the equity in the restructured company.  The restructuring also 

eliminated some $27 million in annual interest payments.  The deal further provided for 

a $125 million rights offering to senior notes holders in exchange for 60% of the equity 

in the reorganized company, which will provide liquidity for the company’s operations.  

The court approved GulfMark’s disclosure statement on June 27, 2017 and 

confirmed the plan on October 4, 2017.  The Plan was consummated and GulfMark 

emerged from Chapter 11 protection on November 14, 2017, boasting “a strengthened 

                                                 
4 “Cal Dive files for bankruptcy,” OffshoreEnergyToday.com, https://www.offshoreenergytoday.com/cal-
dive-files-for-bankruptcy/.   

https://www.offshoreenergytoday.com/cal-dive-files-for-bankruptcy/
https://www.offshoreenergytoday.com/cal-dive-files-for-bankruptcy/
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balance sheet and solid liquidity.”5  According to GulfMark’s CEO, the restructuring has 

enhanced the company’s competitive and financial positions, as well as strengthened its 

capital structure and liquidity, while allowing it to satisfy its ongoing obligations.6  

4. Tidewater, Inc. 

Tidewater, Inc., an offshore service vessel company, also filed for Chapter 11 

bankruptcy on May 17, 2017 pursuant to a negotiated “Prepackaged Plan,” citing the 

recent industry downturn.  Under the restructuring, Tidewater was able to eliminate 

approximately $1.6 billion in outstanding debt, in addition to approximately $73 million 

per year in interest and operating lease expenses.  The plan provides for payment of 

$250 million to certain lenders, a senior note holder, and lessors based on their pro rata 

share, as well as the cancellation of existing shares of common stock.  Existing 

shareholders will then be given common stock representing 5% of the reorganized 

company, along with two warrants, each for the purchase of 7.5% of the reorganized 

company, based on differing valuations. 

The court approved Tidewater’s plan on July 17, 2017 and the company 

emerged from the bankruptcy on July 31, 2017.  As with GulfMark, Tidewater touted the 

restructuring as step in furtherance of financial flexibility that allowed the company to 

“move forward with a solid financial foundation from which [they] expect to continue to 

strengthen [their] business and grow.”7  

 

                                                 
5 “GulfMark Restructuring,” GulfMark, http://www.gulfmark.com/restructuring.html.   
6 David Krapf, “GulfMark Offshore to file for Bankruptcy,” WorkBoat, May 17, 2017, 
https://www.workboat.com/news/offshore/gulfmark-file-bankruptcy/. 
7 “Tidewater Successfully Completes Financial Restructuring and Emerges from Chapter 11 Banktrupcy,” 
PR Newswire, July 31, 2017, https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/tidewater-successfully-
completes-financial-restructuring-and-emerges-from-chapter-11-bankruptcy-300496589.html.  

http://www.gulfmark.com/restructuring.html
https://www.workboat.com/news/offshore/gulfmark-file-bankruptcy/
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/tidewater-successfully-completes-financial-restructuring-and-emerges-from-chapter-11-bankruptcy-300496589.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/tidewater-successfully-completes-financial-restructuring-and-emerges-from-chapter-11-bankruptcy-300496589.html
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5. Harvey Gulf International Marine 

Harvey Gulf International Marine, an offshore towing company, similarly filed for 

Chapter 11 protections on March 7, 2018 pursuant to a prepackaged plan seeking a 

debt-for-equity swap due to the effects of low oil prices on the global drilling industry.  

Under Harvey Gulf’s plan, approximately $1 billion in debt will be converted into equity 

in the restructured company.  

V. Maritime Lien Claims in a Chapter 11 Bankruptcy  

 While maritime law is applied by bankruptcy courts with respect to maritime lien 

claims and ship mortgages, provisions of the Bankruptcy Code will provide the 

framework utilized by the bankruptcy courts to determine the validity, allowability, and 

ranking of the maritime lien or ship mortgage.  Most notably, the bankruptcy court’s 

application of the Bankruptcy Code may result in maritime lien claims being denied or 

considered unsecured in whole or in part due to objections under Section 502 and 

valuation of the underlying maritime property under Section 506.  

 To determine the validity and ranking of the lien claims, bankruptcy courts 

generally turn to maritime law, which includes maritime jurisprudence, the Ship 

Mortgage Act, 46 U.S.C. §§31301-31343, and the Federal Maritime Lien Act, 46 U.S.C. 

§§31341-31343.  The priority in which maritime liens are ranked under maritime law is 

as follows:  

1. In Custodia Legis (though not technically a maritime lien, since 

liens cannot arise on a vessel after its arrest, these expenses are given 

priority at the discretion of the court);  

2. Preferred Maritime Liens under 46 U.S.C. §31301, including: 
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a) Certain Crew/Master Wages; 

b) Maintenance and Cure; Certain Stevedore Wages;  

c) Salvage and General Average;   

d) Maritime Torts; and  

e) Maritime contract liens arising prior to a preferred ship 

 mortgage on U.S. flag. 

3. Preferred Ship Mortgages on U.S. flag vessels;  

4. Maritime contract liens arising after the filing of a preferred ship 

 mortgage on U.S. flag vessels, but prior to a foreign preferred ship 

 mortgage;  

5. Foreign Preferred Ship Mortgages;8 and 

6. Other maritime contract liens. 

 Hornbook law relying on a bluewater tradition would tell you that within each lien 

category, claims are paid utilizing the “last in time, first in right” methodology until all 

liens of a particular category are paid in full or the funds are depleted.  However, 

practicality and local courts often disburse funds on a pro rata basis within a credited 

class.  See, Louisiana Int'l Marine, L.L.C. v. Drilling Rig Atlas Century, No. CA C-11-

186, 2012 WL 4718558, at *7 (S.D. Tex. Aug. 21, 2012). 

VI. Alternatives to Bankruptcy 

 Given current economic conditions, a number of companies are increasingly 

facing the prospect of increasing debt loads, decreasing revenue, and growing pressure 

from both secured lenders and trade vendors to satisfy a variety of obligations.  While 

                                                 
8 It should be noted that all claims for necessaries provided in the United States take priority over foreign 
preferred ship mortgages irrespective of when they arise.  
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the bankruptcy process provides a number of advantages, including immediately 

staying any threats of foreclosure by secured creditors or the cancellation of contracts, 

some individuals and entities are better served, at least initially, by looking to 

alternatives.  In these situations, direct negotiations regarding the most troublesome 

debts can be done more quickly and less expensively than the same negotiations in the 

context of a bankruptcy case.  All parties, both creditor and debtor, should consult with 

legal counsel and consider the entire circumstances to determine whether they are 

better served by filing a bankruptcy petition or attempting to utilize an out-of-court 

workout.  A few of these alternatives are discussed below, although this list is by no 

means exhaustive. 

A. Forbearance Agreement: In lieu of filing for bankruptcy protection, a 

debtor that is either in default or in danger of becoming in default under the terms of a 

secured loan can work with its secured lender to enter into an agreement whereby the 

lender will agree to forbear or abstain from exercising certain or all of the remedies 

available to it upon default.  Typically, this agreement will be incorporated in a 

“forbearance agreement” or “standstill agreement,” which is a separate contract by and 

between a debtor and its secured lender.  Under a forbearance agreement, a lender 

expressly agrees to refrain from exercising remedies for a finite period of time and 

under certain conditions, after which time the lender is entitled to fully enforce its rights 

and remedies under the original agreement.   

A forbearance agreement is often a more attractive alternative to a lender than 

simply foreclosing on the collateral, as foreclosure can be an expensive and time-

consuming process.  It is important to bear in mind, however, that where a debtor has 
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continually defaulted on its obligations or the default is particularly important, a lender is 

less likely to agree to a forbearance agreement, as the additional time may also result in 

additional degradation of the collateral.   

Forbearance agreements typically contain recitals describing the underlying 

transactions, the nature and extent of any defaults, the nature and amount of the debt, 

and a description of the existing collateral.  A forbearance agreement may also include 

a description of the remedies and rights that the lender has agreed not to exercise.  

Forbearance agreements will also include a finite temporal description of the 

forbearance period, a description of any fee that the lender is to be paid in connection 

with its agreement to forbear, and a confirmation or reaffirmation of any existing security 

interests in the debtor’s collateral.  Depending upon the circumstances facing the 

debtor, lenders may require period payments during the forbearance agreement or an 

adjustment of the interest rate applicable to the original debt.   

Additional terms that are often included in forbearance agreements include, but 

are not limited to, the following: 

• Discount or reduction of the debt in exchange for early payoff; 

• The debtor’s agreement that it will attempt to source additional capital or equity 

investment to pay off the underlying debt; 

• Payment of professional fees (attorneys’ fees, accountants’ fees, etc.), and 

expenses incurred by the lender associated with the forbearance agreement; 

• The debtor’s waiver of certain defenses and waiver or release of potential claims 

against the lender; 
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• Retention of an independent restructuring professional acceptable to the lender 

who will work closely with both the lender and the debtor during the forbearance 

period; 

• A grant of indemnification in favor of the lender;  

• A list of events of default as to the forbearance agreement;  

• A list of additional remedies granted to the lender for any default under the 

forbearance agreement, as well as liquidated damages for such a breach; and  

• The debtor’s covenant that it will not file for bankruptcy protection during the 

forbearance period. 

B. Out-of-Court Restructuring Agreement 

 An individual or entity that has multiple creditors seeking immediate attention 

may attempt to negotiate a global settlement with all of its creditors.  While this is similar 

to the purpose of Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code, it may be accomplished without 

having to comply with the detailed and often tedious terms and provisions of the 

Bankruptcy Code and can often be done at a much lower cost to the debtor.   

One example of an out-of-court workout involved Probe Resources US, Ltd., an 

independent oil and gas operator in the Gulf of Mexico.  Instead of entering into a formal 

Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceeding, Probe engaged restructuring counsel to assist with 

contacting each of Probe’s creditors, both secured and unsecured, and requesting that 

each party participate in a process whereby Probe could continue its operations outside 

of bankruptcy while repaying its secured and unsecured indebtedness.  One wrinkle in 

the Probe matter is that a number of Probe’s vendors had asserted and perfected liens 

under the Louisiana Oil Well Lien Act, La. R.S. § 9:4860, et seq.  After lengthy 
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discussions and negotiations by and between Probe and its various creditors, the 

parties ultimately executed a Debt Restructuring Agreement whereby Probe committed 

to utilize specific production proceeds to make agreed-upon payments to various 

classes of creditors without having to incur the additional expenses and time that formal 

bankruptcy proceedings typically require. 

C. State Court Receivership and Wind-Down Under State Law 

As an alternative to the federal bankruptcy process, parties can invoke state law 

provisions allowing the orderly winding down of a business, including the orderly 

liquidation of its assets and distribution to its creditors.  Many states provide alternative 

methods for accomplishing this goal, including the appointment of a state court receiver, 

which is tasked with overseeing the wind-down and which has fiduciary duties to the 

debtor and its creditors.   

Additionally, many states have codified the common-law concept of “Assignment 

for the Benefit of Creditors” or “ABC.”  Typically, in an ABC, a debtor’s assets are 

assigned to an independent third party who has the duty to liquidate the assets for the 

benefit of all of the debtor’s creditors.  Distributions to creditors are made according to 

priorities set forth in the statue codifying the concept of an ABC.  While this provides a 

meaningful alternative to bankruptcy, one potential pitfall is that a debtor does not 

assign its liabilities to the independent third party.  Therefore, to the extent that the 

proceeds of liquidation are insufficient, any deficiency claims will remain valid as against 

the debtor.  This is in contrast to a Chapter 7 proceeding, wherein a debtor would obtain 

a discharge of its liabilities (save non-dischargeable debts). 
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VII. Forming Separate Legal Entity for Each Vessel 

 The practice of forming special purpose entities or “SPEs” for each vessel has 

become an increasingly popular strategy utilized by both lenders and debtors.  An SPE 

is typically a wholly owned subsidiary of the parent company whose sole purpose is to 

own a single asset—such as a vessel, a shopping mall, or a taxi cab.  SPEs are often 

structured as limited liability companies.  Generally, the formation of the SPE is not a 

taxable event.  If the SPE is a wholly owned subsidiary of a single parent company, the 

SPE is treated as an entity separate and apart from the parent company for tax 

purposes, which simplifies accounting and tax reporting.  However, from a state law and 

bankruptcy standpoint, the SPE is a separate legal entity from the debtor.  The SPE 

structure has proven attractive to both debtors and lenders. 

A. SPE Attractiveness from the Debtor’s Point of View 

From the debtor’s standpoint, the SPE can be used to isolate the parent 

company from financial risk.  In the vessel context, the parent company might put each 

vessel into a separate SPE.  The economic profits and losses from each vessel will flow 

through to the parent company, but because each SPE is a separate legal entity, the 

legal liabilities of the vessel and its operations will not put the parent company or the 

assets in the other SPEs at risk.  If the vessel has an accident or someone is injured on 

board, only the assets of the SPE can be used to satisfy a judgment against that SPE.  

The remaining assets are insulated from liability.  

The SPE structure is also attractive to Debtors from a financing standpoint.  

Financing relating to the SPE will only encumber the assets of the SPE.  The parent 

company’s other assets will not be subject to seizure if the debtor SPE defaults on a 
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loan.  As a practical matter, many lenders will still require the guaranty of the parent 

company or another affiliated SPE, thereby eliminating this benefit.   

B. SPE Attractiveness from the Lender’s Point of View 

 SPEs are also attractive to lenders and, in many cases, will be required by a 

lender.  For years, lenders have required assets to be put into “bankruptcy-remote” 

SPEs to prevent the collateral from becoming subject to the bankruptcy proceeding of 

the parent company or of an affiliate.  Because the SPE is a separate legal entity from 

the parent company, if the parent company goes into bankruptcy, the SPE and its 

assets will not be subject to the automatic stay of the parent company.  Bankruptcy-

remote SPEs will have various provisions in their organizational documents preventing 

the SPE itself from filing for bankruptcy.  Additionally, loan agreements with the SPE will 

often provide that the filing of bankruptcy by the parent company is a default under the 

loan.  Once the parent company is in bankruptcy, the lender can elect to foreclose on 

the collateral without becoming entangled in the bankruptcy proceeding.  

 Historically, the perceived protections offered to lenders by the SPE structure has 

allowed companies to obtain financing at better interest rates than would have 

otherwise been available.  For years, lenders have lent to SPEs under the belief that the 

assets of the SPE would be immune from the bankruptcy of the parent company.  Now, 

with the collapse of the credit market, these structures are being put to the test in the 

bankruptcy courts with varying levels of success.   

VIII. Conclusion  

 This brief description of the bankruptcy process, alternatives, and their 

intersection with maritime law, including the terms and concepts that you are most likely 
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to encounter, is not intended to be a complete analysis and treatise on bankruptcy.  

Instead, it is intended to provide a basic framework for members of the marine sector 

when they become involved in a bankruptcy case, and to provide the basic tools for 

understanding and dealing with such a case.  It is our hope that this paper, together with 

the presentation by Messrs. Flint and Kadden, will help each of you to better cope with 

your inevitable forays into the world of bankruptcy.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In the wake of the Deepwater Horizon disaster, federal authorities have shown increased 
willingness to use criminal charges to address deaths in the offshore setting as well as marine 
casualties involving an oil spill or other discharge of a hazardous substance. An incident that might 
have generated only civil consequences in the recent past now poses significantly greater risk of 
potentially more severe penalties to vessel interests as well as ship’s officers and management.  
This paper analyzes potential criminal charges for marine-incident deaths, spills, and hazardous-
substance discharges and highlights considerations defense interests should make in investigating 
and defending against such charges.   

THE CRIMINALIZATION OF MARINE-INCIDENT DEATHS 

One of federal authorities’ principal tools for bringing criminal charges to address deaths 
in the offshore setting is the “seaman’s manslaughter” statute. The modern version of this statute—
which itself makes no reference to “manslaughter”—provides, in relevant part: 

Every captain, engineer, pilot, or other person employed on any 
steamboat or vessel, by whose misconduct, negligence, or 
inattention to his duties on such vessel the life of any person is 
destroyed . . . shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more 
than ten years, or both.1 

This statute’s predecessors have deep roots whose statutory history sheds light on its 
modern meaning. The first incarnation of the seaman’s manslaughter statute was enacted as part 
of a larger statute regulating steamboat travel on the nation’s waterways in 1838, a time when 
steamboat travel—and deadly steamboat collisions—were common.2 The original seaman’s 
manslaughter statute was located in Section 12 of that Act, and recited the same elements as the 
modern version with the qualification that it applied only to vessels “propelled in whole or in part 

                                                 
1 18 U.S.C. § 1115. Aside from subjecting each “captain, engineer, pilot, or other person 
employed” on a vessel to liability for violations of the statute, Section 1115 also exposes two other 
groups to liability. First, it provides that “every owner, charterer, inspector, or other public officer, 
through whose fraud, neglect, connivance, misconduct, or violation of law the life of any person 
is destroyed” is subject to fine and imprisonment of up to ten years. Id. Second, it provides that 
“[w]hen the owner or charterer of any steamboat or vessel is a corporation, any executive officer 
of such corporation . . . who has knowingly and willfully caused or allowed such fraud, neglect, 
connivance, misconduct, or violation of law, by which the life of any person is destroyed,” is 
subject to a fine of up to $10,000 and imprisonment of up to ten years. Id. This paper focuses on 
seaman’s manslaughter liability for persons employed on vessels, as opposed to vessel’s owners. 

2 Act of July 7, 1838, 5 Stat. 304 (explaining that the purpose of the larger statute of which § 1115 
originally was a part was to “provide for the better security of the lives of passengers on board of 
vessels propelled in whole or in part by steam”). 
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by steam” and the specification that violators “shall be deemed guilty of manslaughter.”3 The next 
iteration came in 1871, when Congress “undertook to codify and consolidate the many previous 
acts upon th[e] subject of navigation on the waters of the United States” and passed an act that 
omitted the phrase “propelled in whole or in part by steam” from the statute, thereby expanding its 
scope to more modern vessels.4 Finally, following a series of chapter movements and jurisdictional 
tweaks, the most recent version of the seaman’s manslaughter statute was reenacted in 1948, when 
Congress removed an intervening jurisdictional restriction (thereby returning the statute to general 
application), moved it to the homicide chapter, and gave it the title “Misconduct or neglect of ship 
officers.”5 While the statute has remained unchanged since then, the circumstances in which 
federal authorities have sought to apply it have. 

I. Lessons from Seaman’s Manslaughter Prosecutions 

One of the reasons that prosecutions under the seaman’s manslaughter statute are attractive 
to federal authorities is the low bar it sets for the culpability of a defendant’s actions. Generally, 
to hold a defendant responsible for criminal manslaughter, the government must prove that the 
defendant acted with some heightened culpable state of mind, such as recklessness.6 But under the 
seaman’s manslaughter statute, the government need only prove that a defendant had been 
“negligen[t]” or “inattenti[ve]” to his or her duties in the time leading up to the death of the victim.7 
Moreover, since the earliest days of the statute, courts have consistently held that it requires proof 
only of simple, as opposed to gross, negligence.8 

Although the statute was rarely employed by federal law enforcement authorities in the 
past, this low culpability standard gives prosecutors a powerful tool. However, recent cases 
provide important lessons to defense interests on possible vulnerabilities in charges of seaman’s 
manslaughter. In particular, recent prosecutions have been thwarted by nuanced limitations on both 
the classes of persons to whom and the types of vessels to which the statute applies.  

A. “Persons” Covered by Section 1115 

In the most prominent application of the seaman’s manslaughter statute to date, prosecutors 
sought to take advantage of Section 1115’s simple negligence standard in the wake of the Deep 
                                                 
3 Id., § 12, 5 Stat. at 306. 

4 United States v. Holmes, 104 F. 884, 885 (C.C.N.D. Ohio 1900). 

5 United States v. Allied Towing Corp., 602 F.2d 612, 615 (4th Cir. 1979). 

6 For instance, the general federal manslaughter statute requires that the defendant’s conduct 
“evince[] a wanton or reckless disregard for human life.” United States v. Paul, 37 F.3d 496, 499 
(9th Cir. 1994) (internal quotation marks omitted). 

7 18 U.S.C. § 1115 (punishing certain persons “by whose misconduct, negligence, or inattention 
to [their] duties on [a] vessel the life of any person is destroyed”). 

8 See United States v. O’Keefe, 426 F.3d 274, 278–79 (5th Cir. 2005) (collecting cases).  
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Water Horizon oil spill. On April 20, 2010, the oil drilling rig Deep Water Horizon exploded in 
the Gulf of Mexico when the crew was in the course of temporarily plugging and abandoning the 
Macondo well. The explosion resulted in the death of eleven workers and a spill of approximately 
four million barrels of oil, making the oil spill the largest in U.S. history.9 Donald Vidrine and 
Robert Kaluza were the Well Site Leaders on board the Deepwater Horizon at the time of the 
explosion. In 2012, amidst various other civil claims and criminal charges brought against BP and 
other individuals, the federal government charged Vidrine and Kaluza with eleven counts apiece 
of seaman’s manslaughter and negligent manslaughter, as well as one count apiece of negligently 
discharging oil in violation of the Clean Water Act.  

But, despite being armed with the low simple negligence standard of Section 1115, the 
government had a problem: the text and history of the statute suggested that Well Site Leaders like 
Vidrine and Kaluza were outside its reach. Unlike a nineteenth-century steamboat, the Deepwater 
Horizon was not just intended for water transportation, but also for drilling. And Vidrine and 
Kaluza were responsible not for navigating the vessel to the well site, but rather, for overseeing its 
drilling operations once it got there. Accordingly, they moved to dismiss on the seaman’s 
manslaughter charges on the theory that neither was a “captain, engineer, pilot, or other person 
employed on any steamboat or vessel.”10 In opposition, the government contended that even if 
Vidrine and Kaluza were not captains, engineers, or pilots, they certainly were “other persons 
employed” on the Deepwater Horizon and therefore were subject to the statute. 

The district court sided with Vidrine and Kaluza. Invoking the statutory interpretation 
canon of ejusdem generis—which instructs that “when a general phrase follows a list of specific 
words describing a statute’s subject, the general phrase is interpreted to cover only things similar 
to those specifically listed”—the court reasoned that the phrase “other person employed” had to 
be understood in light of the “common attribute” held by the class of persons covered by Section 
1115 that are specifically described.11 Namely: captains, engineers, and pilots.12 That attribute, the 
court determined, was performance of a marine vessel’s operational or navigational functions.13 
Indeed, in an exhaustive survey of the relevant caselaw, the court explained that never in the 
statute’s 175-year history had it been applied to a defendant who was not at least in part responsible 
for the vessel’s marine operations, maintenance, or navigation.14 Because Vidrine and Kaluza were 
                                                 
9  U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Criminal Enforcement, Deepwater Horizon – BP Gulf 
of Mexico Oil Spill, available at  https://www.epa.gov/enforcement/deepwater-horizon-bp-gulf-
mexico-oil-spill 

10 18 U.S.C. § 1115. 

11 United States v. Kaluza, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 173134, at *62–65 (E.D. La. Dec. 10, 2013). 

12 Id. 

13 Id. at 66. 

14 Id. at *67–79 (surveying cases applying § 1115 and concluding that “[t]he commonality among 
the case law is that those persons charged under Section 1115 were those persons with some 
responsibility for the navigation or operation of the vessel”). 
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Well Site Leaders with no such responsibilities, the court held that they were outside the scope of 
the statute and dismissed the seaman’s manslaughter charges against them.15 

The Fifth Circuit affirmed. Cutting to the heart of the case, the Fifth Circuit explained that 
the seaman’s manslaughter statute “was enacted to address the dangers of travel by steamboat, and 
it is persons responsible for that travel that should be held liable under” it.16 Thus, because Vidrine 
and Kaluza “were not responsible for the travel of the Deepwater Horizon,” they could not be held 
liable for seaman’s manslaughter.17 

B. “Vessels” Covered by Section 1115 

While, as the Deepwater Horizon experience shows, some seaman’s manslaughter 
prosecutions may fail because the defendant falls outside of the scope of the statute, others may 
fail because the vessel at issue is. Even though the language of Section 1115 extends to “any 
steamboat or vessel” on which a death occurs by negligence of a person covered by the statute, 
courts have interpreted the statute to apply only to commercial vessels. As one district court 
explained forty years ago in United States v. La Brecque, this limitation owes to the statutory 
language extending the provision to “every captain, engineer, pilot, or other person employed on 
any steamboat or vessel . . . .”18 Based on this text and a review of statutory history and caselaw 
suggesting that Section 1115 “was designed to punish persons employed on commercial vessels 
carrying persons for hire,” the court acquitted the defendant captain of a noncommercial sailing 
schooner whose trip-for-pleasure had turned deadly.19  

A much more recent case demonstrates that this limitation on Section 1115 still has 
purchase. In October 2015, a charter captain named Richard Smith was sailing his 43-foot yawl 
S/V Cimarron from Maine to the Virgin Islands when a disoriented crewmember jumped 
overboard.20 In November 2018, federal authorities charged Smith with seaman’s manslaughter, 
alleging that he had failed to stop the Cimarron to render assistance to the crewmember, who 
perished.21 But in January 2019 the Virgin Islands federal district court granted the defense’s 
motion for acquittal from the bench on the basis that the seaman’s manslaughter statute applies 
                                                 
15 Id. at 92. 

16 United States v. Kaluza, 780 F.3d 647, 667–68 (5th Cir. 2015). 

17 Id.  

18 419 F. Supp. 430, 434 (D.N.J. 1976) (quoting 18 U.S.C. § 1115).  

19 Id. at 435–36, 439.  

20 Dept. of Justice, U.S. Attorney’s Office, D.V.I., St. John Boat Captain Arrested and Charged 
with Seaman’s Manslaughter for Causing a Death at Sea, November 2, 2018, available at 
https://www.justice.gov/usao-vi/pr/st-john-boat-captain-arrested-and-charged-seaman-s-
manslaughter-causing-death-sea.  

21 Id.  
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only to commercial vessels—and the Cimarron was a recreational vessel with no paying customers 
and no commercial cargo.22 

Following the Deepwater Horizon disaster, it appears likely that the government will 
continue to pursue seaman’s manslaughter prosecutions in connection with high-profile maritime 
incidents. But—despite the statute’s low standard of culpability—its limitations on the classes of 
persons and vessels to which it applies may frustrate some of those efforts. 

II. The Interplay between Seaman’s Manslaughter Prosecutions and Civil Maritime Actions 
 

One area that will increasingly present opportunities and challenges amidst the creeping 
criminalization of maritime incidents is the intersection of civil wrongful death and survival claims 
involving potential criminal prosecutions under the seaman’s manslaughter statute. Various 
federal and state statutes, as well as general maritime law, afford civil plaintiffs maritime wrongful 
death and survival rights of action.23 And maritime-incident victims’ families and their civil 
attorneys may sometimes pressure prosecutors to bring parallel criminal charges. After all, a 
criminal conviction can boost a plaintiff’s chances of winning a civil case based on the same 
underlying conduct.24 Nevertheless, defendants have several tools to address the threat or reality 
of a criminal prosecution for seaman’s manslaughter in the presence of a related civil suit. 

A. Asserting the Fifth 

 First, individuals vulnerable to potential prosecution for seaman’s manslaughter and their 
counsel should be vigilant about their Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination.25 
Even where the government has not yet initiated a criminal prosecution under the seaman’s 
manslaughter statute, the privilege may be invoked so long as the witness has “reasonable cause 

                                                 
22 Eric Russell, Camden charter boat captain acquitted in unusual manslaughter case, THE 
PORTLAND PRESS HERALD (January 10, 2019), available at 
https://www.pressherald.com/2019/01/09/camden-charter-boat-acquitted-in-seamans-
manslaughter-case/. 

23 See, e.g., Miles v. Apex Marine Corp., 498 U.S. 19, 23 (1990).  

24 Of course, the opposite may sometimes hold true. In a civil case against Richard Smith for the 
wrongful death of the Cimarron crewmember who jumped overboard, see infra at 4, the plaintiff 
moved to dismiss his complaint once he learned that the government was “actively pursuing a 
criminal action against Smith for Seaman’s Manslaughter.” Pontius v. Smith, Case No. 3:18-cv-
00093, Dkt. 11 at 1 (D.V.I. Nov. 19, 2018). The plaintiff’s motion stated that he did so not out of 
a belief that his claims lacked merit, but “because he d[id] not want to afford Smith opportunities 
to exploit the discovery process in th[e] [civil] case to develop his criminal defense.” Id. at 1–2. 

25 See U.S. CONST. amend. V (“No person . . . shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a 
witness against himself.”).  
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to apprehend danger” of self-incrimination from a direct answer.26 The privilege “not only extends 
to answers that would in themselves support a conviction under a federal criminal statute but 
likewise embraces those which would furnish a link in the chain of evidence needed to prosecute 
the claimant for a federal crime.”27 The courts have generally given wide latitude to individuals 
asserting their Fifth Amendment privilege, and, critically, this privilege can be asserted in civil 
proceedings.28 
 
 Civil defendants in maritime wrongful death or survival actions who might be subject to 
prosecution for seaman’s manslaughter should strongly consider invoking the Fifth Amendment 
privilege in their civil proceedings, preferably after consulting with criminal counsel. This is 
because discovery received from the defendant in a civil case can be used against the defendant in 
a criminal prosecution.29 Hence, invoking the privilege helps such a defendant limit not only 
potential criminal exposure but also civil discovery. 
 

There is, however, a potential downside to invoking the Fifth Amendment privilege in these 
circumstances: the plaintiff may be entitled to an adverse jury instruction.30 In criminal 
prosecutions, of course, such adverse inferences are impermissible.31 But when a civil defendant 
refuses to testify on Fifth Amendment grounds, a plaintiff may be entitled to a jury instruction that 
the defendant’s refusal to testify allows for an inference that the defendant’s testimony would have 
harmed his or her case—though the finder of fact is not required to draw that inference.32 Thus, a 
defendant facing twin civil and criminal exposure relating to a maritime-incident death should 
weigh the benefits of invoking his or her Fifth Amendment privilege (potentially reduced 
incrimination civilly and criminally) against the principal cost (potential adverse inferences 
civilly).  

 

                                                 
26 Ohio v. Reiner, 532 U.S. 17, 21 (2001) (quoting Hoffman v. United States, 341 U.S. 479, 486 
(1951)). 

27 Hoffman, 341 U.S. at 486. 

28 Maness v. Meyers, 419 U.S. 449, 464 (1975). 

29 See United States v. Kordel, 397 U.S. 1, 5 (1970). 

30 See, e.g., Baxter v. Palmigiano, 425 U.S. 308, 318 (1976) (explaining that “the Fifth Amendment 
does not forbid adverse inferences against parties to civil actions when they refuse to testify in 
response to probative evidence offered against them”). 

31 Griffin v. California, 380 U.S. 609, 612–13 (1965). 

32 See, e.g., Gannett v. Carp, 340 F.3d 15, 23 (1st Cir. 2003) (“[I]n a civil proceeding, the drawing 
of a negative inference is a permissible, but not an ineluctable, concomitant of a party’s invocation 
of the Fifth Amendment.”).  
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B.  Moving to Stay Civil Litigation Pending Resolution of a Criminal Matter 

A defendant in parallel civil maritime and criminal seaman’s manslaughter cases is not 
limited to the binary choice of invoking or waiving his or her Fifth Amendment right against self-
incrimination. There is another option: the defendant may move to stay the civil case pending the 
outcome of the criminal case, at which point the privilege is no longer applicable. Courts have 
discretion stay civil proceedings in the interests of justice.33 And, where appropriate, stays can last 
until the “lapse of the applicable criminal statutes of limitations” or the conclusion of the 
underlying criminal investigation or proceeding.34 In the case of seaman’s manslaughter, the 
statute of limitations that would apply to such a stay is five years.35 

While the decision whether to grant a motion to stay civil proceedings pending the 
conclusion of a criminal case is discretionary, courts are inclined to order stays where “the issues 
in the criminal case overlap with those presented in the civil case,” the “related criminal 
proceedings are imminent or pending,” and the interests of the plaintiffs, court, and public would 
not be considerably impaired by a stay.36 The case for a stay is strongest when the issues between 
the civil and criminal cases overlap, as this is where the threat of self-incrimination is greatest.37 
Inherently, such overlap will often be present between civil wrongful death or survival actions and 
criminal prosecutions for seaman’s manslaughter relating to the same maritime-incident death. 
Further, although stays may be granted during the pendency of a criminal investigation but before 

                                                 
33 See, e.g., Louis Vuitton Malletier S.A. v. LY USA, Inc., 676 F.3d 83, 97 (2d Cir. 2012). 

34 United States v. $557,933.89, More or Less, in United States Funds, 1998 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
22252, at *11 (E.D.N.Y. Mar. 2, 1998) (citing  Kashi v. Gratsos, 790 F.2d 1050, 1057 (2d Cir. 
1986)). 

35 18 U.S.C. § 3282(a) (“[N]o person shall be prosecuted, tried, or punished for any offense, not 
capital, unless the indictment is found or the information is instituted within five years next after 
such offense shall have been committed.”). 

36 Louis Vuitton, 676 F.3d at 98–99 (explaining that courts presented with a motion to stay civil 
proceedings pending the outcome of a criminal case generally assess the following factors: “1) the 
extent to which the issues in the criminal case overlap with those presented in the civil case; 2) the 
status of the case, including whether the defendants have been indicted; 3) the private interests of 
the plaintiffs in proceeding expeditiously weighed against the prejudice to plaintiffs caused by the 
delay; 4) the private interests of and burden on the defendants; 5) the interests of the courts; and 
6) the public interest.” (quoting Trs. of Plumbers & Pipefitters Nat’l Pension Fund v. Transworld 
Mech., Inc., 886 F. Supp. 1134, 1139 (S.D.N.Y. 1995))). 

37 Metzler v. Bennett, 1998 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5441, at *18 (N.D.N.Y. Apr. 15, 1998) (describing 
case overlap as “the most important factor”).  
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an indictment has issued,38 they are most likely when the defendant has already been indicted.39 
Finally, interest-balancing is least likely to upset the case for a stay where there is no ongoing 
harm; where evidence will not be lost if civil discovery is stayed; where the criminal prosecution 
supports the same public interests as the civil case; and where the defendant’s decision to invoke 
his or her Fifth Amendment rights could substantially increase the chance of civil liability.40 

Stays of civil proceedings, if granted, are a useful tool for seaman’s-manslaughter 
defendants. First, they guard against the introduction of incriminating evidence in the civil case 
during the pendency of the criminal case. Second, they may relieve pressure from civil plaintiffs 
on prosecutors to press forward with criminal actions. And, third, the delay occasioned by a stay 
may create space and incentive for civil settlement.  

C. Using Issue Preclusion 

In the event a civil case relating to a maritime-incident death proceeds without a stay 
against a defendant vulnerable to seaman’s-manslaughter charges, the defendant can use victories 
in the civil case to his or her advantage in a subsequent criminal prosecution for seaman’s 
manslaughter. The tool for doing so: issue preclusion (also known as collateral estoppel). One 
recent seaman’s manslaughter case highlights the surprising benefits that may accrue to a 
defendant in this unique procedural scenario. 

In January 2005, Barge EMC-423 was carrying clarified slurry oil between Chicago and 
Joliet, Illinois when it exploded while being pushed by tug Lisa E, mastered by Dennis Egan.41 A 
deckhand was thrown into the water by the blast and died.42 The federal government filed a civil 
suit against Egan Marine Corp., the tug’s owner, seeking vicarious liability for Egan’s conduct. 
Specifically, the government alleged that Egan had directed the deceased deckhand to warm a 
cargo pump using propane torch—something forbidden by Coast Guard regulations—which, the 
government claimed, caused the fatal explosion and an oil spill.43 Following a bench trial, the 
district court concluded that the government had failed to prove its claim because it had not 

                                                 
38  See, e.g., Wehling v. Columbia Broad. Sys., 608 F.2d 1084, 1089 (5th Cir. 1979) (holding that 
district court abused its discretion in denying stay of civil proceedings even though there was not 
yet a criminal indictment). 

39 Chao v. Fleming, 498 F. Supp. 2d 1034, 1037 (W.D. Mich. 2007) (collecting cases). 

40 See, e.g., Brock v. Tolkow, 109 F.R.D. 116, 119–21 (E.D.N.Y. 1985) (granting pre-indictment 
stay).  

41 United States v. Egan Marine Corp., 843 F.3d 674, 675 (7th Cir. 2016).  

42 Id.  

43 Id. at 675–76.  
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established, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the deckhand was using a torch at the time 
of the incident.44  

Instead of appealing that civil decision, the government pursued a criminal case for 
seaman’s manslaughter and negligent discharge of oil into navigable waters against Egan on the 
same factual theory as its unsuccessful civil case.45 After a bench trial, a different trial judge found 
that the prosecution had established, beyond a reasonable doubt, that Egan ordered the deckhand 
to use the torch, that the torch caused the explosion, and that the deckhand died and oil spilled as 
a result.46 The district court sentenced Egan to six months’ imprisonment, a year’s supervised 
release, and restitution of nearly $6.75 million.47  

Egan appealed, however, seeking to use his success in his civil case to overturn the related 
criminal judgment. He argued that the doctrine of collateral estoppel precluded the government 
from pursuing criminal charges based on allegations that the Egan had ordered the deceased 
deckhand to use a torch on the cargo pump after the government had failed to prove that essential 
fact in its prior civil action.48 And in an important lesson for defendants facing dual civil and 
criminal exposure for maritime-incident deaths, the Seventh Circuit agreed. As the court explained, 
“the outcome of a civil case has preclusive force in a criminal prosecution.”49 And because the 
government had failed to show one essential fact (the deckhand’s use of a torch) in a civil suit by 
a preponderance of the evidence, it was precluded from trying to establish the same fact beyond a 
reasonable doubt in the subsequent criminal case.50 This was so even though Egan had not been 
named as a defendant in the civil action, since the government’s theory had been that Egan Marine 
was vicariously liable for Egan’s conduct, which entitled Egan to the same benefit of the civil 
judgment as his employer.51 Accordingly, the Seventh Circuit reversed Egan’s conviction and 
remanded the case for entry of a judgment of acquittal.52 

In sum, the intersection of civil and criminal actions relating to maritime-incident deaths 
raises additional strategic questions for potential defendants beyond defending against liability 
under the seaman’s manslaughter statute. These questions include whether and when to invoke the 

                                                 
44 Id. at 676.  

45 Id. at 675–76.  

46 Id. at 765.  

47 Id.  

48 Id. at 676.  

49 Id. (citing Yates v. United States, 354 U.S. 298, 335–36 (1957)). 

50 Id. at 677–78. 

51 Id. at 678–79.  

52 Id. at  
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Fifth Amendment privilege; whether to seek a stay on civil proceedings pending resolution of a 
related criminal action; and how issues resolved in one action might affect related issues in a 
parallel or subsequent action. Persons potentially subject to prosecution for seaman’s manslaughter 
should engage experienced criminal counsel to assess these important questions. 

THE CRIMINALIZATION OF MARINE-INCIDENT SPILLS 

Recent prosecutions also show the increased criminalization of marine casualties involving 
an oil spill or other discharge of a hazardous substance. Like seaman’s manslaughter, a company 
or crewmember involved in a spill may face liability under statutes that criminalize simple 
negligent conduct or impose strict liability. In other words, potential criminal exposure exists for 
oil spill accidents resulting from mere human error and without any evidence of wrongful intent.  
 

Given the low threshold for liability, some consider the criminalization of vessel-related 
spills to be a controversial application of criminal law, as most crimes require proof of an intent to 
commit the unlawful act. Because intent need not be proven to establish liability for an oil spill, 
prosecution of accidental spills often appears less motivated by concerns to deter wrongful conduct 
than to cater to social outrage and political concerns surrounding high-profile casualties. To that 
end, prosecutions arising out of marine spills generally involve criminal charges under a spectrum 
of environmental protection laws. In order to mitigate potential liability, companies involved in a 
spill should anticipate the possibility of a criminal investigation and personnel should be 
knowledgeable of the legal rights and obligations associated with these environmental statutes. 
 
I. Reporting Requirements 

 Once a spill occurs, it is critical that companies and/or crewmembers involved in the spill 
immediately report the incident. Failure to comply with federal and state reporting requirements 
exposes the company or crewmembers to criminal penalties in addition to any other criminal and 
environmental violations arising out of the incident.  
 
 For example, the Clean Water Act (“CWA”), as amended by the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 
(“OPA”), requires that any person in charge of a vessel or facility from which oil or a hazardous 
substance becomes discharged must, as soon as he or she has knowledge of the discharge, 
immediately report the spill to the appropriate federal agency (i.e. U.S. Coast Guard).53 Criminal 
penalties for failure to report include up to five (5) years imprisonment and/or fines.54 Notably, 
any person that complies with the reporting requirements shall be granted immunity for the 
information provided in any criminal case, except in the event of perjury or false statements.55 The 
company for which that person works, however, is not afforded such immunity. 
  
 Similarly, the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act 
(“CERCLA”), 42 U.S.C. 9601 et seq., requires that any person in charge of a vessel or facility 

                                                 
53 33 U.S.C. § 1321(b)(5). 
54 Id. The fines applicable to individuals and organizations are set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 3571. 
55 Id. 
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shall, upon knowledge of an unlawful release of a hazardous substance, 56 immediately notify the 
National Response Center.57 Under CERCLA, failure to immediately provide notice of the spill or 
a submission of false or misleading information is punishable by fine and/or up to three (3) years 
imprisonment.58 CERCLA also grants immunity to the reporting individual for the information 
provided, except in the case of perjury or false information.59 
 
 Immediate notification must also be given to the U.S. Coast Guard of any “hazardous 
condition” that may “adversely affect the safety of any vessel, bridge, structure or shore area or 
the environmental quality of any port, harbor, or navigable waterway of the United States.”60 In 
addition to the Coast Guard’s immediate notice requirement, the owner, agent, master, operator, 
or other person in charge of the vessel must submit a written report of the “hazardous condition” 
or marine casualty to the Coast Guard within five (5) days of the incident.61  
 When the incident involves a spill of oil, federal regulations require that notice be provided 
to the National Response Center when the discharge involves a quantity of oil that may be “harmful 
to the public health or welfare or the environment”.62 Federal regulations establish that a reportable 
discharge of oil includes those discharges that (i) cause a film or sheen of oil upon or discoloration 
of the surface of the water; (ii) cause a sludge or emulsion to be deposited beneath the surface of 
the water or on adjoining shorelines; and/or (iii) otherwise violate applicable water quality 
standards.63 Under the OPA, a responsible party who fails to report the oil spill incident or provide 
reasonable cooperation in the spill cleanup is precluded from asserting defenses set forth in the 
OPA against liability for removal costs or damages.64 
 
 
 

                                                 
56 The products and quantities designated as a “hazardous substance” are listed in 40 C.F.R. § 
302.4. 
57 42 U.S.C. § 9603(a); 40 C.F.R. § 302.6. The regulations provide a toll-free number for the 
National Response Center (1-800-424-8802) as well as its Washington, DC number (202-267-
2675) and a facsimile (202-267-1322).  
58 42 U.S.C. § 9603(b); 40 C.F.R. § 302.7. 
59 Id. 
60 46 C.F.R. § 4.05-1; see also 33 C.F.R. § 160.215 (provides specific information that must be 
included in report of a “hazardous condition”), 33 CFR § 160.202 (defines “hazardous condition”). 
61 46 C.F.R. § 4.05-10. 
62  40 C.F.R. § 110.3; 40 C.F.R. § 110.6. 

63 40 C.F.R. § 110.3. 

64 33 U.S.C. § 2703. The OPA recognizes the following complete defenses against liability for 
removal costs or damages: (1) act of God; (2) act of War; and (3) an act or omission of a third 
party, other than an employee or agent of the responsible party. 
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II. Investigations and the Right to Remain Silent 

 Once the Coast Guard receives notice of a spill, an investigation to determine the cause of 
the casualty and discharge becomes initiated as an administrative matter. If the Coast Guard 
discovers evidence of criminal conduct, then the evidence will be turned over to Coast Guard 
Investigative Services (“CGIS”) for a criminal investigation.65 
 
 Once CGIS special agents become involved or where potential criminal exposure otherwise 
exists, crew members should decline to answer questions from investigators until a criminal 
attorney is present. While the crew may continue to assist in any necessary clean-up measures, 
crew members should refrain from discussing the circumstances or cause of the spill in the absence 
of a criminal attorney, as any information provided may implicate criminal liability. 
 
 A subpoena may be issued to compel crew members or company representatives to testify 
at a U.S. Coast Guard hearing or federal grand jury. A recipient of a subpoena may then assert the 
Fifth Amendment privilege to avoid questioning that might lead to self-incrimination. As 
previously discussed, a criminal attorney can advise on how and when to assert the Fifth 
Amendment privilege. 
 
III.  Potential Criminal Exposure  

 If prosecutors initiate a criminal case in connection with the incident, a company or crew 
member may face criminal exposure under a variety of environmental protection laws. 
Prosecutions related to marine casualties involving a spill of oil or hazardous substance typically 
involve criminal charges under the following statutes:  
 

A. Clean Water Act and Oil Pollution Act 

 The Clean Water Act (“CWA”), 33 U.S.C. § 1251 et seq., regulates pollution discharge 
into the waters of the United States. In response to the Exxon Valdez oil spill on March 24, 1989,66 
Congress amended the CWA by enacting the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (“OPA”), 33 U.S.C. § 2701 
et seq., to impose criminal penalties for the unauthorized discharge of oil or hazardous substances 
into waters of the United States.67 The OPA permits criminal sanctions for unlawful discharges 
resulting from a company or crew member’s simple negligence. 
 
 “Any person” who violates the OPA by mere negligence is punishable by a misdemeanor 
and the following penalties: 
                                                 
65 46 U.S.C. § 6301. 

66 The Exxon Valdez oil spill in Prince William Sound, Alaska resulted in a discharge of almost 
11 million gallons of crude oil, the then-largest oil spill in U.S. history. Alan Taylor, Remembering 
the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill, THE ATLANTIC, Mar. 24, 2014, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/photo/2014/03/remembering-the-exxon-valdez-oil-spill/100703/.  

67 33 U.S.C. § 1311. 
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Single Violation:  imprisonment up to one (1) year and/or fine of not less than $2,500 

and no more than $25,000 per day of the violation. 
 
Subsequent Violation:  imprisonment up to two (2) years and/or fine of no more than 

$50,000 per day of the violation.68 
 

 A “knowing” violation of the OPA by “[a]ny person” is a felony with the following 
penalties:  
 

Single Violation:  imprisonment up to three (3) years and/or fine of no less than 
$5,000 and no more than $50,000 per day of the violation. 

 
Subsequent Violation:  imprisonment up to six (6) years and/or fine of no more than 

$100,000 per day of the violation.69 
 

 “Any person” who knowingly places another person in imminent danger of death or serious 
bodily harm is also punishable under the OPA by felony and the following penalties: 
 

Single Violation:  imprisonment up to fifteen (15) years and/or fine of no more than 
$250,000. 

 
Subsequent Violation:  imprisonment up to thirty (30) years and/or fine of no more than 

$500,000.70 
 
The OPA defines “person” as including a “responsible corporate officer”.71 Courts 

construe a “responsible corporate officer” under the OPA to include persons with authority to 
exercise control over the corporation’s activity that caused the unlawful discharge.72 Accordingly, 
the OPA authorizes prosecutors to criminally charge corporate officers if they knew, controlled, 
or otherwise were in a position to prevent the unlawful discharge, even if the corporate officer did 
not actually participate in acts directly causing the spill. 

 
B. Rivers and Harbors Act (“Refuse Act”) 

                                                 
68 33 U.S.C. § 1319(c)(1)(A). 

69 33 U.S.C. § 1319(c)(2)(B). 

70 33 U.S.C. § 1319(c)(3)(A). 

71 33 U.S.C. § 1319(c)(6). 

72 See e.g., State v. Jones, 12-540 (La. App. 3 Cir. 11/07/12) 101 So. 3d 1083, 1093 (quoting U.S. 
v. Iverson, 162 F.3d 1015, 1022-25 (9th Cir. 1998)). 
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 The Rivers and Harbors Act, known as the Refuse Act, 33 U.S.C. § 407 et seq., prohibits 
discharge of refuse of any kind from a vessel into navigable waters of the United States.73 Courts 
interpret “refuse” as including “all foreign substances and pollutants” not otherwise excepted 
under the statute, including oil.74 Violation of the Refuse Act is a misdemeanor punishable by a 
fine up to $25,000 per day and/or by imprisonment up to one (1) year.75 Under the Refuse Act, 
“one-half of said fine” may be paid “to the person or persons giving information which shall lead 
to conviction.”76  
 

The Refuse Act is a strict liability statute that does not require proof that the unlawful 
discharge resulted from intentional or negligent acts.77 In order to establish liability, prosecutors 
need only show that a person released a pollutant or “refuse” into navigable waters of the United 
States. 

 
C. Migratory Bird Treaty Act 

 To the extent that the spill causes the death of migratory birds, criminal exposure exists 
under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (“MBTA”) 16 U.S.C. § 703, et seq. The MBTA prohibits, by 
“any means or in any manner”, the killing of “any migratory bird, any part, nest, or eggs of any 
such bird”.78 Violation of the MBTA is a misdemeanor punishable by fine up to $15,000 and/or 
up to six (6) months imprisonment.79  
 
 Prosecutors filed a criminal charge for violation of the MBTA against BP Exploration and 
Production Inc. (“BP”) in connection with the Deep Water Horizon oil spill. Although assessments 
of wildlife casualties from the oil spill vary, one study estimates that up to 800,000 birds died as a 
result of the spill.80 BP ultimately pled guilty to eleven counts of felony manslaughter, one count 
                                                 
73 33 U.S.C. § 407.  

74 U.S. v. Standard Oil Co., 384 U.S. 224 (1966). 

75 33 U.S.C. § 411. 

76 Id. 

77 U.S. v. White Fuel Corp., 498 F.2d 619, 622 (1st Cir. 1974) (“[N]o court to our knowledge has 
held that there must be proof of scienter; to the contrary, the Refuse Act has commonly been termed 
a strict liability statute.”).  

78 16 U.S.C. § 703. 

79 16 U.S.C. § 707. 

80Mark Schrope, Still Counting Gulf Spill’s Dead Birds, THE NEW YORK TIMES (May 5, 2014), 
available at https://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/06/science/still-counting-gulf-spills-dead-
birds.html; see also Martha Harbison, More Than One Million Birds Died During Deepwater 
Horizon Disaster, National Audubon Society (May 6, 2014), available at 
https://www.audubon.org/news/more-one-million-birds-died-during-deepwater-horizon-disaster. 
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of felony obstruction of Congress, one count of a misdemeanor violation of the CWA, and one 
count of a misdemeanor violation of the MBTA.81 As part its plea deal, BP agreed to pay criminal 
fines in the sum of $4 billion ($4,000,000,000), which included a fine of $100 million 
($100,000,000) under the MBTA to be applied for the benefit of migratory bird species and other 
wildlife and wetlands conservation projects.82 
 

D. Unseaworthiness Penalties 

 If the spill resulted from an unseaworthy condition of the vessel, prosecutors may file 
charges for criminal unseaworthiness, as provided in 46 U.S.C. § 10908. Liability for criminal 
unseaworthiness exists where owners, operators, and/or crew members knowingly send a U.S. flag 
vessel out to sea in an unseaworthy condition likely to endanger life. The statute provides for 
criminal unseaworthiness as follows: 
 

A person that knowingly sends or attempts to send, or that is a party 
to sending or attempting to send, a vessel of the United States to sea, 
in an unseaworthy state that is likely to endanger the life of an 
individual, shall be fined not more than $1,000, imprisoned for not 
more than 5 years, or both. 

 Criminal liability under 46 U.S.C. § 10908 requires that the defendant know that the 
unseaworthy condition of the vessel is “likely to endanger life.”83 In U.S. v. Pedro Rivera, 131 F. 
3d 222 (1st Cir. 1977), the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit reviewed a conviction for 
unseaworthiness under 46 U.S.C. §  10908 arising out of an accidental oil spill off the coast of San 
Juan, Puerto Rico. The Pedro Rivera defendant was a general manager for the managing company 
of a tugboat.84 The defendant ordered the tugboat’s crew to transport a barge from San Juan.85 
Although the crew informed the defendant that the towing wire was seriously deteriorated and that 
new wire had been ordered and was available, the defendant still directed the crew to proceed with 
the old wire.86 The old wire broke during the course of the voyage, causing the barge to drift off, 
run aground, and spill oil cargo off the coast of San Juan.87 A jury found the defendant guilty of 

                                                 
81Guilty Plea Agreement, U.S. v. BP Exploration & Production, Inc., available at 
https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/criminal-vns/legacy/2012/12/17/2012-11-15-BP-
Guilty-Plea-Agreement.pdf. 

82 Id. 

83 U.S. v. Pedro Rivera, 131 F. 3d 222, 224 (1st Cir. 1977) 

84 Id. at 223. 

85 Id. 

86 Id. 

87 Id. 
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knowingly sending an unseaworthy vessel to sea in violation of 46 U.S.C. § 10908.88 However, 
the appellate court reversed the conviction based on a lack of evidence sufficient to establish that 
the defendant knew the vessel’s unseaworthy condition was “likely to endanger life”, a required 
element for liability under the statute.89 
 

E. Intentional Pollution Statutes 

 Federal statutes also impose felony criminal penalties on persons found guilty of 
intentional marine pollution. The Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act, known as the 
Ocean Dumping Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1401, et seq., prohibits a person from knowingly transporting 
any material from the United States and/or aboard a U.S. flag vessel for the purpose of dumping 
the material into the ocean without a permit.90 Violation of the Ocean Dumping Act is a felony 
with a maximum penalty of $250,000 in fines and/or imprisonment up to five (5) years.91 
 
 Similarly, Congress enacted the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (“APPS”), 33 U.S.C. 
§ 1901, et seq., to implement the provisions of the Protocol of 1978 Relating to the International 
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, known as “MARPOL”. APPS applies to 
U.S. flag ships operating across the globe and to all foreign-flagged vessels operating in the 
navigable waters of the U.S.92 APPS prohibits a knowing violation of MARPOL protocol and 
other regulations related to the unlawful discharge of pollutants and waste from ships without 
proper permits, including the dumping of oil, garbage, and other hazardous substances.93 APPS 
further requires that certain ships use pollution prevention procedures and equipment, such as an 
oily-water separator, and that overboard discharges be documented in oil and garbage records.94 
A company or crewmember’s intentional violation of APPS by unlawfully dumping pollutants 
from a ship and/or falsifying the ship’s oil and waste records is a Class D Felony punishable by a 
maximum fine of $250,000 and/or imprisonment up to ten (10) years.95 
 
 In February 2018, Sea World Management & Trading, Inc. (“Sea World”), a tank vessel 
operating company, and the master of its tank vessel, SEA FAITH, were convicted for falsifying 
records related to the discharge of oil and garbage. The vessel’s master ordered the crew to dump 
oil cargo residue, plastics, empty steel drums, oily rags, and other garbage directly overboard into 
                                                 
88 Id. 

89 Id. 

90 33 U.S.C. § 1411. 

91 33 U.S.C. § 1415. 

92 33 U.S.C. § 1902. 

93 33 U.S.C. § 1908. 

94 33 CFR § 151.10; 33 CFR § 151.25. 

95 33 USC § 1908(a). 
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the ocean. Sea World and the vessel master pleaded guilty to two felony violations under APPS 
for falsifying the vessel’s oil and garbage records. Under a plea agreement, Sea World agreed to 
pay a total fine of $2.25 million and to serve a three (3) year probation term. The vessel’s master 
was sentenced to six (6) months in prison followed by two (2) years of supervised release as well 
as a $2,000 fine.96 
 

F. False Statement to Government and Obstruction of Justice 

 In addition to criminal exposure for violations of environmental regulations, criminal 
liability exists for any false information provided or other obstruction of justice by a company or 
crewmember related to the spill. Any person who knowingly falsifies or conceals material 
information to a government agency is punishable by fine and/or imprisonment up to five (5) 
years.97 Under the CWA, “any person” who knowingly makes false representations in a record, 
report, or other document in connection with a spill of oil or hazardous substance or who tampers 
with the vessel’s pollutant monitoring devices shall be subject to the following penalties: 
 

Single Violation:  imprisonment up to two (2) years and/or fine of no more than 
$10,000. 

 
Subsequent Violation:  imprisonment up to four (4) years and/or fine of no more than 

$20,000.98 
 
A few obstruction of justice charges were filed by government prosecutors in connection 

with the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. For example, David Rainey, BP’s former Vice President of 
Exploration for the Gulf of Mexico, was charged with one count of Obstruction of Congress and 
one count of False Statements to Government. The charges were based on allegations that Rainey 
submitted to Congress manipulated estimates of the rate of oil flowing into the Gulf of Mexico. In 
particular, government prosecutors alleged that Rainey “reverse engineered” flow rate estimates 
to match lower government figures. Prosecutors further alleged that Rainey made false statements 
to federal law enforcement agents regarding the flow rate estimates provided by BP. After a four-
day trial, a federal jury acquitted Rainey of the False Statements charge. The district court 
dismissed the count of Obstruction of Congress due, in part, to the defense’s challenges in 
subpoenaing members of Congress and the resulting prejudice to Rainey’s ability to put on a full 
and fair defense as to whether Rainey actually obstructed a duly authorized Congressional 
investigation.    

 

                                                 
96  Dept. of Justice, U.S. Attorney’s Office, S.D.TX., Tank Vessel Operator and Master Convicted 
for Oil and Garbage Offenses, Feb. 26, 2019, available at https://www.justice.gov/usao-
sdtx/pr/tank-vessel-operator-and-master-convicted-oil-and-garbage-offenses (summary of Sea 
World Management & Trading Inc. criminal prosecution). 
97 18 U.S.C. § 1001. 

98 33 U.S.C. § 1319(c)(4). 
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Obstruction of justice charges were also filed against a BP engineer for deleting two 
voicemails and hundreds of text messages after the Deepwater Horizon incident. Some of the 
deleted messages discussed the actual amount of oil spilled per day into the Gulf of Mexico and 
revealed that BP grossly deflated the estimated amount of oil spilled in its public disclosures. A 
jury convicted the BP engineer on one charge for obstruction of justice, but the conviction was 
thrown out due to a mistrial. The BP engineer ultimately pled guilty to a misdemeanor charge of 
Computer Fraud and Abuse for deletion of the text messages and received a sentence of six (6) 
months probation. A Halliburton manager also pled guilty to destroying evidence after the incident. 
The Halliburton manager instructed two Halliburton employees to delete data obtained in post-
spill simulations to review the cementing of the failed well.  The Halliburton manager pled guilty 
to one misdemeanor count of destroying evidence after the incident and received a sentence of one 
(1) year probation.  

 
Criminal charges for false representations may also be filed if an investigation of an oil 

spill reveals manipulation of the vessel’s safety and maintenance records. For example, in 
November 2012, an explosion occurred at an oil production facility at West Delta 32 in the Gulf 
of Mexico resulting in the deaths of three construction workers and an oil spill into the Gulf. Black 
Elk Energy Offshore Operations LLC owned the oil production facility and contracted with Wood 
Group PSN, Inc. (“Wood Group”) to provide personnel to man and conduct the oil operations at 
the facility. An investigation of the incident revealed that Wood Group employees’ negligence 
contributed to the explosion. The investigation further revealed that Wood Group’s operators had 
falsified reports indicating that the facility had been properly inspected and maintained. In 
February 2017, Wood Group was convicted and ordered to pay $7 million for falsely reporting 
that personnel had performed safety inspections of the facility and $1.8 million for negligently 
discharging oil in violation of the CWA. Wood Group was further ordered to pay $700,000 to 
community service projects.99 
 

CONCLUSION 

Marine incidents resulting in deaths, oil spills, or discharges of hazardous substances can 
expose the companies and crewmembers involved to a minefield of potential criminal charges. 
These criminal charges can also present important considerations for how to proceed against 
parallel civil claims. In this era of creeping criminalization by federal authorities of maritime 
incidents, defense interests should conduct a thorough internal investigation by experienced 
criminal counsel of the facts and circumstances of serious incidents to protect attorney-client and 
work-product-protected interviews, facts, and other evidence. 

                                                 
99 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Summary of Criminal Prosecutions, available at 
https://cfpub.epa.gov/compliance/criminal_prosecution/index.cfm?action=3&prosecution_summ
ary_id=2979 (summary of Wood Group PSN criminal prosecution). 
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I. CARGO 
 

i. Bristow US LLC v. Wallenius Wilhelmsen Logistics, AS, 2019 WL 975355 
(S.D.N.Y. Feb. 28, 2019) (COGSA limitation applied to limit the liability for 
damage to helicopter to $500)    
 

 
Plaintiff Bristow US LLC (“Bristow”) filed suit against Wallenius Wilhelmsen 

Logistics AS (“Wallenius”) for damage to Bristow’s AW139 helicopter that was 

damaged when one of Wallenius’ subcontractors loaded the helicopter’s body onto the 

M/V TIJUCA in Savannah, Georgia.  Id. at *1-2.  The agreement to transport the 

helicopter and accessories was governed by a Wallenius bill of lading.     

 Wallenius argued that its liability was limited to $500 because the helicopter 

constituted a “package” under the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, 46 U.S.C. § 

30701 et seq. (“COGSA”), or, alternatively, that the helicopter was to be viewed as a 

single CFU.  Bristow argued that the helicopter was not a package or a single CFU, but, 

rather, a “bundle of CFUs.”  Id. at *4.  Specifically, Bristow argued that the relevant CFU 

was a “revenue ton”, which was the unit used to calculate the helicopter’s freight.  

Accordingly, Bristow contended that Wallenius’ liability limit was 192.657 revenue tons 

multiplied by $500.00.   

 The United States District Court for the Southern District of New York first 

recognized that the parties agreed to contractually extend the relevant provisions of 

COGSA beyond the “tackle to tackle” period to also cover the period of time before the 

vessel had been loaded.  Id. at *3.  The court recognized that whether the helicopter 

qualified as a “package” under COGSA was “not a conclusive call.”  Id.  The court noted 

that the relevant bill of lading column listed “No. of units or packages”, and therefore the 
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bill of lading was facially ambiguous as to whether the appropriate measure was “units” 

or “packages.”  Id.  (emphasis in original).     

The court ultimately concluded that COGSA limited the damages to the helicopter 

to $500.00, regardless of whether the helicopter was measured by package or by CFU.  

Id. at *4.  The court found that Bristow acknowledged that it had a fair and reasonable 

opportunity to declare a higher value and pay a higher freight to opt out of the COGSA 

limitation, and that the “Declared value” box of the bill of lading was blank.  Id. at *7.  

The court continued by stating that even if agreed with Bristow that the proper measure 

was CFU, the court “would have found that the helicopter constitutes only one CFU”, 

because under “No. of units or packages”, the goods described as “AW139 CIVIL 

HELICOPTER, USED” as “1.”  Id. at *4. 

The court admonish future litigants, stating that “[f]uture shippers seeking to 

avoid such a limitation for a singular, valuable item such as a helicopter or yacht would 

do well to consider opting out of the limitation, declaring a higher value, and paying a 

correspondingly higher freight.”  Id. at *8. 

 
ii. Herod's Stone Design v. Mediterranean Shipping Co. S.A., 2018 A.M.C. 2963 

(D.N.J. June 20, 2018), reconsideration denied, 2018 A.M.C. 2971 (D.N.J. Nov. 
28, 2018) (Dispute regarding damage to cargo arising from carriage from China to 
New York was subject to a valid forum selection clause in the applicable MSC 
Sea Waybill and therefore defendant’s motion to transfer was granted) 
 
Plaintiff, a marble, tile, and stone supplier and installer located in New Jersey, 

contracted with shipping agent Parisi Grand Logistics Ltd. to hire Defendant 

Mediterranean Shipping Company S.A. (“MSC”) to deliver Plaintiff’s cargo from China 

to New York.  MSC moved to transfer the matter to the United States District Court for 

the Southern District of New York, on the grounds that the MSC Sea Waybill contained a 
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forum selection clause providing that “where the contract for the carriage of goods is 

either to or from the United States, suit shall be filed exclusively in the United States 

District Court, for the Southern District of New York.”  Id. at 2968 (citations omitted).     

The United States District Court for the District for New Jersey concluded that the 

forum selection clause in the MSC Sea Waybill was valid.  Id. at 2969.  The court 

concluded that Plaintiff “raised no public interest factors that might militate against a 

transfer of this matter to the Southern District of New York.”  Id.  Accordingly, 

Plaintiff’s Motion to Transfer was granted, and the matter was transferred to the Southern 

District of New York.  Id. at 2969-70. 

II. DAMAGES 
 

i. Dillon v. United States, 357 F. Supp. 3d 49 (D. Mass. 2019) (Injured seaman’s 
course of conduct barred his claims for unearned overtime wages when he was 
aware of chronic back pain, failed to disclose the full extent of the back pain 
during a pre-employment medical screening, and knew that the shipowner 
would have considered the no-disclosure to be a matter of importance) 

 
Plaintiff, a resident of Massachusetts, sustained a back injury while employed by 

Maersk Line, Limited (“Maersk”) as a Qualified Member of the Engine Department on a 

government-owned vessel stationed in the Indian Ocean.  Id. at 53-54.  Prior to his 

employment with Maersk, Plaintiff had a long history of back problems.  Id. at 57.  

During the pre-employment medical screening required by Maersk, Plaintiff did not 

disclose the full extent of those previous back problems.  Id. at 53.  The United States 

District Court for the District of Massachusetts found that Plaintiff “was aware of his 

chronic back pain and knew that it, and his generally unstable medical condition, affected 

his ability to lift on board the vessel, an important duty as part of his employment.”  Id. at 

64.  Accordingly, the court found that Plaintiff “should have known — and indeed did 
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know — that the shipowner would have considered the non-disclosure to be a matter of 

importance.”  Id. at 65.  Accordingly, Dillon's course of conduct barred his claims for 

unearned overtime wages.  Id. at 65. 

ii. Luis Sanchez Betances & Antillana, LLC v. Aspen Am. Ins. Co. & Osvaldo 
Carlo Linares, 2019 WL 1224660 (D.P.R. Jan. 24, 2019), report and 
recommendation adopted sub nom. Sanchez Betances v. Aspen Am. Ins. Co., 
2019 WL 1224686 (D.P.R. Mar. 14, 2019) (Maritime law expressly considers 
and rejects damages for loss of pleasure use of a pleasure vessel) 
 

Antillana, LLC (“Antillana”) and its sole owner and shareholder, Luis Sánchez 

Betances (“Sánchez”) (collectively “Plaintiffs”) owned the M/V ANTILLANA, a fifty-

foot fiberglass motor vessel (the “Vessel”).   The Vessel was docked at Puerto del Rey 

Marina (“PDRM”) in Fajardo, Puerto Rico when Hurricane Maria reached PDRM in the 

early morning hours of September 20, 2017.  Sánchez secured the Vessel in preparation 

for Hurricane Maria.  Id. at *2.  Plaintiffs alleged that the forty-foot fiberglass motor 

vessel that was docked to the Vessel’s starboard side, the M/V LINKSA, was not 

prepared for the storm and repeatedly hit the Vessel on its starboard side during the 

storm.  Id.   

Plaintiffs filed suit for negligence under federal maritime law, seeking, inter alia, 

cost of repair, loss of enjoyment, and loss of market value or depreciation pursuant to 

Article 1802 of the Puerto Rico Civil Code.  Defendants, the owner and insurer of the 

M/V LINKSA, moved to dismiss the claims brought under Puerto Rico law.  Specifically, 

defendants moved to dismiss the loss of enjoyment and loss of market value claims, 

arguing that “neither cause of action is recognized under federal admiralty law.”  Id. at 

*3.  In response, Plaintiffs conceded that the claims “for loss of the use of a pleasure boat 

and loss of market value are based not on maritime law but solely on [Puerto Rico law]”, 
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and further requested that the court consider the state law claims as separate questions.  

Id. 

Recognizing that “maritime law expressly considers and rejects damages for loss 

of pleasure use of a pleasure vessel”, United States District Court for the District of 

Puerto Rico Magistrate Judge McGiverin concluded that maritime law “should govern 

this claim.”  Id. at *5.  Accordingly, Magistrate Judge McGiverin recommended that the 

defendants’ motion to partially dismiss the Plaintiffs’ state-law claims be granted.  Id. 

III. DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
 

i. Am. Tugs, Inc. v. 3HD Supply LLC, 2018 A.M.C. 2876 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 29, 
2018) (Default judgment entered on a plaintiff’s claim for breach of maritime 
contract) 

 

American Tugs, Incorporated’s motion for default judgment pursuant to Federal 

Rule of Civil Procedure 55(b)(2) and S.D.N.Y. Local Civil Rule 55.2(b), on its claim for 

breach of a maritime contract for the charter of a fully-crewed tugboat and barge to 

transport construction equipment between Trinidad and Tobago, was granted when 

defendants had not appeared to defend the action.  Id. at 2879-82.  The United States 

District Court for the Southern District of New York entered judgment in American 

Tugs’ favor in the principal amount of $802,913.01, plus prejudgment interest on the 

basis of the 52–week Treasury Bill rates, compounded annually.  Id. at 2882. 
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IV. INDEMNITY AND CONTRIBUTION 
 

i. Matter of Parry, 2018 WL 7198181 (D. Mass. Sept. 13, 2018) (General 
maritime law applied to claims between a limitation of liability Plaintiff and a 
company that performed work on the Plaintiff’s vessel relating to claims for 
personal injuries sustained on board the vessel in Provincetown Harbor) 

 
On August 24, 2014, an explosion and fire in Provincetown Harbor sank a 2003 

Chaparral Signature 280 cabin cruiser (the “Vessel”) owned by Gordon E. Parry, Jr. 

(“Parry”).  Id. at *1.  In May 2015, Parry filed a verified complaint for exoneration from 

or limitation of liability pursuant to the Limitation of Liability Act of 1851, 46 U.S.C. §§ 

30501–30512 (“LOLA”).  Id.  David P. Lundmark (“Lundmark”) filed a claim against 

Parry in the LOLA action, alleging significant personal injuries as a result of the incident.  

Parry subsequently filed a first amended third-party claim against 3A Marine, alleging 

that 3A Marine was responsible for the injuries and losses resulting from the incident as a 

result of repairs and services undertaken by 3A Marine.  Id.  3A Marine filed an answer 

to the first amended third-party claim and a counterclaim against Parry for contribution 

and indemnity.  Id.  3A Marine then moved for summary judgment on its third-party 

claim for contribution and indemnity.   

Parry argued that state law applied to the contribution and indemnity claims, 

whereas 3A Marine disagreed and argued that federal maritime law applied to those 

claims.  The court concluded that “Lundmark’s injuries occurred on a vessel at sea in 

connection with an onboard explosion and the general features had a potentially 

disruptive impact on maritime commerce”, and therefore general maritime law applied to 

the contribution and indemnity claims.  Id. at *4.  The court ultimately concluded that 

Parry failed to provide sufficient evidence of causation, fault, or responsibility on the part 

of 3A Marine, and accordingly United States Magistrate Judge Marianne Bowler 
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recommended that the contribution and indemnity claims be dismissed. 

 

ii. Sea King Corp. v. Marine Repair Services of Virginia, Inc., et al., 2019 WL 
645677 (E.D. Va. Feb. 15, 2019) (Implied warranty of workmanlike 
performance did not implicate the right to indemnity when the claimed breach 
resulted in cargo damage, prior to delivery to a stevedore, that was allegedly 
caused by a company that serviced and provided shore-based monitoring of 
refrigerated cargo containers) 

 
Sea King Corporation (“Sea King”) contacted a logistics company, Eimskip 

Logistics Inc. (“Eimskip”), to arrange for the transportation of frozen conch meat from 

Sea King’s facility in Virginia to Hong Kong.  Eimskip made a “web booking” with 

CMA CGM (America) for the carriage of the conch meat, which indicated that the cargo 

was “frozen seafood” and was to be shipped in a vents-closed refrigerated container at -

20 degrees Celsius.  Id. at *1.  Sea King entered into a written contract with Eimskip, 

paying for ocean freight in a 40-foot reefer, pre-carriage transportation, and insurance.  

The shipment was to be shipped from Virginia International Gateway (“VIG”) terminal, 

operated by Virginia International Terminals (“VIT”).  Id. at *1-2. 

CMA sent an email order to MRS for MRS to prepare a reefer for release.  MRS 

“pre-tripped” a container that was leased by CMA and stored at MRS’s Chesapeake, 

Virginia depot and confirmed that the container’s refrigeration system was operating 

properly.  Id. at *2.  Pursuant to the general course of dealings between CMA and MRS, 

MRS agreed to (1) pre-trip CMA’s containers as needed and (2) monitor CMA’s export 

containers two times a day at VIG terminal to ensure that temperature stayed within the 

designated range.  Id.  If MRS identified a discrepancy between the booking and actual 

temperatures, then MRS would immediately notify CMA “as a failsafe against cargo 

damage.”  Id.  On the morning that the container was delivered to Sea King’s facility, a 
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CMA employee manually inputted the booking data into VIT’s system but “failed to 

reflect a temperature requirement” for the container.  Id. 

CMA alleged that MRS breached its contract with CMA, and that MRS was liable 

to indemnify CMA for the settlement that it paid to Plaintiffs.  The question presented to 

the Eastern District of Virginia was whether the maritime warranty of workmanlike 

performance applied between CMA and MRS.  Id. at *7. 

The United States District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia held that, 

under Fourth Circuit precedent, “the implied warranty of workmanlike performance does 

not implicate the right to indemnity when the claimed breach results in cargo damage, 

prior to delivery to a stevedore, that was allegedly caused by a company that services and 

provides shore-based monitoring of refrigerated cargo containers.”  Id. at *8.  The district 

court further concluded that “even if Fourth Circuit law recognizes a carrier’s right to 

indemnity from a container company in such circumstances . . . CMA fails to 

demonstrate either that MRS had ‘custody’ over the Container such that the warranty of 

workmanlike performance (and the associated right to indemnity) ‘attached,’ or that MRS 

violated its established course of dealing and/or violated the warranty by failing to 

perform its task with ‘reasonable care, skill, and diligence.’” Id. at *8 (citing Matter of 

Robbins Maritime, Inc., 906 F. Supp. 309, 314 (E.D. Va. 1995) (quoting Thomas J. 

Schoenbaum, Admiralty & Maritime Law § 5-8 (2d ed. 1994))). 

Accordingly, summary judgment was entered in favor of MRS on CMA’s claim 

for indemnity.   
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V. INSURANCE 
 

i. Starr Indem. & Liab. Co. v. Marine Envtl. Remediation Group, LLC, 2018 
A.M.C. 2066 (S.D.N.Y. July 27, 2018) (The determination of coverage under 
a pollution liability insurance policy relating to the sinking of a vessel and 
resulting discharge of waste oil is a dispute that gives rise to maritime 
jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1333) 

 

Starr Indemnity & Liability Company (“SILC”) sold a pollution liability 

insurance policy (the “Policy”) covering Marine Environmental Remediation Group’s 

(“MER”) vessel LONE STAR (the “Vessel”).  Id. at 2067.  The Policy covered losses 

stemming from, inter alia, liability under the Oil Pollution Act of 1990, liability arising 

out of “the discharge of on-oil hazardous substances, . . . and certain fines and penalties 

incurred under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (“FWPCA”), Clean Water Act 

and Rivers and Harbors Appropriations Act.”  Id. at 2069.  During the Policy period, the 

Vessel sank, thereby discharging approximately 1,800 gallons of waste oil and MER 

notified SILC of the incident.  Id.  SILC filed suit pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1333, seeking a 

determination of no coverage under the Policy.  MER moved to dismiss for lack of 

subject-matter jurisdiction under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(1).  Specifically, MER argued 

because the Vessel was a “dead ship” when the Policy was signed, “the Policy cannot be 

a maritime agreement.”  Id. at 2069. 

In rejecting MER’s argument, the district court concluded that “[t]he Policy 

covers maritime risks that give rise to maritime jurisdiction.”  Id. at 2068.  The district 

court reasoned that the dispute concerned “potential dangers to public health and safety 

and the environment—matters that would directly impact those who conducted maritime 

commerce in those waters . . . and pollution coverage which ‘directly implicate[s] the 

business of maritime commerce.’” Id. at 2070 (citing Fireman's Fund Ins. Co. v. Great 
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Am. Ins. Co. of New York, 822 F.3d 620, 634 (2d Cir. 2016)).  Accordingly, MER’s 

motion to dismiss for lack of subject-matter jurisdiction was denied. 

ii. Atl. Specialty Ins. Co. v. Coastal Envtl. Group, 2019 A.M.C. 134 (E.D.N.Y. 
Sept. 30, 2018) (Insurer did not prove that spud barge was unseaworthy or that 
insured breached its duty of utmost good faith in hull insurance policy, and 
therefore insured was entitled to recovery for damage resulting from the 
covered loss) 

Plaintiff Atlantic Specialty Insurance Company (“Atlantic”) filed suit against 

defendants Coastal Environmental Group (“Coastal”) and Sterling Equipment, Inc. 

(“Sterling”) (“Defendants”) seeking a declaration that a policy of insurance that Atlantic 

issued to Coastal was void ab initio or, alternatively, that there was no coverage.  Id. at 

135.  Defendants asserted counterclaims against Atlantic and cross-claims against one 

another, and Sterling also asserted a third-party claim against Global Indemnity Insurance 

Agency, Inc. (“Global”).  Global then asserted its own claim against All Risks, Ltd. (“All 

Risks”). Id. 

Atlantic argued that the Policy should be declared void ab initio because “Coastal 

breached its duty of utmost good faith in applying for and seeking coverage” for a spud 

barge (the “Vessel”).  Id. at 153.  Specifically, Atlantic alleged, inter alia, that Coastal 

breached its duty: “(1) by failing to provide a complete and accurate picture of the risk 

presented by the [Vessel] . . . and (2) by overstating the value of, and thereby 

overinsuring, the [Vessel].”  Id. at 153-54. 

In concluding that Coastal did not breach its duty of utmost good faith, the district 

court concluded that there was “no indication that Coastal in any way delayed the On-

Hire Survey or that it omitted, suppressed, or withheld other available information before 

the loss of the [Vessel].”  Id. at 155.  The district court further concluded that Atlantic 

failed to prove that the Vessel “was overvalued and overinsured”, as there was expert 
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testimony presented by a marine surveyor that the Vessel’s value equaled the 

$400,000.00 value stated in the Policy.  Id.  Accordingly, Coastal was entitled to 

judgment against Atlantic for the hull value, related barge salvage, and resulting pier 

damage arising from the casualty.  Id. at 165. 

 
iii. Travelers Prop. Cas. Co. of Am. v. Ocean Reef Charters LLC, et al., 324 F. 

Supp. 3d 366 (W.D.N.Y. 2018) (District court granted defendants’ motion to 
transfer venue to the Southern District of Florida when the subject vessel was 
moored in Florida at all times relevant to the litigation, was allegedly 
damaged by Hurricane Irma in Florida, and New York had only a tangential 
relation to the facts of the case) 

Travelers Property Casualty Company of America (“Plaintiff”) filed action in the 

United States District Court for the Western District of New York, requesting a 

declaratory judgment against Ocean Reef Charters LLC (“Ocean Reef”) and Stonegate 

Bank (“Bank”) (collectively, “Defendants”) regarding the parties' rights and obligations 

under a maritime insurance policy (the “Policy”) covering a 1998 92-foot Hatteras yacht 

(the “Vessel”) that was damaged in Florida during Hurricane Irma.  The Defendants 

moved to transfer venue to the United States District Court for the Southern District of 

Florida.  Id. at 370.   

The district court identified that a two-part inquiry under 28 U.S.C § 1404 is to be 

performed when determining whether to grant a motion to transfer venue: “first, whether 

the action to be transferred ‘might have been brought in the transferee court’; and second, 

whether ‘considering the convenience of parties and witnesses, and the interest of justice, 

a transfer is appropriate.’”  Id. at 374 (citing Fuji Photo Film Co. v. Lexar Media, Inc., 

415 F. Supp. 2d 370, 373 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) (internal citations omitted)). 

With regard to the first inquiry, all parties agreed that the Southern District of 

Florida would have personal jurisdiction over all parties.  Id. at 374.  Next, the district 
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court concluded that there was “no evidence that any of the negotiations regarding the 

Policy, or its renewals, occurred in New York.”  Id. at 380.  Rather, a Florida corporation 

“filed the initial application with Plaintiff's Luxury Yacht Division in New Jersey, and all 

subsequent renewals were ‘processed’ in New Jersey.  Id.  The district court found that 

“material non-party witnesses” were located in Florida, and that Plaintiff “failed to 

provide factual submissions identifying its own non-party witnesses, the nature of their 

testimony, or their connection to New York State.”  Id. at 375-76.  The district court 

concluded that because New York had only “a tangential relation to the facts of this 

case”, transfer to the Southern District of Florida was appropriate.  Id. at 381, 386.   

 

iv. Chartis Property Casualty Co. v. Inganamort, 2019 WL 1277518 (D.N.J. 
Mar. 20, 2019) (Federal admiralty law and not state law governed all-risk 
policy relating to damage to 65-foot Sportfish vessel, and boatowners 
possessed burden to establish that sinking of vessel was the result of a 
fortuitous loss) 

 
Plaintiff Chartis Property Casualty Company (“Chartis”) insured a 65-foot 1996 

Sportfish vessel (the “Vessel”) owned by John and Joan Inganamort (“Defendants”).  In 

September 2011, the Vessel partially sunk while docked in Florida.  Id. at *1.  Chartis 

claimed that a hole in the Vessel, caused by Defendants’ failure to upkeep the [V]essel, 

caused it to sink. Defendants maintained that “[h]eavy rainstorms” caused the Vessel to 

sink. Id.     

Chartis filed a declaratory judgment action, seeking, inter alia, a judgment that 

insurance coverage was barred and/or limited.  Specifically, Chartis argued that the 

insurance policy at issue, an “all-risk” policy, only covered losses that the policyholders 

could prove were “fortuitious”, and that Defendants proffered no evidence to demonstrate 
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a fortuitous loss.  Id. at *3.  Defendants argued that Florida state law applied rather than 

admiralty law, and that under Florida law Chartis possessed “the burden of proof that 

there is an exception to coverage.”  Id at *2.   

The United States District Court for the District of New Jersey concluded that 

federal admiralty law controlled the analysis of the dispute, finding that the fortuitous 

loss rule1 was “an entrenched federal rule” and therefore state law did not apply.  Id. at 

*2.  Ultimately, the court concluded that Defendants presented no evidence 

demonstrating that the partial sinking of the Vessel was caused by fortuituous events, and 

therefore Chartis’ motion for summary judgment was granted.  Id. at *5.  

VI. LACHES 
 

i. Leopard Marine & Trading, Ltd. v. Easy St. Ltd., 896 F.3d 174 (2d Cir. 2018) 
(Laches extinguished fuel company’s maritime lien against the vessel when 
the company’s delay in providing notice to the vessel owner that the owner’s 
charterer never paid fuel bill resulted in significant prejudice to vessel owner) 

 
The owners of the M/V DENSA LEOPARD (the “Vessel”), Leopard Marine & 

Trading, Ltd. (“Leopard”) chartered the Vessel to Allied Maritime, Inc. (“Allied”).  

Under the chartering agreement, Allied purchased Vessel fuel from Easy Street Ltd. 

(“Easy Street”), and by virtue of purchasing the fuel a maritime lien arose on the Vessel 

in Easy Street’s favor, thereby allowing Easy Street to seize the Vessel if the fuel bill 

went unpaid.  Id. at 179.  Allied did not pay Easy Street when the fuel invoice was due 

approximately one month later.  Allied subsequently entered into involuntary bankruptcy.  

Id. at 180.  Approximately two and a half years after Allied entered into bankruptcy, Easy 

                                                        
1 The fortuity rule states that “all-risk policies in marine insurance contracts only cover 
losses caused by fortuitous events.”  Id. at *3 (citing Youell v. Exxon Corp., 48 F.3d 105, 
110 (2d Cir.), cert granted, judgment vacated on other grounds, 516 U.S. 801 (1995).   
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Street sent Leopard an email demanding the unpaid fuel bill plus interest and legal fees.  

Id.  Approximately one month after submitting its email to Leopard, Easy Street arrested 

the Vessel in Panama, “exercising its maritime lien for the unpaid fuel in an in rem 

action.”  Id.  Leopard subsequently filed suit, seeking a declaratory judgment that Easy 

Street’s lien was barred by laches.  Id.  

On appeal from the United States District Court for the Southern District of New 

York’s determination that laches extinguished Easy Street’s maritime lien, the Court of 

Appeals for the Second Circuit recognized that “there is no fixed period of time that must 

elapse for a suit to be barred by the doctrine of laches”, Id. at 194 (citing Joshua S. Force 

& Steven F. Friedell, Benedict on Admiralty § 7.01 (7th ed. 2017)).  The Court further 

recognized that the “ultimate test for laches is whether there has been (1) inexcusable 

delay in exercising a lien and (2) prejudice to the party against whom the lien would be 

enforced.  Id. (citing Czaplicki v. The Hoegh Silvercloud, 351 U.S. 525, 533 (1956)).   

Affirming the district court, the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit 

concluded that had Easy Street exercised the lien before Allied’s bankruptcy, Leopard 

would have had some chance to recover from Allied through arbitration or exercise of the 

cargo liens before Allied’s bankruptcy.  Id. at 198.  “Because of the significant prejudice 

caused by Easy Street’s delay in exercising the lien, the district court did not abuse its 

discretion in ruling that laches extinguished the lien.”  Id. at 199. 
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VII. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
 

i. Matter of Tappan Zee Constructors, LLC, 2018 A.M.C. 2246 (N.D.N.Y. July 
26, 2018) (The lone claimant in a limitation of liability action was not 
required to concede a petitioner’s stipulation for value prior to the district 
court lifting a stay of state court action) 
 

The owners of a 2007 Lobell work boat filed a Complaint for Exoneration from or 

Limitation of Liability pursuant to 46 U.S.C. § 30501, et seq., and Rule F of the 

Supplemental Rules for Certain Admiralty and Maritime Claims and Asset Forfeiture 

Actions (“Rule F”) arising from an incident on the Hudson River in which the boat 

operator (“Claimant”) sustained personal injuries.  Id. at 2247.  Claimant filed an answer 

to the owner’s limitation Complaint, and subsequently filed a motion to vacate the 

injunction and lift the stay of the state court action, contending that because he was a 

“single claimant”, state court was the appropriate forum.  Id. at 2247-48.  The boat owner 

argued that the Claimant’s motion to vacate the injunction and lift the stay of state court 

action must be denied “because Claimant has not conceded the sufficiency of the 

security.”  Id. at 2250. 

The United States District Court for the Northern District of New York disagreed, 

reasoning that under relevant maritime authority lone claimants “were not required to 

concede a petitioner’s stipulation for value prior to the district court lifting a stay of state 

court action.”  Id. at 2250 (citing Norfolk Dredging Co. v. Wiley, 439 F.3d 205, 210-11 

(4th Cir. 2006)).  Accordingly, the district court concluded that the Claimant was “not 

required to stipulate to the precise value of the limitation”, and therefore the Claimant’s 

motion to lift the stay was granted.  Id. at 2251. 
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ii. Matter of Liquid Waste Tech., LLC, 2019 WL 399909 (D. Conn. Jan. 31, 
2019) (Court granted claimants’ motions to vacate a limitation of liability stay 
relating to the capsizing of a dredge when four of the six claimants agreed to 
enter into stipulations as a condition of the district court’s lifting of the stay) 

As a result of a dredge capsizing in Long Island Sound in Guilford, Connecticut, 

the dredge’s owner filed a complaint for exoneration from or limitation of liability under 

the Limitation of Liability Act, 46 U.S.C. § 30501, et seq. (the “Limitation Action”).  Id. 

at *1.  The district court entered an order approving the valuation of the dredge for 

$178,000 and staying the prosecution in any other court of claims against the owner 

arising from the incident.  Subsequently, four of the six claimants in the Limitation 

Action filed motions to vacate the district court’s stay, seeking to file common law claims 

in state court.  Id.  In support of their motions to vacate, and in accordance with the 

Second Circuit precedent of Complaint of Dammers & Vanderheide & Scheepvaart 

Maats Christina B.V., 836 F.2d 750, 754–55 (2d Cir. 1988) “that a district court may lift 

a stay provided that the claimants agree to certain protective stipulations designed to 

protect the right of the vessel owner to have the district court adjudicate its claim to a 

limitation of liability under the Act”, the four claimants agreed to enter into stipulations 

as a condition of the district court’s lifting of the stay.  Id. at *2.  The dredge owner 

opposed the motions to vacate the stay on the grounds that two of the claimants in the 

Limitation Action failed to join in the motions and failed to agree to enter into the 

stipulations.      

In granting the claimants’ motions to vacate the district court’s stay, the court 

concluded that “not all potential claimants need to join in stipulations in order to provide 

adequate protection of [dredge owner’s] rights under the Limitation of Liability Act.”  Id. 

at *4.  The Court reasoned that if “a change in circumstance” would expose the dredge 
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owner to excess liability “prior to the Court’s determination of [dredge owner’s] 

entitlement to its claimed limitation of liability”, then the dredge owner would be 

permitted to “seek an order of relief from the Court to ensure that its rights under the 

Limitation of Liability Act are adequately protected consistent with the rights of 

claimants under the savings-to-suitors clause.”  Id. at *4. 

iii. Complaint of Bellaire Vessel Mgmt., 2019 WL 1179401 (N.D.W. Va. Mar. 13, 
2019) (Court granted respondents’ permission to file limitation claims beyond 
the monition period in a limitation of liability action when the filing of late 
claims would not unfairly prejudice the parties.) 

The owners of vessels that damaged property upon breaking away from a vessel 

fleeting facility on the Ohio River filed a Complaint for exoneration from or limitation of 

liability pursuant to 46 U.S.C. §§ 30501-30512. Id. at *1.  The limitation-plaintiffs 

subsequently filed a motion for entry of order of the court noting default as to any 

potential claimants that had failed to assert claims or answer within the monition period.  

After the limitation-plaintiffs filed the request for default, various respondents filed 

motions for leave to file their answers and claims out of time, attaching to their motion 

proposed answers and claims in the limitation action.  Id. at *2-4.  The limitation-

plaintiffs opposed the respondents’ request and filed a motion to strike the untimely 

claims.   

The United States District Court for the Northern District of West Virginia held 

that it was appropriate, in the interests of justice, to grant the motions for leave to file the 

untimely claims when the respondents showed good cause and when “[g]ranting 

permission to file [the] late claims [would] not unfairly prejudice the parties involved as 

this limitation proceeding remains pending and undetermined.”  Id. at 4. 
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VIII. MARITIME CONTRACT 
 

i. Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. v. Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., 2018 A.M.C. 2792 
(S.D.N.Y. Aug. 16, 2018) (The plain language of a general release precluded a 
shipper from bringing damages claims arising from shipment of cargo from 
the United States to China) 

Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. (“MOL”) filed suit against Archer-Daniels-Midland 

Company (“ADM”), alleging that ADM declined to retrieve ADM’s cargo after MOL 

had completed the shipment of it from the United States to China in January 2014 and 

failed to repay MOL for various charges incurred in transporting and storing the cargo.  

Id. at 2792.  ADM moved, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(c), for judgment on the 

pleadings on the grounds that MOL’s damages claims were covered by a general release 

executed by the parties in March 2016.  Id.  Specifically, the general release stated that 

MOL would release ADM from “all claims, demands, causes of action or suits of any 

kind or nature whatsoever, whether existing, conditional or contingent, whether known or 

unknown, that MOL ... had, now has, or may have in the future, in law or in equity, in 

contract, in tort, or pursuant to statute, related in any way to or arising from the Released 

Claims.”  Id. at 2794.  Moreover, “Released Claims” under the general release was 

broadly defined to include “all demurrage and detention charges for shipments sailing 

prior to 03/08/2016.”  Id.    The United States District Court for the Southern District of 

New York concluded that because the release was “unambiguous in its scope”, the 

district court was required to “enforce the agreement as written.”  Id. at 2800 (citations 

omitted). Accordingly, because the release barred MOL’s damages claims, the district 

court granted ADM’s motion for judgment on the pleadings.  Id. at 2801.  
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ii. 9178-6103 Quibec Inc. v. Unitrans-Pra Co., et al., 2018 A.M.C. 2431 
(E.D.N.Y. Oct. 17, 2018) (Oral contract between shipper and NVOCC was 
binding and was not made under duress where the shipper and NVOCC traded 
faxes identifying five vehicles to be released from liens in return for payment) 

9178-6103 Quibec Inc. (“Quibec”) asserted claims for breach of contract and 

replevin against various defendants regarding vehicles owned by Quibec and shipped by 

defendants to Finland.  Upon the vehicles’ arrival in Finland, the defendants refused to 

release the vehicles without payment by Quibec of $104,000.  Id. at 2432.  Quibec agreed 

to pay the NVOCC-defendant $104,000 for release of the five vehicles, “with four of the 

vehicles to be released upon payment of $52,000”, and the fifth vehicle, a Bentley, to be 

released “upon payment of the balance of $52,000.” Id. at 2436.  The agreement was 

faxed from Quibec’s attorney to the president of the NVOCC-defendant with a cover 

sheet indicating that it had been faxed.  Id.  

The United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York concluded 

that even though the agreement lacked signatures, the fax identified the vehicles to be 

released in return for payment and detailed the obligations of the parties, and therefore 

there was a meeting of the minds and a binding contract. Id. at 2440.  The district court 

rejected Quibec’s argument that the agreement was unenforceable because it was 

produced under pressure and under duress, concluding that the defendant-NVOCC had a 

legal basis to assert a lien over the five vehicles under the bills of lading and under its lien 

agreement.  Accordingly, because the NVOCC had the right to demand payment of the 

debt by Quibec, any ultimatum that Quibec must pay a sum of money to recover the 

vehicles did not constitute an improper threat. Id. at 2488. Accordingly, the district court 

directed Quibec’s attorney to release to defendants the $52,000 held in escrow for 

payment relating to the Bentley. 
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iii. Eddystone Rail Co., LLC v. Rios, et al., 2019 WL 1356022 (E.D. Pa. Mar. 26, 
2019) (A contract with the primary objective to transload oil from railcars 
onto barges was necessarily a maritime contract that squarely invoked the 
district court’s admiralty jurisdiction) 

Bridger Transfer Services, LLC (“BTS”) entered into a Rail Services Agreement 

(“RSA”) with Eddystone Rail Company LLC (“Eddystone”) whereby Eddystone agreed 

to construct and operate a facility on the Delaware River in Eddystone, Pennsylvania (the 

“Transloading Facility”) for purposes of transferring crude oil from railcars to barges.  

The barges would then carry the oil down the river to Philadelphia-area refineries.  Id. at 

*1. 

BTS’s parent, Bridger Logistics, LLC (“BL”) negotiated the RSA on behalf of 

BTS.  Under the RSA, BTS agreed to purchase a minimum volume of rail-to-barge crude 

oil over the course of five years.  BL was subsequently purchased.  Eddystone alleged 

that the purchasers of BL caused BL to default on the RSA.  Id.  Eddystone filed suit in 

the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, asserting that the 

RSA was a maritime contract that invoked the district court’s admiralty jurisdiction.  Id. 

at *2.  Defendants moved to dismiss Eddystone’s Complaint for lack of subject-matter 

jurisdiction on the ground that admiralty jurisdiction did not exist because the RSA was 

not a maritime contract 

The United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania 

concluded that the RSA was a maritime contract because the primary objective of the 

RSA was to transload oil from railcars onto barges.  Id. at *5.  Accordingly, because the 

court found that the nature of the RSA was to facilitate maritime commerce through the 

shipment of oil by barge down the Delaware River, the defendants’ motion to dismiss for 

lack of subject-matter jurisdiction was denied.  Id. at *5, 10.   
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IX. MARITIME LIENS 
 

i. Aegean Bunkering (USA) LLC v. M/T AMAZON, 730 Fed. App’x. 87 (2d Cir. 
2018) (Bunker supplier’s maritime lien arising from the provision of bunkers 
to a vessel was dismissed when supplier did not supply the bunkers on the 
order of a statutorily authorized person under Commercial Instruments and 
Maritime Lien Act (“CIMLA”), 46 U.S.C. § 31301 et seq.) 

Aegean Bunkering (USA) LLC (“Aegean”) appealed a judgment of the United 

States District Court for the Southern District of New York, which dismissed its maritime 

lien arising from the provisions of bunkers to the M/T AMAZON (the “Vessel”).  Id. at 

88.  Aegean alleged that it, as the party that physically supplied the bunkers to the Vessel 

on the order of someone authorized to bind the Vessel, was entitled to a maritime lien 

against the Vessel for the value of the fuel.  Aegean further contended that the district 

court erred in concluding that it was not entitled to a maritime lien. 

Under the Commercial Instruments and Maritime Lien Act, 46 U.S.C. § 31301 et 

seq. (“CIMLA”), a maritime lien is established if “(1) that the goods or services at issue 

were ‘necessaries,’ (2) that the entity ‘provid[ed]’ the necessaries to a vessel; and (3) that 

the entity provided the necessaries ‘upon the order of the owner of such vessel or a 

person authorized by the owner.’”  Id. (citing ING Bank N.V. v. M/V TEMARA, 892 F.3d 

511, 518 (2d Cir. 2018) (quoting 46 U.S.C. § 31342(a)).  “CIMLA defines ‘persons ... 

presumed to have authority to procure necessaries for a vessel’ as ‘(1) the owner; (2) the 

master; (3) a person entrusted with the management of the vessel at the port of supply; or 

(4) an officer or agent appointed by—(a) the owner; (b) a charterer; (c) an owner pro hac 

vice; or (d) an agreed buyer in possession of the vessel.’ ” Id. (quoting 46 U.S.C. § 

31341(a)). 

The United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit concluded that because 

Aegean did not supply the bunkers on the order of a statutorily authorized person, the 
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statutory requirements for a maritime lien under CIMLA were not met.  Accordingly, the 

court of appeals affirmed the district court’s judgment dismissing Aegean’s maritime 

lien.  Id. at 89.  

ii. Chemoil Adani Pvt. Ltd. v. M/V MARITIME KING, 742 Fed. App’x. 529 (2d 
Cir. 2018) (Bunker supplier’s claim for unjust enrichment failed when claim 
was brought in rem rather than in personam) 

The United States District Court for the Southern District of New York granted 

summary judgment to defendant in rem M/V MARITIME KING (the “Vessel”) on a 

maritime lien claim brought against it by ING Bank, N.V. (“ING”) and Chemoil Adan 

Pvt. Ltd. (“Chemoil”) under the Commercial Instruments and Maritime Liens Act, 46 

U.S.C. § 31301 et seq. (“CIMLA”), for the provision of bunkers to the Vessel.  

Chemoil alleged that, as the physical supplier of bunkers to the Vessel, it was 

entitled to a maritime lien.  Alternatively, Chemoil argued that it was entitled to recover 

on a theory of unjust enrichment.  ING argued that it was entitled to a maritime lien 

against the Vessel because its assignor “provided” necessaries to the Vessel within the 

meaning of CIMLA.  The United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit 

concluded that because ING’s assignor agreed to supply bunkers to the Vessel on the 

order of the charterer, and because the bunkers were delivered via the assignor’s 

subcontractors, the district court erred in dismissing ING’s maritime lien claim.  Id. at 

530-31.  The Court of Appeals further held that Chemoil was not entitled to assert a 

maritime lien, because Chemoil provided the bunkers not at the direction of the owner or 

the charterer of the Vessel or any other statutorily-authorized person, but rather at the 

direction of a counterparty.  Id. at 531.  On Chemoil’s unjust enrichment theory, the court 

of appeals concluded that claims for unjust enrichment must be brought in personam, and 
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because Chemoil had only asserted in rem claims against the Vessel the unjust 

enrichment claim failed.  Id. at 532. 

iii. ING Bank, N.V. v. M/V VOGE FIESTA, 741 Fed. App’x. 18 (2d Cir. 2018)  
(Assignor agreed to supply bunkers to the Vessel on the order of the charterer, 
and therefore assignee was entitled to assert a maritime lien against the vessel) 

ING Bank, N.V. (“ING”) asserted that it was entitled to assert a maritime lien 

against the M/V VOGE FIESTA (the “Vessel”) when its purported assignor, O.W. 

Denmark, provided necessaries to the Vessel within the meaning of the Commercial 

Instruments and Maritime Lien Act (“CIMLA”).  The United States District Court for the 

Southern District of New York denied ING’s application for a maritime lien on the 

ground that ING’s assignor, by hiring subcontractors to undertake the actual supply of the 

bunkers, had not provided bunkers to the Vessel.  Id. at 19.  On appeal, the United States 

Court Of Appeals for the Second Circuit vacated the entry of summary judgment in the 

Vessel’s favor, concluding that ING’s assignor agreed to supply bunkers to the Vessel on 

the order of  the charterer, and that the bunkers were delivered via the assignor’s 

subcontractors.  Accordingly, the court of appeals held that ING was entitled to assert a 

maritime lien against the Vessel and that the District Court erred in dismissing ING’s 

maritime lien claim against the Vessel.  Id. at 20  

iv. Praxis Energy Agents Pte Ltd.  v. M/V PEBBLE BEACH, 344 F. Supp. 3d 772 
(D. Del. 2018) (Bunker supplier did not possess a valid maritime lien against 
the M/V PEBBLE BEACH upon its arrest in Delaware when the supplier’s 
maritime lien was “tied up in security” held by a court in Brazil) 

Plaintiff Praxis Energy Agents Pte Lt (“Praxis”) sought to invoke a maritime lien 

against the M/V PEBBLE BEACH (the “Vessel”) to satisfy amounts that Praxis alleged it 

was owed for supplying bunkers to the Vessel.  In 2014, the owner of the Vessel entered 

into a charter party agreement with Greatwin Carrier (Holdings) Co., Ltd. (“Greatwin”) 
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whereby Greatwin agreed it would not procure “bunkers on the credit of the owners or 

the [V]essel or in the owner’s name or the [V]essel’s name…”  Id. at 774.  Greatwin 

subsequently placed an order with Praxis for bunkers for the Vessel.  Pursuant to the 

purchase order between Greatwin and Praxis, Greatwin agreed that the Vessel would be 

subject to Praxis’ maritime lien rights, in accordance with Praxis’ standard terms and 

conditions.  Id. at 774-75.  Praxis’ terms and conditions provided that the General 

Maritime Law of the United States would govern the agreement.   

Upon discovery that Greatwin arranged for the acquisition of bunkers in 

contravention of the charter agreement, the Vessel’s shipmanager notified Greatwin that 

“any bunkers to be delivered on board the vessel is for the account of the charterers and 

charterers alone and charterers have no right to allow any such rights to be vested to you 

in connection with said bunkers.”  Id. at 775.  The shipmanager further notified Greatwin 

that the owners, master, and crew would not be called upon to pay any amount for the 

bunkers.  Id.  After providing this notice to Greatwin, the bunkers were delivered, and a 

delivery note was provided to the Vessel confirming the delivery containing a “no lien” 

stamp.  Id. 

Greatwin failed to pay the fuel company for the fuel delivered to the Vessel, and 

Praxis subsequently sought to arrest the Vessel in Brazil.  The defendants provided 

security in the amount of $270,000 to obtain a release of the Vessel.  Id.  Importantly, the 

security remained in the Brazilian court’s custody at all times relevant to this suit. 

Two years later, upon the Vessel’s arrival in Wilmington, Delaware, Praxis filed a 

Complaint in the United States District Court for the District of Delaware seeking 
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issuance of a warrant of arrest for the Vessel in rem.  Id.   The Vessel was again released 

after a surety bond was paid by the defendant owner. 

Praxis filed a motion for summary judgment in the United States District Court 

for the District of Delaware, arguing that because its agreement with Greatwin was 

governed by U.S. maritime law, a maritime lien could be obtained on a vessel and a civil 

action may be brought in order to enforce a lien.  Praxis further claimed that it held a 

maritime lien of $177,870 against the Vessel.  Id. at 778-89.  The defendant-owner 

claimed that because it was not a party to the contract between Praxis and Greatwin, it 

was not bound by the U.S. choice-of-law provision in Praxis’ contract with Greatwin, and 

therefore Praxis had no right to assert a lien against the Vessel.  The defendant-owner 

also argued that “Praxis no longer has a right to assert a second maritime lien against the 

Vessel related to the same conduct [as the Brazil action], so the arrest in Delaware was 

invalid.”  Id. at 778.   

The district court concluded that because Praxis' maritime lien was “tied up in the 

security held by the Brazil Court . . . . Praxis did not have a valid maritime lien to cause 

the Vessel to be arrested in Delaware.”  Accordingly, Praxis' motion for summary 

judgment was denied.  Id. at 781.  

v. U.S. Oil Trading LLC v. M/V VIENNA EXPRESS, et al., 911 F.3d 652 (2d Cir. 
2018) (Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit concluded that a genuine issue 
of material fact existed as to whether owner or charterer of vessels directed a 
sub-subcontractor to be the physical supplier of bunkers, and therefore District 
Court’s dismissal of maritime lien claims was vacated and remanded for trial) 

U.S. Oil Trading LLC (“USOT”) challenged orders entered by the United States 

District Court for the Southern District of New York, denying USOT's motions for 

summary judgment on its claims of entitlement to maritime liens for supplying bunkers to 

vessels owned or chartered by Hapag-Lloyd Aktiengesellschaft (“Hapag”), as well as a 
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partial final judgments dismissing USOT's maritime-lien claims pursuant to the 

Commercial Instruments and Maritime Liens Act, 46 U.S.C. § 31301 et seq. (“CIMLA”).  

Id. at 644.  The district court concluded that USOT did not provide bunkers to the vessels 

at the order of the owner or a person authorized by the owner to place such an order, as is 

required under CIMLA.  

On appeal, USOT argued that the district court erred in finding that USOT was 

not entitled to a maritime lien, contending that it was entitled to the liens because 

“Hapag's purchase orders specified that the physical supplier of the fuel was to be 

USOT.”  Id. at 656.  The Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit concluded that 

“purchase orders and admissions by Hapag . . . permit a finding that Hapag directed that 

USOT be the subcontractor to supply the fuel, thereby bringing USOT within an 

established exception that allows maritime liens to be asserted by subcontractors whose 

selection was controlled or directed by the vessel's owner/charterer or authorized agent.”  

Id. at 655.  Accordingly, the court of appeals vacated the judgment of the district court 

and remanded to the district court “for trial on the issue of whether Hapag directed that 

USOT be the physical supplier.”  Id. at 666.   

vi. ING Bank N.V. v. M/V TEMARA, et al., 342 F. Supp. 3d 558 (S.D.N.Y. 2018) 
(Bunker sellers’ assignment in security agreements of all rights, title, and 
interest in bunker supply contract receivables to ING Bank effectively 
assigned maritime liens) 

ING Bank, N.V. (“ING”) commenced various Rule C arrest actions against the 

defendant-vessel for payment for marine fuel (“bunker”) deliveries under an agreement 

with an O.W. Bunker group entity.  The vessel’s owner or charterer (“Buyer”) contracted 

with the O.W. Bunker entity (“Seller”) for bunkers pursuant to the “Terms and 

Conditions of Sale for Marine Bunkers” agreement (the “Terms and Conditions”).  Id. at 
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559.  The Terms and Conditions expressly provided that the sale of the bunkers created a 

maritime lien on the vessel for the price of the bunkers.  Id.  The Terms and Conditions 

further provided that U.S. applied to the maritime liens.  Id.  O.W. Bunker subcontracted 

with its various local affiliates to fulfill the Terms and Conditions. 

In November 2014, O.W. Bunker group became insolvent.  Pursuant to the 

English Omnibus Security Agreement (“Security Agreement”), O.W. Bunker assigned its 

receivables from its sale of bunkers to ING Bank.  Id. at 560.  ING subsequently sought 

to collect the receivables “by enforcing maritime liens against the Vessels under the 

Commercial Instruments and Maritime Liens Act, 46 U.S.C. § 31301 et seq. 

(“CIMLA”).”  Id. at 560.  The issue presented before the United States District Court for 

the District of New York was whether O.W. Bunker’s assignment in the security 

agreements “effectively conveyed its maritime liens to ING.”  Id. at 561. 

  The district court concluded that under the Security Agreement, O.W. Bunker 

“absolutely assign[ed] to ING Bank ‘all of its rights, title and interest in respect of the 

New Supply Receivables.’  Id. at 562 (citations omitted).  The district court specifically 

found that Clause 2.3(a) of the Security Agreement provided “[e]ach Receivables 

Chargor ... hereby agrees to assign and hereby assigns absolutely, with effect as of the 

date of this Deed, subject to a proviso for reassignment on redemption, all of its rights, 

title and interest in respect of the Supply Receivables.”  Id. at 562 (citing Barcliff, LLC 

v. M/V DEEP BLUE, 2016 WL 5660934, at *12-13. (S.D. Ala. Sept. 28, 2016)) 

(emphasis in original).  The district court concluded that “if the parties had intended to 

assign only the narrow right to receive payment for Supply Receivables and not also the 

effective right to secure it, they could have simply assigned ‘the Supply 
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Receivables.’”  Id.   Accordingly, the district court held that Seller’s assignment to ING 

of “all of its rights, title and interest” in bunker supply contract receivables effectively 

assigned seller's maritime liens to ING.  Id. at 558. 

X. MARITIME TORT AND NEGLIGENCE 
 

i. Haigh v. Chojnacki, 2019 WL 692952 (D.N.J. Feb. 15, 2019) (Defendant-
teenager’s motion for summary judgment on Plaintiff’s claim for negligent 
damage to vessel was denied when the teenager provided inconsistent 
statements regarding his participation in setting the vessel afire) 

Plaintiff filed suit against four teenagers and each of their respective parents arising 

from the alleged arson of Plaintiff’s vessel.  In January 2014, two of the teenagers stole 

flare guns, flares, night vision goggles, and binoculars from the Plaintiff’s vessel, which 

was moored off the Navesink River’s shore.  Id. at *1.  Two weeks after the theft, in 

February 2014, New Jersey State Police were notified that the vessel was on fire.  Three 

of the defendant-teenagers denied any involvement with the February fire, but one 

teenager provided inconsistent statements regarding the fire, first admitting on a 

Facebook chat to being “present when his friend set the boat on fire”, but later denying 

involvement.  Id. at *4.   

Defendants filed motions for summary judgment, arguing that “there is no 

evidence in the record that supports that they had any involvement with the boat fire, that 

there are no viable claims for negligent supervision, and Plaintiff’s damages should be 

limited to diminution of value.”  Id. at *3.  The court concluded that, with regard to the 

defendant-teenager who provided inconsistent statements, a jury must decide the 

credibility of those statements, and therefore summary judgment as to the negligent 

damage to the vessel against that teenager was denied.  Similarly, summary judgment as 
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to the New Jersey state claims of negligent supervision against the parents/guardians of 

that teenager was also denied, as a jury might find that the teenager “lit the boat afire, and 

acted willfully or maliciously in doing so.”  Id. at *6.  With regard to the remaining 

defendant-teenagers and their parents, the court granted those defendants’ motions for 

summary judgment, concluding that there was no credible evidence in the record to find 

that those defendants were liable to Plaintiff.  Id. at *5-6. 

 
ii. In re M/V MSC FLAMINA, 339 F. Supp. 3d 185 (S.D.N.Y.) (Manufacturer of 

80% grade divinylbenze and manufacturer’s retained non-vessel operating 
common carrier held responsible for explosion occurring in one of container 
vessel’s holds while vessel was en route from New Orleans to Antwerp, 
Belgium)  

While en route from New Orleans to Antwerp, Belgium, an explosion on board 

the M/V MSC FLAMINA (the “Vessel”) caused the death of three crewmembers, 

destruction of thousands of cargo containers, and serious damage to the Vessel. Id. at 

191. 

The litigation involving the incident was divided into phases.  The Phase I trial 

determined that the cause of the explosion was runaway auto-polymerization of cargo 

consisting of 80% grade divinylbenze (“DVB80”), stowed in one of the Vessel’s holds. 

The instant phase, the Phase II trial, determined the responsibilities of the 

parties.  Ultimately, the district court concluded that two parties were responsible for the 

explosion: the manufacturer of DVB80 and the manufacturer’s non-vessel operating 

common carrier (“NVOCC”). 

First, the District Court concluded that the manufacturer of the DVB80, Deltech 

Corporation (“Deltech”), was strictly liable for the loss and breached its duty to 

warn.  Specifically, the court found that Deltech, contrary to its own safety protocols that 
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shipping DVB out of New Orleans in warmer months should be avoided, booked the 

shipment of DVB80 out of New Orleans for late June.  The district court concluded that 

this decision, along with Deltech’s authorization to fill ISO containers several days 

earlier than necessary, resulted in “the containers sitting stagnant in the hot New Orleans 

sun (at ambient temperatures that reasonably should have been anticipated to have 

exceeded the recommended 30°C (85°F)) for several days longer than necessary.”  Id. at 

194.  The district court concluded that Deltech’s decisions “most directly led to the auto-

polymerization”, and such decisions “were by far the most critical” in causing the 

explosion.  Id.  The district court assigned Deltech's portion of liability as 55% of the 

responsibility for the explosion and fire.  Id. 

Second, the district court concluded that Stolt Tank Containers (“Stolt”), 

Deltech’s NVOCC, was also strictly liable and breached its duty to warn.  Specifically, 

the district court found that Stolt had possessed knowledge regarding the heat-sensitive 

nature of DVB, but it “(1) failed to pass information to the ocean carrier, MSC, in an 

effective manner regarding the dangers of heat exposure . . . and (2) was responsible for 

arranging loading the DVB into ISO containers earlier than it should have, and arranging 

for those to be transported to [New Orleans Terminal] and deposited in the open air at the 

terminal, even though it had a reasonable basis to anticipate that the Tanks would sit 

stagnant for a number of days.”  Id. at 195.  The district court assigned Stolt liability for 

the remaining 45% of the responsibility for the explosion and fire.  Id. at 194. 
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iii. Gilfillan v. Cheely, 2018 A.M.C. 2941 (E.D. Va. Oct. 18, 2018), report and 
recommendation adopted, 2018 WL 6072002 (E.D. Va. Nov. 20, 2018) 
(Motion to dismiss filed by defendants, a mobile vessel service/marine 
repairer and its owners, arising from Plaintiff’s claim for the breach of 
contract to repair the starboard engine of a 53’9” motor vessel, was denied 
when Plaintiff stated a plausible claim for breach of contract, implied 
warranty of workmanlike performance, and maritime negligence) 

Plaintiff sought damages as a result of Defendants’ alleged negligent repair of the 

starboard engine of a 53’ motor vessel.  Defendants moved to dismiss on the grounds that 

Plaintiff failed to establish a tort claim upon which relief could be granted.  The United 

States District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia denied Defendants’ motion to 

dismiss, concluding that Plaintiff stated a plausible claim for breach of contract “as the 

pleadings plausibly allege the parties formed a valid oral contract for repair of the 

[v]essel.” Id. at 2946.  The court further held that Plaintiff stated a plausible claim for 

breach of the implied warranty of workmanlike performance, “[b]ecause the complaint 

plausibly alleges that Defendants breached this warranty when their repairs failed to 

remedy the starboard engine problems (and may in fact have exacerbated the 

damage).”  Id. at 2947.  Finally, the court concluded that Plaintiff stated a plausible claim 

for maritime negligence, as “Plaintiff’s allegations permit the reasonable inference that 

Defendants’ negligent installation of a faulty rocker arm set in the starboard engine 

caused even greater damage than was originally present.”  Id. at 2949. 

XI. PERSONAL JURISDICTION 
 

i. D'Amico Dry D.A.C. v. Primera Mar. (Hellas) Ltd., 348 F. Supp. 3d 365 
(S.D.N.Y. 2018), reconsideration denied, 2019 WL 1294283 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 
20, 2019) (Judgment-debtor forfeited its personal jurisdiction defense after 
waiting three years, having litigated two motions to dismiss, and having 
participating in a four-day bench trial before pursuing the defense) 
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Plaintiff, d'Amico Dry d.a.c. (“Plaintiff”) obtained a judgment in the English High 

Court of Justice for breach of a Forward Freight Agreement (“FFA”) between it and 

Primera Maritime (Hellas) Limited (“Primera”).  Plaintiff subsequently commenced 

action in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York seeking 

to collect on the English court’s judgment.  Id. at 369.  Approximately three years after 

filing its answer to Plaintiff’s Amended Complaint, Defendant raised the issue of whether 

the District Court lacked personal jurisdiction over it pursuant to the United States 

Supreme Court's decision in Daimler AG v. Bauman, 571 U.S. 117 (2014).  Id. at 386.  

The district court concluded that because Primera waited about three years to pursue the 

personal jurisdiction defense, after having litigated two motions to dismiss and 

participating in a four-day bench trial, Primera forfeited its personal jurisdiction defense 

and was subject to the district court's jurisdiction.  Id. at 388-89. 

XII. PRODUCT LIABILITY 
 

i. Goodrich v. John Crane, Inc., 2018 WL 4087490 (E.D. Va. Aug. 24, 2018) 
(Manufacturer’s ‘substantial contributing factor’ argument premised on the 
Navy’s alleged knowledge and negligence amounts to a prohibited 
superseding cause argument in an asbestos litigation case.) 

 
A manufacturer may present evidence of other sources of asbestos exposure to defend 

against a plaintiff’s claim that the manufacturer’s products were a substantial contributing 

factor to the plaintiff’s mesothelioma, but the manufacturer “is precluded . . . from 

presenting evidence regarding how much the Navy knew regarding the dangers of 

asbestos, and that the Navy’s negligent conduct was the true cause of [plaintiff’s] injury.”  

Id. at *3.  The district court concluded that when a manufacturer “intends to offer 

evidence of the Navy's knowledge, not because it is relevant to whether [the 
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manufacturer’s] products conformed with the scientific knowledge available at the time, 

but so that the jury may attribute blame to the Navy, to [the manufacturer’s] benefit . . . 

[s]uch evidence is inadmissible.”  Id. at *4. 

     

ii. Walker v. Viad Corp., 2019 WL 653216 (E.D. Pa. Feb. 14, 2019) (Claims on 
behalf of electrician who allegedly developed lung cancer after being exposed 
to asbestos-containing products while serving in U.S. Navy satisfied both the 
locality test and connection test, and therefore were subject to the court’s 
maritime jurisdiction) 

Obediah Walker III (“Plaintiff”) filed suit against Viad Corp (“Defendant”), the 

successor in interest to a defunct company that sold equipment to the U.S. Navy in the 

1940s until the early 1960s.  Plaintiff’s father developed lung cancer after being exposed 

to asbestos-containing products while he served in the Navy as an electrician and died in 

December 2013.  Plaintiff claimed that his father’s work aboard the U.S.S. Plymouth 

Rock from 1969 until 1971, and specifically the stripping of insulation from the 

distillation plant and its supporting equipment aboard the vessel exposed the father to 

asbestos.  Id. at *4-5.  Plaintiff presented expert opinions to support the claim that the 

father’s lung cancer was caused in part by the exposure to asbestos.  Id.  Defendant filed 

a motion for summary judgment arguing, inter alia, that Plaintiff offered no evidence that 

any asbestos associated with Defendant’s predecessor-in-interest caused his father’ slung 

cancer.   

As a threshold matter, the United States District Court for the Eastern District of 

Pennsylvania first concluded that maritime law governed the dispute, because both the 
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Plaintiff’s asbestos-related claim satisfied both the locality test and connection test.  See 

Connor v. Alfa Laval, Inc., 799 F. Supp. 2d 455, 458-59 (E.D. Pa. 2011) (“Connor I”).2  

The district court concluded that the locality test was satisfied, because Plaintiff 

asserted that his father contracted lung cancer while working aboard a vessel on 

navigable water.  Id. at *9.  The court turned to the connection test, concluding that both 

prongs of the test were satisfied.  As to the first prong, the court concluded that Plaintiff’s 

father worked on equipment “that was essential to the operation of the vessels on which 

he served.”  Id. at *10.  The court next concluded that the second prong of the connection 

test was satisfied, because Defendant’s predecessor-in-interest “manufactured distillation 

plants that were crucial to the functioning of the Navy ships.”  Id.  Accordingly, maritime 

law applied to the parties’ dispute. 

Ultimately, the court denied Defendant’s motion for summary judgment, 

concluding that a reasonable jury could conclude that the products of Defendant’s 

predecessor-in-interest were a substantial factor in causing Plaintiff’s father’s lung 

cancer.  Id. at *7. 

 

 

 

                                                        
2 An asbestos-related disease “arising from work on or around ships” satisfies the locality 
test “as long as some portion of the asbestos exposure occurred on a vessel in navigable 
waters.”  Id. at *9 (citing Connor I, 799 F. Supp. 2d at 458-59).  Under the two-prong 
connection test, the first prong is satisfied when “alleged asbestos exposure has a 
potentially disruptive impact on maritime commerce where the exposure affects a sailor 
whose job it is to maintain equipment integral to the functioning of the vessel…”  Id. at 
*9 (citing Connor I, 799 F. Supp. 2d at 458-59).  The second prong of the connection test 
is satisfied when “an allegedly defective product has a substantial relationship to 
traditional maritime activity where the product at issue is essential to the proper 
functioning of the vessel.” 
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iii. Air & Liquid Sys. Corp. v. DeVries, 139 S. Ct. 986, 2019 WL 1245520 (Mar. 
19, 2019) (Product manufacture has duty to warn in the maritime tort context 
when its product requires incorporation of a part that the manufacturer knows 
or has reason to know is likely to be dangerous for its intended uses) 

 
In a multi-district asbestos product liability litigation, the Supreme Court of the 

United States held that in the context of maritime tort, a product manufacturer “has a duty 

to warn when (i) its product requires incorporation of a part, (ii) the manufacturer knows 

or has reason to know that the integrated product is likely to be dangerous for its intended 

uses, and (iii) the manufacturer has no reason to believe that the product’s users will 

realize that danger.”  Id. at *6.   

Petitioners were producers of pumps, blowers, and turbines (the “Equipment”).  

Three Navy ships were outfitted with the Equipment, which required asbestos insulation 

or asbestos parts to function as intended. Much of the Equipment, however, was delivered 

by the producers without asbestos in a “bare-metal” condition, and the Navy 

subsequently would add the asbestos to the Equipment.  Id. at *2.  

The Plaintiffs-Respondents alleged that their exposure to the asbestos while 

serving aboard the U.S.S. WANAMASSA, the U.S.S. COMMODORE, and the U.S.S. 

TURNER caused them to develop cancer.  The Plaintiffs-Respondents argued that the 

manufacturers of the Equipment “negligently failed to warn them of the dangers of 

asbestos in the integrated products…” and further contended that if “the manufacturers 

had provided warnings, the workers on the ships presumably could have worn respiratory 

masks and thereby avoided the danger.”  Id. at *3.  The Petitioners argued, pursuant to 

the “bare-metal defense”, that manufacturers should not be liable for harms caused by 

later-added third-party parts”, further arguing that no duty exists to “control the conduct 

of a third person as to prevent him from causing physical harm to another.”  Id. at *3, *5.   
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In rejecting the availability of the “bare-metal defense”, the Court noted that 

maritime law “has always recognized a ‘special solicitude of the welfare’ of those who 

undertake to ‘venture upon hazardous and unpredictable sea voyages.’”  Id. at *5 (citing 

American Export Lines, Inc. v. Alvez, 446 U.S. 274, 285 (1980)).  Accordingly, the Court 

reasoned that requiring product manufacturers “to warn when its product requires 

incorporation of a part that makes the integrated product dangerous for its intended 

purpose . . . is especially appropriate in the maritime context.”  Id. at *6.     

XIII. PUBLIC VESSELS ACT 
 

i. Dillon v. United States, 357 F. Supp. 3d 49 (D. Mass. 2019) (Under the Public 
Vessels Act, 46 U.S.C. §§ 3101-31113 (“PVA”), venue is appropriate in the 
district where the vessel is found.  If the vessel is not found within the 
territorial waters of the United States, then venue is appropriate where any 
plaintiff resides) 

  
Plaintiff, the sole named representative of the putative class action, brought suit 

against brought pursuant to the Suits in Admiralty Act, 46 U.S.C. §§ 30901-30918 

(“SIAA”) and the Public Vessels Act, 46 U.S.C. §§ 3101-31113 (“PVA”).  Pursuant to 

the PVA, a civil action involving a public vessel “shall be brought in the district court of 

the United States for the district in which the vessel or cargo is found within the United 

States.” 46 U.S.C. § 31104(a).   When the vessel is not within the territorial waters of the 

United States, venue is proper “in the district court of the United States for any district in 

which any plaintiff resides or has an office for the transaction of business.” 46 U.S.C. § 

31104(b).  The parties did not dispute the contention that, at all relevant times, the USNS 

HENSON, the vessel upon which Plaintiff served as second assistant engineer, was 

outside of the territorial waters of the United States.  Accordingly, the court transferred 

the case to the District of South Carolina, where Plaintiff resided. 
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XIV. REMOVAL 
 

i. Whittaker v. Vane Line Bunkering, Inc., et al., 2019 A.M.C. 297 (N.D.N.Y. 
Nov. 27, 2018) (Upon Defendants’ removal of Plaintiff’s state court action to 
federal court, Plaintiff’s filing of a Second Amended Complaint striking his 
claims under the Longshore and Harbor Workers Act and in rem claims 
against vessels permitted case to be remanded back to state court)   

Plaintiff alleged that he was injured aboard a tank barge while on navigable 

waters, and filed suit in New York state court for violation of the Jones Act (46 U.S.C. § 

30104), the General Maritime Law (including The Longshore and Harbor Workers' 

Compensation Act, 33 U.S.C. § 905(b)) (“LHWCA”), New York Labor Law § 200, et 

seq., and common law negligence claims.  Id. at 287.  Plaintiff filed his state court action 

against, inter alia, the barge upon which he was injured, a tug boat, and their respective 

owners.  Id. at 298.  The various defendants in the state court action filed a Notice of 

Removal to federal court, claiming that the United States District Court for the Northern 

District of New York had diversity jurisdiction and “original and exclusive jurisdiction ... 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1333 because the Complaint alleged in rem claims 

against the vessels . . .”  Id. at 299.  Plaintiff subsequently filed a Motion to File and 

Serve a “Second Amended Verified Complaint” and to Vacate the Notice of Removal.  

Id. at 298.  In the Second Amended Complaint, Plaintiff removed both vessels as 

defendants and also removed his claim under the LHWCA. 

After permitting Plaintiff to amend his Complaint to remove his claims against the 

vessels, the District Court concluded that the case was “no longer an in rem admiralty 

action which would have conferred exclusive federal jurisdiction.”  Id. at 304.  

Furthermore, because Plaintiff amended his Complaint to also remove his claim under the 

LHWCA, because the Jones Act was “non-removable on its own”, and because none of 
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Plaintiff’s remaining claims conferred federal question jurisdiction, the district court 

remanded Plaintiff’s case to New York state court.  Id. at 303-304. 

XV. SALVAGE 
 

i. Odyssey Marine Expl., Inc. v. Shipwrecked & Abandoned SS Mantola, 333 F. 
Supp. 3d 292 (S.D.N.Y. 2018) (United Kingdom Department for 
Transportation’s motion to dismiss a marine exploration company’s in rem 
action against sunken British vessel and its cargo was denied when the 
exploration company alleged a plausible claim for salvage and maritime lien) 

Odyssey Marine Exploration, Inc. (“Odyssey”) brought this in rem action against the 

SS Mantola, a British ship that was torpedoed and sunk by a German U-Boat in the North 

Atlantic in the midst of World War I.  Odyssey’s claim arose from services it performed 

in salvaging the wreck and its cargo.  Id. at 297.  Odyssey further asserted a claim for 

ownership over the vessel and its cargo.  Id.  Odyssey recovered from the wreck a piece 

of silk cloth, which it turned over to the Southern District of New York as the basis for in 

rem jurisdiction. Id. at 298. 

  The United Kingdom Department for Transport (“DfT”) asserted ownership over 

the SS Mantola and moved to dismiss Odyssey’s claims, arguing that the United States 

District Court for the Southern District of New York lacked in rem jurisdiction over more 

than 500 bars of silver that were allegedly removed from the wreck.  Id. at 297-98.  DfT 

further argued that “the removal of the vast majority of the wreck's valuable cargo makes 

the wreck no longer viable to salvage, such that Odyssey can no longer plausibly assert a 

claim for a salvage award, and thus cannot assert a maritime lien on the Mantola.”  Id. at 

297.   

Denying DfT’s motion to dismiss, the district court concluded that the court had 

constructive in rem jurisdiction over the Mantola wreck “and everything on it.”  Id. at 
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303.  The district court found that Odyssey stated a valid claim for salvage and for a 

maritime lien, noting that (1) a shipwreck is an instance of maritime peril and therefore 

clearly within the bounds of a salvage award; (2) Odyssey rendered salvage operations 

voluntarily; (3) Odyssey’s efforts “meaningfully contributed” to the salvage of 526 bars 

of silver from the wreck.  Id. at 305. 

  Accordingly, the court concluded that Odyssey's actions gave rise to a plausible 

claim for a salvage award, and therefore DfT’s motion to dismiss was denied.  Id. at 304. 

XVI. SUITS IN ADMIRALTY ACT 
 

i. Beno v. Murray Am. River Towing, Inc., 2018 WL 4539569 (W.D. Pa. Sept. 
21, 2018) (United States’ Motion for Summary Judgment on deckhand’s Suits 
in Admiralty Act claim denied because a factfinder could reasonably conclude 
that Army Corp of Engineers’ conduct in performing a full pull was negligent 
under the circumstances) 
 

Plaintiff Brian Beno (“Plaintiff”) filed suit against Murray American River 

Towing, Inc. (“MARTI”) and the United States of America (“United States”) 

(collectively, “Defendants”) pursuant to the Jones Act, 46 U.S.C. § 30104, general 

maritime law, and the Suits in Admiralty Act, 46 U.S.C. § 741-752 (“SIAA”).  Plaintiff, a 

deckhand for MARTI, sustained injuries to his arm “while performing duties during the 

navigation of a cut of barges through the Montgomery Lock and Dam”, which the Army 

Corp of Engineers (“ACE”), an agent of the United States, operated.  Id. at *1.   

Plaintiff alleged that an agent of ACE “pulled the cut of barges out of the Lock at 

an excessive speed”, and that the United States breached its duty of reasonable care in 

operating the lock when its agent “negligently performed a full pull resulting in excessive 

momentum that caused” the Plaintiff’s injury.  Id. at *1, *7.  The United States countered 

Plaintiff’s argument, arguing that “a full pull is not negligence”, that “the momentum that 
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occurred was limited by the speed of the of the haulage mule and was the expected 

momentum for the mass of the cut of barges”, and that “the injury was caused by 

[Plaintiff] or by MARTI’s lack of appropriate training of [Plaintiff].”  Id. at *8. 

In denying the United States’ Motion for Summary Judgment, Chief Judge Conti 

of the United States District Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania held that 

Plaintiff “presented evidence from which a factfinder could reasonably conclude that 

ACE’s conduct in performing a full pull was negligent under the circumstances.”  Id. at 

*11.  Moreover, Judge Conti concluded that “[w]hether a full pull occurred and if so 

whether it amounted to negligence must be presented to a factfinder.”  Id.  

 
ii. Maine Mar. Acad. v. Fitch, 2019 WL 654305 (D. Me. Feb. 15, 2019) 

(Maritime academy deemed not to be an agent of the United States under the 
Suits in Admiralty Act)  

 

Maine Maritime Academy (“MMA”) filed a complaint seeking a declaration that 

it was not obligated to pay “maintenance and cure” to Janis Fitch (“Fitch”).  Fitch, an 

immediate employee of a company that provided food services for MMA, was the lead 

cook aboard the Maritime Administration (“MARAD”) Training Ship STATE OF 

MAINE (the “Vessel”).  Id. at *1.  Fitch claimed that she slipped and fell due to 

inadequate drainage systems aboard the Vessel, and that her fall thereby caused her to 

shatter her left tibia and fibula while she was preparing breakfast in the galley of the 

Vessel during a summer cruise.  Id. at *3.  Fitch filed a counterclaim against MMA, 

alleging Jones Act negligence, unseaworthiness, and maintenance and cure.  Id. at *1.  

MMA moved to dismiss Fitch’s counterclaim for lack of subject matter jurisdiction.   

The central question presented to the court was whether MMA acted as an agent 

of the United States for purposes of exclusivity provision of the Suits in Admiralty Act 
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(“SIAA”), which provides that when a plaintiff sues the United States under the SIAA 

she cannot also bring an “action arising out of the same subject matter against the officer, 

employee, or agent of the United States.” 46 U.S.C. § 30904. 

 MMA argued that it was an agent of the United States, first because the United 

States owned the Vessel, and second because the United States retained “overall direction 

and control” of the Vessel.  Id. at *3.  The United States and Fitch argued, on the other 

hand, that the U.S.’s “ownership” of the Vessel does not necessarily mean that MMA is 

an agent of the U.S.  Id. at *4.  Fitch and the U.S. further contended that MMA was not 

an agent of the U.S. because “(1) MARAD did not consent for MMA to act as its agent; 

(2) MARAD did not exercise sufficient control over MMA's operation of the Training 

Ship, and (3) MMA uses the Training Ship for its sole benefit.”  Id. (citations omitted). 

 The court recognized that there were “no cases that address whether state 

maritime academies operating a training ship owned by the United States are agents of 

the United States.”  Id. at *7.  The court found that, in the Memorandum of 

Understanding between MARAD and MMA, MARAD did not consent to having MMA 

act as its agent.  Id.  The court further found that MMA retained considerable control over 

the operation of the Vessel, and specifically that MMA determined the voyages, hired the 

master and crew, and paid operational expenses.  Id. at *9.  Accordingly, the court denied 

MMA’s motion to dismiss, concluding that the relationship between the parties did not 

support a finding that MMA was an agent of the U.S. for purposes of the SIAA.   
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XVII. SUPPLEMENTAL ADMIRALTY RULE B 
 

i. Hays Tug & Launch Services, Inc. v. Draw Events, LLC, et al., 2019 WL 
324992 (D.N.J. Jan. 25, 2019) (Court concludes that it did not have enough 
information on the current record to determine whether a garnishee was in 
possession of a tall-ship-festival organizer’s property at the time a Rule B writ 
of attachment was served) 

Defendant Draw Events, LLC (“Draw Events”) entered into a contract to manage 

the 2015 Tall Ship Challenge (the “Event”).  Id. at *1.  A dispute arose regarding unpaid 

invoices from the Event, and Draw Events filed suit in the Eastern District of 

Pennsylvania against various Event hosts (“Tall Ship Litigation”).  Draw Events reached 

a settlement with the Event hosts in the Tall Ship Litigation. 

Plaintiffs provided various barge, towing, and crane services to Draw Events for 

the Event.  Plaintiffs claimed they were not paid for their services by Draw Events.  

Plaintiffs initially sought to intervene in the Draw Events in the Tall Ship Litigation, but 

their motion to intervene was denied as untimely.  Id.  

Plaintiffs subsequently filed this suit, seeking to serve process of a maritime 

garnishment pursuant to Supplemental Admiralty Rule B to garnish any settlement funds 

from the Tall Ship Litigation in the hands of two of the hosts, Cooper’s Ferry and 

Adventure Aquarium.  Id. at *1-2.  The court issued writs of garnishment, which 

Plaintiffs served on Cooper’s Ferry and Adventure Aquarium.   

At the time that Plaintiffs served the writs, a “$50,000 check made out to Draw 

Events by Cooper’s Ferry for the settlement of the Tall Ship Litigation . . . was in the 

New Jersey office of the attorney for the defendants in the Tall Ship Litigation.”  Id. at 

*2.  Plaintiffs argued that the writ of attachment “successfully” garnished the funds.  Id.  

Draw Events, Cooper’s Ferry, and Adventure Aquarium argued that the writs of 

attachment “had been out of Cooper’s Ferry control . . .when it was sent to its attorney for 
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transmittal to Draw Events”, and therefore the writs “did not successfully garnish” the 

funds “because it was not in the garnishee’s possession when they were served with the 

writs.”  Id.    

The court undertook an analysis of the four prerequisites that must be met by a 

plaintiff to secure a writ of attachment:  

(1) the plaintiff has an in personam claim against the defendant; (2) the 
defendant cannot be found within the district where the action is commenced; 
(3) property belonging to the defendant is present within the district; and (4) 
there is no statutory or general maritime law proscription to the attachment. 

Id. at *3 (citing Western Bulk Carriers, 762 F. Supp 1302, 1306 (S.D. Ohio 1991)).  The 

court concluded that the first, second, and fourth requirements of Rule B had been met, 

but that Defendants “have not met their burden of showing that the third requirement for 

a valid writ of attachment is lacking such that the extinguishment of the writ is 

warranted.”  Id. at *6.  Specifically, the court noted that $50,000 check “had not yet been 

delivered . . . to the payee but remained in the hands of the payor’s agent.”  Id. at *5-6.  

The court found that neither it nor any party had cited any “case . . . that squarely 

addresses . . . who owns funds behind a check written out and held by an agent acting at 

the discretion of the sender with instructions to deliver the check to the payee, but not yet 

delivered.”  Id. at *5.  Accordingly, the court concluded that it would not vacate the writs 

of attachment, and instead returned this matter to U.S. Magistrate Judge Schneider “to 

resume the discovery process that has been stayed pending the resolution of Defendants’ 

motion to dismiss.”  Id. at *6.   
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ii. Denali Shipping, L.P. v. Van Oil Petroleum Ltd., 2019 WL 919588  (D. Conn. 
Feb. 25, 2019) (shipowner’s ex parte order for process of maritime attachment 
under Admiralty Rule B against property being held by nine garnishees within 
the District of Connecticut was granted in part and denied in part) 

 
Plaintiff Denali Shipping, L.P. (“Denali”), the owner of the M/V DENALI (the 

“Vessel”), entered into an agreement with Oldendorff Carriers GmbH & Co. KG 

(“Oldendorff”) for Oldendorff to charter the Vessel from Denali for four to six months 

(hereinafter, the “Charter Agreement”).  Under the Charter Agreement, Oldendorff was 

not required to owe payment to Denali if the Vessel was either arrested during the 

charter, or if the Vessel “was off-hire for more than 30 days.” Id.   Approximately one 

month after the Vessel was delivered to Oldendorff, Van Oil Petroleum Ltd. (“Van Oil”) 

arrested the Vessel in India for alleged nonpayment of marine fuel supplied to a previous 

charterer.  Id.   

Denali filed its verified complaint against Van Oil and its sole director, manager, 

and owner, Alvaro Sousa (“Sousa”) (collectively, “Defendants”) for wrongful arrest 

arising from the arrest of the Vessel in India.  Denali sought an ex parte order for process 

of maritime attachment against property held by nine (9) garnishees within the District of 

Connecticut.   

The United States District Court for the District of Connecticut granted Denali’s 

request for an ex parte order, but narrowed the requested garnishees “due to Denali’s 

failure to adequately identify their connection to the [D]efendants or the [D]efendants’ 

property.”  Id. at *4.   Specifically, the court concluded that Denali failed to plead 

sufficient facts to render certain garnishees’ “possessions of identifiable property of the 

[D]efendants plausible, and so the Court denies without prejudice Denali’s request for an 

ex parte order of attachment” with respect to five of the nine garnishees.  Id. 
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XVIII. SUPPLEMENTAL ADMIRALTY RULE E 
 

i. Chemoil Adani Pvt. Ltd. v. M/V MARITIME KING, 894 F.3d 506 (2d Cir. 
2018) (The United States District Court for the Southern District of New York 
did not violate Fed. R. Civ. P. Supp. R. E(5) or E(6) when reducing to 3.5%  
interest rate on security posted by charterer to secure vessel’s release from 
arrest) 

 
ING Bank, N.V. (“ING”) and Chemoil Adani Pvt. Ltd. (“Chemoil”) appealed a 

judgment of the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York, in 

which the District Court granted summary judgment to defendant in rem M/V 

MARITIME KING (the “Vessel”) on a maritime lien claim brought against it by ING and 

Chemoil under the Commercial Instruments and Maritime Liens Act, 46 U.S.C. § 31301 

et seq. (“CIMLA”), arising from the provision of fuel to the Vessel.  Id. at 507.  The 

district court also reduced the principal amount and interest rate posted by the charterer of 

the Vessel to secure the Vessel’s release from arrest.  Id. at 508.  

The United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit recognized that where 

security is posted and a vessel is released, Fed. R. Civ. P. Supp. R. E(6) empowers the 

court to reduce security, specifically providing that a court “may, on motion and hearing, 

for good cause shown, reduce the amount of security given.”  Id.  The court of appeals 

concluded that because the district court found that the charterer had shown “good cause” 

for reducing security from the 6% interest rate required by Rule E(5)(a) to the prime rate 

of 3.5%, the district court did not violate either Rule E(5) or E(6) when it lowered the 

interest rate, as Rule E(6) “broadly accommodates changed circumstances by affording 

district courts the discretion to lower or raise security for “good cause shown.”  Id. at 

509.   
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ii. Crowley Puerto Rico Services, Inc. v. 27 Containers of Hotel Furniture & 

Mattresses, 2018 WL 6422735 (D.P.R. Dec. 4, 2018) (denial of motion to 
vacate arrest pursuant to Supplemental Admiralty Rule E(4)(f)) 

 
Tire Kingdom entered into a service contract with Crowley Puerto Rico Services, 

Inc. (“Crowley”) for the ocean carriage of goods (the “Service Contract”).  Under the 

Service Contract, Infinity Investors, LLC (“Infinity”) was listed as an affiliate of Tire 

Kingdom.  Id. at *1.  Subsequently, Infinity entered into a credit agreement with 

Crowley, and thereafter shipped 34 containers from San Juan, Puerto Rico to St. Thomas, 

U.S. Virgin Islands.  Id.  After Infinity and Crowley entered into the credit agreement, a 

third party began to block the warehouse that Infinity intended to use in order to store the 

cargo in St. Thomas, which caused the cargo to remain at Crowley’s St. Thomas terminal 

for approximately six (6) months.  Id. at *1, 3. 

Furniture Outlet, whose owner served as a “consultant” for Tire Kingdom and an 

operations manager for both Furniture Outlet and Infinity, booked 57 containers from 

Crowley “to be loaded with hotel furniture and mattresses from San Juan to St. Thomas.”  

Id. at *2.  Crowley shipped thirty (30) of the containers, and subsequently filed a motion 

requesting the issuance of a warrant for the arrest of the remaining 27 containers.  Id.      

The district court issued an arrest warrant, and Furniture Outlet subsequently filed an 

emergency motion for a post-arrest hearing pursuant to Supplemental Admiralty Rule 

E(4)(f) and a motion to vacate the arrest.  Id. at *1-2.      

In its motion to vacate, Furniture Outlet first argued that it was not an affiliate of 

Tire Kingdom under the Service Contract between Tire Kingdom and Crowley, and thus 

Crowley could not enforce a lien over Furniture Outlet’s cargo for demurrage charges 

allegedly owned by Infinity.  Furniture Outlet next argued that, even assuming it was 
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deemed to be an affiliate of Infinity, Crowley could not enforce a lien over Furniture 

Outlet’s cargo because Infinity did not cause the accrual of the demurrage.  Id. at *2.   

 In denying Furniture Outlet’s request to vacate the arrest, the United States 

District Court for the District of Puerto Rico first concluded that probable cause existed 

to believe that Infinity was an affiliate of Tire Kingdom, and therefore Crowley could 

enforce a lien over Furniture Outlet’s cargo.  The court next concluded that Crowley 

could not be expected to provide approximately six (6) months of free storage to Infinity, 

and Infinity “could have found alternative storage for the cargo and, if necessary, 

presented a legal claim” for damages against the third party who blocked the warehouse 

in St. Thomas where Infinity intended to store the cargo.  Id. at *3.  Accordingly, the 

court denied Furniture Outlet’s motion to vacate the arrest.  Id.  

XIX. WRONGFUL ARREST 
 

i. Sea Trade Mar. Corp. v. Coutsodontis, 744 Fed. App’x. 721 (2d Cir. 2018) 
(Plaintiffs-Appellants failed to prove with reasonable certainty any damages 
from alleged lost sale opportunity attributed to wrongful arrests) 

Sea Trade Maritime Corporation (“Sea Trade”) purchased the M/V ATHENA (the 

“Vessel”) in 1992 for $9.1 million.  In 2008, one of the co-owners of Sea Trade, Stelios 

Coutsodontis, caused the Vessel to be arrested in both Spain and New Orleans “in order 

to obtain security against his ownership interest.”  Id. at 724.  Both arrests were vacated.  

Another co-owner of Sea Trade, George Peters, brought action against Mr. Coutsodontis, 

asserting claims for wrongful arrest of the Vessel, breach of fiduciary duty, and 

frustration of corporate purpose.  After a three-day bench trial, the United States District 

Court for the Southern District of New York found in favor of Mr. Peters and Sea Trade 
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on the breach of fiduciary duty claim, but dismissed the wrongful arrest and frustration of 

corporate purpose claims.    

On appeal, the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit affirmed the 

District Court’s dismissal of the wrongful arrest claim, concluding that it found no error 

in the District Court’s determination that Mr. Peters “failed to sustain his burden to prove 

that the M/V Athena would have been sold but for Coutsodontis’ arrest campaign.”  Id at 

725.  Next, the Court of Appeals agreed with the District Court’s dismissal of Mr. Peters’ 

breach of fiduciary claim due to his failure to establish the required element of “damages 

directly caused by [the defendant’s] misconduct”, to prove that cause of action under 

New York law, but found that the District Court erred in ordering the forfeiture of Mr. 

Coutsodontis’ shares in Sea Trade, “because the district court could not, consistent with 

its rejection of the wrongful arrest claim, hold Mr. Coutsodontis liable for breach of 

fiduciary duty.”  Id. at 726. 
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“Avoid popularity; it has many snares, and no real benefit.”
William Penn
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We all know and acknowledge that, as lawyers, we are duty bound 

to adhere to the Rules of Professional Conduct.  The specific rule that 

governs interaction with the press is Professional Code of Conduct Rule 

1.6, Client-Lawyer Relationship.
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Rule 1.6 states:
(a)  A lawyer shall not reveal information relating to the 
representation of a client unless the client gives informed consent, 
the disclosure is impliedly authorized in order to carry out the 
representation or the disclosure is permitted by paragraph (b).
(b)  A lawyer may reveal information relating to the representation 
of a client to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes necessary:

(1)  to prevent reasonably certain death or substantial bodily harm;
(2)  to prevent the client from committing a crime or fraud that is 
reasonably certain to result in substantial injury to the financial interests or 
property of another and in furtherance of which the client has used or is 
using the lawyer's services;
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(3)  to prevent, mitigate or rectify substantial injury to the financial 
interests or property of another that is reasonably certain to result or has 
resulted from the client's commission of a crime or fraud in furtherance of 
which the client has used the lawyer's services;
(4) to secure legal advice about the lawyer's compliance with these Rules;
(5) to establish a claim or defense on behalf of the lawyer in a controversy 
between the lawyer and the client, to establish a defense to a criminal 
charge or civil claim against the lawyer based upon conduct in which the 
client was involved, or to respond to allegations in any proceeding 
concerning the lawyer's representation of the client;
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(6) to comply with other law or a court order; or
(7) to detect and resolve conflicts of interest arising from the lawyer’s 
change of employment or from changes in the composition or ownership of 
a firm, but only if the revealed information would not compromise the 
attorney-client privilege or otherwise prejudice the client.

(c) A lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to prevent the 
inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure of, or unauthorized access to, 
information relating to the representation of a client.
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From a maritime lawyer’s perspective, I have been very fortunate to 

work on three very unfortunate maritime casualties.  All three matters 

including death, dismemberment, disfigurement or significant personal 

injury matters.  And, all three matters resulted in massive media 

coverage.
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The first occurred on October 15, 2003, at 3:21 pm when the Staten 

Island Ferry Andrew J. Barberi, with over a thousand passengers aboard 

allided with a pier at the St. George ferry terminal in Staten Island.  The 

impact tore a huge gash in the lowest of the three passenger decks.  Peeling 

back the hull like a tuna can, ripping up benches where passengers were 

seated.  
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Eleven people died, one young man had both of his legs severed, 

and many others suffered serious bodily injury.  It was New York City's 

deadliest mass-transit incident in 50 years.  The incident spurred an 

investigation into safety practices aboard the ferry, an accident 

investigation by the National Transportation Safety Board, a criminal 

investigation by the US Attorney for the Eastern District of New York, a 

disciplinary hearing for the Captain, and a federal lawsuit.  The NYCDOT
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Commissioner which operated the ferry was Iris Wienshal – wife of United 

States Senator Chuck Schumer.  The Mayor of NYC at the time was Michael 

Bloomberg. He had been on the job for nine months and was Mayor 

Bloomberg’s first major disaster involving the citizens of New York.  Within 

hours of the allision, Mayor Bloomberg and DOT Commissioner Wienshal 

were on TV claiming the Captain violated what they termed was the “Two 

Pilot Rule.” There was no such rule implemented
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Unfortunately, Captain Gansas became Iris Wienshal and Mayor 

Bloomberg’s punching bag in the media.  Captain Gansas was vilified in 

the press.  And, as you can imagine, this incident was the subject of 

intense media coverage for weeks in one of the largest media markets -

the New York Tri-state area.
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I represented Captain Michael Gansas, who was not at the helm at the 

time of the incident, the second Captain, called The Pilot, had the conn. 

Captain Gansas joined the vessel that morning as a relief Captain because 

the assigned Captain had an emergency dental appointment.  At the time of 

the allision, he was in the opposite wheelhouse preparing the Vessel for an 

upcoming USCG inspection.  He was not required to be in the wheelhouse 

with the pilot, despite Mayor Bloomberg and DOT Commissioner Wienshal’s 

comments.  The press bit.  Fake News.
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The second incident occurred on January 9, 2013, when the high-

speed passenger ferry Seastreak Wall Street, on a routine morning 

commuter trip from Highlands, New Jersey to Pier 11/Wall Street in 

New York City, struck Pier 11 going an estimated 12 knots as it 

approached the dock.  
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Of the three hundred thirty one passengers aboard the ferry, nearly 

one hundred passengers made claims for personal injuries; four 

sustained very serious injuries.
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The media were on scene before the ambulances arrived.  

Passengers who were getting off the ferry were being interviewed by 

local and national television reporters as they disembarked and walked 

down the pier.  
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[Photos and video of people on stretchers flooded the news media.]
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Seastreak’s management were immediately barraged with calls from 

the press.  I represented the Owner of the vessel.  This incident 

resulted in a coordinated USCG/NTSB investigation and immediate and 

intense media coverage.  The cause of the allision was not due to any 

fault of Seastreak, but rather was the result of the Captain’s negligence 

in operating the Vessel in a manner which was not permitted by the 

company.
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The third incident involved the sinking of the El Faro with all hands 

on October 1, 2015. 
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As I am sure you all know, this incident was one the deadliest 

incidents in US maritime history. 
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I represented the interest of the Estate of Michael Davidson, Master of 

the El Faro, which was designated as a party in interest in the United States 

Coast Guard Marine Board of Investigation and a defendant in the federal 

litigation.  I worked very closely with Tote, owner and operator of the El Faro, 

in both those proceedings. The media coverage was, likewise, intense and 

covered many states and countries – Maine, Florida, Poland to name a few.  

And, similar to the first two incidents, also involved maritime media outlets.
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Rule 1.6 is pretty clear.  This session is focused on the moment when 

legal ethics meets the press.  Let us first start with the definition of 

ethics – which is – “The moral principles that govern a person's 

behavior or the conducting of an activity.”
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Legal ethics, is essentially the same definition – it encompasses an 

ethical code governing the conduct of persons engaged in the practice 

of law and persons more generally in the legal sector.  
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That ethical code is based on morals.  What is right and what is 

wrong.  Most of the time, when lawyers get close to the line, they feel 

it in their stomach, or at least they should.  
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Legal ethics are important in helping the lawyer to navigate the 

delicate balance of these interests and work to promote the greatest 

good.
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At bottom, ethics serve to safeguard the interests of the client being 

represented.  The principal hallmark to legal ethics is “the interests of 

the client.”
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So, let us go back to the beginning of my talk.  All three incidents:

• made me very popular with the press; and

• provided me with many great opportunities to promote my 

career.  
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For example, I had many calls from Matt Lauer to appear on his show to 
discuss the Staten Island Ferry matter.  At that time, I was part of a small 
maritime firm that I founded with two other friends and the free press would 
have been welcomed.  I also had many calls from the producers of 60 
Minutes asking if I would like to appear on the show with Scott Pelle to 
discuss the El Faro.  And, in all three matters, notwithstanding the benefits I 
may have received from being on air, there were many “facts” I wanted to 
correct. I had a reason to go on air, to correct the record.  I had a lot to say to 
clear my client’s good name.
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In large part I refrained from speaking to the media.  There are a few 

quotes from me about the Staten Island Ferry matter in local papers.  

However, I chose not to speak to the press about my clients for two reasons, 

strategically it was the best course of action and it was in the best interest of 

my client.  We are not here to focus on legal strategy, which does play a 

significant role here.  As lawyers we are duty bound to take steps that are in 

the best interest of our clients.  Accordingly, legal strategy plays a part.
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The decision to speak to the press requires an analysis of: 

• your ethical obligations to your client; 

• the strategy of the case; and

• your ability to properly communicate the message you want to 

be received by the press.  
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So, step one, when representing a client in a matter where you 

know there will be media coverage, discuss the issue with your client 

right away.  Speaking to your client is in their best interest.  Find out 

what they want to do.  The best course of action may be not to saying 

anything and slow the process down.  The press wants “news” now, 

that may not be in the best interest of your client. 
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Second, if you are contacted by the media - before you respond - ask 

yourself a few questions:

• do you have your client’s permission to speak to the media? 

• have you discussed what topics you are authorized to discuss with 

the media? 

• are you the best person to speak on your client’s behalf?  

• Are you familiar with press “lingo”? 
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• Terms like “off the record” or “on background.” Off the record 

means there will be no attribution.  On background allows a 

reporter to attribute a fact or statement to “someone familiar 

with the investigation.”
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For those of you that work in firms that have a specific media policy, 

ask yourself – have I read it recently? A lot of firms have written 

policies that specifically state that lawyers cannot comment or disclose 

any information without the client’s authorization - even on publicly 

available information. In addition, many large clients specifically 

prohibit outside counsel from speaking to the media.
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And, if you happen to be fortunate in the future to work on an 

unfortunate matter significant enough to garner attention from the 

press, communicate with your client and follow Rule 1.6.
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Last, and maybe most important, consider how high the stakes are 

and, if warranted, recommend the client hire a media consultant.  For 

example, is your client a company that serves the public and any 

reputational harm would cause severe financial harm if you do not 

issue a press release.  If so, you may want to speak to Daniel Wilson of 

MTI.
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Emergency Response Priorities

1
• PEOPLE:  Protect life safety

2
• ENVIRONMENT:  Minimize the environmental 

impact

3
• ASSETS:  Minimize impacts to hard assets

4
• REPUTATION:  Protect reputation

Litigation: is a legal / company 
priority managed by litigation / 

arbitration department
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PROFESSIONAL 
CONDUCT 4.1

In the course of representing a 
client a lawyer shall not knowingly:
• (a) make a false statement of 

material fact or law to a third 
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• (b) fail to disclose a material fact 
to a third person when disclosure 
is necessary to avoid assisting a 
criminal or fraudulent act by a 
client, unless disclosure is 
prohibited by Rule 1.6.
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 Nearly ten years ago, I had the privilege of addressing the Southeastern Admiralty 

Law Institute (“SEALI”) at its annual seminar, which met that year (2009) in New 

Orleans.  I had the countervailing misfortune of a Saturday morning speaking slot, hardly 

ideal in that venue. But in retrospect it was a good thing.  My topic that morning was the 

maritime law of punitive damages, which had been the subject of a 2008 opinion from 

the United States Supreme Court.2  The Thursday before the seminar, the United States 

Supreme Court came down with its opinion in Atlantic Sounding Co. v. Townsend,3 

which, as of this writing, represents the Supreme Court’s latest word on punitive damages 

in maritime cases.  But now, a decade later, punitive damages are once again before the 

Supreme Court.  And once again, I will have the honor of speaking to the SEALI 

membership on a Saturday morning in New Orleans. 

 Punitive damages remain a vexing subject of maritime law.  It seems that each time 

the United States Supreme Court decides one damages-related question, others spring up 

Hydra-like to takes its place.  The case of Miles v. Apex Marine4 introduced category 

issues that are still working their way through the courts; in brief, what forms of damages 

are available under maritime law, given the status of the plaintiff  (seaman or non-

seaman, or beneficiary thereof), the type of injury (fatal or non-fatal), location (territorial 

waters or the high seas) and the legal remedy invoked (statutory or under the general 

                                                   
2Exxon Shipping Co. v. Baker, 554 U.S. 471 (2008). 
3 557 U.S. 404 (2009). 
4 498 U.S. 19 (1990). 
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maritime law)? Ironically, these occasionally bewildering distinctions arise in a field of 

the law where uniformity has long been deemed especially important. 

 This paper will briefly reprise the history of punitive damages in maritime cases, 

recognizing that far more detailed studies already exist.  It will proceed to a discussion of 

Miles and its subsequent application to punitive damages cases involving seamen, 

including one pending (as of this writing) before the United States Supreme Court.  It will 

proceed from there to a discussion of cases in the Supreme Court and elsewhere dealing 

with the current status of punitive damages in non-seamen’s cases and conclude with 

comments on remaining punitive damages issues.   

II. PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN ADMIRALTY 

The 1818 case of The Amiable Nancy5 is often cited for the availability of punitive 

damages in admiralty cases.  A neutral Haitian-flagged vessel, the Amiable Nancy was 

ransacked during the War of 1812 by an American privateer aptly named the Scourge. 

Justice Story held that the Scourge’s owners were not liable for “vindictive damages,” but 

only because they had not themselves committed the outrage.  “[I]f this were a suit against 

the original wrong-doers,” wrote Justice Story, “it might be proper to go yet farther, and 

visit upon them in the shape of exemplary damages, the proper punishment which 

belongs to such lawless misconduct.”6  The case was cited as precedent for the availability 

of punitive damages in admiralty in Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway Co. v. 

Prentice,7 an 1893 railroad case.  Early court decisions either awarding punitive damages 

to seamen, or else recognizing their availability, are collected in a 2010 article by the late 

                                                   
5 16 U.S. 546 (1818) 
6 Id. at 559. 
7 147 U.S. 101, 108, 13 S. Ct. 261, 263, 37 L. Ed. 97 (1893). 
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Professor David Robertson.8 Professor Robertson makes a strong case that “vindictive,” 

“exemplary” or “punitive” damages were used to protect seamen, the traditional “wards 

of admiralty,” from the mistreatment to which they were sometimes exposed. 

Prior to Miles, several circuit courts had concluded that punitive damages were 

available on seamen’s unseaworthiness claims.  In Dyer v. Merry Shipping Co. Inc.,9 the 

Fifth Circuit wrote in so many words that “[p]unitive damages should be available when 

a shipowner has willfully violated the duty to furnish and maintain a seaworthy vessel.”  

The Ninth Circuit seemed to agree in Evich v. Morris,10 as did the Eleventh Circuit in Self 

v. Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co.11 (“[p]unitive damages should be available in cases 

where the shipowner willfully violated the duty to maintain a safe and seaworthy ship”). 

The Amiable Nancy also lies at the root of a circuit split on vicarious liability for 

punitive damages.  In Protectus Alpha Navigation Co. v. North Pacific Grain Growers, 

Inc.,12 the Ninth Circuit held that punitive damages could be imposed on a corporation 

based on the wrongful actions of its agent, provided the agent was acting in a “managerial 

capacity.”13  But in Matter of P & E Boat Rentals, Inc.14 the Fifth Circuit held that a vessel 

owner was not liable for punitive damages based on a master’s conduct, unless the owner 

“authorized or ratified the acts of the master either before or after the accident.” 

                                                   
8 David W. Robertson, Punitive Damages in U.S. Maritime Law: Miles, Baker and Townsend, 70 Louisiana 
L. Rev. 463 (2010) 481-82, nn. 133-34. An eminent admiralty scholar, Professor Robertson sadly passed 
away in December of 2018. His insightful scholarship will be missed. 
9 650 F.2d 622, 625 (5th Cir. 1981) 
10 819 F.2d 256, 258 (9th Cir. 1987). 
11 832 F.2d 1540, 1550 (11th Cir. 1987). 
12 767 F.2d 1379 (9th Cir. 1985). 
13 Id. at 1386. See also CEH, Inc. v. F/V Seafarer, 70 F.3d 694, 704 (1st Cir. 1995), rejecting “strict 
complicity” rule of Amiable Nancy. 
14 872 F.2d 642, 651–52 (5th Cir. 1989).  
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III. THE ROAD TO MILES V. APEX MARINE 

The landmark Miles v. Apex Marine case actually hearkens back to Supreme Court 

jurisprudence over the rights of wrongful death claimants in maritime cases.  In the 1886 

case of The Harrisburg,15 the Supreme Court held that maritime law, like common law, 

did not recognize any claim for wrongful death in the absence of a statute.  Congress 

provided a negligence remedy for the death of a seaman in the 1920 Jones Act,16 and a 

similar remedy for anyone’s death in international waters in the Death on the High Seas 

Act (“DOHSA”) passed the same year.17 

A. THE SUPREME COURT’S MARITIME WRONGFUL DEATH REMEDY 

Moragne v. States Marine Lines, Inc.18 involved the death of a longshoreman in 

state territorial waters, allegedly the result of unseaworthiness.  Since the decedent had 

not been a seaman, the Jones Act was unavailable. And since the death occurred in 

territorial waters, neither was DOHSA.  The Supreme Court held that The Harrisburg 

was “such an unjustifiable anomaly” as to require overruling, and recognized a general 

maritime law remedy for wrongful death.19  In Sea-Land Services, Inc. v. Gaudet,20 

another case involving a longshoreman’s death in territorial waters, the Court held that 

Moragne’s wrongful death remedy included recovery for “loss of society,” i.e., the “broad 

                                                   
15 119 U.S. 199 (1886). 
16 Merchant Marine Act, 1920, Pub. L. 66-261 § 20, 41 Stat. 988 (June 5, 1920). 
17 Pub. L. 66-165, 41 Stat. 537 (March 30, 1920) currently codified at 46 U.S.C. § 30302. DOHSA was 
recognized as the sole remedy, exclusive of state law remedies, for death on waters outside the territorial 
limit, in Offshore Logistics, Inc. v. Tallentire, 477 U.S. 207 (1986). 
18 398 U.S. 375 (1970) 
19 Id. at 378. The Court explained that, according to English common law, “punishment for the felony was 
the death of the felon and the forfeiture of his property to the Crown.” This left no one and nothing to sue 
for wrongful death. Id. at 382. 
20 414 U.S. 573, 587 (1974). 
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range of mutual benefits each family member receives from the others’ continued 

existence, including love, affection, care, attention, companionship, comfort, and 

protection.”21  This result was dictated, according to the Court, by the “humanitarian 

policy of the maritime law.”22  These humanitarian impulses were checked somewhat in 

a Mobil Oil Corp. v. Higginbotham,23 a case involving a helicopter crash 100 miles or so 

off Louisiana.  Citing Gaudet, the plaintiffs sought to recover loss of society under the 

general maritime law.  The Court, however, held that Congress decided the question 

when, in DOHSA, it “limited survivors to recovery of their pecuniary losses.”24  Although 

that meant the survivors of those who met their fate in territorial waters stood to receive 

a better remedy, the Court saw this as a “minor threat to the uniformity of maritime 

law.”25 

Humanitarian concerns won out again two years later when the Court held that the 

spouse of a harbor worker injured, but not killed, by unseaworthiness in territorial waters 

could recover damages for loss of society.26  While this left the spouse of the 

unseaworthiness claimant better off than the spouse of the Jones Act negligence claimant, 

the asymmetry did not trouble the Court:  “[A]ssuming,” wrote Justice William Brennan, 

“that the statute bars damages for loss of society, it does so solely by virtue of judicial 

                                                   
21 Sea-Land Servs., Inc. v. Gaudet, 414 U.S. 573, 585 (1974). 
22 414 U.S. at 587-599. 
23 436 U.S. 618, 619 (1978). 
24 Id. at 623. 
25 Id. 
26 Am. Exp. Lines, Inc. v. Alvez, 446 U.S. 274 (1980). 
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interpretation of the Federal Employers’ Liability Act, . . . which was incorporated into 

the Jones Act.”27 

To summarize these developments, the Supreme Court recognized a general 

maritime law claim for death caused by unseaworthiness in territorial waters, for which 

loss of society was available.  Such damages were also available in the case of non-fatal 

injuries to longshore and harbor workers, who at the time could recover for 

unseaworthiness.  On the high seas, however, plaintiffs were confined to the pecuniary 

remedies afforded by DOHSA, at least in the case of death. 

B. MILES V. APEX MARINE 

That brings us to the 1990 case of Miles,28 in which a seaman was stabbed to death 

by a fellow crewmember aboard a ship docked in an American port.  The threshold issue 

disposed of in Miles was whether the general maritime law wrongful death remedy 

recognized in Moragne and its progeny extended to seaman, since the previous cases had 

involved longshore or harbor workers.  The Court lost no time holding that it did, 

notwithstanding the fact that Congress had already provided a negligence remedy for 

wrongful death in the form of the Jones Act.  This was because “[t]he Jones Act evinces 

no general hostility to recovery under maritime law.”29 

That said, the Court confined Gaudet’s loss of society remedy to longshore workers 

killed in territorial waters30 (who in any case had lost their unseaworthiness claim by way 

of amendments to the Longshore and Harbor Workers Compensation Act).31  The Court 

                                                   
27 Id. at 283. 
28 498 U.S. 19 (1990). 
29 Id. at 29.  
30 Id. at 31. 
31 See infra note 210. 
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reasoned that the Jones Act and DOHSA both limited the remedies for wrongful death to 

“pecuniary damages.”  In the case of DOHSA, the limitation was express—Congress had 

included the phrase “pecuniary damages” in the act itself.32  That was not true of the Jones 

Act, but that law was modeled upon the Federal Employer’s Liability Act (“FELA”),33 and 

FELA had long been construed as confining its wrongful death remedy to pecuniary loss.34  

If Congress had chosen to limit wrongful death beneficiaries to pecuniary loss in DOHSA 

and the Jones Act, it was “inconsistent with our place in the constitutional scheme” for 

the Court to “sanction more expansive remedies in a judicially created cause of action.”35  

This was particularly true given that the plaintiff’s claim was for unseaworthiness, which, 

unlike the Jones Act, required no proof of fault. 

IV. PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN SEAMEN’S CASES 

 Prior to Miles, most courts seem to have decided that neither FELA nor the Jones 

Act provided for recovery of punitive damages.  In Kozar v. Chesapeake & Ohio Railway 

Co.,36 the court held that damages under FELA are “compensatory only” and do not 

include punitive damages. Kozar was a death case and therefore subject to the rule in 

Michigan Central Railway Co. v. Vreeland37 that survivors of a deceased railway worker 

are confined to a pecuniary remedy.  In Kopczynski v. The Jacqueline,38 the Ninth Circuit 

                                                   
32 46 U.S.C. § 30303. 
33 45 U.S.C. § 51. 
34 For this the Court cited Michigan Central R. Co. v. Vreeland, 227 U.S. 59 (1913), in which it was stated 
that a wrongful death plaintiff could recover based on a “reasonable expectation of pecuniary assistance or 
support,” but that “[c]ompensation for such loss manifestly does not include damages by way of recompense 
for grief or wounded feelings.”  Id.  at 70. Prior to Miles, other cases had held, based on Vreeland, that “non-
pecuniary losses are not recoverable under the Jones Act.”  Nygaard v. Peter Pan Seafoods, Inc., 701 F.2d 
77, 79 (9th Cir. 1983).  
35 498 U.S. at 32. 
36 449 F.2d 1238, 1241 (6th Cir. 1971). 
37 Supra note 34 
38 742 F.2d 555, 560 (9th Cir. 1984). 
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asserted that, prior to the passage of the Jones Act, “it had been established that only 

compensatory damages were available in FELA actions.”  In Wildman v. Burlington 

Northern Railway Co.,39 another railroad case, the Ninth Circuit “reaffirm[ed] the 

conclusion expressed in dictum in Kopczynski that punitive damages are unavailable 

under the FELA.” 

These cases can be criticized for their overreliance on Vreeland.40  Although often 

cited loosely, Vreeland does not stand for a general limitation of all FELA plaintiffs to a 

pecuniary remedy; rather, the case holds that wrongful death claimants face that 

limitation as the legacy of Lord Campbell’s Act41 and other early wrongful death 

statutes.42  It seems beyond question that railway workers and Jones Act seamen alike 

can recover pain and suffering, a species of non-pecuniary damages.43  It is probably more 

accurate to say that injured Jones Act and FELA plaintiffs receive compensatory damages, 

including non-pecuniary damages, but that their survivors receive only pecuniary 

damages only.  The Supreme Court, however, has yet to affirm these limitations, either as 

to FELA or the Jones Act. 

                                                   
39 825 F.2d 1392, 1395 (9th Cir. 1987).  See also Matter of Mardoc Asbestos Case Clusters 1, 2, 5 & 6, 768 
F. Supp. 595, 597 (E.D. Mich. 1991) (“It has long been held that punitive damages are not available under 
FELA.”). A 1981 commentator had this to say, however: wrote as follows on this issue:  “Though there are 
still courts that, in dictum, adhere to the conventional wisdom that only compensatory damages are 
recoverable under [FELA], the emerging trend appears to be toward allowing punitive damages in 
‘appropriate’ cases.”  Robert Dahlquist, Punitive Damages Under the Jones Act, 6 Mar. Law. 1, 3 (1981) 
40 See supra note 34. 
41 9 & 10 Vict. c. 93 (1846). 
42 See 227 U.S. 59, 69-71. 
43 See St. Louis, I.M. & S. Ry. Co. v. Craft, 237 U.S. 648, 656 (1915) (FELA “invests the injured employee 
with a right to such damages as will compensate him for his personal loss and suffering.”). 
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Miles did not concern itself with punitive damages.  Punitive damages are, however, 

generally considered to be non-pecuniary.44 Since Miles clearly stands for the proposition 

that only pecuniary damages are available in seamen’s death cases, the Miles progeny has 

uniformly held that punitive damages are off limits in such cases.45  Courts also extended 

Miles to personal injury claims by living seamen. In Murray v. Anthony J. Bertucci 

Construction Co.,46 the Fifth Circuit asserted that the reasoning of Miles “applies with 

equal force to a seaman’s claim for injuries,” such that “the Jones Act limits a seaman's 

recovery for injury to pecuniary losses and precludes any recovery for nonpecuniary 

losses, such as loss of society.”47  The same reasoning was applied to injury claims based 

on unseaworthiness.48  

                                                   
44See Guevara v. Maritime Overseas Corp., 59 F.3d 1496, 1504 (5th Cir. 1995) (en banc), cert. denied 516 
U.S. 1046 (1996); Kopczynski, supra note 38, at 561; In re Two-J Ranch, Inc., 534 F.Supp.2d 671, 684 (W.D. 
La. 2008); Neal v. Barisich, Inc., 707 F. Supp. 862, 873 (E.D. La. 1989). 

 
45 E.g. Scarborough v. Clemco Industries, 391 F.3d 660 (5th Cir. 2004 (no punitives recoverable in action 
by survivors of Jones Act seaman); Miller v. American President Lines, Ltd., 989 F.2d 1450, 1459 (6th Cir.), 
cert. denied 510 U.S. 915 (1993); Haltom v. Lykes Bros. S.S. Co., Inc., 771 F. Supp. 179, 181 (E.D. Tex. 1991) 
(punitives not available to seaman’s widow).  C.f. In re Marine Sulphur Queen, 460 F.2d 89, 104 (2d. Cir. 
1972) (pre-Miles case upholding lower court’s refusal to award  punitive award in wrongful death 
negligence/unseaworthiness because requisite proof was lacking) Complaint of Cambria S.S. Co., 505 F.2d 
517, 523 n. 11 (6th Cir. 1974) (because punitive damages require proof of gross negligence or malice, they 
are not recoverable in unseaworthiness cases).  
46 958 F.2d 127, 131 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 506 U.S. 865 (1992). 
47 Id. at 132.  See also Lollie v. Brown Marine Serv., Inc., 995 F.2d 1565, 1565 (11th Cir. 1993) (“neither the 
Jones Act nor general maritime law authorizes recovery for loss of society or consortium in personal injury 
cases”); Miller, supra, at 1457; Hollinger v. Kirby Tankships, Inc., 910 F. Supp. 571, 572 (S.D. Ala. 1996) 
(Jones Act plaintiff may not recover punitives because “punitive damages are unavailable under the general 
maritime law post-Miles”); Bayes v. OPI International, 1994 AMC 286, 288 (S.D. Tex. 1992) (no punitive 
damages in seaman’s personal injury case); Haltom, supra; Matter of Mardoc Asbestos Case Cluster I, 2 & 
6, 768 F. Supp. 595 (E.D. Mich. 1991) (punitive damages not available under the Jones Act).  See also 
Kopczynski, supra 38, at 560-61 (pre-Miles case holding that punitive damages are unavailable under the 
Jones Act because they are non-pecuniary). 
48 E.g. Horsley v. Mobil Oil Corp., 15 F.3d 200, 203 (1st Cir. 1994); Snyder v. L & M Botruc Rental, Inc., 
924 F. Supp. 2d 728, 736 (E.D. La. 2013) (“Congress, by enacting the Jones Act, has restricted the 
availability of punitive damages for negligence and unseaworthiness claims for seamen.”); Miller v. 
American President Lines, Ltd., 989 F.2d 1450, 1459 (6th Cir. 1993); Ponder v. M/V CHILBAR, 234 F. 
Supp. 2d 1355 (S.D. Ga. 2002); Anderson v. Texaco, Inc., 797 F. Supp. 531, 535 (E.D. La. 1992) (“Miles 
compels the conclusion that a plaintiff who is statutorily barred from receiving a punitive award cannot 
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Although the cases were fairly uniform in denying seamen and their survivors 

punitive damages in death and injury cases, the circuits were split on the availability of 

such damages in the case of a wrongful denial of maintenance and cure.  In Vaughan v. 

Atkinson,49 the United States Supreme Court held that attorney’s fees could be recovered 

for a willful or vexatious denial of cure.  A dissent objected that attorney’s fees were not 

generally available in admiralty cases, but that their equivalent could be awarded 

indirectly as “exemplary damages.”50  Vaughan gave rise to a circuit split as to whether a 

recalcitrant employer can be charged with attorney’s fees alone, or both attorney’s fees 

and punitive damages.51 That split was resolved by the 2009 case of Atlantic Sounding 

Co. v. Townsend.52 

A. ATLANTIC SOUNDING CO. V. TOWNSEND 

Edgar Townsend claimed to have been denied maintenance and cure by the owner 

of the tug aboard which he was injured.  He sought damages under the Jones Act and 

general maritime law, “alleging negligence, unseaworthiness [and the] arbitrary and 

                                                   
recover punitive damages by couching his claim in the judge-made general maritime law of negligence and 
unseaworthiness.”).; Hollinger, supra; Haltom, supra;   

 
49 369 U.S. 527 (1962). 
50 Id. at 540. 
51 Compare Atl. Sounding Co., Inc. v. Townsend, 496 F.3d 1282 (11th Cir. 2007), aff’d, 557 U.S. 404, 129 S. 
Ct. 2561 (2009) and Hines v. J.A. LaPorte, Inc., 820 F.2d 1187 (11th Cir. 1987) (allowing punitive damages) 
with Kopacz v. Delaware River, 2007 AMC 2403, 2406-07 (3d Cir. 2007), Guevara, supra note 44 and 
Glynn v. Roy Al Boat Management Corp., 57 F.3d 1495 (9th Cir. 1995), cert denied, 516 U.S. 1046 (1996) 
(all denying punitive damages); see also In re Complaint of J.A.R. Barge Lines, L.P., 307 F. Supp. 2d 668 
(W.D. Pa. 2004) (predicting that Third Circuit would not allow punitive damages for failure to provide 
maintenance and cure); Blige v. Geechee Girl, 180 F. Supp. 2d 1349, 1354-55 (S.D. Ga. 2001 ) (Eleventh 
Circuit likely to rule that punitive damages are not available in maintenance and cure claims); Boyd v. 
Cinmar of Gloucester, 919 F. Supp. 208 (E.D. Va. 1996) (no punitive damages on maintenance and cure 
claim despite contrary Fourth Circuit dictum). 
52557 U.S. 404, 129 S. Ct. 2561 (2009). 
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willful failure to pay maintenance and cure.”53  The district court denied the vessel owner’s 

motion to dismiss Townsend’s demand for punitive damages on his maintenance and cure 

claim, citing Eleventh Circuit precedent allowing punitive damages on such claims.54  The 

Eleventh Circuit affirmed on interlocutory appeal, and the Supreme Court granted 

certiorari. 

Writing for a divided court, Justice Clarence Thomas upheld the availability of 

punitive damages in this context.  Punitive damages, he reasoned, had long been available 

under the common law of England and the United States.  Indeed, prior to the passage of 

the Jones Act in 1920, “maritime law was replete with judicial statements approving 

punitive damages, especially on behalf of passengers and seamen.”55 T here was no 

evidence that maintenance and cure claims had been excluded from the classes of 

maritime cases in which punitive damages were available; on the contrary, the Court cited 

a few older examples in which punitive damages appear to have been awarded on a 

maintenance and cure claim.56  Neither did the Jones Act curtail any of the remedies 

available for a willful or arbitrary denial of maintenance and cure.  The Jones Act 

permitted a seaman to “elect” to bring a negligence claim, but did not “eliminate pre-

existing remedies” such as maintenance and cure.57 

Miles, the Court continued, “did not address either maintenance and cure actions 

generally or the availability of punitive damages for such actions.”58  Rather, the case 

                                                   
53 Id. at 408. 
54 See Hines v. J.A. LaPorte, Inc., supra note 51. 
55 Townsend, 557 U.S. 404, 412, 129 S. Ct. 2561, 2568, (quoting ROBERTSON, PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN AMERICAN 
MARITIME LAW, 28 J. Mar. L. & Comm. 73, 115 (1997)). 
56 E.g. The City of Carlisle, 39 F. 807 (D. Ore. 1889). 
57 Townsend, 557 U.S. at 415, 129 S.Ct. at 2570. 
58 Id. at 557 U.S. 419, 129 S.Ct. 2572. 
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concerned itself with “whether general maritime law should provide a cause of action for 

wrongful death based on unseaworthiness.”59  The Jones Act, DOHSA and state wrongful 

death statutes all supported recognition of a general maritime law wrongful death 

remedy.  Congress, however, had chosen to limit the damages available under the Jones 

Act and DOHSA, which, in the view of the Miles court, “must control the availability of 

remedies for wrongful-death actions brought under general maritime law.”60  Miles 

remained sound, in that it would have been “illegitimate to create common-law remedies 

that exceeded those remedies statutorily available under the Jones Act and DOHSA.”61  

But the rationale of Miles did not withhold punitive damages, a remedy long recognized 

by maritime law, from seamen wrongfully denied maintenance and cure, also a venerable 

maritime law right.62 

A four-justice dissent63 written by Justice Steven Alito described Miles as “a 

workable framework for analyzing the relief available on claims under general maritime 

law,”64 one teaching that “if a form of relief is not available on a statutory claim, we should 

be reluctant to permit such relief on a similar claim brought under maritime law.”65  Since 

claims for the wrongful denial of maintenance and cure commonly allege resulting 

personal injury, they are often actionable under the Jones Act.  According to the dissent, 

several pre-Jones Act Supreme Court cases “explor[ing] the damages allowed under 

                                                   
59 Townsend, 557 U.S. 404, 419, 129 S. Ct. 2561, 2572. 
60 Id. at 557 U.S. 404, 419 (citing Miles, 498 U.S. 32-36). 
61 Id. at 557 U.S. 404, 420 (citing Miles, 498 U.S. 36 
62 Id. at 420-21. 
63 Chief Justice Roberts and justices Scalia and Kennedy joined in Justice Alito’s dissent. 
64 557 U.S. at 425. 
65 Id. at 426. 
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FELA”66 led to the conclusion that FELA damages were compensatory only and did not 

include punitive damages.67  Lacking a Supreme Court authority directly on point, the 

dissent cited a Sixth Circuit case for the “unanimous judgment of the courts since before 

the enactment of the Jones Act that punitive damages are not recoverable under 

[FELA].”68  In a footnote, the majority responded “we do not address the dissent’s 

argument that the Jones Act, by incorporating the provisions of [FELA]… prohibits the 

recovery of punitive damages in actions under that statute.”69 

If, as the dissent argued, a Jones Act plaintiff was confined to compensatory 

damages for personal injuries flowing from a denial of maintenance and cure, the same 

ought to be true of a maintenance and cure claim for the same injuries “at least in the 

absence of some exceptionally strong countervailing considerations.”70  The dissent also 

emphasized the paucity of genuine precedent awarding punitive damages in maintenance 

and cure cases, suggesting that most could be read as awarding compensatory damages.71 

B. GENERAL MARITIME LAW UNSEAWORTHINESS CASES POST-TOWNSEND 

Although Townsend establishes that punitive damages are available for willful 

refusals to provide maintenance and cure, its meaning outside that narrow context 

remains in dispute.  The most immediate post-Townsend issue is whether punitive 

damages are available under the other general maritime law claim peculiar to seamen: 

                                                   
66 Id. at 427 
67 Id. at 427-28. 
68 557 U.S. at 429 (quoting Miller v. American President Lines, Ltd., 989 F.2d 1450, 1459 (6th Cir.), cert. 
denied 510 U.S. 915 (1993) 
69 557 U.S. at 425 n. 12.  At least one case had read Townsend as allowing punitive damages on a Jones Act 
claim, despite the Jones Act’s supposed incorporation of FELA’s pecuniary damages limitation.  Nes v. Sea 
Warrior, Inc., 2010 WL 5140687 (Wash. Super. July 16, 2010). 
70 Id. at 428. 
71 Id. at 429-31. 
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injury or death due to unseaworthiness.  The unseaworthiness remedy lacks quite the 

same pedigree as maintenance and cure, the latter being “of ancient vintage” and 

memorialized in the “medieval sea codes.”72  “Responsibility for injuries received through 

the unseaworthiness of the ship” was a more recent innovation,73 having been “imposed 

upon the owner by the [English] merchants’ shipping act of 1876.”74  In the 1903 case of 

The Osceola, the Supreme Court recognized that “the vessel and her owner are, both by 

English and American law, liable to an indemnity for injuries received by seamen in 

consequence of the unseaworthiness of the ship, or a failure to supply and keep in order 

the proper appliances appurtenant to the ship.”75  The Supreme Court tweaked the 

unseaworthiness remedy in 1944 by doing away with the “fellow servant rule,” thereby 

maintaining consistency with the Jones Act, and by mutating the previous “due diligence” 

obligation into one closer to strict liability.76  The “not so venerable” character of the 

modern unseaworthiness doctrine raises the question of whether it, unlike maintenance 

and cure, should be subject to the limiting principles of Miles.  That question can be 

further bisected by whether the plaintiff is a living seaman or the representative of a 

deceased seaman. 

                                                   
72 1 THOMAS J. SCHOENBAUM, ADMIRALTY AND MARITIME LAW (6th ed. 2018) § 6:28 at 575. 
73 The unseaworthiness remedy was actually described as “novel” in nature in McBride v. Estis Well Service, 
LLC, 768 F.3d 382, 395 (5th Cir. 2014), cert. denied, __ U.S. __, 135 S. Ct. 2310 (2015). 
74 39 & 40 Vict. chap. 80, § 5.  See The Osceola, 189 U.S. 158, 171 (1903) 
75 189 U.S. 158, 175. 
76 Mahnich v. Southern Steamship Co., 321 U.S. 96 (1944). 
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1. McBride v. Estis Well Service 

The first post-Townsend case to take up punitive damages in unseaworthiness cases 

was McBride v. Estis Well Service, LLC.77  McBride involved an accident aboard Estis Rig 

23, a barge-mounted drilling rig operating on Bayou Sorrell in Louisiana. One member of 

the barge crew was killed in the accident, while three others claimed injuries.78  The 

injured crewmen and the administratrix of the deceased’s estate all sued under the Jones 

Act and the general maritime law of unseaworthiness.  A magistrate judge quickly 

dismissed the plaintiffs’ demands for punitive damages on their Jones Act claims, on the 

familiar grounds that “punitive damages are non-pecuniary and, therefore, are not 

recoverable under the Jones Act.”79 

On the unseaworthiness claims, the plaintiffs urged the magistrate to reinstate Dyer 

v. Merry Shipping Co.,80 one of the pre-Miles cases upholding the availability of punitive 

damages in that context.  The Fifth Circuit had stated in Guevara v. Maritime Overseas 

Corp.81 that “[a]fter Miles, it is clear that Merry Shipping has been effectively 

overruled.”82 Guevara, however, had been abrogated by Townsend.83  Even so, the 

magistrate found his hands tied because an en banc panel of the Fifth Circuit had said 

that Miles foreclosed the possibility of punitive damages on unseaworthiness claims, “and 

                                                   
77 872 F. Supp. 2d 511 (W.D. La. 2012), rev’d and rem., 731 F.3d 505 (5th Cir. 2013), on reh’g en banc, 768 
F.3d 382 (5th Cir. 2014), cert. denied, __ U.S. __, 135 S.Ct. 2310 (2015). 
78 872 F. Supp. 2d 512. 
79 Id at 515. 
80 Supra note 9. 
81 Supra note 44. 
82 59 F.3d at 1507, 
83 See Townsend, 557 U.S. at 408. 
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Townsend did not abrogate Miles.”84  The magistrate therefore dismissed all the punitive 

damages claims.85 

On appeal, a Fifth Circuit panel identified two opposing constructions of the law 

post-Miles.  Under the more limited version urged by the plaintiffs, 

federal courts, in exercising their maritime lawmaking authority, cannot 
authorize a more expansive remedy for a general maritime cause of action 
than exists for a parallel statutory maritime cause of action if, at the time the 
statutory cause of action or remedy was enacted, the parallel cause of action 
or remedy did not exist under general maritime law.86 

Since the claim for unseaworthiness existed before the passage of the Jones Act, ran the 

plaintiffs’ argument, the Jones Act does not limit the remedies available for that claim.  

The defendant argued for the more expansive rule that “where claimants seek redress for 

a type of harm compensable under both general and statutory maritime law, they are 

limited in their recovery to the class of damages authorized by the Jones Act and 

DOHSA.”87  Under that approach, “punitive damages are available only where there is no 

remedial overlap between general and statutory maritime claims.”88  Since the plaintiffs’ 

injuries were compensable under both the Jones Act and the general maritime law, 

punitive damages were not available under the general maritime law because the 

statutory analog—the Jones Act—did not allow them. 

                                                   
84 872 F. Supp. 522. 
85 Id. See also Hackensmith v. Port City S.S. Holding Co., 938 F. Supp. 2d 824, 829 (E.D. Wis. 2013), a case 
citing, inter alia, the district court’s opinion in McBride for the proposition that “Miles still operates to bar 
punitive and other non-pecuniary damages in general maritime wrongful death claims, such as the one at 
hand in this case.” 

 

 
86 731 F.3d 513.  
87 Id. 
88 Id. 
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The Fifth Circuit panel read Townsend to favor the narrow reading of Miles:  “[I]f a 

general maritime law cause of action and remedy were established before the passage of 

the Jones Act, and the Jones Act did not address that cause of action or remedy, then that 

remedy remains available under that cause of action unless and until Congress 

intercedes.”89  Nothing in the Jones Act signaled any congressional intent to restrict the 

pre-existing claim for unseaworthiness, even assuming that claim had evolved since the 

Jones Act’s passage.90  While the availability of punitive damages for unseaworthiness 

would allow some plaintiffs to “circumvent” the limitations of the Jones Act, it was hardly 

unusual for the law to furnish more than one remedy for essentially the same injury.91  

The panel therefore concluded that punitive damages were available to seamen under a 

general maritime law claim of unseaworthiness,” and reversed the lower court.92 

On rehearing, a divided Fifth Circuit sitting en banc rejected the panel’s opinion 

and reinstated the lower court’s dismissal of the punitive damages claims.  On the 

wrongful death claim, the court found Miles “indistinguishable” and held that it clearly 

limited the deceased crewman’s estate to pecuniary loss.  With respect to the injury 

claims, the court observed that “[n]o case under FELA has allowed punitive damages, 

whether for personal injury or death.”93  Similarly, no Jones Act cases had awarded 

punitive damages.94  Although the court acknowledged that Miles was a wrongful death 

action, it claimed that “no one has suggested why its holding and reasoning would not 

                                                   
89 McBride v. Estis Well Serv., L.L.C., 731 F.3d 505, 514 (5th Cir. 2013), on reh'g en banc, 768 F.3d 382 (5th 
Cir. 2014), cert. denied, __ U.S. __, 135 S.Ct. 2310 (2015). 
90 731 F.3d at 516. 
91 Id. 
92 Id. at 518. 
93 768 F.3d at 388. 
94 Id.  
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apply to an injury case.”95  The court also rejected the ambitious argument that punitive 

damages should be treated as pecuniary losses.96 

A concurrence stressed the relative novelty of the nineteenth-century 

unseaworthiness action as compared to maintenance and cure, which “pre-dates the 

Magna Carta.”97  It also emphasized the apparent absence of any historical cases awarding 

punitive damages for unseaworthiness.  To explain this absence, the concurrence seized 

on the phrase “liable to an indemnity” as used in The Osceola. Indemnity, the concurrence 

reasoned, meant compensatory damages, i.e. indemnification for the seaman’s actual 

loss.  That understanding of the term tended to explain the dearth of punitive damages 

cases involving unseaworthiness.98  But even if that historical understanding was wrong, 

the concurrence continued, it still made sense to curtail the availability of punitive 

damages given the Jones Act’s limitations.  Otherwise, due to the slow expansion of the 

unseaworthiness remedy, a “sizeable subset” of Jones Act plaintiffs would also have an 

unseaworthiness claim upon which punitive damages could be awarded.99 

A second concurrence agreed that Miles “commands” the result that a wrongful 

death plaintiff cannot recover punitive damages on an unseaworthiness claim.100  It 

disagreed, however, with the assertion that the same result automatically applied to injury 

claims.101  Given the development of the law, it was “entirely logical as a matter of legal 

                                                   
95 Id. 
96 Id. at 390. 
97 Id. at 394. 
98 Id. at 398-99. 
99 Id. at 399-401. 
100 Id. at 401. 
101 Id. 
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history (though not as a matter of social policy) that the family of a deceased seaman 

might not be able to recover punitive damages for his death, while the surviving injured 

seaman could.”102  Even so, the concurrence was unwilling to expand the unseaworthiness 

remedy to include punitive damages, viewing such expansion as better suited for Congress 

or the Supreme Court.103 

A five-justice dissent essentially reproduced Judge Higginson’s opinion. A separate 

dissent by Judge James E. Graves, Jr. stressed that “the pecuniary damages limitation 

recognized in Miles applies only to the wrongful death causes of action.”104  That 

limitation was, according to the second dissent, “created in the context of wrongful death 

statutes, and by statute, history and logic, it applies only to survivors asserting wrongful 

death claims.”105  The limitation plainly did not apply to injury plaintiffs, who were 

without question entitled to recover non-pecuniary damages in the form of pain and 

suffering.106 

2. Tabingo v. American Triumph LLC 

The Supreme Court of Washington declined to follow McBride in Tabingo v. 

American Triumph LLC,107  Although the court agreed that maintenance and cure 

predated the unseaworthiness remedy and that the latter remedy was “still developing” 

as of the Jones Act, it concluded that “unseaworthiness was open to seamen before the 

                                                   
102 Id. at 402. 
103 Id. at 403-04. 
104 Id. at 419. 
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106 Id. at 424. 
107 188 Wash 2d. 41, 391 P.3d 343 (2017). 
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passage of the act in 1920.”108  The court reduced Townsend to three essential points, 

namely that punitive damages had “long been available at common law,” that the common 

law of punitive damages extended to maritime claims, and that there was no evidence that 

the maintenance and cure claims “were excluded from this general rule.”109  Applying this 

rubric to unseaworthiness, the Tabingo court found “no reason to believe 

unseaworthiness has been excluded from this general maritime rule.”  It therefore held 

that “a request for punitive damages may be brought for a general maritime 

unseaworthiness claim.”110  Miles, it concluded, was limited to wrongful death claims and 

therefore did not restrict the availability of punitive damages on general maritime law 

injury claims.111 

3. Batterton v. Dutra Group 

The Ninth Circuit also broke with McBride in Batterton v. Dutra Group.112  As 

framed by the court, the issue was whether Miles effectively overruled the Ninth Circuit’s 

decision in Evich v. Morris,113 a case which “squarely held” that punitive damages were 

available on unseaworthiness claims. Like the Tabingo court, the Batterton court read 

Townsend broadly for the general availability of punitive damages in maritime claims, 

and Miles narrowly as only restricting the damages available on wrongful death claims.  

The limitations on wrongful death, originating with Lord Campbell’s Act and 

incorporating themselves in the Jones Act via judicial glosses to FELA, “have no 

                                                   
108 391 P.3d at 438. 
109 Id., (quoting Townsend, 557 U.S. at 414-15). 
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112 880 F.3d 1089, cert. granted, __ U.S. __, 139 S. Ct. 627 (2018) 
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application to general maritime claims by living seamen for injuries to themselves.”114  

Dutra Group’s petition for certiorari was granted on December 7, 2018.  A dozen amicus 

curiae briefs have since been filed, all on behalf of industrial and commercial interests 

supporting Dutra Group. The Supreme Court heard oral argument on March 25, 2019. 

 

V. PUNITIVE DAMAGES AND NON-SEAMEN’S CASES 

 Townsend, McBride, Tabingo and Batterton all deal with seamen’s claims in the 

post-Miles era.  But Miles was also read as throwing doubt on the availability of punitive 

damages in non-seamen’s cases.  Although it was said that “[t]he current trend in the case 

law supports a punitive damages claim under the general maritime law when there is no 

overlap with federal statutes,”115 the earlier post-Miles decisions reflected no clear 

consensus.  They conflicted, for example, on whether punitive damages are available on 

general maritime law claims for the deaths of non-seamen.116  Some cases also concluded 

that punitive damages are unavailable in personal injury cases, even to non-seamen.  

Other courts similarly refused to allow punitive damages on maritime personal injury 

claims by cruise passengers, recreational boaters and other nonseafarers.117  Such cases 

                                                   
114 880 F.3d at 1096. 
115 Stogner v. Central Boat Rentals, Inc. 326 F.Supp.2d 754, 757 (E. D. La. 2004), abrogated by 
Scarborough v. Clemco Industries, 391 F.3d 660 (5th Cir.  2004), cert. denied, 544 U.S. 999 (2005). 
116Compare Wahlstrom v. Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd., 4 F.3d 1084 (2d Cir. 1993) and Ellison v. 
Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm, 807 F. Supp. 39, 41 (E.D. Tex. 1992) (no punitive damages in non-seaman 
death claims), with Air Crash Belle Harbor, 2006 AMC 1340, 1377 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) (punitive damages 
available in general maritime law death claim); Voillat v. Red and White, 2006 AMC 66, 74-75 (N.D. Cal. 
2004) (survivors of passenger may recover punitive damages); Powers v. Bayliner, 855 F. Supp. 199, 202 
(W.D. Mich 1994) (punitive damages available to estates of deceased recreational boaters). 
117 See, e.g., Ostrowiecki v. Aggressor Fleet, Ltd., 2008 WL 5234391 (E.D. La. Dec 11, 2008) (no punitive 
damages for non-seaman’s confinement aboard a vessel); O’Hara v. Celebrity Cruises, 979 F. Supp. 254, 
255  (S.D.N.Y. 1997) (no punitives in passenger’s personal injury case); Hunter v. Seabulk Offshore Ltd., 
993 F. Supp. 973 (E.D. La. 1998) (no punitives in passenger’s personal injury case); Cochran v. A/H 
Battery, 909 F. Supp. 911, 922 (S.D.N.Y. 1995) (no punitive claim for passenger in ferry allision); Adler v. 
Royal Cruise, 1996 AMC 1349, 1359 (N.D. Cal. 1996) (no punitive damages in passenger personal injury 
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inspired Professor David Robertson to observe in 1997 that, although punitive damages 

had not quite “disappeared from maritime personal injury and wrongful death law,” “they 

seem to be rapidly disappearing.”118 

 The Supreme Court added to the damages puzzle in 1996 with Yamaha Motor 

Corp., U.S.A. v. Calhoun,119 a death case involving a jet ski accident in state territorial 

waters.  In Calhoun, the Court held that state law still governed the remedies available on 

such wrongful death claims.  “Congress has not prescribed remedies for the wrongful 

deaths of nonseafarers in territorial waters,” wrote the Court, and DOHSA by its own 

terms does not affect state wrongful death statutes.120  After Calhoun, lower courts 

seemed less inclined to limit the availability of punitive damages in non-seafarer injury 

cases.121 

                                                   
case); Frantz v. Brunswick Corp., 866 F. Supp. 527, 532 (S.D. Ala. 1994) (no punitive damages in boat 
product defect case); Earnhart v. Chevron USA, Inc., 852 F. Supp. 515, 516 (E.D. La. 1993) (no punitive 
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note 47, at 572 (seaman’s injury case stating that “punitive damages are unavailable in general maritime 
law post-Miles.” 
118David W. Robertson, Punitive Damages in American Maritime Law, 28 J. Maritime L. & Comm. No. 1, 
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119516 U.S. 199, 216, (1996) 
120 516 U.S. at 215-216, citing 46 U.S.C. App. § 767, now codified at 46 U.S.C. § 30103. 
121 See e.g. Kahumoku v. Titan Maritime, LLC, 486 F. Supp. 2d 1144 (D. Hawai’i 2007) (punitive damages 
available in § 905(b) claim); Plaquemine Towing, 190 F. Supp. 2d 889, 893 (M.D. La. 2002) (passengers 
can recover punitive damages despite their unavailability to seamen); Jurgensen v. Albin Marine, Inc., 214 
F.Supp.2d 504, 509 (D. Md. 2002) (punitive damages available in boat defect case); Rutherford v. Mallard, 
2001 AMC 2813, 2818 (E.D. La. 2000) (punitive damages available in 905(b) case); Hester v. Cottrell, 2001 
AMC 2017, 2020 (E.D.N.C. 2001) (punitive damages available in non-seaman’s case); In re Horizon Cruises 
Litigation, 101 F. Supp. 2d 204, 211-214 (S.D.N.Y. 2000) (punitive damages available for passenger injury); 
Edwards v. Jones, 1999 AMC 1078 (D. Md. 1999) (punitive damages available in recreational boating case); 
Rebardi v. Crewboats, Inc., 2004-0642 (La. App. 1 Cir. 2/11/05); 906 So.2d 579 (punitive damages 
available in personal injury wake damage case). 
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The Eleventh Circuit tested the application of Calhoun to other maritime cases in 

In re Amtrak “Sunset Ltd” Train Crash,122 a case of injury and death resulting from an 

allision between a commercial tug and tow and a railroad bridge in Alabama.  Alabama’s 

wrongful death statute was unusual, in that it allowed only for recovery of punitive 

damages, and that on showing of mere negligence.123  The Eleventh Circuit held that the 

death claimants could avail themselves of the remedies provided by Moragne, and that, 

although they could recover punitive damages, the more exacting proof standard in 

maritime cases applied.124  Under the maritime rule, “punitive damages upon a showing 

of ‘intentional or wanton and reckless conduct’ on the part of defendants amounting to ‘a 

conscious disregard of the rights of others.’”125  Calhoun did not compel application of 

state wrongful death law, due mainly to the fact that the case involved a commercial 

shipping casualty rather than a recreational boating accident.126  Thus the death plaintiffs 

could recover non-pecuniary damages (in the form of punitive damages) because the 

accident occurred in state territorial waters, but were still subject to the maritime law 

rules for recovery of punitive damages. Alabama’s inconsistent punitive damages law was 

displaced. 

With respect to the personal injury claimants, the Eleventh Circuit extended the 

pecuniary limitations of Miles: 

Unless or until the United States Supreme Court should decide to add state 
remedies to the admiralty remedies for personal injury, personal injury 
claimants have no claim for nonpecuniary damages such as loss of society, 
loss of consortium or punitive damages, except in exceptional 

                                                   
122 121 F.3d 1421 (11th Cir. 1997), cert denied, 522 U.S. 1110 (1998). 
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circumstances such as willful failure to furnish maintenance and cure to a 
seaman, intentional denial of a vessel owner to furnish a seaworthy vessel 
to a seaman and in those very rare situations of intentional wrongdoing.127 

The court cited Lollie v. Brown Marine Services, Inc.128 for the proposition that personal 

injury claimants were limited to pecuniary damages.  Somewhat confusingly, the court 

added that “we expressly extend our holding in Lollie to preclude the availability of 

punitive damages in personal injury actions brought under the general maritime law.”129 

Amtrak is a puzzling decision.  Did the court actually “preclude” recovery of non-

pecuniary damages in personal injury cases, or merely subject them to an exacting proof 

standard?  And if punitive damages were in fact unavailable to personal injury plaintiffs 

(as the last sentence quoted above suggests), how is it that they seemed to be available to 

death claimants, albeit subject to the maritime proof standard?  The very notion of a 

limited pecuniary recovery dates to Lord Campbell’s Act, the original wrongful death 

statute. 

Decisions in the wake of Amtrak continued to express angst over the availability of 

punitive damages in maritime law.  One 2004 decision allowed a personal injury plaintiff 

to amend his complaint to add a punitive damages claim because the claim was 

“uncertain,” rather than clearly futile, in light of Miles.130  Expressing similar sentiments, 

another court declined to “navigate these choppy waters in an effort to discover whether 

                                                   
127 Id. at 1429.  See also McDonald v. Carnival, 1999 AMC 2081, 2082 (S.D. Fla. 1999) (striking plaintiff’s 
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128 995 F.2d 1565 (11th Cir. 1993). See supra note 47. 
129 Amtrak, 121 F.3d at 1429. 
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or not punitive damages exist with regard to nonseafarers,” because the facts did not 

warrant the imposition of punitive damages even if they were available.131  

The Supreme Court seemed supremely oblivious of this confusion in a maritime 

punitive damages case decided the year before Townsend.  

A. EXXON SHIPPING CO. V. BAKER 

After the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill, a jury awarded a “breathtaking $5 billion” in 

punitive damages against Exxon.132  Exxon’s initial appeal involved several issues, some 

of which were dealt with summarily by the Ninth Circuit.  In particular, the Ninth Circuit 

rejected Exxon’s argument that “punitive damages are not traditionally allowable in 

admiralty law.”133  It also rejected Exxon’s argument that the Clean Water Act134 

preempted any punitive remedy for oil pollution.135 Nor did it require the jury to be 

instructed on the “strict complicity” rule inspired by The Amiable Nancy,136 namely that 

a principal can be held liable for punitive damages only if it authorizes or ratifies reckless 

or wanton acts by the agent.137 

 After rejecting various challenges to the sufficiency of evidence supporting Exxon’s 

liability for punitive damages,138 the court proceeded to a review of the award’s amount.  

As of the first Exxon Valdez appeal in 2001, the U.S. Supreme Court had decided BMW 
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132 See In re Exxon Valdez, 236 F. Supp. 2d 1043, 1048-50 (D. Alaska 2002). 
133 In re Exxon Valdez, 270 F.3d 1215, 1226 (9th Cir. 2001). 
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of North America, Inc. v. Gore139 and Cooper Industries, Inc. v. Leatherman Tool Group, 

Inc.,140 both of which clarified the constitutional review requirements for large punitive 

awards.  These cases had not, however, been decided as of the verdict against Exxon.  The 

court therefore embarked on a de novo due process review of the $5 billion award, 

ultimately concluding that it was “too high.”  It remanded with instructions for the trial 

court to reduce the award in light of constitutional standards.141 

 On remand, the district court applied the BMW factors—reprehensibility, ratio to 

harm and difference between the award and criminal penalties—and arrived at a reduced 

award.  Exxon’s conduct was deemed reprehensible mainly because it had continued to 

employ its oil tanker captain despite knowledge that he was a relapsed alcoholic.142  As to 

the harm ratio, the lower court had first to determine exactly what the “harm” was in 

monetary terms, ultimately settling on just over $500 million.143  It then chose to apply a 

ratio of ten to one to this figure—thereby resurrecting the $5 billion award the Ninth 

Circuit had found unconstitutionally high.144  Since it was obliged to make some 

reduction, and since the plaintiffs had suggested that $4 billion was consistent with BMW, 

the district court adopted that figure.145 

On Exxon’s second appeal, the Ninth Circuit remanded for consideration of yet 

another Supreme Court punitive damages case, State Farm Automobile Insurance 
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Company v. Campbell.146  The district court, however, brushed State Farm aside as 

adding “no new, free-standing factor to the constitutional analysis of punitive 

damages.”147  Concluding that any “single digit ratio” of punitive damages to actual 

damages was more or less acceptable, the district court reduced the jury’s award from $5 

billion for $4.5 billion—an increase of half a billion dollars over the award as previously 

modified.148 

 In the third appeal, the Ninth Circuit took matters into its own hands.  Over one 

judge’s dissent, the court ordered a reduction of the award to a mere $2.5 billion.149  The 

United States Supreme Court granted Exxon’s petition for a writ of certiorari as to 

whether punitive damages could be imposed on a shipowner based on a master’s conduct, 

whether the Clean Water Act preempted punitive damages, and whether the $2.5 billion 

punitive award was within the limits of maritime law.150 

 The Supreme Court got off to a poor start, dividing four to four151 on whether 

maritime law makes a corporation liable for the recklessness of employees acting in a 

managerial capacity.152  Justice David Souter’s majority opinion offered no hints as to who 

was inclined to uphold the Ninth Circuit and who agreed that more than a master’s 

reckless conduct was required to impose punitive damages on a shipowner.  
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 A unanimous Court agreed that punitive damages were not preempted by the Clean 

Water Act (“CWA”).  Exxon had argued that the CWA’s detailed regime of civil and 

criminal penalties for water pollution preempted the field and barred judicially-created 

remedies such as punitive damages.  The Court noted that the CWA includes a savings 

clause which preserves claims for damage to private property from the discharge of oil.153  

It rejected the notion that the CWA preserved maritime law claims in general, but severed 

such remedies as punitive damages.  “Nothing in the statutory text,” the Supreme Court 

reasoned, “points to fragmenting the recovery scheme this way.”154 

 The Court then turned to the size of the punitive award against Exxon.  In contrast 

to the due process review featured in BMW and State Farm, this was an issue of first 

impression “within a federal court’s jurisdiction to decide in the manner of a common law 

court.”155  Freed from the constitutional prism of previous cases, the Court embarked on 

a historical survey of punitive remedies, observing that penalties at least through the 

medieval period were based on some multiple of actual damages.156  The modern-day, 

more or less unlimited notion of punitive damages was a “common law innovation” which 

the Court only traced back as far as 1763.157  

 A discussion then ensued over the nature of conduct meriting some form of 

punitive sanction.  A profit motive enhances the culpability of a defendant’s conduct, as 

does the likelihood that it will go undetected. Similarly, where an egregious act results in 

relatively trivial harm, a higher ratio of punitive to compensatory damages is 
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warranted.158  From there the Court proceeded to a brief examination of state regulation 

of punitive damage awards—which ranged from ruling them out entirely to subjecting 

them to some form of reasonableness review. 

 The Court then confronted the growing criticism of punitive damages awards.   The 

actual data, the Court concluded, tended to “undercut” much of the criticism.159   There 

had been no “mass production” of runaway punitive damages awards.160  Indeed, on 

average, the ratio between compensatory and punitive damages tended to be less than 

one to one.161  One might think such a statistic would tend to endorse the usual 

discretionary review by courts.  The Court, however, identified the problem of “outlier 

cases,” i.e. punitive awards with ratios many times that of compensatory damages.162  

Although such outliers were relatively rare, they created a general sense of arbitrariness 

and uncertainty which the Court was not prepared to tolerate. 

 In its previous due process cases, the Court had rejected the notion of a simple 

mathematical formula for punitive damages.163  It had, however, suggested that awards 

should generally be confined to a single-digit ratio, and that a 1:1 ratio might be the limit 

in cases of substantial compensatory damages.164  In the context of maritime law, the 

Court was free to shape a more concrete rule.  The question was whether some more 

principled system or rule might enhance the predictability, and therefore the fairness and 
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deterrent value, of punitive damages.  Three approaches were considered:  a verbal 

formulation for discretionary review of the sort already in use in most states, a “hard 

dollar cap,” or a “ratio” or “maximum multiple” of compensatory damages.  The Court 

rejected the verbal formulation as offering inadequate protection against “unpredictable 

outliers.”165  The cap approach was problematic in that there was no dependable 

mechanism for periodic review of the cap by the Court.166  A fixed cap was best imposed 

by statute, since a legislature could review the appropriateness of the cap at will. The 

Court settled on the ratio approach.167 

 The majority then confronted the question of what business a court had imposing 

numerical limits or ratios on damages.  Justice Souter cited the rule against perpetuities 

as an example of a such a “judicial innovation,” and rejected the notion that “judges 

cannot use numbers.”168  Many states had adopted (by statute) a ratio of three times 

compensatory damages.  This ratio was, however, applied “across the board” by most 

states, which did not mean it was a “reasonable limit in this type of case.”  Neither did the 

“legislative signposts,” such as they were, point to a two to one ratio.169 

 Instead, the Court seized upon the “median ratio” reflected in the literature on 

punitive damages, which was roughly .65 to one.  The Court thought it “fair to assume 

that the greater share of the verdicts studied…reflect reasonable judgments about the 

economic penalties appropriate in their particular cases.”  Since the weight of punitive 

awards were actually less than compensatory damages, the Court selected the 1:1 ratio as 
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the “fair upper limit” in “such maritime cases.”  By “such maritime cases” the Court meant 

those “with no earmarks of exceptional blameworthiness” and “without the modest 

economic harm or odds of detection with have opened the door to higher awards.”170 

 Despite all the earlier pillorying of Exxon and its captain, the case was classed as 

one without exceptional blameworthiness, because neither defendant acted intentionally 

or maliciously and neither was motivated by profit.171  As the harm was both enormous 

and easily detected, the case fell into the 1:1 ratio category.  Taking the lower court’s 

compensatory damages figure of roughly half a billion dollars at face value, punitive 

damages were limited to a similar amount.172 

 Justices Roberts, Scalia, Kennedy and Thomas joined in the majority opinion.173  

Justice Stevens filed a dissent in which he stressed the prevalence of federal legislation in 

the maritime field.174  Although Congress had seen fit to protect shipowners from liability 

in the Limitation Act,175 it had declined to impose any general limitation on punitive 

damages. Justice Stevens saw no reason for the Court to impose a limitation where 

Congress had failed to do so.176  Stevens also characterized the remedies available under 

maritime law as, on the whole, less generous than those available under state law,177 which 
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he thought gave punitive damages some lingering compensatory value in maritime 

cases.178  He considered “caps and ratios” to be within the exclusive province of the 

legislature, observing that the majority had not cited a single example of a state court 

imposing a punitive damages ratio. 

 Justice Ginsberg also dissented; like Justice Stevens, she found the majority’s 

decision “venturesome” and thought the question of a cap or ratio for punitive damages 

in maritime cases was one better left to Congress.179  She also questioned the need for the 

rule announced by the majority, since the data relied upon by the majority suggested that 

runaway punitive awards were not a serious concern.  Justice Ginsberg saw the majority 

opinion as prompting many questions, such as the appropriate ratio in cases of malicious 

conduct or pursuit of financial gain.  Was the Court, she wondered, signaling that a 1:1 

ratio was “the maritime-law ceiling,” or perhaps even the new outer limit of due 

process?180 

 Finally, Justice Breyer seemed content with a 1:1 ratio for the “mine-run case of 

reckless behavior,” but felt that Exxon’s conduct had indeed been egregious and that the 

Ninth Circuit’s $2.5 billion dollars was justified.  Given the extreme nature of the facts, a 

“limited exception to the Court’s 1:1 ratio” was warranted.181 

B. IMPACT OF BAKER 

Baker’s impact has, at least so far, been limited.  The previous version of this paper 

noted that the Oil Pollution Act of 1990182 (“OPA”), enacted in response to the Exxon 

                                                   
178 554 U.S. at 519-20. 
179 Id. at 524. 
180 Id. 
181 Id. at 525. 
182 33 U.S.C. § 2702. 
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Valdez spill, resembled the CWA in that it preserved existing state and maritime law.183  

Although pre-Baker cases held that OPA’s remedial scheme preempted punitive damages 

under maritime law,184 at least one subsequent case has held otherwise.185 

Baker’s 1:1 ratio has not stood as much of a barrier to the punitive awards. Some 

cases have simply confined Baker to its facts.  In Clausen v. Icicle Seafoods, Inc.,186 the 

Supreme Court of Washington found “nothing in the Exxon case establishing a general 

rule limiting the jury's role in determining appropriate damages.”  Baker “cannot be read 

as establishing a broad, general rule limiting punitive damage awards,” the court insisted, 

“primarily because nowhere in the opinion can such a rule be found.”187  The Washington 

Supreme Court read the case as seeming to “embrace an approach of applying a variable 

limit based on the tortfeasor’s culpability.”  An appellate court in Louisiana followed 

Clauson, agreeing that the Baker court had “narrowly tailored that result to the unique 

case before it.”188  If that is in fact Baker’s approach, it hardly seems “venturesome,” as 

Justice Ginsberg worried. 

                                                   
 
183 See 33 U.S.C. §§ 2718(a), 2718(c); 33 U.S.C. § 2751. 
184 E.g. South Port Marine, LLC v. Gulf Oil Ltd. Partnership, 234 F. 3d 58, 65-66 (1st Cir. 2000); Clausen 
v. M/V NEW CLARISSA, 171 F. Supp. 2d 1127, 1133 (D. Ore. 2001); see also D. Robertson and M. Sturley, 
Recent Developments in Admiralty and Maritime Law at The National Level and in the Fifth and Eleventh 
Circuits, 27 Tul. Mar. L. J. 495, 591 (Summer 2003); B. Lewis, It’s been 4380 Days and Counting since 
Exxon Valdez:  Is it Time to Change the Oil Pollution Act of 1990?,  15 Tul. Envtl. L. J. 97, 114 (Winter 2001) 
(‘While OPA 90 explicitly refrains from preempting state laws regarding liability and compensation for [oil] 
spills, the Act does supplant any related federal remedies”). 
185 In re Oil Spill by the Oil Rig Deepwater Horizon in the Gulf of Mexico, on Apr. 20, 2010, 808 F. Supp. 
2d 943, 963 (E.D. La. 2011), aff'd sub nom. In re DEEPWATER HORIZON, 745 F.3d 157 (5th Cir. 2014) 
186174 Wash. 2d 70, 272 P.3d 827 (2012). 
187 Id. at 174 Wash. 2d 84-85, 272 P.3d 835. 
188 McWilliams v. Exxon Mobil Corp., 2012-1288 (La. App. 3 Cir. 4/3/13), 111 So. 3d 564, 579, writ denied, 
2013-1402 (La. 11/8/13), 125 So. 3d 451 
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Similarly, in Colombo v. BRP US Inc.,189 a personal watercraft injury case, a 

California appellate tribunal concluded that Baker intended no “bright-line rule limiting 

punitive damages to the amount of compensatory damages awarded to a plaintiff.”  The 

court found that the defendant’s conduct was on the “higher end of the scale of 

blameworthiness” because, among other things, the defendant knew passengers falling 

off the back of personal watercraft were sustaining severe orifice injuries.190  Compare 

these state court interpretations with Beard v. Wexford Health Sources, Inc.,191 a 

prisoner’s rights case in which the court noted that, under Baker, that “a jury’s award of 

punitive damages in admiralty cannot exceed compensatory damages as a matter of 

federal law.”  Indeed, most citations to Baker appear in cases involving non-maritime 

federal law.192 

Some cases also consider the “potential,” versus actual, harm for purposes of 

applying ratios.  In Warren v. Shelter Mutual Insurance Co.,193 a Louisiana court 

considered the potential damages to a boat accident victim had he survived a fatal 

accident, observing that those damages (as compared with a relatively low wrongful death 

award) were “a number within even Exxon's generalized upper limits.”194 

                                                   
189 230 Cal. App. 4th 1442, 1471, 179 Cal. Rptr. 3d 580, 606 (2014), 
190 230 Cal. App. 4th at 1458-59, 179 Cal. App. 3d 596. 
191 900 F.3d 951, 956 (7th Cir. 2018). 
192 See, e.g., KYD, Inc. v. United States, 607 F.3d 760, 767 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (noting that Baker “imposed 
limits on the imposition of punitive damages in federal cases as a matter of federal common law” but 
refusing to apply to anti-dumping duty case).  
193 2015-354 (La. App. 3 Cir. 6/29/16), 196 So. 3d 776, writ granted, 2016-1647 (La. 1/13/17), 215 So. 3d 
246, and aff'd as amended, 2016-1647 (La. 10/18/17), 233 So. 3d 568 
194 196 So. 3d 776, 816, 215 So. 3d 246. 
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Whatever Baker’s influence on actual punitive awards, it and Townsend confirm 

that, contrary to Professor Robertson’s self-described “premature obituary,”195 the 

institution of punitive damages is alive and well in maritime cases.  Townsend squarely 

holds that punitive damages are available for wrongful denials of maintenance and cure. 

Baker did not actually consider whether punitive damages were available to vindicate the 

interests of the commercial fishermen, Native Alaskans and landowners who sued in that 

case, because Exxon did not seek certiorari on that issue.  But Baker’s tacit assumption 

that punitive damages are available in maritime cases was certainly borne out in 

Townsend. 

VI. PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN ADMIRALTY: THE WAY FORWARD 

 Batterton should settle whether punitive damages are available on seamen’s 

unseaworthiness claims.  Perhaps the more interesting question is whether the Supreme 

Court will take the opportunity to clarify, once and for all, whether punitive damages are 

in fact unavailable under FELA, and by extension the Jones Act.  The Court could avoid 

this question by taking a narrow view of Miles and holding that, since the unseaworthiness 

claim pre-existed the Jones Act, punitive damages are available under the rationale of 

Townsend.  But if the Court affirms the en banc holding in McBride, it seems inevitable 

that the Court will also confirm the unavailability of punitive damages in FELA and Jones 

Act injury cases. 

It is not out of the question that the Supreme Court will overturn the long 

assumption that FELA and the Jones Act are both limited to compensatory damages.  The 

majority did not reach this question in Townsend, and Justice Sotomayor described the 

                                                   
195 The eminent scholar’s own words, see Punitive Damages in U.S. Maritime Law: Miles, Baker and 
Townsend, 70 Louisiana L. Rev. 463 (2010) 
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question as “reserved” during oral argument in Batterton.196  A surprise holding that the 

Jones Act allows punitive damages would make them generally available in seamen’s 

injury cases.  Punitive damages and other non-pecuniary remedies would remain 

unavailable in seamen’s death cases under the reasoning of Miles and Vreeland.197 

The Court may also clear up the confusion between compensatory and pecuniary 

damages. Some cases have simply assumed that Miles forbids living seamen (or living 

maritime plaintiffs in general) from recovering pecuniary damages.198  But that is clearly 

not the case; pain and suffering damages are non-pecuniary, and they are awarded both 

to FELA and Jones Act plaintiffs all the time.199  The more accurate reading of the case 

law may be that death claimants are limited to pecuniary damages (unless state law 

applies under Calhoun), and Jones Act plaintiffs to compensatory damages.  But that 

reading calls into question cases such as Amtrak, which have suggested that injured non-

seafarers can recover non-pecuniary damages only in limited circumstances. 

Regardless of how Batterton comes out, punitive damages in maritime cases will 

remain subject to some unresolved questions.  Perhaps most notably, the circuit split on 

vicarious liability for punitive damages continues to trouble the lower courts.200  Miles, 

                                                   
196 Transcript of Oral Argument at 23, Dutra Group v. Batterton, No. 18-266 (Mar. 25, 2019). Justice 
Ginsberg made a similar remark during oral argument in Townsend. Transcript of Oral Argument at 9-11, 
Atl. Sounding Co., Inc. v. Townsend, No. 08-214 (Mar. 2, 2009). 
197 Cf. Billingsley v. Alberici Constructors, Inc., No. 5:13-CV-00084-TBR, 2014 WL 1248019, at *4 (W.D. 
Ky.  2014) (“loss of society damages are not recoverable for wrongful death under the general maritime 
law.”). 
198 E.g. Kelly v. Panama Canal Comm'n, 26 F.3d 597, 601 (5th Cir. 1994) (“non-pecuniary damages are not 
available to seamen.”). 
199 According to the Supreme Court, FELA “invests the injured employee with a right to such damages as 
will compensate him for his personal loss and suffering.”  St. Louis, I.M. & S. Ry. Co. v. Craft, 237 U.S. 648, 
656 (1915). 
200 See, e.g., In re Oil Spill by Oil Rig Deepwater Horizon in Gulf of Mexico, on Apr. 20, 2010, 21 F. Supp. 
3d 657, 751 and note 266 (E.D. La. 2014).  
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furthermore, continues to raise questions.  What damages are available under specific 

statutes, and to what extent do statutory limitations for one class of claimant bleed over 

into other classes?  This paper will conclude with a review of some of the areas in which 

the availability of punitive damages and other “non-pecuniary” remedies remains subject 

to a degree of doubt. 

1. Seamen’s Cases against Third Parties 

Seamen’s cases often involve claims against parties other than the seaman’s 

employer.  Whether non-pecuniary remedies of various sorts were available against a 

non-employer defendant was, for several years, the subject of a lively dispute in the 

Eastern District of Louisiana.201  In the 2004 case of Scarborough v. Clemco 

Industries,202 the Fifth Circuit concluded that the uniformity principles of Miles 

precluded a seaman’s spouse from recovering non-pecuniary damages under any 

circumstances.203  The district judges of the Fifth Circuit are now quarreling over whether 

Townsend abrogates Scarborough, or whether Scarborough remains good law.204  As 

                                                   
201Compare Mastrodonato v. Sea Mar, Inc., 2000 WL 739284 (E.D. La. 2000) (denying consortium), 
Complaint of L.L.P.& D. Marine, Inc., 1997 WL 772819 (E.D. La. 1997) (denying punitive damages) and 
Ellener v. John E. Graham & Co., 821 F. Supp. 1136 (E.D. La. 1992) (denying consortium) with Rebstock v. 
Sonat Offshore Drilling, 764 F. Supp. 75, 76 (E.D. La. 1991) (allowing consortium); Stogner, supra note 115, 
at 757 (allowing punitive damages) and Duplantis v. Texaco, Inc., 771 F. Supp. 787, 788-89 (E.D. La. 1991) 
(allowing punitive damages).  See also Trident Marine, Inc. v. M/V ATTICOS, 876 F. Supp. 832, 837 (E.D. 
La. 1994) (acknowledging split in Eastern District of Louisiana); Petition of Cleveland Tankers, Inc., 843 
F. Supp. 1157, 1159-60 (E.D. Mich. 1994) (allowing consortium); Sugden v. Puget Sound Tug & Barge Co., 
796 F. Supp. 455, 457 (W.D. Wash.1992) (allowing loss of society). 
202 391 F.3d 660 (5th Cir.  2004), cert. denied, 544 U.S. 999 (2005). 
203 Id. at 668. 
204 Compare Collins v. A.B.C. Marine, 2015 AMC 2491, 2498 (E.D. La. 2015) (Townsend calls Scarborough 
into question) and Hume v. Consolidated Grain & Barge, Inc., 2016 AMC 1291 (E.D. La. 2016) with Wiltz 
v. M-I, LLC, 356 F. Supp. 3d 591, 598 (E.D. La. 2018) (plaintiff “precluded from recovering non-pecuniary 
damages” from non-employer defendant “under general maritime law.”); Rockett v. Belle Chasse Marine 
Transportation, LLC, 260 F. Supp. 3d 688, 694 (E.D. La. 2017) (“it is the law of in the Fifth Circuit that 
neither a seaman nor a seaman's survivors can recover punitive damages from a non-employer third-party 
for negligence and unseaworthiness claims under general maritime law.”); Wade v. Clemco Ind. Corp., 2017 
AMC 1104, 1112 (E.D. La. 2017); Lewis v. Noble Drilling Services, Inc., 2016 AMC 2475 (E.D. La. 2016); 
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with other issues, the rule could vary by whether the plaintiff is the survivor of a deceased 

seaman or the seaman himself. 

2. Seamen’s Consortium Cases 

Loss of consortium is akin to punitive damages, in that both fall into the general 

category of non-pecuniary damages. Miles clearly holds that survivors of deceased 

seamen cannot recover loss of society.205  What about the spouses of injured seamen? 

After Miles, some courts have refused to allow such plaintiffs to recover for loss of 

consortium, depending on the circumstances.206  After Townsend, some courts have 

allowed consortium claims based on injuries caused by unseaworthiness.207  Other courts 

have held that loss of consortium is not available under the Jones Act or the general 

maritime law, because such damages are non-pecuniary in nature.208 

3. Longshore and Harbor Workers Cases 

Longshore and harbor workers are close cousins of seamen.  They have been 

entitled to statutory compensation since the passage of the Longshoremen’s and Harbor 

Workers’ Compensation Act (“LHWCA”)209 in 1927.  Prior to 1972 amendments to the 

LHWCA,210 they were also owed a warranty of seaworthiness by vessels on which they 

                                                   
Howard v. Offshore Liftboats, LLC, 2016 AMC 112, 116-17 (E.D. La. 2015); Ainsworth v. Caillou Island 
Towing Co., 2014 AMC 460 (E.D. La.), vacated 2014 AMC 451 (E.D. La. 2013). 
205 See, e.g., Estate of Hackensmith v. Port City S.S. Holding Co., 938 F. Supp. 2d 824 (E.D. Wisc. 2013). 
206 E.g. Michel v. Total Transp., Inc., 957 F.2d 186, 191 (5th Cir. 1992) 
207 E.g. Kabasinskas v. Maersk Line, Limited, 2017 AMC 27, 28 (Cal. Sup. Ct. Alameda 2016); Barrette v. 
Jubilee Fisheries, Inc., 2012 AMC 1062 (W.D. Wash. 2011). 
208 E.g. In re Magnolia Fleet, 2017 AMC 2473, 2476-77 (E.D. La. 2017). 
209 Pub. L. 69-803, 44 Stat. 1424 (March 4, 1927). 
210See Pub. L. 96-576, §5(b), 86 Stat. 1251, 1263 (Oct. 27, 1972). 
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were employed.211  And under American Export Lines, Inc. v. Alvez,212 the spouse of a 

longshoreman injured by an unseaworthy condition could recover loss of a society, a non-

pecuniary remedy.  At least a few cases awarded punitive damages in longshore 

unseaworthiness cases brought before the 1972 amendments.213  

Today, section 905(b) of the LHWCA allows a longshore or harbor worker injured 

“by the negligence of a vessel” to “bring an action against such vessel,” which remedy is 

“exclusive of all other remedies against the vessel.”214  Cases are split on whether punitive 

damages are available on a § 905(b) claim.  In Kahumoku v. Titan Maritime, LLC,215 a 

district court in Hawai’i stated that “[c]ongressional silence as to punitive damages in § 

905(b) indicates Congress’ intent for the remedy to remain available under maritime law,” 

although it granted summary judgment as to punitive damages on other grounds.216 

On the other hand, in Exxon Mobil Corp. v. Minton,217 the Virginia Supreme Court 

held that “as punitive damages are not a remedy made available within the terms of the 

LHWCA, whereas section 905(b)’s exclusivity language “plainly restricts the damages to 

those remedies explicitly made available,” punitive damages are “extinguished as a 

category of recovery in LHWCA claims.”218  A dissent argued that Section 905(b) of the 

LHWCA provided a negligence remedy, and cited Townsend for the general availability 

of punitive damages in maritime negligence claims.  A few district courts have since 

                                                   
211 Seas Shipping Co. v. Sieracki, 328 U.S. 85 (1946). 
212 446 U.S. 274 (1980). 
213 E.g. Chevis v. Luckenbach Overseas Corp., 228 F. Supp. 642, 651 (E.D. Tex. 1964). 
214 33 U.S.C. § 905(b). 
215 486 F. Supp. 2d 1144, 1151 (D. Haw. 2007). 
216 Id. at 1152, 1156. 
217 285 Va. 115, 134, 737 S.E.2d 16, 29 (2013), cert. denied, 569 U.S. __, 133 S.Ct. 2812 
218 285 Va. 134, 737 S.E.2d 29. 
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declined to follow Minton,219 and punitive damages continue to be demanded in 905(b) 

cases.220  Most cases also seem to allow loss of society and loss of consortium in longshore 

cases, at least for death or injury in territorial waters.221 

4. Non-Seamen Negligence Cases 

Non-seaman—in particular passengers—enjoy a well-established maritime law 

right to recover for negligence.222  The main statute affecting the rights of passengers and 

other non-seafarers would seem to be DOHSA, which grants their survivors the right to 

recover pecuniary damages for wrongful death on the high seas.  To what extent, if any, 

does this pecuniary limitation cross over to other claims?  As noted above, some cases 

have been willing to extend the Miles pecuniary damages limitation to personal injury 

cases involving non-seamen. 

Many passenger cases are tried in the Eleventh Circuit, due no doubt to the 

prevalence of cruise ticket forum selection clauses specifying Miami as the exclusive 

forum for resolution of disputes.  The Eleventh Circuit is responsible for the 1997 Amtrak 

opinion, which seemed to confine non-seafarer personal injury plaintiffs to pecuniary 

damages.  Since Townsend, Amtrak has been tested in a series of cruise cases in the 

                                                   
219E.g. Callahan v. Gulf Logistics, L.L.C., No. 6:06 CV-0561-PM-KK, 2013 WL 5236888 at *3 (W.D. La. 
Sept. 16, 2013) (finding “nothing in the language of § 905(b) which could be construed as so limiting the 
availability of punitive damages in a negligence action under the LHWCA.”); Summers v. Salmon Bay 
Barge Line, 2013 AMC 2864, 2882-83 (W.D. Wash. 2013).  See also In re Magnolia Fleet, No. CV 16-12297, 
2017 WL 4770898, at *3 (E.D. La. Oct. 19, 2017) (after McBride, plaintiff “may only bring a punitive 
damages claim if he is ultimately classified as a longshoreman”); Nieves v. Cooper Marine & Timberlands 
Corp., No. 3:15CV00350 JLH, 2017 WL 3473807, at *4 (E.D. Ark. 2017) (punitive damages are available on 
905(b) claims but dismissing for lack of evidence). 
220 See, e.g., Matter of Complaint of Lyon Shipyard, Inc., 2015 AMC 809, 810-11 (E.D. Va. 2015) 
221 E.g. Moore v. M/V ANGELA, 353 F.3d 376, 383 (5th Cir. 2003); Nichols v. Petroleum Helicopters, Inc., 
17 F.3d 119, 123 (5th Cir. 1994) 
222 E.g. Moore v. American Scantic Line, Inc., 1941 AMC 1207, 1209 (2d. Cir. 1941). 
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Southern District of Florida. Lobegeiger v. Celebrity Cruises, Inc. ,223 involved an injury 

aboard a cruise vessel approaching Juneau, Alaska (whether the accident occurred within 

territorial waters is not stated).  The plaintiff sought non-pecuniary damages in the form 

of pain and suffering, emotional distress and the like, and reserved the right to seek 

punitive damages.224 

In allowing the plaintiff to seek pain and suffering, the court cited with approval a 

scholarly text describing it as “incorrect to say that in maritime cases only pecuniary 

damages may be recovered.”225  The court also concluded that “Amtrak, to the extent that 

it foreclosed a plaintiff’s right to seek punitive damages in a personal injury case under 

general maritime law, is clearly inconsistent with [Townsend] and  is no longer the correct 

rule of decision in the Eleventh Circuit.”226  The plaintiff was, however, required to prove 

that her injuries were due to the defendant’s wanton, willful, or outrageous conduct to 

recover punitive damages.227  Other cruise cases reach the same result but harmonize 

Amtrak with Townsend.  These cases read Amtrak not as ruling out punitive damages 

altogether, but as requiring them to be proved by the maritime law standard.228 

                                                   
223 2012 AMC 202 (S.D. Fla. 2011) 
224 Id. at 210-211. 
225 Id. at 211 (quoting ROBERT FORCE & MARTIN J. NORRIS, THE LAW OF MARITIME PERSONAL INJURIES § 11: 8 
(5th ed. 2010 Supp.)). 
226 Id. at 214. See also Hausman v. Holland America Line, 2o16 AMC 22, 29-30 refusing to follow Chan v. 
Society Expeditions, Inc., 39 F.3d 1398 (9th Cir. 1994) on the grounds that it is irreconcilable with 
Townsend. 
227 Lobegeiger, 2012 AMC at 214. 
228 Crusan v. Carnival Corp., No. 13-CV-20592, 2015 WL 13743473, at *7 (S.D. Fla. 2015) (“Plaintiffs in this 
action may recover punitive damages only upon a showing of intentional misconduct.”); Bonnell v. Carnival 
Corp., No. 13-CV-22265, 2014 WL 12580433, at *3 (S.D. Fla. 2014).  See also Terry v. Carnival Corp., 3 F. 
Supp. 3d 1363, 1372 (S.D. Fla. 2014) (granting summary judgment because evidence does not support 
finding of intentional misconduct). 
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The Eleventh Circuit had occasion to comment on Amtrak in Petersen v. NCL 

(Bahamas) Ltd.,229 an unpublished case involving an accident aboard a cruise ship 

docked in Bermuda.  The plaintiff argued that, after Townsend, maritime law should be 

recognized as including a claim for consortium.  The Eleventh Circuit read Amtrak as 

“suggesting that punitive damages or loss of consortium damages may be available under 

federal maritime law ‘in exceptional circumstances such as willful failure to furnish 

maintenance and cure to a seaman.’”230  Insofar as punitive damages are concerned, this 

gloss seems consistent with lower court decisions in the Eleventh Circuit harmonizing 

Amtrak and Townsend.  What “exceptional circumstances” might justify a consortium 

award, as opposed to a punitive award, remains to be elucidated.  

Other non-seafarer cases grapple with the availability of consortium. Doyle v. 

Graske231 involved a boat passenger’s negligence claim against the operator, based on an 

accident occurring off Grand Cayman Island.  At issue was whether the injured party’s 

spouse could recover loss of consortium, which the court described as “an open question 

in this circuit.”232  The court reasoned that, since loss of society was not available under 

DOHSA, allowing loss of consortium for non-fatal injuries outside territorial waters 

would give rise to a “significant anomaly.”  Nor did it make sense for the spouses of non-

seafarers to recover loss of consortium when seafarers’ spouses, according to the court, 

could not.  The court reversed the lower court’s loss of consortium award to the plaintiff’s 

                                                   
229 748 F. App’x 246, 251 (11th Cir. 2018). 
230 Id. at 252.  See also Terry v. Carnival Corp., 275 F. Supp. 3d 1323, 1332 (S.D. Fla. 2017) “[b]ecause 
Townsend was not directly on point regarding loss of consortium claims in personal injury maritime issues, 
this Court is bound by the precedent established in the Eleventh Circuit.”   
231 579 F.3d 898, 908 (8th Cir. 2009), as amended (Oct. 21, 2009) 
232 Id. at 906. 
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spouse, agreeing with other circuits that “general maritime law does not allow recovery of 

loss-of-consortium damages by the spouses of nonseafarers negligently injured beyond 

the territorial waters of the United States.”233  Other cases have allowed consortium 

claims to proceed with respect to accidents occurring in state territorial waters under the 

reasoning of Calhoun.234  

It seems equally unclear why injured (but not dead) non-seafarers should be 

confined to pecuniary damages.  Non-seamen aren’t subject to the Jones Act, obviously.  

And why should DOHSA’s pecuniary limitations extend to living plaintiffs? Finally, the 

fact is non-seamen plaintiffs, like Jones Act and FELA plaintiffs, routinely recover pain 

and suffering damages.  What is the rationale for distinguishing between pain and 

suffering and, for example, loss of consortium, assuming both are non-pecuniary in 

nature?  There may be sound reasons for the distinction, but it is not because any class of 

living plaintiff is limited to pecuniary damages under maritime law. 

5. Product Liability Cases 

Like the modern doctrine of unseaworthiness, the doctrine of strict product 

liability is of relatively recent origin.  Does that make any difference in terms of the 

available maritime law remedies?  One post-Townsend case holds that loss of consortium 

and punitive damages are both available in product liability cases, at least for non-fatal 

injuries in territorial waters.  In Morgan v. Almars Outboards, Inc.,235 the plaintiff’s 

fingers were amputated when her hand was caught in the gate of a railing aboard a friend’s 

                                                   
233 Id. at 908. 
234 E.g. Pucci v. Carnival Corp., 160 F. Supp. 3d 1329 (S.D. Fla. 2016) (allowing state law loss of society 
remedy based on Yamaha); Matheny v. Tennessee Valley Authority, 523 F. Supp. 2d 697 (M.D. Tenn. 
2007) (allowing consortium claim for spouse of non-seafarer who drowned in state waters). 
235 316 F. Supp. 3d 828, 844 (D. Del. 2018) 
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boat.  Interestingly, the court framed the issue as whether the “relatively modern 

development” of strict products liability predated a 2006 amendment to Title 46, Chapter 

301 of the United States Code, adding a negligence claim for passengers.236  The court 

allowed the plaintiffs to “seek punitive damages and loss of consortium, because that 

recovery has historically been available and awarded in common law negligence and 

products actions, and because nothing in Miles or the Jones Act eliminates that 

availability.”237 

VII.  CONCLUSION 

The ongoing confusion over the availability of non-pecuniary remedies (most 

notably punitive damages) in maritime cases is arguably due to the careless application 

of Miles by the lower courts.  Closely read, Miles stands for the proposition that the 

pecuniary death remedies of the Jones Act and DOHSA should be mirrored in any court-

fashioned maritime law death remedies.  One can question whether the term “pecuniary” 

should have much currency outside the wrongful death context.  Courts that have 

extended the term to personal injury claims miss the fact that pain and suffering has 

traditionally been recovered by injured seamen and non-seaman alike—and pain and 

suffering is clearly a form of non-pecuniary damage. 

But the cases extending the prohibition on non-pecuniary damages to living 

maritime plaintiffs, whether seamen are not, are fairly well entrenched.  Many courts have 

                                                   
236 See 46 U.S.C. § 30102, entitled “Liability to Passengers” and providing that “[t]he owner and master of 
a vessel, and the vessel, are liable for personal injury to a passenger,” provided the loss was “caused by a 
neglect or failure” to comply with the inspection or manning provisions of Title 46, or by a “known defect 
in the steaming apparatus or hull of the vessel.”  The section is actually a recodification, with certain 
amendments, of an 1871 act intended to improve the safety of steamship passengers.  See Statutes at Large, 
ch. 100, §43, 16 Stat. 440, 453 (Feb. 8, 1871).  Although this code section defeats the vessel owner’s 
limitation defense, it has seen very little application in the cases. See Dahl v. Lady Luck Bettendorf, L.C., 
No. 3-99-CV-90203, 2001 WL 740472, at *3 (S.D. Iowa 2001). 
237 316 F. Supp. 3d at 844. 
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read Townsend narrowly to preserve existing precedent and are likely to do so after 

Batterton is decided.  It may be a long time before the availability of “non-pecuniary 

damages” in maritime cases is fully settled. 
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I.  ADMIRALTY JURISDICTION 

(1) State Bank & Trust Co. v. C&G Liftboats, L.L.C., 906 F.3d 361 (5th Cir. 2018):  
 Interlocutory Appeal from Dismissal for Lack of Jurisdiction Unavailable 

 The plaintiff-lender sued two vessel-owner defendants, seeking to foreclose on four ship 

mortgages and seize three vessels under the Ship Mortgage Act. In the court below, the defendants 

moved for dismissal on the basis that the court lacked admiralty subject-matter jurisdiction because 

the underlying mortgages were invalid under Louisiana law. The plaintiff moved for summary 

judgment on three grounds: 1) that a collateral chattel mortgage, even if invalid under Louisiana 

law, meets the requirements of the Ship Mortgage Act; 2) that the defendants defaulted on the 

mortgage; and 3) that the mortgage was enforceable. The district court granted the first ground of 

plaintiff’s summary judgment motion in regard to the vessel LIL AL, while denying the other two, 

and denied the defendants’ motion to dismiss. Defendants appealed. On appeal, the plaintiff argued 

that the Fifth Circuit did not have jurisdiction over the interlocutory appeal under 28 U.S.C. section 

1292(a)(3).  

 The Fifth Circuit held that it did not have jurisdiction over the interlocutory appeal. It 

reasoned that section 1292(a)(3) is construed narrowly, and does not “permit interlocutory appeals 

in admiralty except where the order . . . had the effect of ultimately determining the rights and 

obligations of the parties.” The court noted that the district court’s order determined only that the 

plaintiff had a preferred ship mortgage on the LIL AL, and that it did not address whether the 

defendants defaulted on the mortgage nor whether the mortgage was enforceable. Because the 

district court’s order “merely allows the plaintiff to proceed on its foreclosure action in federal 

court,” there was no ultimate determination of the rights and liabilities of the parties and the court 

lacked jurisdiction to hear the interlocutory appeal.  
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(2) Adamson v. Port of Bellingham, 907 F.3d 1122 (9th Cir. 2018): Admiralty Jurisdiction 
Does Not Reach Permanent Ferry Passenger Ramp 

A crewmember of a ferry system became injured while operating a permanent passenger 

ramp connecting a port building to a ferry. The ramp was permanently attached to a building leased 

from the port by the crewmember’s employer. The crewmember filed an action against the port 

for general maritime negligence. The port moved for partial summary judgment, arguing that 

general maritime law did not apply to the plaintiff’s claims. The district court granted the port’s 

motion for partial summary judgment, and the case proceeded under Washington state law. The 

case went to trial, and the jury found the port negligent. The port filed an appeal, and the plaintiff 

cross-appealed seeking the Ninth Circuit to hold that maritime law applied to her claims. The 

question before the Ninth Circuit was whether the permanent, land-based passenger ramp was 

analogous to a gangplank such that the gangplank rule set by the United States Supreme Court in 

the Admiral Peoples1 applied and, therefore, maritime law applied. This was an issue of first 

impression within the Ninth Circuit. At the time of the court’s consideration of the issue, there was 

a circuit split between the Fifth and Fourth Circuits and the First Circuit. The Ninth Circuit joined 

the Fifth and Fourth Circuits in holding that the permanent passenger ramp was not analogous to 

a gangplank.   

The Ninth Circuit first addressed the circuit split. It noted that the Fifth Circuit had held 

that the Admiral Peoples gangplank rule does not apply to permanent, land-based equipment used 

to access vessels, and that the Fourth Circuit similarly held that the gangplank rule does not apply 

to a moored fuel flat used to access vessels. The Ninth Circuit further noted that the First Circuit 

                                                           
1 295 U.S. 649 (1935) (holding that a vessel’s gangplank is a part of the vessel such that injuries 
that occur on gangplanks are deemed to have occurred on navigable waters). 
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had issued a per se rule that “the gangplank rule applies to any equipment providing the means of 

ingress to and egress from a vessel.” 

The Ninth Circuit cited the Admiral Peoples in stating that “the historical justification for 

the gangplank rule was that the gangplank was actually carried by the vessel ‘as part of the vessel’s 

equipment.’” It reasoned that, “when the ramp at issue is a permanent part of the shore facility, 

affixed to the shore, and bearing little resemblance to a ‘moveable platform or bridge’ capable of 

being carried with a vessel . . . it ‘cannot reasonably be conceived as an appurtenance of the 

[vessels]’ that use it.” It held that the analysis of whether a piece of equipment is analogous to a 

gangplank should be determined on a case-by-case basis. It further held that the Admiralty 

Extension Act did not apply to the permanent ramp at issue because the injury suffered by the 

plaintiff was not caused by a vessel or its appurtenance. 

Having dispensed with the First Circuit’s per se rule as well as the Admiralty Extension 

Act, the court then analyzed whether the permanent ramp at issue was analogous to a gangplank. 

The court discussed several features of the ramp, including that: 1) it is not equipment carried with 

the ship; 2) it is a permanent, land-based fixture; 3) it remains roughly in the same place; 4) it can 

only be moved mechanically; and 5) its removal would be a major undertaking. The court found 

that the permanent ramp was not analogous to a gangplank and therefore affirmed the district 

court’s order.  

 (3) Lightering, LLC v. Teichman Group, LLC, 328 F. Supp. 3d 625 (S.D. Tex. 2018): 
Contract Not Maritime in Nature When Portion that Involved a Vessel was Not 
Substantial 

This is the first case outside the oil and gas context to interpret the United States Court of 

Appeals for the Fifth Circuit’s new test for maritime contracts set in In re Larry Dorion2. The case 

                                                           
2 879 F.3d 568, 576 (5th Cir. 2018) (“First, is the contract one to provide services to facilitate the 
drilling or production of oil and gas on navigable waters? Second, if the answer to the above 
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arose from underlying wrongful-death and personal-injury litigation. A lightering company 

entered into a Master Services Agreement (“MSA”) with a land-based facility as part of the 

lightering company’s operations. The lightering company used part of the facility for docking its 

workboats and for storage, while the facility provided equipment and personnel to assist the 

lightering company in loading and unloading equipment from the workboats to the facility. A 

facility employee was operating a facility-owned crane when the crane fell on its side, killing two 

employees of the lightering company and injuring four other people.  

The facility and the lightering company scheduled a mediation of the resulting wrongful 

death claims. Shortly before the mediation, the facility sent a letter to the lightering company 

seeking defense, indemnity, and additional insurance coverage under the MSA. The lightering 

company and its insurers filed a suit for declaratory judgment that the MSA did not govern the 

lightering company’s relationship with the facility because it had expired prior to the crane 

incident. The facility moved to dismiss the declaratory action, alleging that the MSA was not a 

maritime contract and therefore the court lacked jurisdiction. The facility argued that the MSA was 

not a maritime contract under Dorion because it did not involve substantial work from a vessel. 

The lightering company argued that Dorion was distinguishable because it addressed maritime 

contracts only in the oil-and-gas context, and thus, the proper test for whether the MSA was a 

maritime contract was the six-factor test laid out in Southern Railway Co. v. Kirby.3 

The court recognized that Kirby is the leading maritime contract case. It noted that the key 

point from Kirby was that “for a contract to be maritime, its principal objective must be maritime 

commerce.” The court therefore replaced the first step of Dorion (“is the contract one to provide 

                                                           
question is ‘yes,’ does the contract provide or do the parties expect that a vessel will play a 
substantial role in the completion of the contract?”). 
3 543 U.S. 14, 23 (2004).  
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services to facilitate the drilling or production of oil and gas on navigable waters?”) with the 

broader question of, “is this maritime commerce?” Synthesizing Dorion and Kirby, the court stated 

that “determining whether a contract is maritime in nature requires three steps: 1) the activity must 

be maritime commerce; 2) the activity must involve work from a vessel; and 3) the contract must 

provide or the parties must expect that a vessel will play a substantial role in completing the 

contract.” It reasoned that if all three elements are met, the contract satisfies Kirby’s requirement 

that the contract’s principal objective must be maritime commerce.  

The court held that the MSA was not a maritime contract. It reasoned that neither wharfage 

nor equipment storage is a maritime-commerce activity. However, the MSA also covered 

equipment loading and unloading. The court stated that vessel loading and unloading is a maritime-

commerce activity. Nonetheless, the court found that the portion of the MSA that involved vessels 

was not substantial because the loading and unloading constituted only 11.9% of the time spent in 

carrying out the MSA. Therefore, the court held that it did not have maritime jurisdiction over the 

MSA.  

(4) Barrios v. Centaur, L.L.C., 345 F. Supp. 3d 742 (E.D. La. 2018), appeal filed (5th Cir. 
Nov. 16, 2018) (No. 18-32103): Construction of Lip on a Dock is not Maritime 
Commerce 

A contractor hired the plaintiff to build a concrete wall around the edge of a dock. The 

contractor leased a barge to store equipment during the project. The dock owner hired a crew boat 

company to ferry the contractor’s employees to and from the project. The plaintiff became injured 

while moving equipment from the crew boat to the storage barge. He sued the contractor and the 

crew boat company. The crew boat company filed a cross-claim against the contractor for 

indemnity and insurance pursuant to a MSA between the dock owner and the contractor. The 

contractor moved for summary judgment on the crew boat company’s claim, arguing that the MSA 
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was not a maritime contract and therefore, that the Louisiana Construction Anti-Indemnity Statute 

applied to preclude the MSA’s indemnity and additional insured provisions.  

The court looked to In re Larry Dorion4 and Lightering LLC v. Teichman Group, LLC5 for 

the test for a maritime contract: 1) the work involved maritime commerce; 2) it involved work 

from a vessel; and 3) the contract provided or the parties expected that a vessel would play a 

substantial role in completing the contract. The court addressed only the first factor, maritime 

commerce. The contractor argued that the MSA was not maritime in nature because it involved 

only construction of a concrete lip on a dock and therefore did not involve maritime commerce. 

Conversely, the crew boat company argued that the MSA did involve maritime commerce because 

the purpose of building the concrete wall was to keep coal and other cargo from falling into the 

river. In holding that the MSA was not maritime in nature, the court reasoned that the construction 

of the concrete wall “merely facilitates the traditional maritime commerce activity of loading and 

unloading vessels.” 

II. JONES ACT 

(1) Randle v. Crosby Tugs, L.L.C., 911 F.3d 280 (5th Cir. 2018): Third-Party Medical 
 Provider Held Not Agent of Shipowner 

 The plaintiff sustained a stroke while working as a seaman aboard the M/V DELTA 

FORCE. A fellow crewmember discovered the plaintiff on his cabin floor. The crewmember 

notified the captain, who called 911. An ambulance transported the plaintiff to a nearby hospital. 

Neither the shipowner nor its agents directed the ambulance company where to take the plaintiff, 

nor did they hire, authorize, or otherwise contract with the hospital to administer care to the 

plaintiff. The physicians at the hospital failed to conduct a CT scan and failed to immediately 

                                                           
4 879 F.3d 568 (5th Cir. 2018). 
5 328 F. Supp. 3d 625 (S.D. Tex. 2018). 
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diagnose the plaintiff’s condition as a stroke, and therefore did not administer medications to him 

that may have improved his recovery. The plaintiff sued the shipowner for negligence and 

unseaworthiness, alleging that it had breached its duty under the Jones Act to provide him with 

prompt and adequate medical care and seeking that it be held vicariously liable for medical 

malpractice. The shipowner filed a motion for summary judgment, which was granted by the 

district court. The plaintiff appealed the entry of summary judgment on his negligence claims.  

 The plaintiff argued that the shipowner breached its duty to provide adequate medical care 

when its employee, the captain, called 911 instead of taking further action such as instructing the 

ambulance to take the plaintiff to a stoke center. The court found that the shipowner could not be 

held directly liable for the hospital’s actions because the shipowner made reasonable efforts to 

secure appropriate medical treatment under the circumstances. It noted that the plaintiff’s condition 

was not immediately apparent but was clearly urgent, and that the captain’s action in calling 911 

was reasonably calculated to secure medical treatment that the plaintiff needed. Addressing 

vicarious liability for medical malpractice, the court reasoned that “a nondelegable duty cannot 

create an agency relationship because such a duty presupposes an agency relationship,” or, in other 

words, “an agency relationship is only formed when the principal takes an affirmative act to select 

the agent – regardless of the principal’s duty to a third party.” The court noted that the shipowner 

would be vicariously liable if it had delegated the performance of the duty to provide adequate 

medical care to an agent, and the agent acted negligently in carrying out that duty. However, the 

court found that there was no evidence of any agency relationship formed in this case because the 

shipowner did not manifest authority to the hospital or its physicians to act on its behalf, nor did it 

direct the ambulance to take the plaintiff to the hospital. The court therefore affirmed the district 

court’s grant of summary judgment in favor of the shipowner.  
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(2) Henderson v. T&M Boat Rentals, LLC, No. 17-2042, 2018 WL 3819930 (E.D. La. Aug. 
10, 2018) (slip op.): Plaintiff’s Featherweight Burden of Proof Not Met When Plaintiff 
Could Not Present Evidence of Unsafe Condition 

While working aboard the M/V ERIN W as a deckhand, the plaintiff became injured when 

he attempted to lift a cable out of the water from the side of a barge. He sued his employer, the 

vessel owner, and their insurer for negligence and unseaworthiness. The defendants collectively 

filed a motion for summary judgment, alleging that there was no evidence that the incident took 

place, and that, even if it had, any injuries the plaintiff sustained during the incident did not result 

from the defendants’ negligence or the unseaworthiness of the vessel.  

The court found that there was a genuine issue of material fact that precluded it from ruling 

on the issue of whether the incident took place. It then addressed the defendants’ alternative 

argument that any injuries the plaintiff suffered were not a result of negligence of the defendants 

or unseaworthiness of the vessel. It first discussed the negligence issue. It discussed the 

“featherweight” burden of proof that Jones Act seamen must meet to establish causation, and stated 

that “[a]lthough the burden of proving causation is slight, a Jones Act plaintiff must nevertheless 

offer some evidence of his employer’s negligence to prevail at trial.” The court noted that the tool 

the plaintiff was provided to pull the cable from the water was the right tool for the job, that the 

cable weighed approximately 40 to 50 pounds, that it was a one-man job to pull the cable from the 

water, that the plaintiff testified he had received adequate training for the task, and that the plaintiff 

testified there was “nothing wrong with the vessel” and did not blame the other crewmembers for 

the accident. In holding that there was no evidence of any negligence on behalf of the defendants, 

the court reasoned that the plaintiff could not point to: “1) a violation of some regulation; 2) 

evidence that there had been other injuries resulting from crewmembers attempting to lift a cable 

out of the water; or 3) expert testimony that the submerged cable presented an unsafe condition.”  
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The court next addressed the plaintiff’s unseaworthiness claim. It noted that the plaintiff 

has the burden of proof to show that the vessel was unseaworthy, and showing that the 

“unseaworthy condition played a substantial part in bringing about or actually causing the injury 

and that the injury was either a direct result or a reasonably probable consequence of the 

unseaworthiness.” The court stated that the plaintiff offered no evidence that the cable being 

partially in the water created an unseaworthy condition beyond his conclusory allegations. The 

court therefore granted the defendants’ motion for summary judgment with respect to the 

plaintiff’s negligence and unseaworthiness claims.  

III. LHWCA 

(1) Iopa v. Saltchuk-Young Brothers, Ltd., No. 17-70415, 2019 WL 1006653 (9th Cir. 
 Mar. 4, 2019): Attorneys’ Fees Excusable Neglect 

This case presented an issue of first impression: whether excusable neglect analysis applied 

to allow an LHWCA claimant’s untimely petition for attorneys’ fees. The court held that the 

excusable neglect analysis applied, but that the claimant’s counsel did not establish excusable 

neglect to allow the untimely petition to move forward.  

The plaintiff obtained a favorable ruling from an Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”), who 

held that he was entitled to temporary disability benefits under the LHWCA as well as reasonable 

attorneys’ fees and costs. The order stated that the plaintiff must file a fee petition within 21 days 

of its issuance. The plaintiff’s attorney filed the fee petition nine months past the deadline. The 

ALJ then struck the petition based on a finding of untimeliness without excusable neglect. The 

Department of Labor’s Benefits Review Board affirmed the ALJ’s decision. The plaintiff appealed 

to the Ninth Circuit.  

In holding that the excusable neglect analysis applied to the issue, the court noted that the 

Rules of Practice and Procedure for Administrative Hearings before the Office of Administrative 
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Law Judges were revised in 2015 to include a provision that “[w]hen an act may or must be done 

within a specified time, the judge may, for good cause, extend the time . . . [o]n motion made after 

the time has expired if the party failed to act because of excusable neglect.” The court found that 

this amendment applies to LHWCA claims because it applies to all claims brought before an ALJ 

in the Department of Labor. The court adopted the four-factor test for excusable neglect set out in 

Pioneer Investment Services Co. v. Brunswick Associates Ltd.6: “the danger of prejudice to the 

debtor, the length of the delay and its potential impact on judicial proceedings, the reason for the 

delay, including whether it was within reasonable control of the movant, and whether the movant 

acted in good faith.” The court upheld the ALJ’s findings that the first and third factors weighed 

against a finding of excusable neglect, that the second factor weighed strongly against a finding of 

excusable neglect, and that the fourth factor had no weight in the case due to the effect of the 

findings regarding the first three factors.  

(2) Hardman v. Marine Terminals Corp., No. 17-73370, 2018 WL 6040665 (9th Cir. Nov. 
 19, 2018): Attorneys’ Fees Calculation 

 In this case, the court addressed a petition for review of the decision of the United States 

Department of Labor Benefits Review Board (“BRB”). The BRB’s decision affirmed an attorneys’ 

fees award by a District Director of the Office of Workers’ Compensation Programs (“Director”) 

in an LHWCA claim. The petitioner, the claimant in the underlying litigation, argued that the 

Director erred in setting the base rate and inflation rate for calculating the amount of the fee and 

that the BRB erred in affirming the Director’s decision. In this opinion, the Ninth Circuit denied 

the petition for review.  

 The petitioner first argued that the Director and BRB erred in using the national Consumer 

Price Index (“CPI”) to adjust the 2012 hourly base rates rather than the local CPI. The court stated: 

                                                           
6 507 U.S. 380, 395 (1993). 
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“In tailoring the fee rates to the general area where [petitioner’s attorney’s] services were rendered, 

the BRB and the Director could have chosen the [local] CPI, but they did not abuse their discretion 

when they decided to choose the more widely used and relied upon national CPI.” Second, the 

petitioner argued that the Director and BRB erred in refusing to adjust the 2013 and 2014 rates for 

inflation to 2016 rates. The petitioner noted that they did adjust the 2007 and 2011 rates to the 

2016 rates. The court stated that the adjustment for inflation “is not required for services rendered 

when the BRB decides that the delay was not ‘long enough to merit augmentation.’”  

Lastly, the petitioner argued that the Director and BRB erred when they set the hourly base 

rate for his attorney. The petitioner claimed that they erred by relying on a personal injury practice 

group results from the 2012 Oregon Bar Survey for the Portland, Oregon area. He argued that this 

authority was improper because personal injury attorneys do not charge hourly rates, and therefore, 

the results from the survey were not market rates. The Director had reasoned that the petitioner’s 

attorney’s work “is more favorably compared with plaintiff’s personal injury cases with a single 

client, a few issues, two to three parties, maybe a few experts, and relatively little discovery.” The 

Ninth Circuit found that this reasoning “reflects a considered reason for the decision” and was a 

satisfactory explanation of the choice to rely on the personal injury practice group results from the 

survey.  

(3) Parfait v. Director, Office of Workers’ Compensation Programs, 903 F.3d 505 (5th 
 Cir. 2018): Strict Construction of Notice Provisions 

This opinion grants a motion to dismiss a petition for review. The petitioner injured his 

back and chest while working for his employer. He filed a claim with the Office of Workers’ 

Compensation Programs for total/permanent disability benefits under the LHWCA. He also sued 

two third parties, Apache and Wood Group, in tort for his injuries. The ALJ awarded him 

temporary total and temporary partial disability benefits for his chest injury, but denied his claims 
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for his back injury. The BRB affirmed the ALJ’s decision. While the petitioner’s appeal to the 

BRB was under submission, the employer learned that the petitioner had settled his claims against 

Apache and that a judgment had been entered in favor of the petitioner against Wood Group. The 

BRB affirmed the ALJ’s decision, and the petitioner filed this petition for review in the Fifth 

Circuit. The employer and its insurer moved to dismiss the petition for review on the basis that the 

petitioner failed to obtain their approval of his settlement with Apache and failed to notify them 

of his judgment against Apache in contravention of the notice requirements of the LHWCA.  

The petitioner argued that the employer and its insurer were notified of the settlement with 

Apache when petitioner’s counsel invited the employer and insurer’s counsel to attend a mediation 

of the tort claim and when petitioner’s counsel contacted them during the mediation. He argued 

that the employer and insurer were notified of petitioner’s award against Wood Group when the 

judgment was published by the district court. The Fifth Circuit noted the purpose of the notice 

provisions of the LHWCA: to facilitate the process by which the employer may act on its rights to 

“full reimbursement of all benefits paid, including compensation and medical benefits, from net 

third-party recoveries.” The policy behind these rights of the employer is to “ensure that the 

employee does not receive a double recovery.”  

In support of its argument, the employer relied upon section 33(g)(1) of the LHWCA, 

which provides: “the employer shall be liable for compensation . . . only if written approval of the 

settlement is obtained from the employer and the employer’s carrier, before the settlement is 

executed and by the person entitled to receive compensation (or the person’s representative).” The 

court noted that section 33(g)(2) states: “If no written approval of the settlement is obtained, . . . 

or if the employee fails to notify the employer of any settlement obtained from or judgment 

rendered against a third person, all rights to compensation and medical benefits . . . shall be 
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terminated.” In regard to the type of notice required by section 33(g)(2), the court found the BRB’s 

consistent strict interpretation of that provision persuasive. In construing subsections 33(g)(1)-(2) 

in regard to the Apache settlement, the court stated:  

If the settlement amount is less than the compensation to which the Employee 
would ultimately be entitled, § 33(g)(1) required him to obtain his Employer’s 
written approval . . . . And if the settlement amount is greater than the compensation 
to which he would ultimately be entitled, § 33(g)(2) required him to give his 
Employer notice of the settlement. 

The court stated that, although the amount of the petitioner’s ultimate benefits had not been finally 

determined, that determination was not necessary because his failure to give notice of the 

settlement and judgment terminated his right to compensation. 

The court found that the petitioner did not receive the employer’s written approval of the 

Apache settlement and that he did not provide the employer adequate notice of the Wood Group 

judgment. Therefore, the court held that the petitioner did not give adequate notice of the Apache 

settlement or the Wood Group judgment as required under the LHWCA and held that the 

petitioner’s LHWCA rights to compensation and medical benefits must be terminated. 

(4) Christie v. Georgia-Pacific Co., 898 F.3d 952 (9th Cir. 2018): Availability of 
 Permanent Total Disability After Voluntary Early Retirement 

This case arose from an LHWCA injury. The petitioner injured his back while working for 

his employer in 1999. He returned to work, underwent a surgery in 2004, and then was reassigned 

to less physically demanding work in 2006. In late 2010, the petitioner realized that his employer 

planned to terminate his early retirement option shortly thereafter. The petitioner opted to take the 

early retirement option in December 2010, because he was six years from reaching retirement age 

and because he believed he would be unable to continue working during that time due to his 

physical limitations. Several years after he retired, the petitioner sought permanent total disability 

benefits under the LHWCA. The ALJ awarded the petitioner those benefits. His employer appealed 
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the ALJ’s decision to the BRB, which reversed the ALJ’s decision. The petitioner then filed the 

instant petition for review.  

The Ninth Circuit held that the petitioner’s “decision to retire early does not make him 

ineligible for benefits” under the plain language of section 902(10) of the LHWCA. Under that 

subsection, the LHWCA defines disability as “incapacity because of injury to earn the wages 

which the employee was receiving at the time of injury in the same or any other employment; but 

such term [disability] shall mean permanent impairment . . . in the case of an individual whose 

claim is described in section 910(d)(2) of this title.” In interpreting this definition of disability, the 

court stated “the plain language of § 902(10) makes no reference to retirement or its timing, nor 

whether an employee decides to retire voluntarily or involuntarily.” The court held that “retirement 

status alone, in and of itself, is not dispositive to determining disability under the” LHWCA. It 

therefore granted the petition, reversed, and remanded for a calculation of benefits.  

(5) In re Rodi Marine, LLC, No. 17-5394, 2019 WL 861251 (E.D. La. Feb. 22, 2019) (slip 
 op.): Punitive Damages 

In this case, the Eastern District of Louisiana joined the Western District of Louisiana, the 

Western District of Washington, and an opinion issued in 2000 by another section of the Eastern 

District of Louisiana in holding that “punitive damages may be awarded under the LHWCA.” This 

case arose from an allision between the M/V WILDCAT and a fixed platform. The vessel was 

chartered by Fieldwood Energy and Fieldwood Energy employees manned it. The owner/operator 

of the vessel filed a complaint for exoneration from or limitation of liability. Two workers filed 

claims against the owner/operator for injuries suffered as a result of negligence of the 

owner/operator and unseaworthiness of the vessel. They sought general, compensatory, and 

punitive damages. The owner/operator filed a motion to dismiss one of the worker’s claims for 

punitive damages and moved for judgment on the pleadings in regard to the other worker’s claims.  
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The workers conceded that they were covered workers under the LHWCA. The court 

quoted the United States Supreme Court’s holding in Atlantic Sounding Co. v. Townsend7 that 

plaintiffs are “entitled to pursue punitive damages unless Congress has enacted legislation 

departing from this common-law understanding.” It then briefly discussed two Fifth Circuit cases, 

noting that although the Fifth Circuit has not addressed the issue of whether punitive damages are 

available under the LHWCA, it has allowed recovery of non-pecuniary damages in LHWCA 

actions. Because the workers’ memoranda in opposition to the owner/operator’s motion contained 

factual allegations not previously pleaded, the court construed the new factual allegations as 

requests for leave to file an amended claim. The court granted leave to the workers to amend their 

claims. It stated that their claims for punitive damages would not be dismissed provided that they 

amended them to include the new factual allegations within ten days.  

(6) Divincenti v. Harmon, No. 18-6881, 2019 WL 158046 (E.D. La. Jan. 10. 2019) (slip 
 op.): Twilight Zone & Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress 

 Two plaintiffs alleged they suffered severe emotional distress after they were terminated 

when they refused a supervisor’s order to perform a crane maneuver that they felt was unsafe. 

After the plaintiffs’ refusal to perform the task and termination, a “catastrophic” incident involving 

the same maneuver occurred. The plaintiffs filed suit against the supervisor and their employer. 

The defendants moved for dismissal or, alternatively, summary judgment on the plaintiffs’ claims, 

arguing that the LHWCA was the plaintiffs’ exclusive remedy and that, on the facts pled, they 

could not recover under an intentional infliction of emotional distress theory. The plaintiffs argued 

that the court had concurrent jurisdiction between the LHWCA and the Louisiana Workers’ 

Compensation Act due to the “twilight zone” between state and federal compensation schemes. 

They claimed the twilight zone allowed them to bring their intentional infliction of emotional 

                                                           
7 557 U.S. 404, 415 (2009).  
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distress claim under the intentional tort exception to the Louisiana Workers’ Compensation Act. 

However, the court noted that Louisiana Revised Statutes section 23:1035.2 precludes Louisiana 

workers’ compensation recovery for disabled employees who are covered by the LHWCA. The 

court therefore granted the defendants’ motion and dismissed the plaintiffs’ case with prejudice. 

(7) Mosley v. Wood Group PSN, Inc., No. 18-30523, 2019 WL 494928 (5th Cir. Feb. 7, 
 2019): Borrowed Employee Doctrine – No Vicarious Liability for Separate Primary 
 Employer 

 The plaintiff became injured as a result of a slip-and-fall on an offshore platform operated 

by Fieldwood Energy. He worked on the platform as a contract operator. Fieldwood Energy had 

Master Service Contracts with two companies to provide personnel to work on the platform: 

Quality Production Services (“QPS”) and Wood Group. The plaintiff was engaged via QPS, to 

which he sent his resume. QPS forwarded the resume to Fieldwood Energy, which selected the 

plaintiff to work on the platform. QPS handled the plaintiff’s payroll for his work on the platform. 

This case also involved two payroll employees of Wood Group who worked on the platform: 

Darrell Trahan, who worked as “B operator,” and Jessie Villemarette, who worked as lead operator 

and was the person-in-charge on the date of the plaintiff’s incident. The plaintiff and Trahan both 

reported to Villemarette, who reported to Fieldwood Energy’s field foreman.  

 The plaintiff sued Wood Group and Fieldwood Energy for negligence and gross 

negligence. The plaintiff asserted that Wood Group was vicariously liable for the negligence of 

Trahan and Villemarette. Fieldwood Energy and Wood Group filed separate motions for summary 

judgment, which were both granted by the district court on the basis that the plaintiff, Trahan, and 

Villemarette were Fieldwood Energy’s borrowed employees such that the plaintiff’s exclusive 

remedy against Fieldwood Energy and Wood Group was under the LHWCA. The plaintiff 

appealed. 
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 The plaintiff argued that the district court erred in holding that he, Trahan, and Villemarette 

were Fieldwood Energy’s borrowed employees under the nine Ruiz factors.8 Fieldwood Energy 

argued the converse; that the plaintiff was its borrowed employee and therefore that his exclusive 

remedy against Fieldwood Energy was under the LHWCA. Wood Group argued that because the 

plaintiff, Trahan, and Villemarette were each borrowed employees of Fieldwood Energy, the 

plaintiff could not assert claims against his co-employees due to the LHWCA’s exclusive remedy 

provision. Because the exclusive remedy provision precluded the plaintiff’s claims against his co-

employees, Wood Group further argued, the plaintiff could not recover against it on a vicarious 

liability theory. 

 The court first addressed the nine Ruiz borrowed employee factors, noting precedent that 

the first factor, control, is the most important factor. The court held that the control factor weighed 

in favor of borrowed-employee status for all three employees because neither QPS nor Wood 

Group exercised control over them while they worked on the platform. The plaintiff argued that 

Fieldwood Energy could not have exercised control over himself, Trahan, or Villemarette, because 

the Fieldwood Energy field foreman to whom Villemarette reported was not always physically 

present on the platform. The court noted that the field foreman “communicated with Villemarette 

at least twice a day and advised him of any activity that would be taking place on the platform,” 

and therefore exercised control over the plaintiff, Trahan, and Villemarette, “even if remotely.” 

                                                           
8 1) Who has control over the employee and the work he is performing, beyond mere suggestion 
of details or cooperation? 2) Whose work is being performed? 3) was there an agreement, 
understanding, or meeting of the minds between the original and the borrowing employer? 4) 
Did the employee acquiesce in the new work situation? 5) Did the original employer terminate 
his relationship with the employee? 6) Who furnished tools and place for performance? 7) Was 
the new employment over a considerable length of time? 8) Who had the right to discharge the 
employee? 9) Who had the obligation to pay the employee? Capps v. N.L. Baroid-NL Indus., 
Inc., 784 F.2d 615, 616-17 (5th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 838 (1986); see also Ruiz v. 
Shell Oil Co., 413 F.2d 310, 312-13 (5th Cir. 1969).  
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Next, the court held that the second factor of whose work is being performed also weighed in favor 

of borrowed-employee status because the three employees were performing Fieldwood Energy’s 

work. In addressing the third factor, an agreement or understanding between the original or 

borrowing employer, the Fifth Circuit agreed with the district court that a fact issue existed 

regarding this factor. However, the Fifth Circuit reasoned that this fact issue does not preclude 

summary judgment when the other factors “clearly point to borrowed-employee status,” and 

continued its analysis under the Ruiz factors. The fourth factor, the awareness of the employee of 

his work conditions and his choice to continue working in them, weighed in favor of borrowed-

employee status because the plaintiff forfeited any argument against that conclusion by failing to 

brief it. The fifth factor, whether the original employer terminated its relationship with the 

employee, weighed in favor of borrowed-employee status because the three employees had 

“frequent work-related contact with Fieldwood and very little with QPS and Wood Group.” The 

court noted that in addressing this factor, courts “examine the nature of the lending employer’s 

relationship with the employee while the borrowing occurred,” rather than looking for complete 

severance of the relationship. The plaintiff waived any argument against the sixth factor weighing 

in favor of borrowed-employee status, like the fourth factor, by failing to brief it. The court held 

that the seventh factor, the length of employment, was neutral because the plaintiff failed to brief 

it. In holding that the eighth factor, who had the right to discharge the employee, weighed in favor 

of borrowed-employee status, the court reasoned that the relevant inquiry was not whether the 

borrowing employer could terminate the employee’s employment with the original employer but 

rather whether the borrowing employer could remove the employee from his position at the 

borrowed worksite. Lastly, the court held that the ninth factor weighed in favor of borrowed-

employee status. Although QPS paid the plaintiff and Wood Group paid Trahan and Villamerette, 
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Fieldwood Energy reviewed and approved the employees’ timesheets and Fieldwood Energy had 

an obligation under each of the Master Service Contracts to reimburse QPS and Wood Group for 

the work performed.  

 Because seven of the nine Ruiz factors weighed in favor of borrowed-employee status for 

each of the employees, the Fifth Circuit stated that the district court did not err in holding that the 

plaintiff’s claims against Fieldwood Energy and Wood Group failed. In stating so, the Fifth Circuit 

affirmed the district court’s holding that under the exclusive remedy provision of the LHWCA, 

the primary employer of a borrowed employee cannot be held vicariously liable for the employee’s 

negligence against the borrowed employee of a separate primary employer.  

 (8) Cruz v. National Steel & Shipbuilding Co., 910 F.3d 1263 (9th Cir. 2018): Borrowed 
 Employee Doctrine Available in the Ninth Circuit 

 In this case, the Ninth Circuit addressed for the first time whether a worker was a borrowed 

employee and thus precluded by the exclusive remedy provision of the LHWCA from recovering 

against her borrowing employer. The Ninth Circuit joined the Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Eleventh 

Circuits in holding that “the borrowed employee doctrine applies to ‘employees’ under the” 

LHWCA. The plaintiff became injured while working as a “tank tester” aboard the USS MAKIN 

ISLAND, a Navy ship undergoing repairs. The plaintiff was employed by a staffing agency, 

Tradesmen International, Inc., and assigned to work for National Steel and Shipbuilding Company 

(“Nassco”). Nassco is a shipbuilding company that performs work for the U.S. government as a 

general contractor. The plaintiff collected LHWCA benefits from Tradesmen, and then filed a 

cause of action for negligence against Nassco. Nassco moved for summary judgment in the district 

court, arguing that the plaintiff was its borrowed employee and therefore barred from recovering 

against Nassco in a negligence action. The district court granted Nassco’s motion. The plaintiff 

appealed.  
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 The Ninth Circuit noted that it has long recognized the borrowed employee doctrine, 

although sometimes referred to as the “borrowed servant” or “loaned servant” doctrine, in non-

LHWCA contexts. In analyzing whether the plaintiff was a borrowed employee of Nassco, the 

court looked primarily to whether the plaintiff “was subject to [Nassco’s] direction and control at 

all relevant times.” Among other cases, the court cited Wolsiffer v. Atlantis Submarines, Inc.9 for 

the proposition that direction and control are the critical factors in the analysis and included as a 

parenthetical that the Wolsiffer court also considered “whether there was a written agreement by 

the employers regarding the loan of the employee, who paid the employee’s wages and benefits, 

whether the employee assented to the transfer, and the length of time of the employment.” In 

holding that the plaintiff was the borrowed employee of Nassco “because her work was subject to 

its direction and control at all relevant times,” the court looked to the following facts: 1) the 

plaintiff had been “loaned” to Nassco for nearly two years prior to her injury and had previously 

worked for Nassco under a separate staffing agency; 2) Nassco employees gave the plaintiff tasks 

to perform during daily morning meetings; 3) the plaintiff’s ID badge identified her as a Nassco 

employee; 4) the plaintiff was promoted to her position after requesting the promotion from a 

Nassco employee; 5) she was trained by a Nassco employee; 6) Tradesmen provided her with no 

training for her new job; 7) Nassco had the authority to terminate its relationship with the plaintiff; 

8) the plaintiff was required to seek Nassco’s approval for vacation time; and 9) Nassco employees 

had instructed the plaintiff to perform work in the tank where she was injured. 

 

 

                                                           
9 848 F. Supp. 1489, 1495 (D. Haw. 1994).  
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(9) Raicevic v. Wood Group PSN, Inc., No. 3:15-CV-327, 2019 WL 631777 (S.D. Tex. Feb 
 14, 2019) (slip op.): Borrowed Employee Doctrine – Securing Payment of 
 Compensation 

 The plaintiff became injured in a slip-and-fall on an offshore drilling platform owned by 

Fieldwood Energy, LLC. At the time of plaintiff’s injury, he was employed by Waukesha Pearce 

as a production technician for Fieldwood Energy’s project. He sued Fieldwood Energy, among 

other parties, asserting tort causes of action under Louisiana law as surrogate federal law pursuant 

to OCSLA. Fieldwood Energy asserted that the plaintiff was precluded from asserting his 

negligence cause of action against it pursuant to the borrowed-employee doctrine and the exclusive 

remedy provision of the LHWCA. The case was tried to a jury. The court requested a finding from 

the jury on each of the nine LHWCA borrowed-employee factors.10 Fieldwood Energy moved for 

judgment as a matter of law before the case was submitted to the jury. This is the motion addressed 

by the court in this opinion.  

 In his briefing regarding the borrowed-employee doctrine, the plaintiff argued that 

Fieldwood Energy failed to “secure payment of compensation” under the LHWCA and therefore 

was barred from asserting the borrowed-employee doctrine. The court noted that “the LHWCA 

requires employers seeking the protection of its comp bar to either: 1) purchase LHWCA workers’ 

compensation insurance from a commercial carrier that has been authorized by the Department of 

Labor to provide that insurance; or 2) receive permission from the Department of Labor to self-

                                                           
10 1) Who has control over the employee and the work he is performing, beyond mere suggestion 
of details or cooperation? 2) Whose work is being performed? 3) was there an agreement, 
understanding, or meeting of the minds between the original and the borrowing employer? 4) 
Did the employee acquiesce in the new work situation? 5) Did the original employer terminate 
his relationship with the employee? 6) Who furnished tools and place for performance? 7) Was 
the new employment over a considerable length of time? 8) Who had the right to discharge the 
employee? 9) Who had the obligation to pay the employee? Capps v. N.L. Baroid-NL Indus., 
Inc., 784 F.2d 615, 616-17 (5th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 838 (1986); see also Ruiz v. 
Shell Oil Co., 413 F.2d 310, 312-13 (5th Cir. 1969). 
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insure.” The court stated that it did not submit a question regarding whether Fieldwood Energy 

purchased workers’ compensation insurance or permissibly self-insured to the jury, and that the 

plaintiff did not object to the omission or request such questions. The court found that Fieldwood 

Energy secured payment of compensation within the meaning of the LHWCA by purchasing an 

LHWCA workers’ compensation insurance policy, which was in force at the time of the plaintiff’s 

injury, from an insurance company that was authorized by the Department of Labor to provide 

such insurance. Therefore, Fieldwood Energy was not barred from asserting the borrowed-

employee defense. In analyzing the jury’s findings as to the borrowed-employee factors, the court 

held that the plaintiff was Fieldwood Energy’s borrowed employee and therefore the exclusive 

remedy provision of the LHWCA applied to the plaintiff’s claims against Fieldwood Energy. The 

court therefore denied Fieldwood Energy’s motion for judgment as a matter of law as moot.  

(10) Fredieu v. W&T Offshore, Inc., No. 14-16-00511-CV, 2018 WL 5556065 (Tex. App.—
Houston [14th Dist.] Oct. 30, 2018, no pet.) (slip op.): Borrowed Employee Doctrine 
Jury Questionnaire 

 This case stems from an injury the plaintiff sustained while working on an offshore oil 

platform. He fractured both bones in his left forearm when a one-inch pipe on the platform 

separated under high pressure and struck him. The plaintiff was employed by Wood Group PSN, 

Inc., which had a Master Service Contract with W&T Offshore, Inc. The Master Service Contract 

related to performance of platform service and maintenance work. W&T owned the platform. The 

plaintiff sued W&T for negligence. W&T asserted the borrowed-employee defense. The case was 

tried to a jury. The jury questionnaire included a single question regarding whether the plaintiff 

was a borrowed employee of W&T. The question read:  

At the time of the injury in question, was [the plaintiff] the borrowed 
employee of W&T? 
 
Factors to consider in determining whether [the plaintiff] was the 
borrowed employee of W&T include 
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1) Who had the right of control over [the plaintiff] and the work he was 

performing, beyond mere suggestion of details of cooperation? 
 

2) Whose work was [the plaintiff] performing? 
 

3) Was there an agreement, understanding, or meeting of the minds 
between Wood Group and W&T? 

 
4) Did [the plaintiff] acquiesce in the new work situation before the 

injury in question? 
 

5) Did Wood Group terminate its relationship with [the plaintiff] 
before the injury in question? 

 
6) Who furnished the tools and place for employment? 

 
7) Was the new employment over a considerable length of time? 

 
8) Who had the right to terminate [the plaintiff’s] services on the 

platforms in question? 
 

9) Who had the obligation to furnish the funds from which [the 
plaintiff] was paid?  

 
Answer “Yes” or “No” 
 

The jury answered “No,” determining that the plaintiff was not the borrowed employee of W&T. 

The jury awarded the plaintiff $1.7 million in damages. The trial court disregarded the jury’s 

answer to this question and instead, determined that, as a matter of law, the borrowed-employee 

doctrine applied such that the plaintiff was barred from suit against W&T under the exclusive 

remedy provision of the LHWCA. On appeal, the plaintiff challenged the trial court’s take-nothing 

judgment. He argued that the trial court erred in disregarding the jury’s “No” answer to the 

borrowed-employee question, and that the trial court erred in ruling that Ruiz11 factors 1, 8, and 9 

                                                           
11 1) Who has control over the employee and the work he is performing, beyond mere suggestion 
of details or cooperation? 2) Whose work is being performed? 3) was there an agreement, 
understanding, or meeting of the minds between the original and the borrowing employer? 4) 
Did the employee acquiesce in the new work situation? 5) Did the original employer terminate 
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supported a borrowed employee determination. W&T argued that the borrowed-employee 

question was immaterial because it was a question of law.  

 Because the plaintiff conceded at the trial level that Ruiz factors 2 (work performed), 4 

(acquiescence), and 7 (time) weighed in favor of borrowed-employee status, the Fourteenth Court 

of Appeals of Texas did not address those factors on appeal. The court analyzed the facts of the 

case under the remaining Ruiz factors: 1 (control), 3 (agreement), 5 (termination), 6 (employment 

site and tools), 8 (right to discharge), and 9 (payment). It determined that factors 1, 3, 5, and 6 

raised issues of fact, while factors 8 and 9 weighed in favor of borrowed-employee status as a 

matter of law.  

The court’s determination that factor 1 raised a fact issue centered around 1) the plaintiff’s 

testimony that he did not need instruction from W&T while working on the platform, and 2) 

W&T’s evidence distinguishing between plaintiff’s routine tasks requiring no supervision and the 

task he was performing when he became injured, over which W&T did exercise control. 

Addressing factor 2, the court viewed the Master Service Contract “in light of the already-

discussed fact issue regarding factor one.” The contract contained a provision whereby Wood 

Group and W&T agreed that Wood Group was an independent contractor of W&T.  The court 

stated: “Reasonable and fair-minded jurors could credit the contract’s characterization in assessing 

[the plaintiff’s] status.” The court next examined factor 5. The plaintiff testified that he continued 

to receive training from Wood Group. He and his Wood Group supervisor also testified that the 

supervisor determined the plaintiff’s assignment with W&T, and that Wood Group could assign 

                                                           
his relationship with the employee? 6) Who furnished tools and place for performance? 7) Was 
the new employment over a considerable length of time? 8) Who had the right to discharge the 
employee? 9) Who had the obligation to pay the employee? Capps v. N.L. Baroid-NL Indus., 
Inc., 784 F.2d 615, 616-17 (5th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 838 (1986); see also Ruiz v. 
Shell Oil Co., 413 F.2d 310, 312-13 (5th Cir. 1969). 
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the plaintiff to work on any of its customers’ platforms, not just W&T’s platforms. Next, the court 

addressed factor 6. The evidence showed that Wood Group provided the plaintiff with a hard hat, 

shirt, jacket, pants, safety glasses, gloves, and steel-toed boots, some of which bore Wood Group’s 

logo. The plaintiff provided his own wrench and pliers. W&T provided the plaintiff with 

transportation to the platform, radios, tubing, fittings, hammer unions, wrenches, bolts, and other 

tools the plaintiff needed to perform his tasks. The court stated that this evidence raised an issue 

of fact and fell “within the zone of reasonable disagreement regarding the provision of tools.”  

The court then analyzed factors 8 and 9, which it held weighed in favor of borrowed-

employee status. In regard to factor 8, the court noted that “[t]he right-to-terminate factor focuses 

on whether W&T . . . could discharge [the plaintiff] from its own service – not on whether it could 

discharge him from his job with” Wood Group. The court found the testimony of the plaintiff’s 

supervisor and Wood Group’s project manager that W&T could terminate the plaintiff’s service 

with W&T determinative of this factor, even though the plaintiff had testified that W&T did not 

have the right to end his employment. The court lastly addressed factor 9. It noted that the plaintiff 

was the payroll employee of Wood Group, but found that this factor weighed in favor of borrowed-

employee status because W&T paid Wood Group for work performed by the plaintiff, and W&T 

reviewed and approved the plaintiff’s time cards. Ultimately, the court concluded that legally 

sufficient evidence supported the jury’s resolution of the factors individually and as a whole in the 

plaintiff’s favor. 

IV. OCSLA  
(1) Strong v. Shell Oil Co., No. 17-7625, 2019 WL 1057054 (E.D. La. Mar. 6, 2019): Safety 
 Advisor Duty to Warn  

 The plaintiff became injured on an offshore platform when he fell after stepping in a small 

gap in an improvised stair. He injured his hand in the fall, ultimately requiring six surgeries. The 

steps from which the plaintiff fell were marked with red paint. The paint was visible going up the 
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stairs but not visible going down the stairs. In his deposition, the plaintiff admitted that he had 

walked down the stairs two or three times prior to the incident. Shell Pipeline Company LP 

(“Shell”) owned and operated the platform. Quality Construction & Production (“QCP”) employed 

the plaintiff and was hired by Shell to conduct sandblasting and painting on the platform. Shell 

hired Tailing International, LLC (“Tailing”) as its safety advisor. The plaintiff sued Shell and 

Tailing for negligence. The plaintiff alleged that Shell acted negligently in failing to remedy the 

hazardous gap and that Tailing was negligent in “failing to remedy the hazard or ensuring that 

others would remedy it.” Tailing filed a motion for summary judgment.  

 Because Louisiana was the state adjacent to the platform, the court applied Louisiana law 

as surrogate federal law under OCSLA. The court noted that Louisiana Civil Code articles 2317 

and 2322 impose the duty to keep property reasonably safe on the property owner. It stated, 

however, that “a duty not otherwise shouldered on a party may be assumed through contract or by 

a party’s actions.” The plaintiff argued that Tailing’s representative assumed the duty to notify the 

plaintiff of potential hazards because the plaintiff’s QCP-employed co-worker testified that it was 

the representative’s job to ensure safe work conditions for all workers on the platform. Tailing 

argued that its representative had a duty to notify only Shell personnel of safety hazards. The court 

held that “Tailing had no legal duty to warn [the plaintiff] of the hazard because there is no 

evidence that Tailing ever accepted such an obligation by conduct or by contract. Tailing was hired 

by Shell to report hazards to Shell.” Therefore, the court granted Tailing’s motion for summary 

judgment.  

(2) Gantt v. Seadrill Americas, Inc., No. 18-2569, 2018 WL 6725373 (E.D. La. Dec. 21, 
 2018): No Legal Duty Under Regulations  

 In an issue of first impression, the Eastern District of Louisiana addressed whether OCSLA 

regulations requiring offshore mineral leaseholders to maintain safe equipment and work areas 
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establish a standard of care for the purposes of a general maritime negligence claim. The court 

held that they do not. A fire broke out aboard the drillship M/V WEST NEPTUNE. The plaintiff, 

who was employed to work aboard the vessel, sustained injuries as a result of responding to the 

fire. The plaintiff sued LLOG Bluewater Holdings, LLC and LLOG Exploration Offshore, LLC 

(collectively, “LLOG”) for general maritime negligence. LLOG was the leaseholder of a federal 

oil and gas lease pursuant to which the WEST NEPTUNE was operating. LLOG did not have any 

ownership interest in the vessel. The plaintiff alleged that LLOG was aware of a similar fire that 

occurred the prior year on the WEST NEPTUNE’s sister ship, the M/V WEST SATURN. LLOG 

filed a motion for summary judgment, claiming that they did not owe the plaintiff a duty.  

 The plaintiff argued that LLOG owed him a duty to “[m]aintain . . . all equipment and work 

areas in a safe condition under OCSLA regulation 30 C.F.R. section 250.107(1)(2). He pointed to 

Creppel v. Shell Oil Co.,12 in which the Fifth Circuit held that a similar OCSLA regulation “does 

not make lessees insurors of their work areas . . . . A breach of the regulation provides no federal 

civil cause of action.” Although the Eastern District of Louisiana noted that Creppel examined a 

strict liability action under Louisiana law rather than general maritime negligence, it found Creppel 

informative to the instant case. It focused on Creppel’s explanation that “the . . . regulations are in 

no way ‘analogous to safety regulations which require a specific standard of conduct in particular 

situations,’ and establish no special standard of care in a negligence action.” The court therefore 

granted LLOG’s motion for summary judgment.  

 

 

                                                           
12 738 F.2d 699, 702 (5th Cir. 1984). 
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(3) EnVen Energy Ventures, LLC v. Gemini Insurance Co., No. 6:17-CV-01573, 2018 WL 
3203605 (W.D. La. June 8, 2018) (slip op.): No Subject-Matter Jurisdiction in Over 
Related Contract Dispute 

 In the underlying litigation, an injured platform worker sued EnVen Ventures, LLC 

(“EnVen”), which owned and operated the platform. EnVen obtained commercial general liability 

and commercial umbrella liability insurance policies from an insurer. The insurer denied coverage 

to EnVen relating to the underlying litigation. The present suit is a breach of contract and 

declaratory judgment action by EnVen against its insurer for its denial of coverage. The insurer 

moved to transfer venue for lack of subject-matter jurisdiction. EnVen argued that the court had 

subject-matter jurisdiction pursuant to OCSLA due to the underlying litigation.  

 OCSLA states, “the district courts of the United States shall have jurisdiction of cases and 

controversies arising out of, or in connection with . . . any operation conducted on the outer 

Continental Shelf which involves exploration, development, or production of the minerals, of the 

subsoil and seabed of the outer Continental Shelf, or which involves the right to such minerals.” 

The court framed the issue as “whether the OCSLA’s jurisdictional grant is broad enough to 

encompass a dispute solely between an insured and an insurer as to the insurer’s defense and 

indemnity obligations presented in a free-standing lawsuit and not presenting an injury claim 

against the insured based on operations on the Outer Continental Shelf.” The court stated that 

EnVen’s claim against its insurer did not arise out of operations on the Outer Continental Shelf, 

but rather out of the terms and provisions of the insurance policies. The court explained that it 

might exercise supplemental jurisdiction over the claim “if it were asserted in the context of a 

claim for personal injuries.” EnVen’s freestanding claim against its insurer was “too attenuated 

from oil and gas exploration and production activities on the Outer Continental Shelf to fall within 

the broad reach of OCSLA jurisdiction.”  
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V. MAINTENANCE AND CURE 
(1) In re 4-K Marine, L.L.C., 914 F.3d 934 (5th Cir. 2019): Innocent Vessel Denied 
 Indemnity for Fraudulent Maintenance and Cure Claim  

 This personal injury suit arises out of an allision between the M/V TOMMY and the M/V 

MISS ELIZABETH. The wheelman on board the MISS ELIZABETH, the stationary vessel 

claimed to have sustained injuries as a result of the allision.  After a bench trial, the district court 

found that some of the wheelman’s injuries predated the allision and were unaffected by it, and 

that he had fraudulently withheld pre-existing medical conditions before and after the incident. 

The owner and operator of the MISS ELIZABETH, 4K Marine, L.L.C. and Central Boat Rentals, 

Inc. (collectively, “CBR”), paid for the wheelman’s maintenance and cure pursuant to their 

obligation under the Jones Act.  

CBR sought reimbursement of the wheelman’s maintenance and cure expenses from the 

owner and operator of the TOMMY, Enterprise Marine Services, LLC (“Enterprise”). Enterprise 

refused to reimburse CBR for its payment of medical treatment for the wheelman’s preexisting 

conditions that he fraudulently withheld from CBR. Enterprise sought reimbursement from CBR 

for the expenses related to the preexisting conditions that it had already paid to CBR.  The district 

court denied the relief sought by both CBR and Enterprise. CBR appealed, but Enterprise did not. 

The Fifth Circuit held that Enterprise did not owe reimbursement to CBR for the preexisting 

conditions because Enterprise “did nothing that ‘caused or contributed to a need for maintenance 

and cure. [emphasis added]’”  

 (2) Dardar v. T&C Marine LLC, No. 16-13797, 2018 WL 3475211 (E.D. La. July 19, 2018) 
 (slip op.): Compensatory Damages for Failure to Pay  

 While aboard the M/V SHELBY COURTNEY, the plaintiff injured his foot when it was 

slammed in a door. He filed various claims against the vessel owner, including maintenance and 

cure and failure to pay maintenance and cure. The case was tried to a jury, which found in favor 
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of the plaintiff on his claims. The jury awarded the plaintiff $4,180 for maintenance, $3,500 for 

cure, $72,500 in compensatory damages related to failure to pay maintenance and cure, and 

$20,000 in punitive damages. This opinion addresses the vessel owner’s motion for judgment as a 

matter of law in regard to the amount awarded by the jury in compensatory damages. The plaintiff 

argued that he presented evidence showing that he was owed compensatory damages “for the 

financial duress caused by Defendant’s failure to pay, including the stress related to unpaid medical 

bills being sent to collections.” At trial, the plaintiff testified that he had to take out loans, refinance 

his car and house, and that his credit score was negatively affected due to the vessel owner’s failure 

to pay maintenance and cure. The court concluded: “While this Court acknowledges that the jury’s 

award is in the upper range of reasonableness, it is not so high that this Court can say it is 

excessive.”  

VI. MARINE INSURANCE 
 International Marine, L.L.C. v. Atlantic Specialty Insurance Co., No. 18-30392, 2019 
 WL 575688 (5th Cir. Feb. 12, 2019): No Indemnity Without Direct Involvement 

 This insurance coverage dispute arose from an allision. At the time of the allision, Tesla 

Offshore, L.L.C. (“Tesla”) was conducting an archaeological sonar survey. It chartered two vessels 

for the task: the M/V INTERNATIONAL THUNDER, owned by International Marine, L.L.C. and 

International Offshore Services, L.L.C. (collectively, “International”) and the F/V LADY 

JOANNA, owned by Sea Eagle, Inc. International, Tesla, and Sea Eagle entered into a Master 

Service Agreement (“MSA”) relating to the survey. The survey operations consisted of the 

INTERNATIONAL THUNDER traveling along a grid pulling a “towfish,” which was attached to 

a cable. The LADY JOANNA’s function was to track the towfish and receive its sonar signals. 

Leading to the allision, the INTERNATIONAL THUNDER reeled in the towfish for repairs, then 

redeployed it. After it was redeployed, its cable allided with a mobile offshore drilling unit 

(“MODU”) used by Shell Offshore, Inc. (“Shell”) resulting in severe damage to the MODU. Shell 
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filed a cause of action against International and Tesla for negligence. A jury found that 

International was 25% at fault and that Tesla was 75% at fault for Shell’s damages. The jury 

awarded Shell over $9 million.  

 Tesla and International then sued Sea Eagle and its insurers, seeking indemnity from Sea 

Eagle and claiming that they (Tesla and International) had been added as additional insureds in a 

marine comprehensive liability (“MCL”) policy and a bumbershoot policy issued by Sea Eagle’s 

insurers. The district court found against Tesla and International in addressing their indemnity 

claims because the allision did not arise from or relate to the LADY JOANNA in any way, and 

also denied their insurance claims in holding that those claims fell with the indemnity claim. The 

Ninth Circuit affirmed the denial of indemnity but vacated the district court’s denial of the 

insurance claims, stating that the determination of coverage should be derived from the language 

of the policies rather than the availability of indemnity. On remand, the district court granted the 

insurers’ motions for summary judgment. Tesla appealed.  

 Applying Louisiana law, the Ninth Circuit first addressed the MCL policy. Since Tesla was 

not named in the policy, it argued that it fell within the policy’s blanket additional insured 

endorsement. In relevant part, the endorsement provided additional insured coverage to liability 

arising from an “insured contract” requiring the claiming organization to be given additional 

insured status, and “the liability for which the organization seeks coverage arises out of Sea Eagle’s 

‘work.’” “Work” under the endorsement included “’[w]ork or operations performed by [Sea Eagle] 

or on [Sea Eagle’s] behalf; and [m]aterials, parts or equipment furnished in connection with such 

work or operations.” The court concluded that the MSA did not require Sea Eagle to obtain 

coverage for Tesla’s liability for the allision because the MSA “required Sea Eagle to obtain 

insurance to protect Tesla only ‘from third party claims arising out of or connected with the 
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performance of the service.” The court additionally stated that “the liability for which Tesla seeks 

coverage did not arise out of Sea Eagle’s ‘work’” because the LADY JOANNA’s involvement in 

the project was independent of the liability incurred by Tesla. Therefore, the court  concluded that 

Tesla’s liability was not covered by the MCL policy.  

 Next, the court addressed Tesla’s liability coverage under the bumbershoot policy.  Similar 

to the MCL policy, the bumbershoot policy did not name Tesla, but did include a blanket assured 

provision. The blanket provision covered organizations “to whom the Named Assured is obligated 

by virtue of a written contract or agreement to provide insurance such as is afforded by this policy, 

but only in respect of operations by or on behalf of the Name Assured.” The court noted that its 

analysis of the MSA’s coverage requirements was the same for both the MCL and bumbershoot 

policies: the MSA did not require Sea Eagle to obtain coverage for Tesla’s instant liability.  

VII. LICENSES 
 Shell Offshore, Inc. v. Tesla Offshore, L.L.C., 905 F.3d 915 (5th Cir. 2018): Survey 

Master Required to Have Towing License 

 This case arises from the same set of facts addressed in International Marine, L.L.C. v. 

Atlantic Specialty Insurance Co., No. 18-30392, 2019 WL 575688 (5th Cir. Feb. 12, 2019), 

discussed in section VI, supra at 30. In summary, in connection with an archaeological survey, 

Tesla Offshore, L.L.C. (“Tesla”) chartered the M/V INTERNATIONAL THUNDER, which was 

owned by International Marine, L.L.C. and International Offshore Services, L.L.C. (collectively, 

“International”). The survey operations consisted of the INTERNATIONAL THUNDER traveling 

along a grid pulling a “towfish,” which was attached to a cable. The cable allided with a mobile 

offshore drilling unit (“MODU”). Shell filed a cause of action against International and Tesla for 

negligence. A jury found that International was 25% at fault and that Tesla was 75% at fault for 

Shell’s damages. In this arm of the litigation, Tesla and International were the only remaining 
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parties. International appeals the district court’s legal conclusion that the INTERNATIONAL 

THUNDER was subject to towing regulations.  

 The master of the INTERNATIONAL THUNDER did not have a towing license at the 

time of the allision. Towing regulations require masters of “towing vessels” of 26 feet or more to 

hold towing licenses. The court looked to the definition of “towing vessel” in the U.S. Code, which 

provides that a towing vessel is “a commercial vessel engaged in or intending to engage in the 

service of pulling, pushing, or hauling along side, or any combination of pulling, pushing, or 

hauling along side.” International argued that a literal reading of the statute would convert “any 

commercial vessel that pushes, pulls, or hauls anything into a towing vessel” such as fishing boats 

when someone aboard hooks a fish. In rejecting this argument, the court reasoned that the statute 

is limited to “commercial vessels engaged in the service of pulling, pushing, or hauling along 

side.’” The court interpreted that provision to exclude incidental pushing, pulling or hauling. The 

court ruled that the INTERNATIONAL THUNDER was “in the service of pulling” because its 

service was pulling the towfish. It noted that the fact that the INTERNATIONAL THUDER was 

documented as an offshore supply vessel rather than a towing vessel was not determinative, as 

vessels may fall into multiple statutory categories. Therefore, the court held that the 

INTERNATIONAL THUNDER was a “towing vessel” subject to towing regulations, including 

the requirement that its master hold a towing license.  

VIII. MARITIME LIENS 
(1) NuStar Energy Services, Inc. v. M/V COSCO AUCKLAND, No. 17-20246, 2019 WL 
 192408, petition for cert. filed (U.S. Mar. 18, 2019) (No. 18-1211) (5th Cir. Jan 14, 
 2019): No Standing to Contest Lien Assignment 

 This claim arose out of the fall of the OW Bunker group. In this case, ING Bank, N.V. 

(“ING”) was a secured creditor of OW Bunker and its affiliates. It became a secured creditor by 

acting as the security agent of a syndicate. The syndicate comprised a group of lenders that 
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provided OW Bunker and its affiliates revolving credit via a credit facility before the OW Bunker 

group’s demise. The credit facility was secured by the agreement of each OW entity to assign to 

ING “all of [OW entity’s] rights, title and interest” in respect to the amounts owed for the sale of 

oil products. The instant case involves four such sales. The four sales were essentially identical. 

COSCO ships ordered fuel bunkers from COSCO Petroleum. COSCO Petroleum’s  agent, 

Chimbusco Americas (“Chimbusco”), had authority to bind the vessels. Chimbusco then 

contracted with OW Far East. OW Far East subcontracted to OW USA. OW USA further 

subcontracted to NuStar. NuStar acted as the physical supplier to the vessels. In this case, ING and 

NuStar asserted maritime liens on the COSCO vessels.  

 Shortly after OW USA filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy, NuStar sued the COSCO vessels 

in rem. COSCO deposited funds as a substitute res into an escrow account, and filed a third-party 

claim interpleading NuStar, OW Far East, OW USA, and ING. ING asserted its own maritime 

liens under the security agreement. On cross-motions for summary judgment, the district court 

ruled in favor of ING’s maritime liens, but held that NuStar did not hold maritime liens. It reasoned 

that ING, via its security agreement with OW Far East, was entitled to maritime liens because it 

was obligated to deliver the bunkers by a contract with an authorized agent of the vessel 

(Chimbusco). NuStar, the court reasoned, contracted with OW USA, which did not have authority 

to bind the vessels. NuStar appealed.  

 The Fifth Circuit relied on Valero Marketing & Supply Co. v. M/V ALMI SUN13 in 

affirming the district court’s decision that NuStar did not have valid maritime liens. It then turned 

to NuStar’s other argument on appeal: that OW Far East’s assignment of its liens to ING was 

invalid. Before conducting an analysis of that argument, the court questioned whether NuStar had 

                                                           
13 893 F.3d 290 (5th Cir. 2018).  
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a cognizable interest in the resolution of that issue “in light of [the court’s] holding that NuStar 

does not have liens on the vessels.” In order to appeal the district court’s assignment ruling, the 

court stated, “NuStar thus must show that it would be better off if the district court had not ruled 

that the assignment was valid.” It noted that the “standing label” for that required showing is 

redressability. NuStar argued that it met this showing because, as a creditor of OW USA’s 

bankruptcy, “the ruling in favor of ING deprived OW USA’s bankruptcy estate” of the amount of 

ING’s liens. However, the court held that “the idea that any of this money would end up in NuStar’s 

pockets rests on ‘too speculative [a] chain of possibilities.’” The court reasoned that NuStar did 

not demonstrate a “meaningful probability” that ING’s lien amount would be available to the OW 

USA bankruptcy estate even if ING lost on its liens and contract claims. Illustrating this point, the 

court explained that the funds claimed by ING were an OW Far East receivable, not an OW USA 

receivable. Therefore, the court affirmed the district court’s ruling that NuStar did not have valid 

maritime liens against the COSCO vessels, and dismissed NuStar’s appeal of ING’s lien status for 

lack of jurisdiction.  

(2) Bunker Holdings, Ltd. v. Yang Ming Liberia Corp., 906 F.3d 843 (9th Cir. 2018): Ninth 
Circuit Joins Others in Holding Bunker Supplier Not Entitled to Maritime Lien  

 This case is another leg of the OW Bunker group litigation. Bunker Holdings, Ltd. 

(“Bunker”) brought an in rem action for a maritime lien against the M/V YM SUCCESS. Bunker’s 

lien arose from its provision of bunkers to the vessel. The vessel’s owner ordered the bunkers from 

OW Far East. OW Far East subcontracted with Bunker to deliver the bunkers to the vessel. Bunker 

filed this action after OW Far East filed for bankruptcy. The issue before the court was “whether 

Bunker Holdings provided the bunkers ‘on the order of the owner or a person authorized by the 

owner’ such that a valid maritime lien existed.”  
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 The Ninth Circuit held that OW Far East did not act as the vessel owner’s agent because: 

1) the vessel owner ordered the bunkers from OW Far East, not Bunker, 2) the transaction between 

the vessel owner and OW Far East and the transaction between OW Far East and Bunker were 

independent of each other; and 3) the vessel owner did not direct OW Far East to use Bunker as 

the supplier. Therefore, the court held that Bunker’s contract with OW Far East did not give rise 

to a maritime lien. In doing so, the Ninth Circuit joined the Second,14 Fifth,15 and Eleventh16 

Circuits, which have previously addressed this issue.  

(3) Barnes v. Sea Hawai’i Rafting, LLC, No. 13-00002 ACK-RLP, 2019 WL 1030518 (D. 
 Hawai’i Mar. 4, 2019) (slip op.): Special Use Permit is Not an Appurtenance of the 
 Vessel When Nontransferable  

 The plaintiff sought to arrest the M/V TEHANI in order to secure his personal injury claim. 

In an effort to prevent the vessel’s arrest, the vessel owner sought to file a special bond under 

Supplemental Admiralty Rule E(5)(a). The plaintiff and the vessel owner disagreed regarding the 

appropriate value of the bond. The court noted that Supplemental Admiralty Rule E(5)(a) required 

it to “set the value of the bond at the lesser of twice the amount of the plaintiff’s claims or the 

value of the vessel.” It was undisputed that the vessel’s commercial use permit affected the value 

of the vessel.  

 The vessel owner argued that the permit was not an appurtenance of the vessel, and 

therefore, that the vessel’s value was less than the plaintiff’s estimate. The plaintiff cited to cases 

finding that fishing permits are appurtenant to vessels and analogized the special use permit to the 

fishing permits in those cases. The defendant argued that the permit could not be appurtenant to 

the vessel because it was non-transferable. The court noted that the fishing permit cases cited by 

                                                           
14 ING Bank, N.V. v. M/V TEMARA, 892 F.3d 511, 521-22 (2d Cir. 2018).  
15 Valero Marketing & Supply co. v. M/V ALMI SUN, 893 F.3d 290 (5th Cir. 2018). 
16 Barcliff, LLC v. M/V DEEP BLUE, 876 f.3D 1063, 1071 (11th Cir. 2017).  
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the plaintiff involved transferable permits. It ruled that in finding whether a permit is an 

appurtenance of a vessel, the court must first determine whether the permit is transferable. If it is 

not transferable, it is not an appurtenance of the vessel. If it is transferable, the court must analyze 

whether it is “essential to the ship’s navigation, operation, or mission.”  

 In addressing the threshold question of whether the commercial use permit at issue was 

transferable, the court noted that the permit was issued pursuant to Hawai’i law. The relevant 

provision stated that commercial use permits automatically expire on the transfer of the vessel. 

Therefore, the court held that the commercial use permit was not an appurtenance of the vessel.  

IX. MARITIME CONTRACTS  
 Advanced Seismic Technology, Inc. v. M/V FORTITUDE, 326 F. Supp. 330 (S.D. Tex. 

2018): Master Services Agreement Supersedes Later Booking Note 

 In this COGSA case, the plaintiffs sought to ship seismic equipment from Houston to Poti, 

Georgia. The shipment included a 60-foot aluminum seismic vessel, the GEOTIGER 4. It was 

dissembled into sections for shipment. Pentagon Freight Services, Inc. (“Pentagon”) entered into 

a Master Services Agreement (“MSA”) with the plaintiffs prior to the shipment. Under the MSA, 

Pentagon agreed to provide freight forwarding services to the plaintiffs. Clause 3.4 of the MSA 

provided that Pentagon “warrants the services of third parties it selects and agrees ‘to be liable for 

any delay or loss of any kind, which occurs while the shipment is in the custody or control of a 

third party or the agent of a third party.’” Pentagon issued a booking note to one of the plaintiffs 

for the seismic equipment (the “Pentagon Booking Note”). The Pentagon Booking Note specified 

that the equipment was to be “stowed under deck.” Pentagon entered into an agreement with the 

carrier to ship the equipment. Subsequently, the carrier and the non-vessel operating common 

carrier (“NVOCC”) entered into another booking note (the “NVOCC Booking Note”). That note 

did not state that the cargo must be stowed below deck. However, it incorporated the terms and 

conditions of the bill of lading. The bill of lading did not state that the cargo should be stored 
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below deck. It attached a rider that stated, “CONTAINERS & FLAT RACKS STOWED ON 

DECK.” The seismic equipment was lashed to flat racks. During its voyage aboard the M/V 

FORTITUDE, the starboard hull section of the GEOTIGER 4 fell overboard due to heavy seas.  

 The plaintiffs sued Pentagon under COGSA for the lost cargo pursuant to clause 3.4 of the 

MSA. The motion before the court in this opinion was the plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment 

seeking the court to hold that Pentagon liable for the lost section of the GEOTIGER 4. Pentagon 

argued that the plaintiffs could not recover under clause 3.4 of the MSA because the MSA was 

superseded by the Pentagon Booking Note, which stated that it “shall prevail over any other 

previous arrangements.” “Arrangement” was not defined in that booking note. Pentagon argued 

that the dictionary definition, “an agreement or settlement, a disposition,” applied. The court did 

not find this persuasive. The court noted that Pentagon’s corporate representative admitted in his 

deposition that the MSA was a binding contract and that it was in force at all relevant times. In 

analyzing the MSA as a whole, the court ruled that individualized agreements such as the booking 

notes were not intended to supersede the MSA but rather supplement it. It therefore granted the 

plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment as to the issue of Pentagon’s liability for the lost cargo.  

X. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
 SCF Waxler Marine, L.L.C. v. M/V ARIS T, 902 F.3d 461 (5th Cir. 2018): Interlocutory 

Appeal of Order Finding Insurer Entitled to Contractual Limitation of Liability 
Unavailable   

 This litigation arose from a series of collisions and allisions involving the M/V ARIS T on 

the Mississippi River. The ARIS T sailed upriver, where it met two towing vessels. The towing 

vessels were sailing downriver. One of the towing vessels, the LORETTA G. CENAC, attempted 

to pass the other. The ARIS T struck an empty tank barge. That barge then struck another barge, 

which was connected to a third towing vessel that was moored to a dock. The ARIS T’s momentum 

continued to launch it upriver. It struck a fourth towing vessel and several facilities. The 
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LORETTA G. CENAC filed a limitation action, which was consolidated with other actions relating 

to the series of events. The facility owners impleaded the LORETTA G. CENAC’s primary and 

excess insurers. The facility owners filed a motion for partial summary judgment, seeking the court 

to rule that the insurers could not limit their liability to the value of the LORETTA G. CENAC. In 

other words, the facility owners sought the court to hold that the primary P&I policy did not contain 

a Crown Zellerbach17 Clause. The district court concluded that the primary policy met Crown 

Zellerbach’s requirements such that the insurers could limit their liability. The facility owners 

appealed.  

 The excess insurers argued that the Fifth Circuit lacked jurisdiction to hear the facility 

owners’ interlocutory appeal because the order denying their motion for partial summary judgment 

failed to “determin[e] the rights and liabilities of the parties” under 28 U.S.C. section 1292(a)(3). 

The facility owners argued that the court had appellate jurisdiction because the district court’s 

order was “the final pronouncement on the extent of the Excess Insurers’ liability in this case.”  

The court noted that the Fifth Circuit narrowly construes the statute’s grant of interlocutory 

jurisdiction. It stated that “the heartland of this court’s jurisdiction over an interlocutory appeal 

under § 1292(a)(3) is a conclusive determination of the rights and liabilities as to the claim on 

appeal.” The court reasoned that whether the facility owners were entitled to recover anything 

from the excess insurers remained to be determined. That determination “turns on the fault and or 

liability” of the LORETTA G. CENAC. Further, it stated that “[a]nswering the important, but 

ancillary, question about the extent of the insurer’s potential liability leaves the heart of the claim 

to be decided.” The court therefore dismissed the facility owners’ appeal for lack of jurisdiction.  

 

                                                           
17 Crown Zellerbach Corp. v. Ingram Indus., Inc., 783 F.2d 1296 (5th Cir. 1986) (en banc) 
(allowing the insurer to take advantage of the owner’s limitation of liability).  
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XI. OIL POLLUTION ACT OF 1990 
 United States v. Nature’s Way Marine, L.L.C., 904 F.3d 416 (5th Cir. 2018): Tug is an 

Operator of a Barge Under Tow  

 This case presents an issue of first impression in appellate courts: whether the owner of a 

tugboat is also the OPA 90 “operator” of a barge that the tugboat was moving at the time of a 

collision. A tugboat owned by Nature’s Way Marine, L.L.C. (Nature’s Way) sailed down the 

Mississippi River, moving two tank barges owned by Third Coast Towing, LLC (“Third Coast”). 

The barges were wholly dependent on the tugboat for propulsion. The barges collided with a 

bridge, spilling oil into the Mississippi River. Nature’s Way and Third Coast filed claims against 

each other, which they subsequently settled. Then, Nature’s Way sought reimbursement from the 

National Pollution Funds Center (“NPFC”) on the basis that its liability should be limited to the 

tonnage of the tugboat rather than the barges. It also requested the NPFC to relieve it of any 

obligation to reimburse the government for clean-up expenses. The NPFC denied both requests on 

the basis that Nature’s Way was the operator of the barges at the time of the incident under OPA 

90. The United States filed suit against Nature’s Way, seeking reimbursement for its clean-up 

expenses. The United States filed a motion for partial summary judgment as to the issue of whether 

Nature’s Way was an operator under OPA 90. The district court granted the motion. Nature’s Way 

appealed.  

 Addressing the issue on appeal, the Fifth Circuit discussed United States v. Bestfoods.18 In 

that case, the Supreme Court of the United States interpreted the definition of “operator” in the 

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (“CERCLA”). 

CERCLA’s definition of “operator” contains the exact language as OPA 90’s definition of 

“operator.” The Bestfoods court held that “an operator is simply someone who directs the workings 

                                                           
18 524 U.S. 51 (1998).  
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of, manages, or conducts the affairs of a facility.” The Fifth Circuit extended that analysis to define 

“operator” under OPA 90 to include “someone who directs, manages, or conducts the affairs of 

the vessel.” It also noted that the ordinary meaning of “operating” a vessel “would thereby include 

the act of piloting or moving a vessel.” It therefore held that Nature’s Way was “operating” the 

barges at the time of the collision.  

XII. PILOTS 
 Westergreen v. Houston Pilots Association, 566 S.W.3d 7 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th 

Dist.] 2018, pet. denied):  Pilot Organization Statutorily Immune From Liability  

 As an issue of first impression in Texas, this case addressed whether imposing liability on 

an unincorporated or partnership pilot association would hold “[a] pilot . . . liable . . . as a member 

of an organization of pilots” in contravention of a Texas statute limiting the liability of pilots. This 

lawsuit arose from a collision of two vessels under compulsory pilotage. A Houston pilot transited 

outbound on the M/V CARLA MAERSK, while another Houston pilot was bringing the M/V 

CONTI PERIDOT inbound in the Houston Ship Channel. The vessels collided in heavy fog 

conditions. The collision resulted in the CARLA MAERSK spilling its methyl tertiary-butyl ether 

(“MTBE”) cargo. Nearby homeowners sued the Houston Pilots Association under various causes 

of action, alleging that the spill reached their properties. They alleged that they incurred costs of 

clean-up. Additionally, two of the homeowners asserted personal injury causes of action. The 

Houston Pilots moved for summary judgment on two grounds. First, it argued that under federal 

maritime law, pilot associations are immune from liability related to the negligence of their pilots. 

Second, it argued that “as an unincorporated association of independent contractor pilots, it has no 

legal existence separate from its individual pilots,” and that therefore a judgment against the 

Houston Pilots would effectively be a judgment against individual pilots in contravention of a 

Texas statute limiting the liability of individual pilots. The trial court granted the Houston Pilots’ 

motion. The homeowners appealed.  
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 First addressing the Houston Pilots’ argument regarding pilot immunity under federal 

maritime law, the Fourteenth Court of Appeals of Texas analyzed Guy v. Donald19 and its progeny. 

That case held that “pilot associations and member pilots are immune from vicarious liability under 

federal maritime law for negligent acts or omissions by other member pilots.” It next looked to 

Texas statutory pilot immunity under Texas Transportation Code section 66.082, which provides 

that “[a] pilot is not liable directly or as a member of an organization of pilots for any claim that: 

1) arises from an act or omission of another pilot or organization of pilots; and 2) relates directly 

or indirectly to pilot services.” The court noted that the Texas Legislature’s expressly stated 

purpose of enacting that legislation was acting in accordance with the public interest and to 

maintain reasonable pilotage rates. The court held that the Texas statute, rather than general 

maritime law, applied to this case. It reasoned that Congress, in enacting 46 U.S.C. section 8501(a), 

expressed its intent not to limit the states’ authority to regulate pilotage, and that the Texas 

Legislature had chosen to do so. Therefore, the court addressed the second issue on appeal under 

the Texas statute.  

 In addressing that second issue, whether imposing liability on an unincorporated or 

partnership pilot association would hold “[a] pilot . . . liable . . . as a member of an organization of 

pilots” so as to violate the Texas statute, the court looked to features of unincorporated associations 

under Texas law. It noted that unincorporated associations historically had no existence apart from 

their individual members, and that the effect of judgments against unincorporated associations is 

to fall on the members as if they were parties to the suit. The court held “that a judgment against 

Houston Pilots as an unincorporated association would hold each pilot ‘liable . . . as a member of 

                                                           
19 203 U.S. 399 (1906).  
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an organization of pilots.” Therefore, the court affirmed the trial court’s order granting summary 

judgment in favor of the Houston Pilots.  

XIII. OSHA VIOLATIONS 
 Acosta v. Hensel Phelps Construction Co., 909 F.3d 723 (5th Cir. 2018): Secretary of 

Labor May Issue Citations to Controlling Employers at Multi-Employer Worksite   

 In this case, the Fifth Circuit found that its holding in Melerine v. Avondale Shipyards, 

Inc.,20 that “OSHA regulations protect only an employer’s own employees,” was abrogated by 

Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.21 in conjunction with National 

Cable & Telecommunications Association v. Brand X Internet Services.22 Hensel Phelps 

Construction Company (“Hensel”) contracted with the City of Austin to build a library. Hensel 

controlled the worksite through its on-site management personnel. Four years into the project, 

Hensel subcontracted with Haynes Eaglin Watters, LLC (“HEW”) to assist with a portion of it. In 

turn, HEW subcontracted with CVI Development, LLC (“CVI”) for certain tasks assigned to HEW 

by Hensel. One of the tasks CVI performed was excavation at the worksite. The soil at the 

excavation site was “Type C” soil. Although OSHA regulations prohibit excavations of Type C 

soil without protective systems such as sloping, no protective systems were in place. Responding 

to a complaint, an OSHA compliance officer inspected the excavation site. During the inspection, 

Hensel’s and HEW’s superintendents were present, “with full views of the CVI employees 

working there.” OSHA cited CVI and Hensel for exposing employees to a cave-in hazard from the 

unprotected excavation and, thereby violating OSHA regulations. Hensel was cited pursuant to 

OSHA’s multi-employer citation policy because OSHA determined that Hensel was a “controlling 

                                                           
20 659 F.2d 706, 711 (5th Cir. Unit A 1981).  
21 467 U.S. 837 (1984).  
22 545 U.S. 967 (2005).  
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employer” as it had general supervisory authority over the worksite, which included corrective 

power over safety and health violations.  

 Hensel contested the citation. The Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission 

ALJ found that Hensel was properly cited as a “controlling employer” under the multi-employer 

citation policy. However, because the ALJ noted that it was probable that the ruling could be 

appealed to the Fifth Circuit, the ALJ applied Fifth Circuit precedent in deciding the case. Looking 

to Melerine, the ALJ found that Fifth Circuit precedent prohibited Hensel’s citation. The Secretary 

of Labor filed a petition for review of the ALJ’s determination with the Fifth Circuit.  

 The Secretary argued that 29 U.S.C. section 654(a)(2) requires employers to broadly 

comply with the standards of the Occupational Safety and Health Act, including ensuring all 

employees at worksites the employers control are in compliance. Hensel argued that the provision 

on which the Secretary relied (which states that “[e]ach employer . . . shall comply with 

occupational safety and health standards”) “cannot reasonably be read as granting the Secretary 

the authority to impose liability outside the employer-employee relationship.” Under step one of 

its Chevron analysis, the Fifth Circuit asked, “has Congress affirmatively limited (or affirmatively 

refused to limit) the Secretary’s authority to cite employers to only hazards that affect his own 

employees?” Because the preceding subsection of the provision cited by the Secretary contained 

limiting language but the Secretary’s provision did not, the court found that it was possible that 

Congress intended to leave open “the possibility that an employer could be cited for a violation at 

a worksite he controls but that is also populated by employees of various other employers.” The 

Fifth Circuit noted that Hensel’s interpretation of the statute did not accord with any of the seven 

federal circuit courts that have opined on the issue. The court found that Congress’s intent in 

promulgating section 654(a)(2) was ambiguous as to the issue at hand.  
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 The court moved to step two of its Chevron analysis, which “directs courts to accept an 

agency’s reasonable resolution of an ambiguity in a statute that the agency administers.” The court 

found that the Secretary’s interpretation of the statute “as permitting him to cite a controlling 

employer at a multi-employer worksite conforms to those minimal standards of rationality and is 

well within the bounds of permissible interpretation.” The court continued: “If a general contractor 

enjoys the benefits of project supervision, it follows that he should also bear the burdens, by being 

held to comply - and to direct its subcontractors to comply - with the Act’s safety standards.” 

Therefore, the court deferred to the Secretary’s interpretation of the statute.  

XIV. COLLISION 
 Holzhauer v. Golden Gate Bridge Highway & Transportation District, 899 F.3d 844 (9th 

Cir. 2018): Owner-Passenger Has No Duty to Keep a Lookout  

 This case presented an issue of first impression of what duty of care applies to a boat owner 

riding as a passenger in his boat. This case stems from a wrongful death cause of action. The 

defendant and a friend were aboard the defendant’s speedboat when it collided with the M/V SAN 

FRANCISCO passenger ferry, killing the friend. At the time of the collision, the friend was 

operating the speedboat, and the owner was looking in the opposite direction of where the 

speedboat was traveling. Earlier that day, the owner had assisted the friend in operating the boat 

at some points. However, he was not assisting him at the time of the incident. Similarly, that day 

the boat owner had explained the rules-of-the-road to the friend and had told him to take a different 

loop than the one the friend had intended. The friend’s surviving spouse filed a wrongful death 

action against the boat owner and the owner of the ferry. The case went to trial. When it concluded, 

the boat owner moved for judgment as a matter of law against the plaintiff. The court granted the 

motion. The plaintiff appealed.  

 The Ninth Circuit noted that the general rule under general maritime law is that passengers 

have no duty to keep a lookout on behalf of the vessel operator. There are two exceptions to this 
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rule: 1) when the passenger “knows from past experience or from the manner in which the vessel 

is being operated on the particular trip, that the driver is likely to be inattentive or careless”; and 

2) “when the passenger ‘jointly operated’ the vessel, meaning he ‘had active responsibility for and 

control over certain aspects of navigation of the boat.’” The court stated: “Doubtless a boat owner 

owes a general duty of care, but that duty of care depends on the circumstances.” It classified the 

circumstances here as involving a transfer in the operation of the boat between the boat owner and 

the friend. In regard to the first exception of the rule that passengers have no duty to keep a lookout, 

the court found that the boat owner’s “decision to entrust operation of the boat to [the friend] was 

reasonable” because evidence at trial had shown that the friend was a “safe, cautious, and 

experienced boat operator.” Turning to the second exception, the court concluded that the boat 

owner and the defendant were not jointly operating the boat. It reasoned that “the joint operation 

inquiry properly asks if the boat was being jointly operated when the accident occurred,” which it 

was not. Therefore, the Ninth Circuit affirmed the district court’s decision.  

XV. CARGO 
 Royal SMIT Transformers BV v. Onego Shipping & Chartering, BV, 898 F.3d 543 (5th 

Cir. 2018): Fifth Circuit Upholds Himalaya Clause Shielding Downstream Carrier 
From Suit  

This COGSA case presented an issue of first impression in the Fifth Circuit: whether a 

Himalaya Clause in a multimodal through bill of lading shielding downstream carriers from suit 

was enforceable. The Fifth Circuit joined the Second and Ninth Circuits in holding that type of 

Himalaya Clause enforceable.  

Royal SMIT Transformers BV (“Royal”) sought to ship transformers from the Netherlands 

to St. Gabriel, Louisiana. Royal contracted with Central Oceans USA, LLC (“Central Oceans”) to 

facilitate the shipment. Central Oceans contracted with Onego Shipping & Chartering, B.V. 

(“Onego”) to provide the ocean leg of the shipment, Illinois Central Railroad Company (“IC”) for 
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the rail leg, and with Berard Transportation, Inc.  (“Berard”) providing the trucking leg. Each 

arrangement was negotiated separately. Royal and Central Oceans entered into three agreements 

together: a Request for Transportation (“RFQ”), a Purchase Order, and a through bill of lading. In 

relevant part, the RFQ allowed Royal to hold Central Oceans liable “for all cases of loss or damage 

suffered by [Royal . . . caused by [Central Oceans’] performance” of the contract. The RFQ also 

provided that Central Oceans was required to indemnify Royal of any loss Royal sustained as a 

result of Central Oceans subcontracting its duties. The Purchase Order stated “‘[a]ll services 

provided’ were pursuant to the RFQ,” and denied “the applicability of any other terms and 

conditions.” However, the through bill of lading stated that its “provisions . . . apply to all claims 

against [Central Oceans] relating to the performance of the Multimodal Transport Contract.” The 

through bill of lading imposed liability on Central Oceans for the actions of its “agents,” which 

was defined to include subcontractors. The through bill contained a Himalaya Clause that 

prevented Royal from being able to sue Central Oceans’ subcontractors.  

The transformer cargo was delivered. Upon arrival, cargo inspectors found that the 

transformers had been damaged by “excessive vibration” at some point during transit. Royal and 

its insurers sued Central Oceans, Onego, IC, and Berard. Royal’s claims against Central Oceans 

were subsequently severed. Onego, IC, and Berard filed a motion for summary judgment asserting 

that they were protected under the through bill’s Himalaya Clause. The district court granted the 

motion, and Royal appealed.  

The Fifth Circuit began its analysis by discussing the general nature of Himalaya Clauses. 

It noted that “they operate much like the mountain range by the same name, creating a barrier 

between the cargo owner and downstream carriers that can be neither scaled nor circumvented.” 

The court discussed a United States Supreme Court case, Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha, Ltd. v. Regal-
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Beloit Corp.,23 which enforced a Himalaya Clause that contained a forum selection clause applying 

to downstream carriers who were not party to the through bill of lading. The Fifth Circuit noted 

that the protection in the Himalaya Clause at issue was distinct from the one in Regal-Beloit, but 

saw “no reason why the result should be different.” The court reasoned that this does not limit 

Royal’s ability to recover the COGSA-authorized damages to its cargo, because it could recover 

against Central Oceans. Further, the court noted the Himalaya Clause does not prevent Central 

Oceans from recovering against its subcontractors.  

The court then addressed Royal’s argument that the Himalaya Clause could not be 

enforceable because it was never meant to be enforced. The court rejected this argument for three 

main reasons. First, longstanding Fifth Circuit precedent mandates that “‘by filing a lawsuit for 

damages under the bill of lading, [the party] has accepted the terms of the bill of lading, including 

. . . unnegotiated’ clauses.” Second, “basic principles of maritime law governing the interpretation 

of contracts” foreclose Royal’s argument that extrinsic evidence should be examined to seek an 

intent contrary to the plain text of the bill of lading. Lastly, the United States Supreme Court has 

emphasized “the importance of protecting downstream carriers according to the text of through 

bills of lading.” Therefore, the court affirmed the district court’s grant of summary judgment in 

favor of the downstream carriers.  

 

                                                           
23 561 U.S. 89 (2010).  
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